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A bstract

This thesis describes the results of a survey of the diffuse interstellar features 
towards about 120 stars. The observations, the data reduction and the measurement 
of the strengths of the diffuse features are described. The equivalent widths of nine 
diffuse features are then used in a comprehensive statistical analysis of the relationship 
between the carriers of the diffuse features and other components of the interstellar 
dust and gas.

We re-examine some aspects of the well-known correlation of diffuse feature equiv
alent width with colour excess, E (B  — V ), and the extent of contamination of the 
diffuse feature measurements by stellar photospheric lines is assessed. The inter
relationships of the diffuse features are examined with the technique of Principal Com
ponent Analysis and it is found that there are real variations in the relative strengths 
of some features from one line of sight to another.

We perform a multivariate correlation analysis of the diffuse feature strengths 
using measurements of interstellar extinction in the ultraviolet and infrared, measure
ments of interstellar polarization, indicators of cloud density and temperature, and the 
abundances of a number of atomic and molecular species.

Evidence is found that in general the diffuse features are weak with respect to 
reddening where the characteristic size of the dust grains is large. The strengths of a 
number of diffuse features per unit hydrogen column density (‘abundances’) are found 
to be diminished along lines of sight characterized by denser clouds. The carriers of 
several diffuse features appear to be distributed like the refractory atomic species in the 
diffuse medium, their abundances being well correlated with the gas-phase abundances 
of species such as Mg and Fe. The anticorrelation of the abundances of a number of 
diffuse features with the abundances of several diatomic molecular species suggests that 
they are not a product of the network of gas-phase chemical reactions in quiescent 
clouds. Several pieces of evidence are presented to suggest that the diffuse feature 
carriers are produced in interstellar shocks.

It is concluded that the diffuse feature carriers exist preferentially under the phys
ical conditions which prevail in the envelopes or skins of diffuse clouds. We review some 
dust and gas-phase models for the origin of the diffuse features in the light of this evi
dence. We conclude that the diffuse features are most probably formed by a mixture of 
the radical and ionic species of polyatomic molecules whose abundance in the diffuse 
medium is sustained by their formation through grain fragmentation in interstellar 
shocks. We further suggest that the carriers of the narrower diffuse features, such as 
those studied here, are small polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of two to three rings 
in size, or linear carbon chain molecules consisting of about 10 atoms or less.
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For m y wife, Gina;

“M any women do noble things, but you surpass them a ll.”
Proverbs 31:29

a ' a - f a i r u
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Roads go ever ever on,
Over rock and under tree,

By caves where never sun has shone,
By streams that never find the sea:

Over snow by winter sown,
And through the merry flowers of June, 

Over grass and over stone,
And under mountains in the moon.

Roads go ever ever on,
Under cloud and under star,

Yet feet that wandering have gone 
Turn at last to home afar.

Eyes that fire and sword have seen 
And horror in the halls of stone 

Look at last on meadows green
And trees and hills they long have known.

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit.
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C H A P T E R  1

Introduction: 

Diffuse Clouds, D iffuse Features

uThat Dust itself which is scattered so rare in Heaven .

C.S. Lewis, Voyage to Venus (Perelandra) (1943)

The diffuse interstellar features are a class of spectroscopic absorption lines which 

are formed in the interstellar medium (ISM) and whose origin has defied explanation 

since they were first observed in the early part of this century. The motivation for 

their study has been the hope that they may evidence an important ingredient of the 

interstellar dust or gas that has hitherto remained unrecognised, or that they may be 

diagnostic of physical conditions within the ISM.

This thesis describes a survey of some of the stronger diffuse features in the 

yellow-red seen towards about 120 stars. A statistical analysis of the data obtained 

has been used to examine the relationships between the hypothetical carriers of the 

diffuse features and other constituents of the interstellar dust and gas; the primary 

goal has been to constrain hypotheses of the nature of the carriers and to define the 

physical conditions under which the formation of the diffuse features is efficient. In 

this introduction, we will review the component phases of the ISM and in particular 

the nature of the dust and gas in the diffuse interstellar medium. A short history 

of the early observations and research of the diffuse features is followed by a fairly 

comprehensive review of modern observations and hypotheses for their origin. A guide 

to the contents of the rest of the thesis concludes this introduction.
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Chapter 1

1.1 In terstellar clouds and phases

The interstellar medium is believed to exist in several discrete phases which are 

characterised by very different temperatures and densities. These thermal phases in the 

ISM are stable distributions of interstellar gas which coexist in approximate pressure 

equilibrium with each other (e.g., see Shull 1987). Early models of the ISM (e.g., 

Field, Goldsmith & Habing 1969) included two phases: cold clouds (T  ~  100K) and 

warm intercloud matter (T  ~  104K). However, amongst other difficulties, such models 

were not complete. The 1970’s saw the observation of a hot phase (T  ~  105-106K) of 

the ISM and the construction of a model (McKee & Ostriker 1977) which comprised 

three components: a hot, low-density medium which occupies most of the interstellar 

volume and in which are embedded the cold, neutral clouds; and warm (T  ~  8000K) 

photoionized envelopes which surround each cloud, the inner regions of which are 

mostly neutral. Observationally, the existence of these phases seems certain, but their 

topology is not well defined. We discuss each below in the light of observational 

evidence on their physical state and distribution.

1.1.1 Cold neu tra l clouds.

At the distance of the Sun from the Galactic centre, about half of the mass of 

the interstellar gas is in the cold clouds (Sanders et al. 1984), yet they fill only a few 

percent of the interstellar volume. In fact, the cold neutral ISM is quite inhomogeneous 

and is observed over a wide range of temperatures, densities and characteristic cloud 

sizes. Broadly, we may classify the distribution of this material into diffuse clouds, dark 

clouds and molecular clouds, although a continuum of cloud dimensions and opacities 

may be more realistic.

Diffuse clouds are transparent to visible and ultraviolet (UV) radiation and are 

generally revealed by absorption and emission in the 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen, 

or by discrete absorption components of atoms and simple molecules in the spectra of 

background stars. The mean temperature of such clouds is about 80K, but can range 

from about 40 to 130K (Savage et al. 1977); hydrogen densities in the range of a few 

tens to a few hundred atoms cm-3 are typical. The statistics of diffuse clouds derived 

from H I absorption studies (Kulkarni & Heiles 1987) imply a distribution of cloud sizes,
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Chapter 1

with the median diffuse cloud having a hydrogen column density N (H I)=  0.8 X 1020 

cm-2  and a reddening E (B  — V) = 0.017 mag; typically, about 6 such clouds might be 

intersected by a line of sight of 1 kpc length, with higher column-density clouds being 

encountered less frequently. The traditional concept of a spherical cloud is probably 

mistaken (McCray & Snow 1979; Kulkarni & Heiles 1987): radio observations of H I 

reveal many sheet-like and filamentary structures; and the thickness of diffuse clouds 

suggested by optical and UV absorption line studies is typically 1-10 pc (Cowie &: 

Songaila 1986), usually much smaller than their observed lateral extent (e.g., Sancisi 

et al. 1974). Thus diffuse clouds are not self-gravitating and magnetic fields and shocks 

may play a significant role in controlling their structure.

Dark clouds are relatively opaque to visible and UV radiation and may be as

sociated in complexes up to about 20 pc across, like those in the region of Perseus 

and Taurus (Myers 1987). Dark clouds are observed in molecular radio emission, and 

are often seen optically as general patches of obscuration against a background of field 

stars (e.g., Lynds 1962). The average density n (of hydrogen nuclei in all forms) in such 

complexes is about 100—1000 cm-3  at a temperature of about 10K (Goldsmith 1987). 

W ithin such complexes exist very dense cores about 0 .2pc across and in which n>, 104 

cm-3 . These dense condensations are often associated with low-mass star formation, 

highlighted by concentrations of T-Tauri stars and very heavily obscured IR A S  sources 

(Myers 1987).

Giant molecular clouds contain a significant fraction of the total molecular mate

rial in the ISM. These appear to be long-lived, gravitationally bound structures which 

are not in pressure equilibrium with the other phases of the ISM. They are the sites for 

massive OB star formation within the Galaxy; one of the most outstanding sites of OB 

star formation local to the Sun—M42 in the Orion OBI association—is situated within 

such a molecular cloud complex (Genzel & Stutzki 1989). Typically, the dimensions of 

these massive clouds are about 40-100 pc with a mass of about 105- 106Af® (Scoville 

& Sanders 1987). Their average temperature and density are about 10K and a few 100 

cm-3 , but within clumps or the molecular cloud core these can rise to T  ~  100K and 

n>,106 cm-3  (Goldsmith 1987).
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1.1.2 The w arm  intercloud m edium .

The warm intercloud medium is very difficult to observe directly (Kulkarni &: 

Heiles 1987). The warm neutral component is visible in 21 cm emission as a broad 

shallow feature on which is superposed the emission from the cold H I clouds (e.g., 

Radhakrishnan et al. 1972); an ionized component of the warm medium is required 

to explain widespread diffuse H a emission and to account for the interstellar elec

trons revealed by observations of the dispersion of pulsar signals. Various observations 

suggest that the temperature of the warm medium is about 8000K; the density is prob

ably about 0.3 cm-3 . The photoionization of the warm ionized medium is probably 

maintained by hot OB stars, planetary nebula nuclei and other sources of UV photons.

The warm component probably fills a greater volume of the interstellar medium 

than the McKee-Ostriker model assumes, possibly >,50% (Kulkarni & Heiles 1987). In 

our part of the Galactic disk, the warm neutral medium seems to account for about 40% 

of the interstellar hydrogen and the ionized component about 10%. The topology of 

the warm intercloud medium is quite uncertain: whether it forms an envelope around 

some of the cold neutral clouds, as in the McKee-Ostriker model, or whether it is 

distributed more like a pervasive substrate is unknown.

1.1.3 The hot com ponent.

It was first postulated by Spitzer (1956) that the existence of hot “coronal” gas 

in the ISM was necessary to confine clouds of neutral gas which were observed at 

large distances above the galactic plane. The detection of such a phase was made via 

observations of O VI (Rogerson et al. 1973) and soft X-ray emission (Williamson et al. 

1974). The OVI observations imply T  ~  1-3 X 105K; the X-ray emission implies a 

temperature of 1-2 X l06K. However, these observations sample different volumes of 

space: the diffuse X-rays observed in the Galactic plane must originate within a few 

hundred parsecs of the Sun (Savage 1987)—indeed, our Sun appears to be contained 

within the hot bubble of a supernova remnant with a radius of about 100 pc (e.g., 

see Cox & Reynolds 1987); but the Os+ column density is well correlated with path- 

length to about 3.2 kpc (Jenkins 1978a, 6), which indicates that it is well distributed 

throughout the ISM.
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Other highly ionized species such as C3+, Si3+ and N4+ have also been observed 

(Savage & Massa 1987). The hot gas is probably heated by high velocity shocks 

produced by supernova explosions and winds from OB associations. Indeed, if the 

supernova rate were high enough, much of the Galactic volume may be filled with a 

tunnel network of hot gas due to overlapping supernova remnants (Cox & Smith 1974). 

However, the observed velocity dispersion of the O VI components is not large, and it 

has been suggested that the 0 5+ is actually produced in conductive transition regions 

between the cooler medium and the hot gas (McKee & Ostriker 1977; Cowie et al. 

1979).

1.2 D u st and gas in the diffuse in terstellar m edium

It will be worthwhile to take a closer look at the nature of the dust and gas in 

the diffuse interstellar medium. A number of hypotheses of the origin of the diffuse 

features proposed in recent years have been based on the belief that they are closely 

associated with the dust grains, perhaps for want of a suitable gas-phase carrier. A 

measure of the consensus of that view is probably provided by the appearance of the 

diffuse features as a topic in a recent Symposium on interstellar dust (Allamandola & 

Tielens 1989). The justification for this view will be questioned more closely in this 

thesis; nevertheless, the following review will emphasise the nature and composition, 

formation and destruction of diffuse medium dust in particular.

1.2.1 Gas in  the diffuse medium.

Much of what we know about the diffuse medium comes from the observation of 

interstellar absorption lines. Since essentially all species are in their ground electronic 

states, most absorption lines fall in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, which is 

therefore particularly useful for studying the interstellar gets (Spitzer & Jenkins 1975; 

Cowie & Songaila 1986). From such observations we may determine the abundance 

and excitation of such species as H2, C° and C+ , which are powerful diagnostics of the 

temperature and density of the gas and the strength of the interstellar radiation field.
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In addition, much of our understanding of grain growth and destruction has come from 

observations of elemental abundances in different interstellar environments.

The gas in the diffuse medium is composed primarily of neutral atomic hydrogen. 

In addition to the atoms and ions of heavier elements, simple molecules are also known 

to exist. Neglecting the effects of charge exchange and ion-molecule reactions, those 

atoms which can be ionized by photons longward of the Lyman limit exist in a state 

of ionization equilibrium which is determined by the intensity and energy distribution 

of the radiation field and the electron density and temperature. In general, a large 

proportion of most elements with ionization potentials below 13.6 eV exist as ions, e.g., 

Fe+ and Ca+ or Ca2+. Infrared emission in the fine-structure excitation lines of atoms 

and ions (e.g., C II A158/im) dominates the cooling of the diffuse medium (Dalgarno 

& McCray 1972) and permits a stable thermal phase to exist.

The existence of grains in the diffuse medium is pivotal for the existence of observ

able concentrations of molecules: firstly, the grains provide some shielding in diffuse 

clouds against photodissociation by UV photons; but more importantly, the grain sur

faces are the sites for the efficient formation of H2 (e.g., Shull & Beckwith 1982)—and

H2 is the key to the whole of interstellar chemistry, which can then proceed by fast
ia.

ion-molecule reactions to syjthesise a variety of molecular species. The molecules which 

have been observed in the diffuse medium in addition to H2 are HD (e.g., Wright & 

Morton 1979), CO, CH, CH+ , CN (e.g., Dickman et al. 1983 and references therein), 

C2 (van Dishoeck 1984), OH (e.g., Chaffee & Lutz 1977) and the isotopic forms of 

some of these.

Steady state models of diffuse interstellar clouds (e.g., van Dishoeck &: Black 1986) 

have been fairly successful in accounting for the observed abundances and excitation 

of many of these molecules according to presently understood reaction networks. One 

most notable exception is CH+ (Dalgarno 1976). It has been necessary to invoke models 

of the chemistry in magnetohydrodynamic shocks in order to predict abundances of 

CH+ which are close to observed values (Pineau des Forets et al. 1986; Draine & 

Katz 19866). Reactions on grain surfaces probably contribute significantly to the 

chemistry in the diffuse medium; but excepting the case of H2, the accuracy of current 

observations is not sufficient to discriminate between models which do or do not include 

grain surface reactions (Mann & Williams 1984).
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1 .2.2 D ust in  the diffuse m edium .

Since the existence of obscuring dust in the interstellar medium was first hinted 

at in such early work as that of Barnard (1910), much has been learned about the 

nature and composition of interstellar dust grains. Though the proportion by mass 

of dust to gas in the interstellar medium is small (~  1 : 100) the dust plays an 

active and influential part in the physics and chemistry of the interstellar medium: 

its interaction with light, atoms and molecules has important effects in such processes 

as star formation, interstellar chemistry and the energy balance of clouds. Yet many 

uncertainties remain concerning the details of the role of dust grains in these processes; 

and several distinct models of grain structure and composition have been submitted 

and defended as being able to account for the observed characteristics of interstellar 

dust, with none being uniquely satisfactory.

The gas-phase abundances of many elements in the interstellar medium are ob

served to be depleted from their cosmic abundances. From observations of interstellar 

extinction by dust, the total density (pd) of matter contained within the dust grains 

per unit volume of interstellar space can be shown to be close to 1.8 X 10~ 26 g cm-2 

(Spitzer 1978, p .162), i.e., about 0.006 of the overall gas density. Since the cosmic 

abundances of C, N and O constitute 0.014 of the total mass of gas, and the elements 

heavier than Ne about 0.003, the “missing” elements can easily be accounted for by 

their being incorporated into the dust grains; the heavier elements may be severely 

depleted, as indeed some axe observed to be.

In addition to what may be inferred about grain composition from elemental de

pletions (e.g., W hittet 1984), additional clues axe provided by the observed extinction, 

scattering and polarization of starlight by interstellar dust (reviewed in §5.1). The 

shape and structural form of the grains remain uncertain, but it is probable that they 

are very irregular, perhaps having a fractal structure (Wright 1989) or a “cluster of 

grapes” morphology similar to interplanetary dust particles (e.g., Brownlee 1987).

We will first summarise the current understanding of the processes of grain for

mation, growth and destruction; and we will then recount the details of several grain 

models which axe currently fashionable.
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(a) Grain formation, growth and destruction.

Generally, it is proposed that the nuclei of grains must be formed within astro- 

physical sites of high density (e.g., Draine 1986a); such sites would include protostellar 

nebulae, the atmospheres of cool giant stars, the ejecta of planetary nebulae, novae 

and tight knots within supernova ejecta. Silicate dust emission has certainly been ob

served in circumstellar shells surrounding oxygen-rich late-type stars (e.g., Merrill & 

Stein 1976). Around carbon stars a different condensate would be expected: emission 

due to silicon carbide (SiC) has been observed (Merrill & Stein 1976) and amorphous 

carbon may condense also (Jura 1986). Field (1974) proposed that the partial con

densation of elements within such environments could explain the observed pattern of 

depletions from element to element: he found that a correspondence existed between 

the logarithmic depletions of certain elements and their condensation temperatures Tc 

in an O-rich environment (see Figure 1.1), where Tc  is defined to be the temperature 

at which half of the atoms would condense at a given equilibrium pressure. One could 

visualise that some of the most refractory compounds, such as those containing Ca, 

Al and Fe, would rapidly condense into solid form at moderately high temperatures 

and pressures. The radiation pressure on the newly forming grains and their drag 

on the gas would drive an outflow (Tielens 1983) which would cool; the timescales 

and pressures would become too small for equilibrium to be achieved and only partial 

condensation of elements with lower condensation temperatures would occur.

Field’s proposal that this is the principal mechanism by which interstellar grains 

form and grow cannot be wholly substantiated. Firstly, Jura (1987) points out that 

mass loss from early-type stars can account for £ 10% of all matter ejected into the 

interstellar medium; since such elements as Ca, Ti and Fe are typically more them 90% 

depleted, some of this fresh and undepleted material injected by early-type stars must 

become incorporated into the grains within the interstellar medium itself. Further, 

McKee (1989) estimates that most of the refractory elements are injected into the 

interstellar medium in high velocity, high temperature supernova ejecta, not in the 

cool winds of red giants; grain growth within the interstellar medium must take place 

in order to incorporate elements from this source too.
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F igu re  1 .1 . The logarithmic depletions D{X%) versus the condensation temperatures 
Tc of different elements Xj for a mean line-of-sight hydrogen density (n«) =  3 cm-3 , 
which is representative of the denser diffuse medium. The figure has been taken from  
Jenkins (1987).

The condensation temperature is closely related to other physical and chemical 

properties of the elements. Some of these properties may be associated with the effi

ciency of the deposition and removal of the elements on grain surfaces in the interstellar 

medium and have formed the basis of other models to explain the pattern of elemental 

depletions. For example, Snow (1975) suggested that the rate of accretion of elements 

onto grains is determined by an element’s first ionization potential: the probability of 

ejection of an ion from a grain surface is then proportional to the energy liberated upon 

recombination with an electron. Barlow (1978c) proposed that the heats of formation 

of the hydrides of the elements compared to their binding energies on graphite and 

iron grains governed whether an element could stick efficiently or not. It was shown 

that Na, K and Zn would undergo less depletion than other metals in this scheme, as 

observed; and it was shown that differential depletion of the adsorbed elements would 

occur, the depletion being dependent on the resistance of an element to removal by
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sputtering in a shock. Tielens & Allamandola (1987) caution against the straightfor

ward use of simple bond energies based on chemisorption theory. They propose that 

the pattern of elemental depletions can be ascribed to the distinct chemical properties 

of the different elements and the likely reactions they will undergo which will govern 

their bonding to the surface.

Grain coagulation is another growth process. In the p Oph cloud, a large wave

length of maximum polarization (Carrasco, Strom & Strom 1973) and a low visual 

extinction with respect to hydrogen column density has been taken to imply that the 

large grains have formed by the coagulation of smaller grains (Jura 1980). The effi

ciency of coagulation probably depends on the relative velocity of the grains and their 

composition: within a dense cloud, coagulation may be enhanced by turbulence, or by 

the existence of icy mantles on the grains (Tielens 1989).

There is strong observational evidence that interstellar shock waves are the domi

nant destruction mechanism for interstellar grains: the abundances of refractory species 

such as Fe, Si and Ca are observed to be restored to close to their cosmic values in 

clouds with typical line-of-sight velocities greater than about 100 km s-1  (e.g., Shull, 

York & Hobbs 1977; Jenkins, Silk &: Wallerstein 1976; Howarth &: Phillips 1986). A 

number of theoretical studies (e.g., Barlow &: Silk 1977; Barlow 1978a; Seab &: Shull 

1983; McKee et al. 1987) have shown that grains can be destroyed efficiently in fast 

shocks by thermal and non-thermal sputtering and grain-grain collisions. Small grains 

may be destroyed completely by thermal sputtering in non-radiative shocks (Seab 

1987); larger grains are preferentially destroyed in radiative shocks by collisions with 

other grains and with atoms and molecules (i.e., non-thermal sputtering). Grain-grain 

collisions may shatter the grains, increasing the small grain population, or may vapor

ize them completely. Models predict that most grain destruction takes place in the 

warm medium (Draine & Salpeter 1979; McKee 1989), which is consistent with the 

observation that depletions are significantly greater in diffuse and dense clouds than 

in the warm medium (e.g., Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer 1986).

Seab (1987) compares the timescales for grain destruction by supernova generated 

shock waves with those for nucleation and injection of fresh grains into the interstellar 

medium; he concludes that the replenishment of the large grain population requires a 

very efficient mechanism for grain growth in the interstellar medium. The small grain 

population may be replenished by shattering of the larger grains. However, McKee
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(1989) argues that the effective supernova rate for grain destruction is much less than 

the value of 2.2 per century (van den Bergh 1983): only a fraction of Type I super

novae can interact effectively with the gas disk (Heiles 1987a) and of those Type II 

supernovae that do so, many are highly correlated in space and time, generally oc

curring within an OB association; their effective grain destruction capability is much 

reduced. McKee concludes that the effective supernova rate for grain destruction is 

about 0.8 per century. The timescale for grain destruction by a supernova-generated 

shock is then ~  4.3 X 108 years, compared to an estimated grain injection time from 

supernovae and red giants of 1.5 X 109 years. Therefore most of this injected dust must 

be destroyed in the interstellar medium; about 20% of the refractory dust can survive 

and retain a record of its history.

(6) Grain composition and structure.

Many theories of interstellar grain composition include silicate and carbonaceous 

solids in one form or another, since these are probably the primary condensates in the 

outflows of oxygen-rich and carbon-rich giants. Theories generally differ on the precise 

mineralogical and chemical form of these constituents as well as on the structure and 

size distribution of the grains.

Mathis, Rumpl and Nordsieck (1977, hereafter MRN) obtained an acceptable 

fit to the observed interstellar extinction curve between llOOA and 1 pm  (e.g., see 

Figure 5.1) with a power-law distribution of grain sizes ranging from about 0.01 pm  to 

0.25 pm  and a mix of two or more different types of grain, e.g., graphite and olivine 

[(Fe,Mg)2SiC>4]. Draine & Lee (1984) further obtained a reasonable match of the 

observed extinction law down to A =  1 mm using an MRN size distribution of graphite 

and silicate particles. In the model of Mathis & Whiffen (1989), the extinction curve is 

fitted with grains which are collections of very small particles of silicates, amorphous 

carbon and graphite, bonded together in a loose aggregate. The grains consist of about 

80% vacuum, simulating the porosity of interplanetary dust particles (e.g., Walker

1986). Rowan-Robinson (1986) has proposed a model which includes separate grains 

composed of similar materials to those listed above—graphite, silicate, amorphous 

carbon and amorphous silicate—but with discrete characteristic sizes.

Graphite is a necessary component of the above models since it is postulated to 

produce the extinction bump at 2175A (Stecher & Donn 1965; Gilra 1972; hereafter we
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will commonly refer to this feature as “the 2200A bump” or “A2200”). However, the 

existence of such an ordered phase of carbon may be difficult to defend: its formation 

(Mathis 1986) and its survival against grain processing in shocks must be addressed, 

amongst other observational objections (e.g., Cardelli & Savage 1987).

The grains in the above models are bare: they have no mantles. Joseph (1988), 

however, suggests that non-volatile mantles which are chemically distinct from the 

grain cores may be formed by the accretion of elements. But volatile mantles such 

as water-ice will not survive on grains in the diffuse interstellar medium: ice mantles 

which may be formed in dense regions are removed by photodesorption on a very short 

timescale when exposed to the radiation field in the diffuse medium (Barlow 1978c); 

photodesorption can keep a grain surface “clean” of volatile materials for A v <3 mag 

[E(B — V ^ l  mag; Tielens & Hagen 1982]. Thus, the 3.1- pm  water-ice feature has 

been observed along lines of sight towards objects embedded in very dense clouds, but 

it is not seen along well-reddened lines of sight passing predominantly through the 

diffuse medium (W hittet 1981). On the other hand, an absorption feature at 3.4 pm  

has been detected along the line of sight to the Galactic centre (Butchart et al. 1985) 

and has been attributed to a refractory organic mantle material; it has been detected 

more locally towards Cyg OB2 no .12 (Adamson, W hittet & Duley 1990). It has been 

suggested that prolonged exposure to the UV radiation field in the diffuse medium 

may process the organic refractory material into amorphous carbon (Tielens 1989).

A model of core-mantle grains which possess such organic refractory mantles 

has been proposed (see Greenberg 1989 for a review). It is argued that the silicate 

condensates provide nucleation cores for the growth of mantles in molecular clouds. 

Over the lifetime of a grain, it may be cycled between molecular clouds and the diffuse 

medium up to 20 times or more before becoming incorporated into a newly-formed 

star. On each passage through a molecular cloud it can become coated with water-ice 

and other organic ices; then as the grain becomes exposed to an increasing degree of 

UV radiation in the diffuse medium these ices are photoprocessed to produce complex 

refractory organic residues, as evidenced by the 3.4-/zm feature. In this model, the 

2200A bump is supposedly produced by small carbonaceous fragments of the organic 

refractory mantle which are broken off by shock processing of the grains or by mantle 

explosions which occur as the grains heat up (e.g.y d’Hendecourt et al. 1985).
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In the core-mantle model, the silicate cores are proposed to be about 0.05 pm  in 

radius with a mantle 0.05 pm  thick; the grains are elongated to produce the observed 

visible polarization. Within molecular clouds, the grain may accrete an additional 

mantle of more volatile ices, such as those observed in infrared absorption in molecular 

cloud sources (e.g., Soifer et al. 1979).

An alternative model of the composition of interstellar grains and their rela

tionship to interstellar extinction has been proposed by Duley, Jones & Williams 

(1989). The grain population consists of small (<,100A) Mg-rich silicate cores and 

large (0.05 /zm-0.25 pm) asymmetric Fe-rich silicate grains. These are coated with 

mantles of partially-hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC) about 30A thick. In this 

model, the 2200A bump arises from the small Mg silicate cores (Steel &: Duley 1987) 

while the Fe-rich grains produce the observed polarization in the visible. The HAC 

exhibits some local order in diamond-like and graphitic bonding (Duley 1987) although 

the long-range structure is amorphous. The wavelength-dependent absorption charac

teristics of a grain are dependent on the mantle thickness and the relative proportion 

of the different types of bonding in the HAC; these in turn are dependent on the en

vironment and history of the grain. It is therefore proposed (Jones, Duley & Williams 

1987) that the effect of environmental and historical differences from one line of sight to 

another can account for the observed range of variations in the interstellar extinction 

curve (e.g., W itt, Bohlin & Stecher 1984).

The existence of a population of very small grains has been deduced from observa

tions of IR emission by dust. Draine & Anderson (1985) found that the graphite-silicate 

grain model could account for the 60 pm  and 100 pm  diffuse cloud “cirrus” emission 

observed by IRAS (Low et al. 1984) only if the grain size distribution was extended 

to include very small grains of radius^ 3A. Sellgren (1984) observed the continuum 

emission of reflection nebulae in the near-IR (2-5 pm) and found an excess emission 

with a colour temperature of ~  1000K which was independent of the distance from the 

star. This was interpreted as thermal emission from very small grains (~  10A radius) 

which are heated briefly to high temperature by the absorption of single UV photons; 

the mass of small grains required to explain the emission was found to be consistent 

with an extrapolation of the MRN size distribution to smellier grain sizes.

In addition to these observations, certain discrete IR emission features between 3.3 

pm  and 11.3 pm  had long been observed in reflection nebulae, H II regions, carbon-rich
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planetary nebulae and spiral galaxies (e.g., see Aitken 1981). This emission spectrum 

was then found to be well matched by the vibrational fluorescent emission expected 

from a specific class of very small particles, or large molecules, namely polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; Leger & Puget 1984; Allamandola, Tielens & Barker 

1985). The very small particles observed by Sellgren (1984) were therefore identified 

with these large aromatic molecules (Leger & Puget 1984). For an exciting photon 

of wavelength 1000A, the observed colour temperature of the IR continuum emission 

implies that the very small particles, or large aromatic molecules, contain about 50 

atoms (Sellgren 1989). However, note that a variety of other carbon-based substances 

have also been proposed to account for the IR emission features (Sakata et al. 1984, 

1987; Borghesi et al. 1987; Papoular et al. 1989), including structures in the HAC in 

grain mantles discussed above (Duley 1989). Puget &: Leger (1989) review the evidence 

for very small grains and large aromatic molecules and their properties.

1.3 E arly in terstellar spectroscopy and th e  d iscovery  o f  th e  diffuse 

features

One of the earliest recorded observations of the diffuse features was made in 

the climate of the discussion surrounding “stationary” lines in the spectra of certain 

spectroscopic binaries. Hartmann (1904) had first observed that the C a ll K line in 6 

Ori did not share the oscillatory Doppler shifts of other spectral lines. Slipher (1909) 

discovered more stars where such an effect was observed and suggested that these 

were indeed the “space lines” predicted by Kapteyn (1909); he proposed that perhaps 

similar lines due to N al might also exist. It was a decade later that stationary lines 

of N al were indeed observed towards (3 Sco and 6 Ori by Heger (1919). In the course 

of observing several other spectroscopic binaries, Heger (1921) noted that two lines 

at about 5780A and 5797A in £ Per, and one at 5780A in p Leo *, were possibly 

stationary.

* Meyer (1983) has observed the diffuse feature a t 5780A in p  Leo to have an absorption 
depth of about 2% and an equivalent w idth of 24 mA; it is unlikely th a t such a weak feature 
would have been detected on Heger’s photographic spectrum , which was m ade w ith a 3-prism 
spectrograph a t a mean dispersion of 53A/mm.
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It is interesting to note that Heger, remarking on these features in her spectra, 

refers to an even earlier observation made more than 20 years previously: Cannon 

(1897) records two dark lines at 5782.lA  and 5797.2A (± 1- 2A) in an objective prism 

spectrum of 7  Vel (=  7 2 Vel, HD 68273) with a dispersion of about 40A/mm. The 

star 7 2 Vel is a Wolf-Rayet star (W C8+09I; Conti & Smith 1972) and the dark 

lines are seen in absorption against the profile of the CIV emission feature at about 

5802A. However, despite the approximate coincidence in wavelength and the absence of 

any other identification of these lines, one must question whether the diffuse features 

would actually have been observed since the reddening of the star is so low. For a 

total hydrogen column density of 0.6 X 1020 cm-2  (Savage et al. 1977), E (B  — V )~  

0.01 (from the results of Bohlin et al. 1978); the equivalent width of A5780 would be 

expected to be about 10mA for such a line of sight. A modern observation is clearly 

necessary to establish whether A5780 is sufficiently strong in this star for Cannon to 

have observed it (notwithstanding some of the remarkable feats performed by these 

early spectroscopists!). Snow (1973a) has failed to detect A5780 towards the star on 

intensity tracings of photographic spectra.

Code (1958) notes tha t Cannon may have unwittingly referred to A4430 in her 

remarks accompanying the Henry Draper Catalogue, when she possibly mistook it for 

H7  in the heavily reddened star HD 80077.

The dawn of active research on the diffuse interstellar features came soon after 

Trumpler (1930) had demonstrated the existence of general obscuration in the Galaxy 

and Plaskett & Pearce (1930) had shown that an interstellar origin for the Ca+ ab

sorption lines was consistent with Oort’s theory of galactic rotation. Merrill (1930) 

observed the diffuse features AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 towards HD 183143; he 

later identified them as being of interstellar origin (Merrill 1934, 1936a), noting their 

unusual width in comparison to interstellar atomic absorption lines, and the first cat

alogue of equivalent widths of AA5780, 5797 and 6284 was published by Merrill et al. 

(1937).

A feature at A4430 was suspected as being another of the class (Merrill 19366), and 

this was later confirmed (Beals &: Blanchet 1937, 1938; Merrill & Humason 1938); and 

A6203 and A6270 were added to the growing list of diffuse features (Merrill &: Wilson 

1938). At about the same time, other interstellar atomic lines were identified (Dunham 

& Adams 1937) and some unidentified lines were observed (Dunham 1937) which were
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soon attributed to interstellar molecules: Swings & Rosenfeld (1937) suggested that 

one of these lines might be due to CH; this was confirmed by McKellar (1940) and 

the other lines were attributed to CN (McKellar 1940) and CH+ (Douglas & Herzberg 

1941).

1.4 A  review  o f stud ies o f  th e  diffuse in terstellar features

Much of the early and post-war research on the diffuse interstellar features cul

minated in the definitive study by Herbig (1975), who catalogued the wavelengths, 

line widths, depths and equivalent widths of 39 features in HD 183143, and measured 

the equivalent widths of 17 of these features towards as many stars as possible in a 

sample of 57. He carried out a statistical analysis of the data and reviewed many 

of the questions concerning the distribution and nature of the diffuse features. The 

emphasis of the following review will be on that work and research carried out since. 

We will examine the properties of the diffuse feature spectrum as they are implied 

by correlation analyses, the diffuse feature absorption profiles and their strengths in 

certain astrophysical environments. A review of some of the hypotheses of the origin 

of the diffuse features follows in §1.5.

1.4.1 The diffuse feature spectrum .

The compilation of Herbig (1975) included 39 features of certain or probable 

interstellar origin between 4400A and 6850A; several more were listed as being possibly 

interstellar. Other features detected since then have been in the red region of the 

spectrum, longward of about 6700A: Geary (1976) observed a fairly prominent feature 

at A862lA; Sanner, Snell & Vanden Bout (1978) searched the 6500A-8900A region, 

confirmed one of Herbig’s possible features and found three more of probable and two of 

possible interstellar origin. Strong atmospheric O2 and H2O bands in this region make 

the detection of weak interstellar features difficult. Nevertheless, Herbig Soderblom

(1982) were able to discover two more features at AA6993, 7223 which had atmospheric 

H2O lines superposed.
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Seab & Snow (1985) searched for diffuse features in the UV between 1150A and 

2300A in co-added IUE  extinction curves for 58 moderately reddened stars. They 

found none, but emphasised that only UV features equivalent to the strongest diffuse 

features in the visible would have been detectable.

Herbig (1988), exploring the region longward of 6700A, observed a group of about 

29 weak lines lying between 6767 and 6862A in a number of well reddened stars; there 

might have been more detected but for the strong B band of atmospheric O2 with 

head at 6867A. The lines generally strengthen with increasing reddening and are not 

observed in unreddened stars of a range of spectral types; they are therefore believed to 

be interstellar. They are quite weak and narrow, but not perfectly sharp: the strongest 

feature in HD 183143 has an equivalent width of 45mA (c/. 340mA for A6614) and their 

full widths at half-depth range from 0.60 to 0.97A (1.3-2.1 cm-1 ). A few of the stronger 

features are nearly uniformly spaced at intervals of 35 cm-1 , suggestive of rotational 

structure in light hydrides, but Herbig could identify no plausible species with lines to 

match those observed. The region in which these features were detected is relatively 

free of stellar photospheric lines and atmospheric lines, apart from the O2 band. One 

wonders whether if one looked deeply enough at a  similarly clean part of the spectra 

of reddened early-type stars one might detect more interstellar features like these.

Thus, the diffuse feature spectrum is now known to contain about 75-80 discrete 

features, ranging in width from 0.6A (1.3 cm-1 ) for the narrower features observed 

by Herbig (1988) to 20A (100 cm-1 ) for A4430 (Herbig 1975). No features are known 

short ward of A4430 and the longest wavelength feature in the class is that at A8621 

(Geaxy 1976), or possibly A8650 (Sanner et al. 1978).

1.4.2 C orrelation analyses of the diffuse feature strengths.

Bivariate linear correlation analysis has been a tool often used in the study of 

the diffuse feature strengths. Many authors have attempted to distinguish between 

hypotheses of the carriers of the diffuse feature spectrum by examining the degree of 

relationship between the feature strengths and other interstellar parameters. However, 

these interstellar quantities can be expected to correlate with each other to some extent 

since many have a common dependence on the amount of dust or gas along the line 

of sight, and it has been difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the origin of
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the diffuse features. Savage & Mathis (1979) have cautioned that “correlation studies 

may have been overemphasised and studies that might provide more direct physical 

information about the features have been neglected.”

(a) Correlations with extinction.

Herbig undertook a fairly extensive study of the correlations of the diffuse feature 

strengths with reddening and with each other. For most of the features he studied, 

he found that there was not a perfect relationship between the feature strength and 

E (B  — V ). This result has been confirmed by the work of Wu (1972) and Schmidt 

(1978), who found that the scatter of the data about a perfect relationship with 

E (B  — V) was greater than could be accounted for by observational error alone. Her

big attributed some of this scatter to regional effects, whereby the diffuse features are 

produced with variable efficiency in different regions of the sky. But he also explored 

the possibility that the correlations were weakened by a variation in the curvature of 

the extinction curve at about 4400A which affected the measurements of E (B  — V): 

he investigated the dependence of the feature strengths on longer wavelength colour 

excesses (with smaller samples of data) and found an improvement in the correlations. 

With a larger sample of data, Sneden et al. (1978) contradicted this result: they found 

that infrared colour excesses were themselves very well correlated with E (B  — V) and 

there was no evidence for an improved correlation of the diffuse features with the 

IR excesses over that with E (B  — V ). Wu, York & Snow (1981) came to the same 

conclusion.

Herbig considered that the degree of curvature in the interstellar extinction curve 

at 4400A might be correlated with the strength of the diffuse features; he therefore 

argued that the carrier of the diffuse features was a constituent of the very small grains 

believed to be responsible for the far ultraviolet extinction. In an effort to ascertain 

whether this was so, Wu, York & Snow (1981) and Seab & Snow (1984) investigated 

the correlations of the diffuse features with measurements of the interstellar extinction 

in the ultraviolet from AN S  and IUE data respectively. Wu et al. found that there was 

no evidence for any significant improvement in the correlation between AA5780, 6284 

and the ultraviolet excesses F?(1800A—V) and E (2500A—V) over that with E (B  — V ); 

rather, they found that the strength of A4430 was better correlated with E (B  — V) and 

E (V  — 3.6/zm) than with the ultraviolet excesses.
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Seab & Snow recognised that all the colour excesses would correlate to some 

degree with the diffuse features and therefore attempted to remove the general depen

dence on E (B  — V) of the correlated quantities: they computed the deviations of the 

diffuse feature strengths from the average trend with E (B  — V ) and normalized these 

to unit E (B  — V ). None of the deviations of AA4430, 5780 or 6284 correlated with 

either the far ultraviolet extinction at 1250A or with £ (  1250A—1430A) (the number 

of equivalent width measurements of A5780 and A6284 were relatively few, however). 

W itt, Bohlin & Stecher (1983) actually found a marginally negative correlation between 

A(4430)/£(I? — V )—the normalized strength of A4430—and £(1250 — V ) / E ( B  — V”). 

The existence of such a negative trend is supported by the observations of Krelowski 

et al. (1987); they found that the strength of A4430 with respect to E ( B  — V ) was 

significantly greater towards the stars of one OB association with rather low UV ex

tinction £(15 — 18) than towards those of another with high UV extinction. Schmidt 

(1978) found that A5780 correlated with the interstellar extinction at 1550A (from 

OAO-2 data), but with considerable intrinsic scatter. The general conclusion from 

these studies is that A4430 is not produced in the very small grains which may give 

rise to the far ultraviolet extinction, nor is there any evidence tha t this is the case for 

AA5780, 6284.

Several of these ultraviolet studies found evidence for a strong relationship be

tween A4430 and the strength of the 2200A bump in the interstellar extinction curve. 

Apart from a general correlation between the strengths of the two features, W itt et al.

(1983) and Seab & Snow (1984) found that their normalized strengths also correlated 

well with one another; this was not the case for AA5780, 6284 in Seab & Snow’s sam

ple, although Wu et al. (1981) found these features to show a reasonable correlation 

with £(2200 — V). For a very small sample of stars Schmidt (1978) found that A5780 

correlated with the strength of the 2200A bump. In summary, there is evidence for an 

association between A4430 and A2200; the relationship between A2200 and the other 

diffuse features requires further investigation.

(6) Regional variations in the diffuse feature strengths.

Duke (1951) first drew attention to regional variations in the strength of A4430 

with respect to E (B  — V). Since then many other authors have noticed regional vari

ations in the diffuse feature strengths relative to the amount of reddening along some
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lines of sight {e.g., Gammelgaard 1975; Herbig 1975). More recently, Krelowski et al. 

(1987) found significant differences in the strength of A4430 with respect to E{B  — V) 

between the Perseus OBI and Cepheus OB3 associations. Chlewicki et al. (1986) ob

served that towards some stars in the Be 87 and Cygnus OB2 associations the strengths 

of AA5780 and 6284 changed little with respect to strong differences in E (B  — V ) within 

each association; and from one association to another the strengths of the features per 

unit E{B  — V ) were markedly different. On the other hand, A5797 correlated with 

reddening very well, both within each association and amongst all the stars observed. 

These observations illustrate that the diffuse feature strengths are sensitive to the na

ture of the dust and gas within OB associations, which can be very different from that 

of the general diffuse medium along a line of sight; it is therefore naive to expect the 

diffuse features always to correlate well with reddening and with one another. The 

work of Krelowski & Strobel (1983, 1987) and Massa & Fitzpatrick (1986) has shown 

that significant differences occur in the interstellar extinction law between different OB 

associations and complexes of young stars; it should not be surprising that the diffuse 

features are produced with variable efficiency also within different interstellar regions. 

Anomalous cases of diffuse feature strengths are to be expected and provide clues to 

the nature of their formation mechanism. Snow, York & Welty (1977) share this sen

timent and state that the greatest usefulness of general correlation studies may be to 

indicate lines of sight along which the diffuse feature strengths are clearly discrepant; 

it might then be possible to determine the conditions which give rise to the unusual 

diffuse feature behaviour. Snow, York & Welty list all the apparently anomalous lines 

of sight in their catalogue of diffuse feature strengths, which was constructed from the 

measurements of many authors.

(c) Inter-relationships between the diffuse features.

The inter-relationships between the diffuse features have been thoroughly exam

ined by Herbig (1975), who found that within the observational errors the features 

appeared to strengthen and weaken as one spectrum. However, more recent high 

signal-to-noise observations have put the existence of truly anomalous relative diffuse 

feature strengths beyond question {e.g., Chlewicki et al. 1986; Krelowski & Walker

1987). The work of Krelowski & Westerlund (1988) was important in demonstrating 

that A5780 and A5797 can be formed with a different efficiency in diffuse clouds. They
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observed that a N al velocity component seen towards the Sco OB2 association domi

nated the Na absorption in £ Oph (HD 149757) but was weak in a Sco (HD 147165); 

a different component dominated this line of sight. The A5797 feature was observed to 

be equally strong in both stars whereas A5780 was observed to weaken towards C Oph; 

this implied that A5797 was equally efficiently produced in each of the clouds, but that 

A5780 was not efficiently produced in the cloud dominating the line of sight to £ Oph. 

This observed non-uniformity of diffuse feature production opens up the possibility of 

studying the relative behaviour of the diffuse features in different interstellar environ

ments as a key to understanding their formation mechanism. Either the features are 

not formed by the same carrier or their distinct behaviour is evidence of the response 

of a common formation mechanism to the variations in the physical conditions in the 

interstellar medium.

The increasing awareness that departures from a uniform relationship between 

the diffuse features do occur has led some authors to try to classify them in discrete 

groups or “families” (Krelowski & Walker 1987; Chlewicki et al. 1987; Josafatsson & 

Snow 1987); family membership depends on the degree of intercorrelation between 

the features. If the work of Herbig (1975) had suggested tha t all these animals were 

equal, it has become clear that some are more equal than others. The separation of 

the features into families is probably valid as an indicator of general correlation, but 

the most productive line of research will now be to identify the physical conditions in 

the interstellar medium which give rise to the preferential formation of one family of 

absorption features over another.

(d) Low reddening lines of sight.

Lines of sight towards stars with very little colour excess are perhaps much simpler 

to study regarding diffuse feature behaviour; the traditionally studied well-reddened 

lines of sight represent an average over a great range of interstellar conditions and 

processes. Several authors have observed the diffuse features along such low colour 

excess lines of sight to attempt to discriminate between a molecular and a dust grain 

origin of the diffuse features. Comparing the strengths of AA5780, 5797 and 6614 

with E (B  — V ) and the abundance of molecular hydrogen, Kumar et al. (1982) and 

Federman, et al. (1984) found that the features were stronger where the column den

sity of H2 was high [logiV(H2) > 1019 cm-2 ] and weak or absent where it was low
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[logiV(H2) < 1017 cm-2 ]. However, Meyer (1983) detected A5780 and A5797 along 

lines of sight with very little H2 also [log iV(H2) <  1016 cm-2]. Kumar (1986) found 

that the equivalent widths of A6284 and A6614 were weakly dependent on log iV(H2). 

Federman et al. (1984) concluded that the diffuse features were closely associated with 

the presence of molecules along the line of sight; but a gas-phase molecular carrier is 

probably ruled out by the column density of diffuse feature absorbers implied by their 

relative abundance to H2: the absorbers must be as abundant as O.OliV(CO) or more, 

if /  is not greater than unity. Federman et al. (1984) therefore conclude that the diffuse 

features may arise from a transition involving an interaction between a molecule and an 

impurity site on a grain surface; Meyer (1983) favours an origin of the diffuse features 

in the dust grains. Kumar (1986) considers the possibility that the recently proposed 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Leger & Puget 1984; §1.2 .2) might be stable against 

photodissociation and therefore abundant enough in the diffuse medium that they or 

their ions might be the carriers of the diffuse feature spectrum. Meyer (1983) suggests 

that a high resolution profile study of the diffuse features towards lightly reddened 

stars might reveal some further details about the carrier which become smeared out in 

the diffuse feature profiles seen towards more heavily reddened stars.

1.4.3 High resolution profile studies.

Merrill & Wilson (1938) first noted that the profile of A5780 was slightly asym

metric, being steeper to the blue, and there were some early attempts to measure the 

profiles of the broader diffuse features such as A4430 (e.g., Wilson 1958; Herbig 1966). 

Wu (1972) observed the diffuse features at A5780 and A5797 to be asymmetric with the 

blue wing being the steeper; and the asymmetry of a number of other diffuse features 

was noted and investigated by severed authors thereafter. A5780 was observed by Sav

age (1976) and Danks & Lambert (1976) and at higher resolution by Snell & Vanden 

Bout (1981); the asymmetry of the line was confirmed but there was no evidence for 

any fine structure in the feature. A5797 appeared asymmetric in the same sense as 

A5780 (Chlewicki et al. 1986, Westerlund & Krelowski 19886) when considered sepa

rately from the shallower absorption feature at 5795A. The A6614 feature was observed 

by Welter & Savage (1977) and at higher resolution by Herbig &: Soderblom (1982). 

These authors found the feature to be asymmetric with a steep blue wing, in common
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with AA5780 and 5797; moreover, Herbig Sc Soderblom reported an inflection in the 

shortward wing which appeared intrinsic to the feature—the inflection was observed 

clearly in several stars which exhibited single K I interstellar absorption lines. It is of 

interest to note that one of the stars (HD 41117; x 2 Ori) observed at A5780 by Snell 

& Vanden Bout (1981) also shows a ripple in the shortward wing and there is a hint 

of a similar ripple in the blue wing of Westerlund Sc Krelowski’s (19886) “intrinsic” 

profile of A5780. Herbig Sc Soderblom’s observation was the first evidence of intrinsic 

structure, unsharp though it was, in the profile of a narrow diffuse feature.

Chlewicki et al. (1986) observed A6270 to be asymmetric in the same sense as 

these diffuse features, with a very extended long wavelength wing. In contrast to these 

features, however, others have been observed to show little asymmetry, if any. The 

A6196 feature, one of the narrowest diffuse features, was observed to be symmetric 

by Smith et al. (1981) and Herbig Sc Soderblom (1982); Welter Sc Savage found that 

A6379 also was usually symmetric, as did Westerlund Sc Kreiowski (19886). But the 

profile of A6284 is unique amongst the narrower yellow-red diffuse features: it has been 

found to be symmetric with a Lorentzian profile, exhibiting broad wings (Chlewicki 

et al. 1986, Westerlund Sc Kreiowski 19886); in respect of its profile the feature more 

resembles A4430 than any of the other diffuse features.

High signal-to-noise studies of the diffuse feature profiles have also provided evi

dence for further substructures within some known diffuse feature blends. The appear

ance of complex profiles consisting of several features, some very weak, in the region 

of AA6203, 6206 has been noted by Smith et al. (1981) and Chlewicki et al. (1987); 

and some substructure has been resolved in the profile of the broad A5778 feature 

(Chlewicki et al. 1987), as was first suspected by Herbig (1975).

An important result of some of the high resolution studies has been the confirma

tion that several of the diffuse features can be associated with atomic absorption com

ponents along some lines of sight. Herbig & Soderblom (1982) observed that the very 

narrow A6196 feature was significantly broadened and even appeared double towards 

HD 183143; the doubling of the feature was shown to be consistent with the observed 

splitting of the K I lines towards the star. The profile of A6614 in the same star was 

shown to be well represented by the blending of two components shifted by the atomic 

component velocities. Smith et al. (1981) also noticed that A6196 was broadened along 

lines of sight with multiple atomic components. Westerlund & Kreiowski (1988a, 6) and
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Kreiowski & Westerlund (1988) have argued that the profiles of the diffuse features 

in multiple-cloud lines of sight can best be represented by overlapping profiles shifted 

by the corresponding atomic component velocities. They have attempted to decom

pose severed diffuse feature profiles towards stars in the Sco OB2 association which are 

behind relatively few intervening atomic clouds; they have thereby constructed some 

pseudo-intrinsic profiles of severed of the diffuse features.

The observed profiles probably hold clues to the origin of the diffuse features. 

Van de Hulst (1957) first discussed the sym m etry  of the profiles tha t would result if 

they were produced by scattering emd absorption in dust grains. Savage (1976) and 

Welter & Savage (1977) compared the observed diffuse feature profiles with predicted 

theoretical profiles for the processes of preionization and predissociation of a molecule 

and absorption by an impurity centre in a solid grain. They found that the impurity 

absorption profile could be fitted well to typical profiles of A5780 and A6379, but not 

A6614 because of the steepness of its blue wing; none of the features were well fitted 

with the theoretical preionization and predissociation profiles. They took these results 

to be evidence that impurity absorptions in interstellar grains could account for some 

of the diffuse features.

Danks & Lambert (1976), however, have argued that the observed asymmetries 

of the features could be explained by unresolved rotational structure within a pure 

electronic molecular transition, if the problem of the survival of a large molecule in the 

diffuse medium could be overcome. Savage (1976) reported variations in the profile of 

A5780 from star to star as evidence of the sensitivity of the absorption process to grain 

temperature and composition; however, the effect of relative cloud motions along the 

line of sight will mask details of the profiles (Danks & Lambert 1976; Westerlund & 

Kreiowski 1988a, 6) and intrinsic variations will be difficult to detect. Other searches 

for profile variations from one line of sight to another have not been successful (Snow, 

Timothy & Saar 1982; Chlewicki et al. 1986). Note that no polarization structure has 

been detected in the profiles of A4430, A5780 (Martin & Angel 1974, 1975) or A6284 

(Fahlman & Walker 1975), which implies that these features are not formed in the 

grains responsible for the visible interstellar polarization.

An important constraint on models of diffuse feature production was provided 

by the work of Herbig & Soderblom (1982), who showed that the observed central 

wavelength of A6614 was constant to within a few hundredths of an angstrom along
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several different lines of sight. They point out that this consistency poses severe 

problems for solid-state models of diffuse feature production which predict line shifts 

depending on the properties of the host particle.

1.4.4 T he diffuse features in special environm ents.

(a) Dense clouds.

Wampler (1966) recognised that the central depth of A4430 was weakened with 

respect to reddening towards several stars which lay behind or within dense clouds. 

Morgan (1944) had already observed A4430 to be weak towards one of Wampler’s stars 

(HD 24534; X Per). Similarly, Snow &: Cohen (1974) investigated the behaviour of 

AA4430, 5780 and 5797 along lines of sight to stars lying behind dense clouds; they 

found these features to be weak, on average, with respect to E (B  — V). Furthermore, 

they found that within the p Oph cloud complex the strengths of A4430 and A5780 

per unit E (V  — K ) diminished as E (V  — K ) / E ( B  — V)  increased; there was evidence 

for a similar anticorrelation with Amax also. Since these quantities are indicative of 

the characteristic size of the grains within the cloud (Carrasco, Strom & Strom 1973), 

these results imply that the volume density of the diffuse feature absorbers per grain 

decrease with depth into the cloud. Snow & Cohen concluded from this study that 

the diffuse features are neither formed in large grains, nor on the surfaces of mantled 

grains, nor in the molecular species which would be expected to be abundant in the 

interior of the p Oph cloud.

The strengths of A5780 and A5797 were found by W hittet & Blades (1980a) to be 

weak with respect to E( B — V)  towards several stars in the CMa R 1 association. To

wards HD 53367, the strengths of the diffuse features were found to be consistent with 

the average interstellar reddening in this direction at the distance of the association. 

It was therefore concluded that dense (and perhaps some circumstellar) material local 

to the association provided the rest of the observed reddening but produced little or no 

diffuse feature absorption. Baines & W hittet (1983) followed up this study with obser

vations of A5780 and A5797 towards several dust-embedded stars. Again, the features 

were found to be systematically weak towards such stars with respect to E ( B  — V).  

They also found A2200 to be weak towards several of these stars. In addition, they
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noted that the strengths of A5780, A5797 and A2200 were not necessarily constant with 

respect to one another in these regions.

Rees (1990) found that the diffuse feature strengths with respect to E( B  — V)  

were generally anticorrelated with the column densities of simple diatomic molecules 

such as H2, CH and CO. He concluded that the diffuse features were weakened in 

regions of enhanced density where such molecules would be abundant.

(6) Regions of star formation.

Some of the stars examined by Baines & W hittet (1983) were situated in regions of 

recent and ongoing massive star formation (e.g., M42 in Orion). As well as the increase 

in cloud density in such regions, the local radiation field is also very different from 

that in the diffuse interstellar medium due to the proximity of the hot, young stars. 

Wallerstein & Cardelli (1987) carried out a study of the diffuse features A5780 and 

A5797 towards severed stars associated with regions of star formation. They included 

in their sample members of the p Oph cloud, members of the Cha T 1 association 

and several Ae and Be emission line stars associated with nebulosity. They found the 

stars in the inner region of the p Oph cloud to have weaker features than normal with 

respect to E (B  — V ), with a couple of exceptions; the diffuse features towards many 

of the Cha T 1 stars and Ae/Be stars were also systematically weak with respect to 

E (B  — V). The strength of A5780 with respect to A5797 was noted to be significantly 

enhanced, in general, over that typically observed in Galactic field stars.

Meyer & Ulrich (1984) examined the behaviour of the diffuse features in the dark 

cloud material surrounding T Tauri stars. They found that the strengths of A5780 

and A5797 were consistently weak with respect to E (B  — V). It was concluded that 

much of the reddening was due to the dense intracloud material in which the stars are 

embedded (Cohen & Kuhi 1979); this dust produces diffuse feature absorption very 

inefficiently compared to the diffuse interstellar medium.

(c) Circumstellar material.

In addition to T Tauri stars, a number of other objects with which circumstellar 

dust and gas is associated have been observed. Snow & Wallerstein (1972) and Snow 

(19736) observed several pre-main-sequence and evolved objects which had significant 

circumstellar extinction and failed to find any evidence for diffuse feature absorption
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due to the circumstellar material. Andersen et al. (1982) came to the same conclu

sion concerning HD 144668 (V856 Sco), a variable star which was dimmed 1.5 mag 

below maximum, presumably by dust local to the star. Waters et al. (1989) observed 

HD 89353 (HR 4049), a metal-poor post-asymptotic-giant-branch object which shows 

a large IR excess and possible IR emission features. The circumstellar extinction was 

estimated to be > 0.2 mag, but the strength of A5780 was consistent with a low fore

ground reddening, and A6614 was not detected.

All these results suggest that the diffuse features are not produced in the cir

cumstellar material local to the objects described above. In contrast to these results, 

however, Cohen & Jones (1987) have claimed that some diffuse features are strongly 

enhanced with respect to E (B  — V ) towards IR AS  21282 +  5050, a source which they 

determine from optical observations to be associated with a carbon-rich 07(f)+[W C 

11] planetary nebula nucleus. They find A5797 and A6614 to be most enhanced, by 

factors of two to four; other features, including A6284, are also appreciably stronger 

than normal with respect to E (B  — V ). Since this object exhibits IR emission features, 

it is suggested that the carriers of the diffuse features may be related to PAHs. At a 

much lower resolution, Cohen, Jones & Walker (1989) observed four more IR A S  sources 

which were optically nebulous and associated with hot stars; IR emission features are 

seen in these objects also and much of the reddening towards the associated stars was 

deduced to be circumstellar in origin. Diffuse features were detected towards stars 

associated with two of these objects, with A5780 and A6284 being possibly enhanced 

in one of them. Higher resolution observations of the diffuse feature in these objects 

are necessary to confirm these results. These results Eire so different from those of 

other studies of the diffuse features in circumstellar material that a closer examination 

of these types of object is definitely required.

Also of interest are the observations of Le Bertre (1990), who has observed the 

diffuse features towards a companion star of the carbon star CS 776; the A-type com

panion star is reddened by the circumstellar shell of the carbon star. Le Bertre finds 

the diffuse features to be stronger than expected from the interstellar reddening alone 

and suggests that the features are formed in the shell of the carbon star. Once again, 

the observations are made at very low resolution (~  7A  FWHM) and a confirmation 

of the result would be welcome.
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(d) Extragalactic observations.

The diffuse feature at A4430 was the first feature to be detected in an object 

outside our own Galaxy, in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC: 

Blades & Madore 1979; Hutchings 1980; Houziaux, Nandy & Morgan 1980). Observa

tions of the diffuse features in the Magellanic Clouds are potentially informative since 

the typical interstellar extinction law in the LMC and the SMC differs from the mean 

Milky Way extinction law (Fitzpatrick 1989). Houziaux, Nandy & Morgan (1985) ob

served A4430 to be present in reddened SMC stars, some of which exhibited a 2200A 

bump and others not; it was concluded that A4430 and A2200 were not necessarily 

related as had been concluded for Galactic lines of sight (e.g., Seab & Snow 1984).

Much more extensive and higher quality data are required for a thorough study 

to be made of the diffuse features and Magellanic Cloud extinction; this is not a simple 

task since target stars awe rather faint. Nevertheless, Pettini & D’Odorico (1986) were 

able to detect AA6376 and 6379 towards one star, and A6379 towards another, in the 

30 Doradus H II region in the LMC (they were actually searching for evidence of [FeX] 

A6375 in the Galactic halo). From extrapolation of the relationships of Herbig (1975), 

the strengths of the features were found to be rather weak ( rsj 12-15 mA) for the 

estimated reddening along the lines of sight, which implied that the LMC nebular dust 

is not efficient at producing these diffuse features.

The appearance of SN1987A in the LMC enabled interstellar medium astronomers 

to make a detailed study of the material along the line of sight through the Galactic 

halo and the foreground LMC material. Vidal-Madjar et al. (1987) detected the diffuse 

features at AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 at the velocities of the major Galactic and 

LMC N al components. Vladilo et al. (1987) found the features to be generally weak for 

the estimated reddening of SN1987A, supporting the conclusion of Pettini & D’Odorico 

(1986) that perhaps the LMC interstellar medium does not produce diffuse features as 

efficiently as the ISM in the Galactic plane.

SN1986G in the prominent dust lane of NGC 5128 (Cen A) opened the way for 

a measurement of the diffuse features in that galaxy. Rich (1987) detected the diffuse 

features AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 at the velocity of one of the systems of N al 

components in Cen A. D’Odorico et al. (1989) carried out a detailed study of the line 

of sight to SN1986G. They observed a number of diffuse features at the velocities of
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the main components of N al and C a ll in the Milky Way and Cen A; the narrowest 

feature observed, A6196, even shows itself to be double in Cen A, with features at the 

velocities of two of the three strongest atomic components.

(e) Comets.

Herbig (1975) notes that the diffuse features do not appear in dusty solar system 

objects, such as the rings of Saturn. All the molecules observed in absorption in the 

interstellar medium have also been observed in emission in comets; but there is no 

evidence for any of the diffuse bands in cometary emission spectra. As Herbig notes, 

the diffuse feature carrier may simply not be present in comets; but if the breadth 

of the diffuse features is due to predissociation in the upper level of the absorbing 

species (Herzberg 1967) they would not be observable in emission, neither in comets, 

nor against the scattered continuum of reflection nebulae. Herbig therefore suggested 

searching for the diffuse features in absorption as an early-type star is transited by the 

coma of a bright comet.

This experiment was carried out by Crawford &: McNally (1987), who observed 

r 1 Ari (HD 20756, B5 IV) as the nucleus of Comet Hailey passed within 2.7 arcmin- 

utes of the star; Herbig (1990) observed the same event, and also the occultation of 

HD 17435, a fainter stair of spectral type A3 whose minimum separation from the 

cometary nucleus was about half an arcminute. The occultation of r 1 Ari was best 

observed. No significant change in the strengths of A5780 or A5797 (which was not de

tected) or the Na D lines was found when this star was observed through the cometary 

coma. An unidentified absorption line at about 5820A was detected by Crawford & 

McNally but not by Herbig. The column density of dust in the coma at a distance of 

21.7 from the nucleus was judged to be very low; therefore a dust-grain origin of the 

diffuse features cannot be ruled out by these observations. The Na D emission also had 

fallen to the background level by l'.5  from the nucleus. But the emission in the coma 

due to CN and C2 was extensive, and the line of sight certainly passed through the 

region where simple diatomic molecules were observed. An upper limit to the column 

density of the carrier of A5780 in the coma was derived: N  < 3.5 X 1011 cm-2 . It is 

therefore unlikely that the diffuse features are formed by absorption within a molec

ular species whose abundance in the coma of Comet Hailey at about 80 000 km from 

the nucleus under the conditions prevailing at the time of observation can be shown
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to be significantly greater than this value. Unfortunately, this does not constrain the 

number of candidate molecules very much.

Giotto measurements of sunlight scattering of OH and CN show about a fac

tor of 10 decrease in the concentrations of these species between about 5000 km and 

80000 km from the nucleus at encounter (Levasseur-Regourd et al. 1986); and a pho

todestruction scale length of 39000 km for HsO (Krankowsky et al. 1986) leads to 

about a factor of 8 decrease in total H2 at 80 000 km. From visible spectra obtained 

by the Vega 2 spacecraft the column densities of only OH and C2 exceed 3.5 X 1013 

cm-3  at a distance of 4000 km from the nucleus (Krasnopolsky et al. 1986); the col

umn densities of CN, CH, NH and C3 all lie below this value. Naively assuming that 

the concentrations reflect the integrated column densities and assuming a factor of 10 

decrease in concentration out to 80 000 km, the observed upper limit does not exclude 

any molecules less abundant than OH and C2 as the carriers of the diffuse features.

1.5 M od els o f  diffuse feature p rod u ction

The identity of the absorbers that produce the diffuse features has not been 

discovered after more than fifty years of research. The question even of whether the 

features are formed in a gas-phase species or by a dust grain absorber has not been 

answered conclusively. Historically, two general classes of absorbers have often been 

considered: gas-phase molecules; and impurity atoms or molecules embedded in grains. 

In work as early as that of Merrill & Wilson (1938), it was debated whether the 

diffuse features might be “bands or portions of bands of molecular origin” or produced 

by “small solid particles” . We discuss various proposals in these categories below. 

Van der Zwet (1987) provides a more complete summary of the variety of models of 

diffuse feature production which have yet been proposed.
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1.5.1 G as-phase origins.

It was suggested by Herzberg (1955, 1967) that the characteristic breadths of the 

diffuse features might be due to predissociation following absorption within a molecular 

species, or preionization in a negative ion. In order for a molecule or ion to be a 

candidate for the carrier of the diffuse feature spectrum, its dissociation or ionization 

energy must be small (less than about 1.4 eV for the lowest energy diffuse feature, 

and less than 2.8 eV for A4430), and there must exist a strong transition in the right 

spectral region; Herzberg suggested CH+ and NH4 as candidate molecules, but CH* 

has now been excluded by laboratory spectra (Ensberg & Jefferts 1975). It has been 

proposed that the preionization of H~ is responsible for the diffuse features at AA4430, 

4763, 5780, 5797 and 6614 (Ingemann-Hilberg & Rudkjpbing 1975) and a claimed new 

feature at A758lA (Gammelgaard & Rudkj0bing 1980). Wilson (1964) has argued that 

if the breadth of the features is due to predissociation or preionization of a molecule or 

ion, there may be a problem reforming the absorbing species fast enough. But it has 

been maintained that a suitable chain of ion-molecule reactions could be fast enough 

to replenish the concentration of dissociated molecules (Smith, Snow & York 1977; 

Rees 1990).

Broad, diffuse absorption lines may also arise from unresolved rotational structure 

within an electronic transition of a large polyatomic molecule (e.g., Danks & Lambert

1976). In exploratory calculations, Danks &: Lambert showed that smooth profiles due 

to unresolved rotational structure could be achieved, for the narrower diffuse features 

at least, with a linear molecule containing about 5 heavy atoms or a spherical top 

molecule containing up to about 17 heavy atoms.

Broad diffuse lines may also arise by radiationless internal conversion of the en

ergy of the excited state in a polyatomic species (Smith, Snow & York 1977; Douglas

1977). Internal conversion results from an interaction between the levels of an excited 

electronic state and the higher vibrational levels of a lower state. Each rotational line of 

an electronic transition is replaced by a band whose width depends on the interaction 

energy; band widths in the range of those exhibited by the diffuse features (~  1-100 

cm-1 ) are not unusual. The molecule is de-excited by a series of vibrational transi

tions. This process is common in polyatomic molecules, particularly larger molecules,
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and provides some protection also against photodissociation (Douglas 1977). Dou

glas suggests that the diffuse features are formed in long chain carbon molecules, Cn 

(n =  5-15), since such chains may be common and stable enough and have suitable 

absorptions longward of 4000A. Smith, Snow & York (1977) consider that small quasi- 

linear, quasi-planar or ring molecules also may possess the properties necessary to 

produce diffuse absorption lines.

The survival of linear carbon chains against photodestruction was questioned by 

Leger & d ’Hendecourt (1985), who considered that molecules consisting of less than 

about 15 atoms will be efficiently destroyed in the diffuse medium; in the absence 

of an efficient formation mechanism, these chains will not be abundant enough to 

produce the diffuse features. Instead, PAHs, which were invoked to account for the 

IR emission features (Leger & Puget 1984), have been suggested as the carriers of the 

diffuse features also (van der Zwet & Allamandola 1985; Leger & d ’Hendecourt 1985; 

Crawford et al. 1985). The arguments presented in favour of PAHs include some of the 

features of the large molecule hypotheses noted above, i.e., that unresolved rotational 

structure through internal conversion will lead to broad absorption lines, such as are 

observed {e.g., Chlewicki et al. 1986, 1987). Also, it is argued tha t PAHs will be 

stable enough to survive in the interstellar UV radiation field; that the number of 

molecules required is quite within atomic abundance constraints; and that a sufficient 

fraction of PAHs will exist in the diffuse medium as ions and radicals, which have 

strong transitions in the visible (Crawford et al. 1985). However, there has been no 

confirmation of this proposal from laboratory spectroscopy. Presumably only a few 

species may be required to explain the diffuse features, amongst the large variety of 

PAHs which may exist; therefore a selection process must act to limit the number of 

species in the diffuse medium (Puget & Leger 1989).

1.5.2 D ust grain origins.

A prevailing model of the formation of the diffuse features within dust grains 

assumes that the features are due to resonant absorption by an impurity atom or 

molecule embedded within a grain. Following the work of van de Hulst (1957), Purcell 

& Shapiro (1977) developed the “embedded cavity” model, which accounted for the 

electromagnetic interaction of the resonant impurity with the surrounding dielectric
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grain material; the model permitted the computation of the absorption cross sections 

of spheroidal grains which were small compared to the wavelength of light. Shapiro 

& Holcomb (1986a) extended the treatment to include particles of arbitrary size com

pared to the wavelength. Subsequently, Shapiro & Holcomb (19866) used the model 

to attem pt to match the profiles of AA5780 and 6614 from published high resolution 

observations (see §1.4.3). We summarise their main conclusions below.

Several types of grain size and composition can immediately be excluded as pos

sible host grains. Grains which are very small compared to the wavelength ( i  <  1, 

where x =  2?rr/A and r  is the grain radius) generally exhibit profiles which are asym

metric in the opposite sense to that observed, i.e., the red wing is steeper. The degree 

of asymmetry is composition dependent: dirty silicate grains display nearly symmetric 

profiles, while graphite or magnetite grains exhibit very strong asymmetry, including 

a red “emission” wing. It is concluded that particles with x 1 (r 0.1 /im) cannot 

be the dominant contributors to the observed profiles of such features as AA5780 and 

6614. In general, graphite and magnetite grains reproduce poorly the observed profiles 

for most grain sizes. Shapiro & Holcomb find that dirty silicate or dirty ice grains 

with an MRN-type distribution of grain sizes ranging up to about 0.1 pm can provide 

acceptable fits to the observed diffuse feature profiles as long as the size distribution is 

such that grains with x< 1 (r<,0.1 pm) dominate the collective extinction profile; larger 

grains with x  > 1 lead to extensive “emission” wings.

Chlewicki et al. (1986, 1987) have presented several objections to the impurity 

absorber hypothesis. They have argued that it is difficult to justify on the grounds that 

the wavelengths of the diffuse features do not vary from one line of sight to another, as 

might be expected for a process which is strongly dependent on the grain composition 

and lattice structure; further, the large variety of observed line shapes requires tha t the 

various diffuse features be produced by grains of different size and impurity content, 

yet many of the broad and narrow features are well correlated with one another.

Carnochan (1988) has suggested that the 2200A bump may be produced by charge 

transfer between H and Fe+ , Si+ and Mg+ on the surface of (or in) dust grains. The 

approximate wavelength of each charge transfer absorption feature is given by the 

difference between the first ionization potentials of H and the element. This model 

for the production of the 2200A bump (among others) has been reviewed by Draine 

(1989). Carnochan proposes that the diffuse features may be formed by a similar
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charge transfer absorption between the above ions and simple molecules: the approxi

mate wavelengths thus predicted of many features fall between 4000A and 7000A. In 

particular, it is suggested that charge transfer between CH and Fe+ would lead to the 

strongest absorption feature in the visible, and could account for A4430. However, 

there are many factors which may influence the predicted strengths and wavelengths 

of the features, such as the effect of grain surface chemistry and the influence of the 

surface on the molecular and ionic potential energy curves. It is not clear whether such 

an absorption process may take place, nor whether it could produce diffuse features of 

the right widths.

1.6 T h e ULO diffuse feature survey.

Between 1978 and 1984, the research group under Dr. Derek McNally at the 

University of London Observatory carried out an observational survey of the diffuse 

interstellar features (referred to hereafter as “the diffuse feature programme”). The 

observations were made with the 0.6 m coude auxiliary telescope of the Shane 3 m 

reflector at the Lick Observatory California. Several of the narrower diffuse features 

in the yellow-red were observed, including the four strong features first studied by 

Merrill—AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614. The object of the survey was to compile a self- 

consistent database of diffuse feature spectra towards a large number of stars. About 

120 stars in total were observed, though not with complete coverage over all wavelength 

regions. Figures 1.2a-c illustrate the Galactic distribution of the programme stars. 

In Figure 1.2a the stars are projected onto the Galactic plane in the vicinity of the 

Sun; Figure 1.26 illustrates the distribution of stars in Galactic longitude and latitude 

( / ,6), and Figure 1.2c plots the stars in the (/, z) plane, where z  is the perpendicular 

distance from the plane of the Galaxy. The data have been taken from Table 4.1 

in Chapter 4. In each figure also, the stars have been identified by their association 

membership. Since the stellar distances used to compose these figures are photometric 

distances, their accuracy is relatively low and members of the same association may 

not necessarily fall close to one another. Nevertheless, in Figure 1.2a the stars in the 

Perseus arm (/ ~  130°) can be distinguished clearly from those in the local arm; a
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F igure  1 .2 a. The distribution of the diffuse feature programme stars in projection 
on the Galactic plane. The position of the Sun is marked +  . The symbols denote 
membership of different OB associations; the key is given in Table 4-5 of Chapter 4-

few stars lie towards the Sagittarius arm (I ~  0°). Most of the stars at high Galactic 

latitude are relatively local; they lie in Gould’s belt, which can be traced by these 

stars in Figure 1.2&. Figure 1.2c shows that most of the stars observed in the diffuse 

feature programme lie in the Galactic plane; this is to be expected since many of the 

programme stars are necessarily well reddened.

An initial study of the database has been made by Rees (1990) and reference to 

that work will be made where relevant throughout this thesis. The work presented 

here develops and extends the results of that study. In summary, a statistical analysis 

of the diffuse feature strengths and a number of other interstellar parameters has been 

carried out; the primary goals of this work were:
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• to describe the relationship of the carriers of the diffuse features to other compo

nents of the interstellar dust and gas;

• to define the physical conditions under which the diffuse features are efficiently 

produced;

• and to provide observational constraints on any proposed hypothesis for the carrier 

and formation mechanism of the diffuse features.

The thesis describes the observations made (Chapter 2) and the spectroscopic 

measurements of the diffuse features (Chapter 3). In Chapter 4, the general corre

lation of the diffuse feature strengths with reddening E (B  — V ) is re-examined and 

the probable extent of contamination of the diffuse features by stellar spectral lines 

is investigated. The inter-relationships between the diffuse features are investigated 

using the technique of Principal Component Analysis; in particular, we examine the 

notion of families of features and the question of the existence of distinct differences 

in behaviour between the features.

The dependence of the diffuse features on dust grain size and composition is 

explored via an examination of their relationships to ultraviolet and infrared interstellar 

extinction (Chapter 5); measurements of interstellar polarization are also used. The 

implications of the results for hypotheses of a grain origin of the features are discussed. 

In Chapter 6 we turn to an investigation of the relationships between the diffuse feature 

strengths and the abundances of gas-phase atoms, ions and molecules; we also examine 

the dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on measures of cloud density. Several 

conclusions concerning gas-phase hypotheses of the carrier of the diffuse features are 

drawn.

The accumulated evidence on the behaviour of the diffuse features is reviewed in 

Chapter 7 and this evidence is used to assess some of the hypotheses of their origin 

discussed above (§1.5). We speculate on the nature of the carrier of the diffuse features 

and a hypothesis is outlined which, on the balance of the evidence to hand, seems 

most naturally to suggest itself. Suggestions are made for further work on the diffuse 

features, and on certain interstellar processes which we yet need to understand more 

clearly that we might move towards a more complete understanding of the origin of 

these enigmatic interstellar absorption lines.
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C H A P T E R  2

O bservations and D ata  Calibration

The diffuse feature observations were made at the Lick Observatory, Mount Hamil

ton, California. In this chapter we describe the observational procedures, the photo

graphic techniques and the microphotometry of the diffuse feature spectra. The meth

ods used in the photometric and wavelength calibration of the spectra are described. 

We discuss the accuracy of the calibrated data in some detail since this directly affects 

the accuracy of the measurements made on the diffuse features, which are described 

in Chapter 3.

2.1 Lick O bservatory O bservations

The diffuse feature programme stars were observed at the Lick Observatory with 

the 0.6 m coude auxiliary telescope of the Shane 3 m reflector. Photographic spectra 

were obtained with the 20-inch camera of the coude spectrograph and a Varo image 

intensifier. The observations were made during seven observing trips between October 

1978 and September 1984; the observers and the dates of the observing trips are listed 

in Table 2.1. The essential details of the observing procedures were established by 

Dr. J.C. Blades, who observed the diffuse features at the Lick Observatory in 1977 

(e.g., see W hittet & Blades 1980a); these procedures were maintained throughout the 

diffuse feature programme.

A total of 123 stars were observed and 659 useful plates were obtained. Of these, 

415 were acquired for the work done in this thesis: 243 plates for the measurement of 

the diffuse features at AA5780 and 5797A, and 172 plates for the measurement of the 

diffuse features at AA6614 and 666lA. The remaining 244 spectra included the diffuse 

features at AA6196, 6203, 6270, 6284 and 6379A and were examined by Rees (1990).
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Chapter 2

Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical spectrum, centred at 5815A in the region of the A5780 

and A5797 diffuse features; the star is HD 187982/3. The diffuse features at A5780 and 

A5797 can be seen in this spectrum, as described in the figure caption on page 66 .

2 .1.1 The coude spectrograph and observing procedures.

The coude spectrograph of the Shane telescope is of classical coude design. The 

spectrograph can be used in a number of different configurations, being equipped with 

four diffraction gratings and several Schmidt cameras of focal lengths ranging from 

8 inches to 160 inches (Soderblom 1976). For the diffuse feature programme the 20- 

inch camera was used in conjunction with a 40 mm diameter Varo image intensifier; 

a Newtonian flat in the light path deflected the beam from the 20-inch camera to 

the Varo tube. The diffraction grating used was a Babcock original ruled with 600 

grooves mm-1  and blazed in the second order at 5485A. The width of the slit was 

300 /im. This configuration yielded a projected slit width of about 20 /zm and a nominal 

reciprocal dispersion of 17 A mm -1 at the plate, allowing for a reduction in scale by 

a factor of 0.94 due to the Varo image tube. Table 2.2 summarises the spectrograph 

configuration used in the diffuse feature programme.

Each spectral region was observed with an appropriate adjustment of the grating 

tilt. The central wavelengths of each region of interest were: 5815A for the A5780 and 

A5797 diffuse features; 6200A, and 6450A, for the A6284 feature and others at AA6196, 

6203, 6270 and 6379A; and 6615A for the A6614 and A6661 features. The 5815A region 

was originally chosen so that the interstellar absorption lines of NaDi and D2 were 

recorded on the same plates as the A5780 and A5797 diffuse features; the Na data 

have not been used here however. The plates centred at 6450A were the result of an 

attempt in July 1982 to record the A6284 and A6614 features on a single spectrogram. 

However, the features fell at each end of the spectrum where the image quality was 

poor. Apart from a few plates taken at the start of the September 1983 observing run, 

the practice was discontinued.

A Schott GG495 filter with a transmittance of less than 10% shortward of about 

4800A was in place over the slit for each exposure to eliminate unnecessary light. 

The length of each exposure was judged with the aid of an exposure integrator: this 

device employed a propellor which deflected about 8% of the light passing through
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T able  2.2: Summary of coude spectrograph configuration.

Camera 20-inch Schmidt -f M kll Varo

Collimator diameter: 6.5 inches
focal length: 234 inches

Grating No. Ill, Babcock original
dimensions: 6.4X 8.7 inches

ruling: 600 grooves mm-1
blaze: 2nd order at A5485A

total deviation: 30.0°

Grating angle at Ac =5815A: 37.18°
of incidence, a 6200A: 38.60°

6450A: 39.48°
6615 A: 40.13°

Slit width: 300 pm
length: 8 mm

proj. width: 19.4 ̂ m

Nominal reciprocal 17A mm-1
dispersion

CAT scale at slit 10 arcseconds mm -1

Comparison lamp Fe-Ne hollow cathode

the slit into a photomultiplier tube. Thus, it was possible to judge the point at which 

the photographic plate had been exposed to sufficient light to produce a well-exposed 

spectrogram.

During each observation, the stellar image was trailed along the length of the 

slit to widen the spectrum at the plate. This task was automated with the use of a 

“rocker” , a quartz block that oscillated to and fro, sweeping the refracted stellar image 

backwards and forwards along the slit. The sweep rate was adjusted so that a certain 

minimum number of trails (~  50) were completed during each exposure. The exposure 

was always started and finished with the star just off one end of the slit. In this way 

it was ensured that the density of the final spectrogram was as uniform as possible 

across its width.

A pair of comparison spectra were exposed on each plate, one either side of the 

stellar spectrum (see Figure 2 .1). The convention was adopted of dividing the com

parison exposure into two halves, one near the beginning and one near the end of the
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T able  2.3: Relative intensities of spectrograph S-decker calibration strips.

Strip no. lo g / Strip no. log I  -f constant
1 2.404 2 2.255
3 2.105 4 1.955
5 1.803 6 1.656
7 1.495 8 1.350
9 1.183 10 1.027

11 0.839 12 0.752
13 0.399 14 0.332

stellar exposure; this averaged out any progressive movement of the spectrum during 

the exposure. The source for the comparison spectra was a hollow cathode Fe-Ne lamp. 

To reduce the effects of scattered light in the spectrograph, a Wr 12 filter and a double 

neutral density filter were inserted in front of the lamp for each of the two exposures, 

which were typically 2-3 seconds in length. On the 5815A plates, two additional 7 \  

second exposures were made through a A5550 interference filter.

A series of calibration strips was imposed on each plate parallel to the stellar 

spectrum. The photometric calibration system in use with the coude spectrograph of 

the Shane telescope has been described by Conti (1969) and Soderblom (1976). The 

light from an incandescent source passes through two stepped slits of known dimensions 

to produce 14 calibration strips, 7 si rips on one side of the spectrum (the ‘odd’ stack) 

and 7 on the other (the ‘even’ stack); they are clearly illustrated in Figure 2 .1. Strip 

1 is the most intense strip and furthest of the odd stack from the stellar spectrum; 

the other odd strips fall progressively nearer to the spectrum and decrease in intensity. 

Strip 2 is the most intense of the even stack and the nearest of the stack to the 

stellar spectrum; the other even strips fall progressively further from the spectrum and 

decrease in intensity. Table 2.3 lists the relative intensities of the strips obtained with 

the S-deckers of the intensity calibration system (Soderblom 1976). The intensities 

of the even stack differ from those of the odd stack by an additional constant factor 

because the light paths from each of the stepped slits to the photographic plate are 

not identical.
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2.1.2 T he M k ll Vaxo Image Intensifier

For the diffuse feature programme a Varo model 8605 image intensifier was used 

to amplify the intensity of the spectra. The M kl Varo system has been described 

by Zappala (1971). The M kll system was used in the diffuse feature program; it 

differed from the Mk I system in the method by which the image tube was cooled. The 

intensifier, the cooling system and the features and characteristic problems of the Varo 

tube are described below.

The design of the Varo image tube is based on the single-stage electrostatic in

verter, being electrostatically focussed with a spherical cathode and conical anode. A 

curved photocathode and output phosphor screen give the best electron-optical per

formance over the whole image area (Coleman & Boksenberg 1976). The difficulties 

of matching the flat input and output images to these curved surfaces are overcome 

by the use of plano-concave fibre-optic faceplates, made of bundles of hexagonal glass 

fibres; each fibre is about 6 pm  in diameter. Incident light on the input faceplate is 

transmitted along the fibres to the photocathode; in the same way the output phos

phor image is transmitted to the flat photographic plate, which is pushed flush against 

the output faceplate. At the Lick Observatory the Varo tube was operated with the 

photocathode at ground potential and the output phosphor screen at 11 kV; the focus 

of this type of device is stable with respect to fluctuations in the power supply.

The Vaxo tubes used at the Lick Observatory had an S-20 photocathode with 

extended red response, sensitive to about 9500A, and a green P -20 output phosphor 

screen with emission peaking around 5500A. The emission from this phosphor was 

satisfactorily matched by the spectral response of the Kodak IIIa-F and 103a-D pho

tographic emulsions used in the diffuse feature programme.

The glass photographic plates used to record the spectra were mounted at the 

head of a piston-like arrangement in a detachable light-tight plateholder. The piston 

is pushed forward to press the emulsion into contact with the output faceplate of the 

intensifier. To ensure that good contact was made the piston-head was mounted on 

a spring-loaded universal joint, and the emulsion was always carefully brushed before 

exposure to remove small particles. The photographic plate sat in an aluminium saddle 

which was held at the same high positive potential as the output phosphor.
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F igure  2.2. The background fog of the Varo image intensifier as a function of the 
temperature of the photocathode (from Zappala 1971).

The background fog of the intensifier is a strong function of cathode temperature 

(Figure 2 .2). The Varo tube was cooled by maintaining a constant stream of cold dry 

air across it. The air was chilled by pumping it through a copper coil immersed in a 

slurry of dry ice and ethanol which was regularly topped up during a night’s observing. 

With this system, the operating temperature of the Varo was maintained at —5° to 

—6° C (21-23°F). At this temperature the typical background fog density due to the 

Varo tube would be less than 0.01 in a 1 hour exposure on 103a-D emulsion (see Figure 

2 .2).

The speed gain of the Mk I Varo system was measured when it was first installed 

at the Lick. Observatory (Zappala 1971). The speed gain was defined as the ratio of 

the exposure time required for a well-exposed spectrogram with a given emulsion to 

the time for exposure to a similar density with the intensifier/103a-D combination, all 

other conditions held constant. By this definition the gain over 103a-F emulsion at Ha 

(6563A) was found to be greater than 20.

The image tubes chosen for use at the Lick Observatory were noted to have little 

fine-scale mottling or granularity; and “the fibre-optic pattern was very inconspicuous”
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F igu re  2.3. The radial response of the Varo image tube. The solid curve has been 
taken from Zappala (1971); the dashed curve has been determined from one of the 
diffuse feature plates, plate number EP8178 (see text for details). The approximate 
locations on the faceplate of a few strong diffuse features are indicated for the spectra 
centred at the wavelengths given in parentheses.

(Zappala 1971). Also, the effects of scattered light are low in this type of device 

(Livingston 1973). However, the Varo image tube suffered from several problems that 

are characteristic of this type of intensifier. We describe each below.

• Radial decrease in sensitivity. The response of the Varo tube is not uniform over 

the whole area of the output faceplate; the tube sensitivity decreases radially from 

the central region due to greater light losses in the longer fibres of the faceplate. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the sensitivity profile of the Varo tube as a function of radial 

distance from its optical axis. Two curves are shown: the first has been taken 

from Zappala (1971) and the second is the result of an attem pt to measure the 

radial sensitivity of the Vaxo tube from one of the diffuse feature plates, which 

clearly show the effects of the variation in radial sensitivity {e.g., see the stellar 

spectrum in Figure 2 .1). The second curve was constructed for the purposes of

Zappala (1971) 
EP8178

oo°< Cvio 
CO o  r< CM CO

CO °< CM O CO lO <  ^  CO
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the photometric calibration tests detailed in §2.3.1 and its derivation is described 

there.

• Degradation of off-axis resolution. The true information gain of the intensifier is 

not as great as its speed gain because of a degradation in resolution, particularly 

away from the optical axis. Zappala (1971) noted that the width of a moderately 

exposed on-axis comparison line increased by some 20% when exposed on 103a-D 

emulsion preceded by the Varo tube; its width increased by about a further 25% 

at a distance of 15 mm from the tube centre. This effect can be seen in Figure 2.1 

where the comparison lines at the extreme right are less sharp than those near 

the centre of the spectrum.

• Pincushion and rotational distortion. O utput from the Varo tube suffers from 

pincushion and rotational distortion; the spectrum must therefore be aligned pre

cisely along a diameter of the output faceplate if it is to be straight. Zappala 

noted that the comparison lines may remain convex towards the field centre even 

if this is so. The effect of pincushion distortion on the calibration strips is clearly 

visible in Figure 2 .1.

• Small scale sensitivity variation. In addition to the radial sensitivity decrease 

noted above, a small scale variation in the tube sensitivity was noted at the 

peak intensity of a number of the spectra. The problem particularly occurred on 

plates taken from 1982 onwards, producing an artificial absorption trough in the 

calibrated spectra. Figure 2.4 shows three spectra, taken from plates centred at 

5815A, 6200A and 6450A, in which the trough clearly appears. Its presence in 

entirely different spectral regions indicates its instrumental origin. It is possible 

that it was caused by a localized defect in the phosphor or in one of the fibre-optic 

faceplates.

Each of these characteristics contributed to degrading the quality of the spectra 

obtained. Since the AA5780, 5797 and 6614 features fall very close to the centre of each 

plate they are little affected by the radial decrease in sensitivity. However, the A6284 

feature lies about 5 mm from the centre of the 6200A plates where the relative gain is 

about 0.95; and about 10 mm from the centre of the 6450A plates, where the relative 

gain is about 0.65 (see Figure 2.3). The spectrum noise around the A6284 feature
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F igure  2.4. The artificial absorption trough, here illustrated in several spectra of 
HD 149757 taken in different wavelength regions. The 5815A spectrum has been shifted 
up, and the 6450A spectrum shifted down, by 0.1 in relative intensity. The wavelength 
scale refers to the 5815A spectrum; the other spectra have been shifted to bring the 
absorption trough into approximate alignment. The numbers in parentheses indicate 
the number of spectra averaged to produce each spectrum; the averaged spectra have 
been smoothed with a 0.2A Gaussian filter.

will therefore be generally higher them at the densest part of each spectrogram. The 

feature will also be affected by the increased degradation in resolution, particularly on 

the 6450A plates.

The radial decrease in sensitivity particularly affected the accuracy of the photo

metric calibration of the spectra; the pincushion and rotational distortions principally 

affected the wavelength calibration of the spectra. Discussion of these effects is de

ferred to §2.3. The artificial absorption trough caused difficulties in estimating the 

local continuum levels around the diffuse features, especially AA5780, 5797 and 6614. 

The techniques adopted to overcome those difficulties are discussed in §3.2.1.

During the analysis of the 6200A and 6450A region plates, Rees (1990) discovered 

a further problem associated with the use of the Varo tube. He noticed that the
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full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the A6266A comparison line varied quite 

considerably from plate to plate; apparently, the focus was varying randomly from one 

plate to another. The focus of the spectrograph was almost certainly constant from 

plate to plate: the coude room at Lick Observatory is well thermally insulated by 

virtue of its being partly underground and elsewhere covered with a thermal shield. 

Also, the focus of the Vaxo tube was known to be stable with respect to power supply 

fluctuations. Rees therefore concluded that, although each plate was carefully brushed 

before loading into the Varo tube plateholder, scraps of emulsion may nevertheless have 

become lodged between the the photographic plate and the output faceplate of the 

Varo tube. These scraps could have been sufficient to prevent the plate being pushed 

completely flush against the faceplate, causing a slight defocussing of the spectrum.

Cromwell, Batishko & Millikan (1973) recognised the same problem while photo

graphically recording the output from several different types of image tubes that used 

fibre-optic faceplates. They observed that the photographically recorded resolution 

was substantially poorer than that observed visually with a microscope. They state 

that experiments have shown that the close contact required between the fibre-optic 

faceplate and the photographic glass plate is difficult to achieve; even with pressure 

applied to the photographic plate the emulsion is typically in contact with the face

plate only at a few points, and at other points can be separated from the faceplate 

by distances of 3 to 6 pm. They suggest that the resolution can be improved by using 

films instead of glass plates. In tests with a Varo model 8605 intensifier, they found 

that the limiting resolution on film was about 17% better than on the corresponding 

glass plate for Illa-J emulsion, and about 10% better for 103a-F. The average FWHM 

of the A6266A line for all the 6200A region spectrograms (212 plates) was found by 

Rees to be 0.88 ±  0.17A; the variation in resolution of ± 20% is probably due to the 

variable quality of the focus at the plate. The magnitude of the degradation compares 

well with the results of Cromwell et al. and we might reasonably conclude that the 

diffuse feature spectrograms have been affected in the way they describe.

2.1.3 Photographic procedure.

The standard emulsion used in the diffuse feature programme was Kodak IIIa-F 

(formerly designated 127-04), baked for 10 hours at 60° C in either nitrogen or forming
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gas (in 1983 only). Unbaked Kodak 103a-D emulsion was used on some occasions on 

the observing runs of October 1978 to July 1982; it is a faster emulsion than IIIa-F, 

though noisier, and it was not used on the three observing trips of 1983 and 1984.

The baked plates were kept under refrigeration in metal containers until they were 

required for a night’s observing; they were then transferred to the darkroom and kept 

in an airtight chamber filled with nitrogen gas. They were removed one by one during 

the course of the night for exposing and developing, and each plate was developed and 

fixed immediately after exposure.

The plates were developed in a solution of Kodak D19 for minutes; the tem

perature of the developer was maintained as close as possible to 20° C. However, in 

some observing seasons the development time was varied to allow for variations in the 

ambient temperature of the darkroom and the photographic solutions. Fresh developer 

was used after about every 25 plates. The plates were developed in a Mount Wilson 

rotating rocker to maintain continuous agitation of the developer. The development 

was stopped by immersion of each plate in a continuously agitated stop-bath for 30 

seconds. The plates were fixed for 15 minutes in an agitated solution of one part hard

ener to 10 parts sodium thiosulphate. The temperature of the stop-bath and fixer was 

maintained close to 20° C, though this was less critical than the temperature of the 

developer. The plates were washed in running water for 45 minutes, the anti-halation 

backing was removed with a swab of cotton wool and the plates were briefly immersed 

in a wetting agent and left to dry.

Miller (1971) points out that the major contributor to the uniformity of develop

ment over the area of the photographic plate is the method of agitation, and states 

that the Mount Wilson rotating rocker has proved to be a very successful system; we 

do not expect there to have been any problems in achieving an adequate uniformity 

of development of the plates obtained in the diffuse feature programme. To gain an 

idea of the uniformity of development, the change in density of the background fog 

across the plates was examined using the digitised data following microphotometry 

of the plates (§2.1.4). The change in the fog density from one side of the plate to 

the other, perpendicular to the direction of dispersion, was typically less than 0.01 in 

photographic density.
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2.1.4 M icrophotom etry of the photographic plates.

The spectrograms were digitised with the Perkin-Elmer PDS 1000 series micropho

tometer at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, Herstmonceux, Sussex. The micropho

tometer had a dynamic density range from 0 to 4, although the output of the PDS 

microphotometer was on a scale from 0 to 9999, the maximum value corresponding to 

a density of 4. The lamp was a stabilised 150 W bulb which was always left switched 

on. The light from the lamp passed though two aligned apertures and was focussed 

onto the plate; the transmitted light was detected by a photomultiplier tube whose 

output was fed to a logarithmic amplifier and then to an A/D converter before being 

written to magnetic tape.

Each plate to be digitised was carefully brushed and seated on a clear glass platen. 

A clear glass plate was then rested on top of the photographic plate to clamp it to 

the platen. W ith the assistance of machine-control software the spectrum was levelled 

with respect to the scanning direction.

An aperture of projected dimensions 450 /im  X 10 pm  was used to scan the plate 

(c/. the projected spectrograph slit width of 20 pm). The upper and lower apertures 

were aligned and focussed and their alignment and focus were regularly checked. The 

velocity of the scan was set to the nominal value of 10 (on a scale from 1 to 255), 

corresponding to a carriage speed of about 2.5 mm sec-1 ; the sampling interval was 

5 p m . A suitable neutral density filter was introduced into the path of the scanning 

beam, the density of the filter used depending on the range of densities on the plate.

The microphotometer scanned each plate according to a pattern defined by several 

adjustable scan parameters. For the diffuse feature programme plates each scan traced 

the plate fog level and the comparison spectra on either side of the stellar spectrum 

as well as the spectrum itself. The scanning sequence was: plate fog; comparison 

spectrum; stellar spectrum; comparison spectrum (other side); plate fog (other side). 

The scans were parallel to one another and were performed in the same direction. Then 

the whole platen was rotated through 90° and a single scan across the centre of the 

plate was made to record the densities of the calibration strips either side of the stellar 

spectrum; for this scan the sampling interval was 10 pm  (20 pm  for the 1978-1982 

plates).
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2.2 P h otom etr ic  and W avelength C alibration

The spectra were calibrated in intensity and wavelength using software written 

by Mr. D.W.T. Baines and developed by Rees (1990) on the Starlink VAX 11/780 

computer at University College London. The photometric calibration was performed 

in the program LICO N , and the wavelength calibration was subsequently performed 

in the program LWCAL . We describe the calibration procedures below.

2 .2.1  The photom etric calibration.

The measurement of the calibration strip densities was made in LICON. The 

PDS scan across the plate was plotted (Figure 2.5); then the plate fog density and 

the calibration strip densities were measured with an interactive graphics cursor. The 

cursor was positioned by eye-averaging over the statistical scatter of points in the 

background fog and at the peak density of each strip. The repeatability of a density 

measurement was found to be <, ± 0.01 in units of PDS density/1000. The background 

fog density was usually constant (within the noise) across the whole plate, and it was 

then only measured once. Where the fog density varied across a plate, a measurement 

was made across the base of each calibration strip. The variation in background fog 

density from one end of the scan to the other was usually not more than 0.02 in units 

of PDS density/1000. Some of the fainter calibration strips were either invisible or 

were too noisy for a reliable density measurement to be made; they were therefore not 

measured.

The background fog density was subtracted from the measured strip densities and 

the results were plotted against the logarithmic relative intensities of the strips, log I. 

The difference in path length between each of the stepped slits and the photographic 

plate means that the data describe two similar calibration curves which need to be 

shifted in log I  and matched (Figure 2 .6a). This was performed by eye, the even strips 

being shifted with respect to the odd strips in steps of 0.01 in log I  until the best 

match was found. This was judged to be when all the data appeared to lie on one 

smooth calibration curve. In practice, some scatter of the data about a smooth curve 

was apparent (Figure 2 .66).
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F igure  2.5. The PDS scan across one of the diffuse feature plates illustrating the 
stacks of calibration strips; the measured strip densities are used in the photometric 
calibration of the plate.

The calibration strips on nine plates taken in 1982 (plate numbers EP7902-7910) 

were overexposed due to the omission of a neutral density filter. These plates also 

had underexposed comparison spectra. The densest few strips (numbers 1-4) were 

saturated and were much denser than the stellar spectrum; they were therefore omitted 

from the calibration curve determination and strip 5 was the densest strip used. Some 

of the fainter strips, not normally visible on other plates, were used in the fit.

An analytical function approximating the toe and straight-line portion of the 

characteristic curve was then fitted to the data (see Figure 2 .66). The adopted function 

was

logio 1 =  a logio(1()D/6 -  1) +  (2-1)
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F igure  2 .6 . The photometric calibration curve, (a) The PDS density above plate fog 
vs. the logarithm of the relative intensity of each strip; (b) as (a), but with the even 
strips shifted and the fitted calibration curve superposed.
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where I  is the strip intensity and D is the measured strip density. The density D used 

in the expression was actually the PDS density divided by 1000, which is therefore 

2.50 times the photographic density; the parameter b takes full account of this scaling. 

The function of equation (2.1) is derived from the more general descriptions of the 

characteristic curve given by Baker (1925, 1927) and Sampson (1925) (see §2.3.1). 

Equation (2 .1) was solved by the method of least-squares with a gradient expansion 

algorithm (Marquardt 1963; Bevington 1969) suitable for solving non-linear equations 

of this type.

Once the parameters from the fit to equation (2 .1) were found, the plate fog 

density was subtracted from the spectrum density in each data sample, and the whole 

spectrum was converted from density to units of relative intensity.

2 .2 .2  The wavelength calibration.

The wavelength calibration of the stellar spectrum was performed in the program 

LWCAL. The PDS scans of the comparison spectra either side of the stellar spectrum 

were averaged and plotted. Each comparison line was then selected in turn  with an 

interactive graphics cursor. The centre of the comparison line was determined by 

finding its density centroid from the formula (Massey & Welch 1979),

<2!>
where the Xi axe the numbers of each data sample and the Di are the densities within 

each sample; the 21 data samples about the approximate line centre were used in the 

computation. Massey & Welch found that very accurate results could be obtained 

using this definition of the line centre; its position could be determined to better than 

±2 /xm, which is comparable to the encoder resolution of the PDS and well within the 

sampling interval of 5 /xm.

The reciprocal dispersion of the plate was determined by fitting a polynomial to 

the measured line positions and wavelengths. The wavelengths of the comparison spec

trum  lines on the 5815A and 6615A plates are given in Table 2.4. A cubic polynomial 

was normally fitted to the data since that order most conveniently and realistically
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Table  2.4: Wavelengths of Fe-Ne comparison lines.

5815A region

A (A)

Note 6615A region

A (A)

Note

5656.659 out of range 6334.4279 out of range
of PDS scan of PDS scan

5689.817 6382.9914 out of range
5748.299 6402.2455 out of range
5764.418 6506.5279
5804.449 weak; not often used 6532.8824
5820.155 weak; often used 6598.9529
5852.488 strong 6678.2764
5881.895 6717.0428
5944.834 6929.4678 out of range

represented the plate solution for the number of data available. The parameters of the 

fit were used to convert the stellar spectrum to units of wavelength.

The nine plates with underexposed comparison spectra taken in 1982 were treated 

differently, since only three comparison lines were visible on these plates: those at 

AA5852, 5882 and 5945A. Normally, plates with missing comparison spectra were dis

carded and not used. However, since some wavelength information remained on these 

plates an attem pt was made to calibrate them. The parameters of every polynomial fit 

to the 5815A plates taken in 1982 were averaged; the range of variation in the shape 

of the wavelength calibration curve was found to be very small. The following pro

cedure was then adopted to calibrate the nine remaining plates: the coefficients of of 

the linear, quadratic and cubic terms were held fixed at their average values while the 

constant term was incremented through its typical range of variation in small steps. 

At each step the sum of the squares of the residuals of the three data points from the 

cubic polynomial was calculated, until a minimum was found. The corresponding value 

of the constant term was then adopted for the plate solution. To check the accuracy 

of the method, a few plates with well exposed comparison spectra were selected and 

the constant term was derived in the same way. The rms scatter about the fit of all 

the spectral lines on each plate was then calculated. The scatter tended to be slightly 

larger than the scatter about the normal polynomial fit to all the data, as would be 

expected; but it was typically less than O.lA (~  1 data sample), which was reckoned 

to be acceptable.
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2.3 T he accuracy o f  the calibrations

We assess below the accuracy of the photometric and wavelength calibrations. 

The accuracy of the photometric calibration is discussed in some detail since it has an 

important bearing on the accuracy of the measured equivalent widths of the diffuse 

features, which are discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.1 The accuracy of the  photom etric calibration.

We now consider how well the fitted photometric calibration curve for each plate 

represents the true function that relates the measured densities to the incident light 

intensity. We will examine below the adopted functioned description of the calibration 

curve, the reliability of the photographic calibration and the accuracy of the model fit 

to the data.

(a) The model characteristic curve.

The function of equation (2.1) was based on the more general form of expressions 

considered by Sampson (1925) and Baker (1925). These authors use a general expan

sion of log I  in terms of two quantities, A and T; A is simply a function of density, D y 

and T  is a function of the duration t of the exposure, thus:

A =  l°glo(10£> -  1) and T  =  log10(f /f0), (2.3)

where to is a standard exposure time. If Jo =  J(A  =  0 ,T  =  0), then

log ,„ ( ///„ )  =  «A + & r+  i e T 2, (2.4)

where the coefficients a, b and e are dependent on wavelength. For the Lick spectra, 

we can consider the coefficients a, b and e to be independent of wavelength along the 

spectrum; and, since the calibration exposure was always of four minutes duration, all 

the terms in T  in equation (2.4) are constant. Therefore,

log10 I  =  a log10(10£> — 1) +  constant. (2.5)
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The addition of the parameter which scales the density variable (cf. Farnell 1966) leads 

to the expression in equation (2 .1):

log10/  =  a log 10(10D/6 - l )  +  c. (2 .6)

It must be emphasised, as noted by Farnell (1966), that there is no physical basis 

for this model; it is merely an analytical approximation to the shape of the toe and 

straight-line portion of the characteristic curve that has been found empirically to be 

convenient. It is also efficient for the calibration of the Lick spectra since it requires 

the solution of only three parameters; the general function derived by Tsubaki & 

Engvold (1975) requires seven parameters to be found, although by ignoring the term 

representing the shoulder of the curve and making some other assumptions, this can 

be reduced to four. For the Lick spectra the typical number of data used in the fit to 

the model was nine, and the adopted model gave the greatest number of degrees of 

freedom. One restriction of the model is that it only represents the toe and straight- 

line portion of the characteristic curve. This did not cause difficulty, however, since the 

densest calibration strips did not often reach saturation densities. If on any occasion it 

appeared as though the higher density strips were saturated, they were excluded from 

the fit and some of the fainter strips, not normally visible, were included. This was 

done, for example, in the cases of plates EP7902-7910, discussed in §2.2.1.

(6) The photographic procedure.

For the construction of a characteristic curve which reliably translates the den

sities of the stellar spectrum to relative intensity, it is required that the conditions 

of the calibration exposure should match as closely as possible those of the spectrum 

exposure (Hoag & Miller 1969). The calibration and spectrum exposures were always 

made on the same plate and were therefore developed under the same conditions; but 

it is desirable also that the exposure time, intensity range, spectral distribution and 

the temperature and humidity of the two exposures should be as identical as possible.

The spectral distribution of the calibration and spectrum exposures can be con

sidered identical; they sire both governed by the spectral characteristics of the output 

phosphor of the Varo tube. Also, the temperature and humidity of the coude room 

almost certainly remained essentially constant for the duration of the stellar spectrum
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exposures, at the beginning of which the calibration strips were imposed on the plate 

in a four minute exposure.

We must examine more closely the question of the intensity ranges and exposure 

times of the calibration and spectrum exposures. The density range of the calibration 

strips always spanned the density range of the stellar spectrum; so the question reduces 

to one of whether the effects of reciprocity failure between the calibration and spectrum 

exposures were important. Since the stellar spectrum was exposed by trailing the star 

back and forth along the slit, any given part of the spectrum received an intermittent 

exposure which was only a fraction of the total exposure time. The length of the slit 

on the sky was 80 arcseconds; so for a typical seeing disk of diameter 2 arcseconds, 

each part of the spectrum received an exposure of about 1/40 of the total exposure 

time (in fact it would have been a little less than this, since the star trailed off the end 

of the slit momentarily on each traverse). The stellar spectrum exposure times ranged 

from from 1 minute to 155 minutes, and were typically 30 minutes long. Thus, any 

given part of each stellar spectrum was exposed intermittently for between 0.025 and 

3.9 minutes, with an exposure time of 0.75 minutes being typical.

This compares with a continuous four minute exposure for the calibration strips. 

In tests on several Kodak Ha emulsions, Latham (1969) found little variation between 

characteristic curves determined from calibration exposure times ranging from 0.3 to 

20 minutes. It has therefore been assumed that the effects of reciprocity failure were 

negligible over the range of exposure times of the diffuse feature spectra. Concerning 

the question of the intermittency of the stellar spectrum exposures, Millikan (in the 

discussion of Latham 1969) considers that if exposures are broken up into about 50 

intervals or more, the effect is the same as a continuous exposure. This was the typical 

number of trails completed in a stellar spectrum exposure. Therefore, apart from 

the very shortest exposures, which may have received fewer trails, we can effectively 

consider the spectrum exposures to have been continuous.

(c) The accuracy of the model fit.

The uncertainty in relative intensity for any given density can be estimated from 

the standard deviation a/,* of the data about the fitted calibration curve:

0 ,i ' ~  ( N - n )  ’ {2J)
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where /,• is the logarithmic relative intensity of strip i, C, is the logarithmic intensity 

calculated from the fit, N  is the number of data (i.e., the number of strips used in the 

fit) and n is the number of parameters fitted, which was always three for the function 

used. The standard deviation of every calibration curve fit was calculated and the mean 

standard deviation was obtained: for the 5815A spectra the mean standard deviation 

was 1.89% (243 plates); for the 6615A spectra the mean standard deviation was 1.51% 

(172 plates); the standard deviation averaged over all data was 1.73%.

When the deviations of the data points from the fitted curves were examined, the 

residuals at each strip were found to show a systematic deviation from plate to plate; 

and the average deviations appeared to depend on the distance of each calibration strip 

from the optical axis of the Varo image tube. Figures 2.7a and b illustrate this effect for 

the residuals from the fits to 9 data for the 5815A and 6615A plates. The appearance 

of these figures changes little if the average residuals are examined separately by year 

or by emulsion, or if the residuals from the (fewer) fits to 11 data are used. The 

error bars represent the standard errors on the mean values; their sizes illustrate the 

significance of the mean deviations. Rees (1990) found this systematic trend to exist 

also in the residuals from the photometric calibrations of the 6200A and 6450A plates.

Rees noted that the most likely source for this systematic trend is the radial 

sensitivity variation of the Varo image tube. The relative strip intensities used in 

the fitting procedure were those quoted by Soderblom (1976) for the S-deckers in the 

spectrograph calibration system. But those values pertain to the relative intensity of 

the light incident on the faceplate of the Varo image tube; in actual fact, the radial 

variation in the Varo tube sensitivity affects the apparent relative intensity of the strips 

at the photographic plate, and all the strip intensities will be diminished by an amount 

dependent on the distance of each strip from the optical axis of the Varo tube. We 

actually find the strips nearest the optical axis of the Varo tube to have the largest 

deviations (Figure 2.7), but this probably reflects the response of the fitting procedure 

to the skewed data.

In order to examine this problem further, the relative intensity of each calibra

tion strip was adjusted by an amount determined from the radial sensitivity curve of 

Figure 2.3. At the centre of a typical plate the distances of the strips from the centre 

of the spectrum range from 2.75 mm for strip 2 to 5.7 mm for strip 1; these distances 

are consistent from plate to plate. The appropriate correction factors can be read off
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F igure  2.7. The mean residuals from the calibration curve fit, averaged over (a) all 
the 5815A plates, and (b) all the 6615A plates. The data from each stack of calibration 
strips have been joined to illustrate the systematic trend in the residuals.
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from the curve. This procedure assumes that the centre of each spectrum lies on the 

optical axis of the Varo tube.

Two new sets of relative intensity data were thus computed, using each of the 

curves illustrated in Figure 2.3. The second curve was constructed in the following 

way. The spectrum of the bright star HD 886 (7 Peg) was chosen, on plate EP8178, 

centred at 6450A; the 6450A plates had been scanned with the PDS microdensitometer 

over a longer spectral range than the other plates. The mean relative intensity was 

measured at several points in the continuum at 50A intervals from 6175A to 6675A; the 

point at 6575A was omitted due to the presence of stellar Ha. A cubic spline was then 

fitted to the data. Of course, these data include the shape of the spectrograph blaze 

function and the intrinsic profile of the stellar continuum. These vary approximately 

linearly between 6175A and 6675A, and to first order they were removed by reflecting 

the fitted curve about the plate centre and averaging the original and reflected curves. 

The resulting profile was normalised and rescaled to millimetres to produce the curve 

of Figure 2.3. It is slightly steeper than the Zappala curve over the range 0-6  mm.

Some calibration tests were then carried out on several plates using the cor

rected relative intensities. The plates were randomly chosen from the 6615A plates 

taken in the 1984 September observing season; those chosen were numbered EP8424 

(HD 1337), EP8429 (HD 17543), EP8443 (HD 225094), EP8459 (HD 156247) and 

EP8489 (HD 24534). The calibration procedure described in §2 .2.1 was followed for 

each plate, using the measured densities of the first 9 strips and three sets of relative 

intensity data: the uncorrected S-decker values; those corrected for Zappala’s curve; 

and those corrected for the EP8178 curve. As in the standard calibration procedure, 

the points for the even stack were shifted until they were aligned with the odd stack 

data. However, for these tests the best calibration curve fit was found in each case by 

shifting the data in small increments in log I  through a range tha t would pass through 

the best alignment, until the fitted curve with the smallest standard deviation was 

found. This was considered to be the most consistent fitting procedure (at the cost of 

one degree of freedom) in order that a meaningful comparison might be made between 

the results derived from the different intensity data.

The standard deviations of the model fits to each set of relative intensities are 

listed in Table 2.5, averaged over the five plates. The test results are listed in order of 

decreasing mean <7/,*. The mean plate by plate improvement in a fit between successive
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T able  2.5: The accuracy of the photometric calibration tests. The standard deviation 
of the fit, a /a , and the improvements in <Tfn are averaged over 5 test calibrations.

Relative Intensities Mean 07,•* Mean improvement in a fit 
±  error on the mean

S-deckers, uncorrected 2.03%
S-deckers, corrected1 1.82% 0.21 ±  0 .02%
S-deckers, corrected2 1.56% 0.26 ±  0 .01%
L-deckers, uncorrected 1.36% 0.20 ±  0.05%
L-deckers, corrected2 1.08% 0.28 ±  0.08%

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  2 . 5 :  1 Relative intensities corrected using Zappala’s (1971) response curve; 
2relative intensities corrected using EP8178 response curve.

tests is listed also, with the standard error on the mean. It is clear that the fits 

obtained with the corrected S-decker intensity data are significantly better than the 

fits to the uncorrected data; and the intensities corrected using the EP8178 curve 

lead to a significantly better fit than if corrected using Zappala’s curve. Despite this 

improvement in a/,•*, the mean residuals are not greatly diminished in the improved 

fits: Figure 2.8 compares the mean deviations of the uncorrected S-decker intensity 

data with the deviations of the intensity data corrected with the EP8178 curve. From 

the rather small improvement, it would seem that the radial sensitivity curve would 

need to be even steeper than the EP8178 curve over the range 2-6  mm to account for 

the systematic trend in the residuals.

The S-deckers were routinely used for the calibration exposures made with the 20- 

inch camera of the coude spectrograph. But we have performed the above calibration 

tests again using the relative intensities given by Soderblom (1976) for the L-deckers in 

the calibration system; and we have corrected the L-decker intensities with the EP8178 

radial sensitivity curve and used those also. The results are given in Table 2.5. The fit 

to the uncorrected L-decker intensity data is significantly better than are the fits to the 

corrected S-decker intensities; and when the L-decker intensities are corrected, the fit 

is significantly better still. Figure 2.9 compares the mean deviations of the uncorrected 

S-decker intensity data with the deviations of the corrected L-decker intensities. The 

L-decker residuals are much smaller than those obtained with the S-decker intensities.

It is concluded that the radial sensitivity of the Varo tube alone cannot account 

for the systematic trend in the fit residuals that we have observed, unless it falls off 

much more steeply than we have estimated over the range 2-6 mm. A much better
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with the L-decker intensities corrected using the EP8178 response curve.
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F igu re  2 .1 0 . The deviations about the fitted characteristic curve, averaged over all 
the 5815A plates. The data from each stack of calibration strips are joined to illustrate 
the symmetry of the deviations with respect to logarithmic relative intensity.

fit is obtained when the L-decker intensities are used, but it is very unlikely that 

the L-decker calibration strips were used by mistake with the 20-inch camera during 

the diffuse feature programme (E. Harlan, personal communication). One remaining 

explanation for the observed trends is that the deckers were not uniformly illuminated; 

a remeasurement of the relative intensities of the strips provided by the S-deckers would 

have been valuable before the completion of the observing programme.

Concerning the accuracy of the photometric calibration, we note that the mean 

deviations about the calibration curve are roughly symmetric; this can be seen, for 

example, if the residuals averaged over all the 5815A plates are plotted by strip in

tensity, as in Figure 2.10. In this case, the greatest effect of the systematic deviations 

about the fitted curve will be a simple translation of the characteristic curve along the 

logarithmic intensity axis. This corresponds to an arbitrary scaling of the the curve by 

a factor close to unity. Such an effect would not influence measured equivalent widths 

or absorption depths; these would only be affected by a skewing of the characteristic 

curve, which would lead to an uncertainty in the relative intensity corresponding to a 

given density. Apart from any net translation of the curve, an inspection of the average
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residuals indicates that the true rms scatter in logarithmic relative intensity may be 

0.7% or less.

2.3.2 The accuracy of the  wavelength calibration.

An idea of the accuracy of the wavelength calibration can be gained from the 

standard deviation of the polynomial fit to the comparison spectrum line data. For 

all the 5815A and 6615A wavelength calibrations, the mean standard deviation was 

less than 0 .02A. However, this probably does not represent the true accuracy of the fit 

since relatively few data were available for the wavelength calibration: for the 5815A 

spectra the typical number of comparison lines used to find the plate solution was 

seven; and for the 6615A spectra there were only five visible comparison lines in the 

range of the PDS scan. For the 6450A region spectra, Rees found that the standard 

deviations of the wavelength fits to 12 comparison lines were around 0.035A. All of 

these errors are, nevertheless, well within the PDS sampling interval of 5 /zm, which 

corresponds to about 0.08A on the plate.

The greatest influence of the pincushion and rotational distortion of the Varo 

tube would be on the accuracy of the wavelength calibrations. Since the two cali

bration spectra either side of the stellar spectrum were averaged for the purposes of 

the wavelength fit, any pincushion or rotational distortion of the spectra might be 

revealed by a broadening of the averaged lines due to the pixel-to-pixel differences in 

the comparison line positions either side of the spectrum. In some cases an averaged 

line might even appear to be double-peaked. These effects would obviously influence 

the density centroiding of the comparison lines and hence the wavelength calibration. 

The above effects can be seen in some averaged comparison spectra when the com

parison lines far from the optical axis of the Varo tube are examined; but the effects 

are negligible in the spectral regions over which the wavelength fits were performed. 

We conclude that the geometric distortions of the Varo tube have negligible effect on 

the wavelength calibration of the spectra and that the accuracy of the calibrated data 

is better than one sample; the accuracy of the wavelength calibration of those plates 

which had underexposed comparison spectra is probably about half that of the other 

plates.
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2.4  D iscussion

In the diffuse feature programme a database of spectra has been accumulated 

which encompasses several of the stronger yellow-red diffuse features towards a large 

number of stars. A good degree of consistency in observational procedures has been 

maintained between different observers over several observing seasons, and in the cal

ibration of the data. In these respects, the Lick Observatory programme has been 

successful.

In retrospect, the quality of the data obtained could have been improved in sev

eral ways. Firstly, the darkroom procedure could have been more strictly controlled, 

especially to ensure that the development times and temperatures were consistently 

adhered to throughout the observing programme. The quality of the data suffered 

also from the characteristic problems associated with the use of the Varo image tube; 

but the use of an image intensifier was essential for the successful completion of the 

diffuse feature observations. Without it, the exposure times with the coude auxiliary 

telescope would have been prohibitively long. Probably the most serious factors af

fecting the quality of the spectra obtained were these: the variability of the focus at 

the plate, which led to a degradation in resolution of more than about 50% on average 

of what could be expected for photographic emulsion alone; and the radial variation 

in tube sensitivity which adversely affected the quality of the photometric calibration. 

It might have been possible to limit the effect of the latter problem by making an 

up-to-date measurement of the radial response of the Varo image tube and checking 

the uniformity of the illumination of the stepped slits in the calibration system. These 

measurements could then have been used to improve the photometric calibration of 

the spectra.

Despite the problems introduced by the use of the Varo tube, the quality of the 

photometric calibration was found to be probably better than is implied by the mean 

scatter of the data about the best fit curves; the errors in the calibration lead largely to 

an arbitrary rescaling of the intensity of the calibrated spectrum which has no effect on 

the subsequent equivalent width measurements of the diffuse features. The influence 

of pincushion and rotational distortion on the wavelength calibration of the spectra
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was found to be quite minimal; the accuracy of the wavelength calibration is probably 

within the sampling interval of the digitised data.
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C H A P T E R  3

Spectroscopic M easurem ents o f  th e  Diffuse Features

We now describe the spectroscopic measurements of the diffuse features on the 

5815A and 6615A plates: AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661. Of central importance to this 

thesis was the determination of the equivalent width of each diffuse feature, and the 

measurements and their errors are discussed at some length. In addition, the central 

absorption depth of each feature was measured, as well as the central wavelength and 

the full width at half-depth of AA6614 and 6661.

The techniques of rectifying the continuum in the region around each diffuse 

feature are described and the methods of measurement outlined. The typical problems 

encountered in measuring the features in some stars are discussed; and we briefly 

examine the techniques adopted by Rees (1990) to measure the strong diffuse feature 

at 6284A. Formulae derived from propagation of errors theory are used to compute 

the errors on the equivalent widths and central depths from the uncertainties in the 

calibration procedures and the measuring techniques. The errors on the measured 

central wavelengths and full widths at half-depth are estimated from the mean plate- 

to-plate scatter of the values. The mean plate-to-plate scatter of the equivalent width 

measurements is also examined to assess the internal consistency of the data. Finally, 

the averaged equivalent widths axe compared to other independent determinations of 

the diffuse feature strengths.

3.1 T he features m easured

The spectra centred at 5815A and 6615A encompassed several diffuse features that 

have been studied by other authors (e.g., Herbig 1975). The strengths and breadths 

of these features as observed in HD 183143 by Herbig are listed in Table 3.1. In the
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Table 3.1: The known diffuse interstellar features in the wavelength ranges of the 
5815A and 6615A spectra, and the dimensions of their absorption profiles in HD 183143 
(from Herbig 1975).

Wavelength
A

(A)

Equivalent
W idth
(mA)

Central
Depth

(%)

Full W idth 
at Half-Depth

(A)
5705.12 290 7.5 3.5
5778.3 950 6 17
5780.41 880 37 2.6
5794.96 180 2 8.3
5797.03 240 18.5 1.2
5844.1 140 3.2 4.5
5849.79 100 9.5 1.0

6597.4 20 3 0.60
6613.63 400 34 1.1
6660.71 <100

useful wavelength range of the 5815A sp.ectra lay the diffuse features at AA5705, 5778, 

5780, 5795, 5797, 5844 and 5850A. The lines chosen for study in this thesis were the 

two strongest narrower lines at A5780A and A5797A. The others were excluded mainly 

on the basis that they were too shallow to be reliably measured in many of the Lick 

Observatory spectra. In Herbig’s spectrum of HD 183143, the most reddened star in 

the Lick Observatory survey [E(B — V)  = 1.27mag], all of the features apart from 

AA5780 and 5797 had central depths of less than 10%; the features were difficult to 

detect except in stars with a reddening of greater than about 0.7 mag, which make up 

only about 15% of the sample. The A5778 feature was excluded also on the basis that 

it was very broad; broad features such as this are very difficult to measure accurately 

and are susceptible to contamination by stellar photospheric lines.

The 6615A spectra encompassed the diffuse features at AA6597, 6614 and 666lA; 

A6614 was the strongest feature on these spectra and has been studied here. In 

HD 183143, the equivalent width of A6597 was determined by Herbig to be 20mA 

and was therefore far too weak to be reliably measured in the Lick Observatory spec

tra. The A6661 feature was also quite weak; in the most reddened stars observed in 

the diffuse feature programme, A6661 was found to have an equivalent width of about 

80mA and a central absorption depth of about 7%; also, it is nearly coincident with
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the photospheric S ill line at 6660.52A, which can be as strong as A6661 in later-type B 

supergiants. Nevertheless, A6661 was measured where possible in all the survey spec

tra. The rather poor quality of the measurements obtained for this feature support 

the decision to exclude from the survey the weaker features on the 5815A plates.

Rees (1990) has measured the diffuse features at AA6196, 6203, 6270, 6284 and 

6379A; the measuring techniques he used were essentially identical to those adopted 

here. However, the spectral region about the diffuse feature at 6284A required special 

manipulation because the feature suffered spectral pollution by the a  band of telluric 

oxygen with head at 6276A. The methods developed by Rees to account for the telluric 

contamination are reviewed here briefly.

The spectroscopic measurement of central importance to this thesis is the equiv

alent width of each diffuse feature. The central depths of the diffuse features were 

also measured, but since for the narrower features this quantity is dependent on the 

resolution of the spectrograph used to obtain the spectrum, the results are illustrative 

only. The A6614 feature was the narrowest of the strong lines measured here (see Ta

ble 3.1): its full width at half-depth (FWHD) of l.lA  is only slightly larger than the 

mean resolution of the spectra (0 .88A). The shape of the line was adequately approx

imated by a Gaussian profile, and the central wavelength of this feature was therefore 

determined by Gaussian profile fitting where possible; using data of similar resolution, 

Herbig (1975) showed that the positions of the centres of gravity of unresolved diffuse 

features were correlated with the existence of multiple structure in interstellar atomic 

velocity components. The standard error on a single measurement made here was 

estimated to be ±5-10 km s-1 ; however, the central wavelength data have not been 

used. The FWHD of A6614 was also determined—several studies have shown that the 

breadths of the diffuse features are increased along lines of sight with multiple veloc

ity components (Herbig & Soderblom 1982; Westerlund & Kreiowski 1988a)—but the 

focus variability in the spectra discussed in §2 .1.2 severely impaired the utility of the 

data. The central wavelength and FWHD of A6661 were also measured, but the results 

obtained were not of a high quality due to the weakness of the feature.

The manipulation and measurement of the diffuse feature spectra were carried out 

with the spectral analysis program DIPSO (Howarth & Murray 1988). The spectra 

were measured plate by plate and the measurements for each star were later com

bined into an average. It was decided early on in the diffuse feature programme to
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measure each spectrum individually so that the plate-to-plate error characteristics of 

the measurements could be examined. Propagation of errors theory was used to de

termine error estimates on the measurements of equivalent width and central depth 

(§3.3); the mean plate-to-plate scatter of the equivalent width measurements was then 

compared with these derived errors (§3.4). The errors in the central wavelength and 

FWHD measurements were estimated by examining the mean plate-to-plate scatter of 

the results.

3.2 T he m easuring procedures

We discuss below the procedures adopted to measure the diffuse features. The 

rectification of the continuum is described, followed by the techniques used to mea

sure the equivalent widths, absorption depths, central wavelengths and full widths at 

half-depth of the features. The possible contamination of the features by stellar pho- 

tospheric lines and telluric lines is examined. We examine the typical instances where 

special caxe was required in the measurement of each of the features, and review the 

procedure developed by Rees (1990) to account for the telluric pollution of the 6284A 

feature.

3.2.1 The rectification of the continuum .

The rectification of the continuum of each spectrum to unit relative intensity en

hances the consistency of the measurement of the diffuse features. For every spectrum 

analysed the continuum was rectified over a region of approximately 50A about each 

diffuse feature. First, several continuum windows in the spectrum were defined with 

an interactive graphics cursor (Figure 3.1a), with due care being taken to avoid in

cluding strong spectral lines in the windows. To this end, the expected positions of 

stellar photospheric lines in the spectrum were noted (see Table 3.3); however, the 

positions and appearances of the photospheric lines are sensitive to the spectral type, 

radial velocity and projected rotational velocity of the target star. Therefore, strong
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F ig u re  3.1. An example of the continuum rectification procedure in the region of the 
X6614 diffuse feature, (a) The unrectified spectrum and selected continuum regions; (b) 
a cubic polynomial fit to the data in the continuum regions; (c) the rectified spectrum 
following division by the fitted polynomial.
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photospheric lines which were visible in the spectrum were identified as best as possi

ble and regions of spectrum that appeared to be certainly free of spectral lines were 

chosen as continuum regions. A Chebyshev polynomial was then fitted to the data 

in these selected spectral regions (Figure 3.16). In general, a first or second order 

polynomial was fitted to regions of spectrum that appeared reasonably flat, although 

it was not uncommon for a cubic or a quartic polynomial to be used on some spectra. 

The polynomial fitting is based on no physical argument about the likely shape of the 

continuum but is purely a convenient computational method of defining its underlying 

shape. The final rectified spectrum was obtained by dividing the original spectrum by 

the fitted polynomial (Figure 3.1c).

This rectification procedure was found to be satisfactory for many of the diffuse 

feature spectra. However, as was discussed in §2 .1.2 , the presence of an artificial 

absorption trough complicated the shape of the continuum in some spectra. The trough 

was found to fall in the region of the A5780 and A5797 features on plates centred at 

5815A, and sometimes fell near A6614 on the 6615A plates. The techniques considered 

to account for the trough in the rectification procedure included:

• the construction of a template of the trough profile by averaging the data from 

many plates over the spectral region where the trough occurred, and then fitting 

that template to the data;

• the fitting of the trough profile by a polynomial, treating the trough (or relevant 

wavelength regions within it) as part of the underlying continuum.

In order to account for the trough by the first method, the template would have 

to be fitted in depth and position to the spectrum data by some least-squares fitting 

technique. The second method was adopted since the continuum local to A5780 and 

A5797 was further complicated by the presence of the diffuse feature at 5778A [see 

§3.2.4(a)]; the combined effect of A5778 and the trough on the continuum was most 

simply removed with a polynomial fit. The A5778 diffuse feature was not studied 

in the diffuse feature programme since it was such a broad feature, susceptible to 

contamination by weak stellar photospheric lines and difficult to measure accurately.

The 5750-5820Aspectral region, which encompassed AA5780 and 5797, was actu

ally rectified in two or three segments when the trough was present, and the rectified
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F igure  3.2. An example o f the continuum rectification procedure in a spectral region 
affected by the artificial absorption trough, (a )  The unrectified spectrum; (b) a straight 
line and cubic polynomial fit to the data in selected continuum regions; (c) the rectified 
and merged spectrum following division by the fitted polynomials. The star is HD 26571 
on plate number EP8237.
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segments were merged. In general, a first order polynomial was fitted to the 5750- 

5765A region and a cubic or quartic polynomial was fitted to the trough and continuum 

over the 5765-5820A region. Figure 3.2 illustrates this rectification procedure for a 

typical spectrum suffering contamination by the trough. In the overlap region near 

5765A, the rectified spectra are averaged; the effective shape of the fitted continuum 

in this region is obviously unphysical, but it makes very little difference to the form of 

the fined rectified spectrum.

Another case which required a slightly different rectification procedure was that 

of HD 193793, a Wolf-Rayet star which exhibits the CIV lines longward of 5800A as a 

P Cygni profile some 50A wide in emission; A5780 and A5797 fall on the blue emission 

wing of this profile. The spectra were rectified in two segments: the regions at 5750- 

5790A and at 5790-5820A were each fitted with a quadratic or cubic polynomial, and 

the two sections were merged.

3.2.2 T he spectroscopic m easurem ents.

The methods of measuring each of the spectroscopic parameters discussed in §3.1 

are detailed below.

(a) The measurement of equivalent width.

The equivalent width W \  of an absorption line at wavelength A is given by

^ - 1 .  ( ' - & ) " ■  < 3 ,)

where I \  is the intensity within the line and C\ is the interpolated continuum intensity 

at the top of the line. The equivalent width algorithm within DIPSO  uses the for

mulation for trapezoidal integration to calculate the equivalent width over N  discrete 

data points:

- (‘-1)  * (> - fe) ̂ * 5 £  (• - k ) <AX"+41‘>’
(3.2)

where A,- is the wavelength, I \ .  is the spectrum intensity, C \{ is the continuum intensity 

and AA,* is the wavelength interval of bin i. The spectrum data used for this calculation
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were delimited with a graphics cursor either side of the line to be measured. The cursor 

was positioned at the apparent level of the continuum either side of the line at the points 

where the wings of the feature apparently receded to the level of the continuum. A 

straight-line model continuum across the line was adopted in the summation, defined 

by the two cursor hits either side of the line.

(6) The measurement of central depth.

The central depth of an absorption line is given by

A * =  (VA) - 1 -  (3-3)

where C \ is the measured relative intensity of the continuum at the top and at the 

centre of the line and I \  is the measured relative intensity of the core of the line. C\ 

and I \  were measured with a graphics cursor: the best estimate of the level of the 

continuum at the centre of the line was found by eye-averaging over the statistical 

noise in the continuum either side of the line; the best estimate of the intensity of the 

core of the line was most realistically (and consistently) determined by measuring the 

deepest point of the feature in the data sifter smoothing with a Gaussian filter with 

a FWHM of about 0 .2A—the resulting degradation from 0 .88A to 0.90A in the mean 

resolution of the spectra is negligibly small.

(c) The measurement of central wavelength.

A6614 and A6661 were assumed to be narrow enough that their profiles were dom

inated by the instrument response function of the spectrograph; their central wave

lengths were then determined by approximating their profiles to a Gaussian function.

The Gaussian fitting was performed with the ELF  routines within DIPSO : a 

least-squares fit was applied to the function

c
I \  = a + b\-\--------■= exp

ny/2
1 (Ao -  A)
2 ’ d

(3.4)

where I \  is the spectrum intensity at wavelength A, and a, 6, c, d and Ao are parameters 

to be determined by the fit. The first terms on the right hand side of equation (3.4) 

represent a straight-line fit to selected continuum regions either side of the absorption 

line; since the spectra had already been rectified, a zeroth order fit was often used (i.e.,
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6 =  0). The parameters of the Gaussian function were initialised to sensible values 

and an iterative least-squares fitting procedure then solved for the central wavelength, 

the absorption depth and the full width at half-depth of the Gaussian, and for the 

parameters of the straight-line fit.

A problem was sometimes encountered in trying to measure very weak features 

masked by noise using this method: the fitting routine occasionally converged to fit a 

Gaussian profile to a noise spike in the data rather than the shallow diffuse feature. In 

these cases, the central wavelength was determined by positioning a cursor to bisect 

the smoothed line profile. All the central wavelength measurements were reduced to 

the velocity frame of the Local Standard of Rest.

(d) The measurement of full width at half-depth.

The measurement of the full width at half-depth (FWHD) of A6614 and A6661 

was determined by the Gaussian fitting procedure described above in (c).

3.2.3 S tellar photospheric lines and telluric lines.

The possibility of spectral contamination of the diffuse features by stellar photo

spheric lines and telluric lines was considered. Firstly, it was important that these lines 

were not misidentified as diffuse interstellar features. Also, as far as it was possible, 

care was taken to exclude nearby photospheric or telluric absorption lines from the 

measurements of the diffuse features, particularly in the measurement of equivalent 

width. For the purposes of the continuum rectification also (§3.1) it was necessary 

to know where lines might occur, though often the weaker lines were lost within the 

spectrum noise.

The telluric lines in the region of the four diffuse features discussed here are listed 

in Table 3.2; these lines were considered to be close enough to the features to contami

nate them, taking into account possible seasonal shifts with respect to the rest frame of 

the interstellar lines. The telluric line wavelengths, strengths and identifications have 

been taken from the solar spectrum listing of Moore, Minnaert & Houtgast (1966). The 

strengths of telluric features are, of course, dependent on air mass and atmospheric 

conditions such as pressure and temperature, and would be very difficult to predict
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Table 3.2: Telluric lines in the region of the XX5780, 5797, 6614 an^ 6661 diffuse fea
tures. All data and line identifications are from Moore, Minnaert & Houtgast (1966).

Wavelength X
(A)

W X
(mA)

Identification Wavelength X
(A)

W X
(mA)

Identification

5775-5785A 5793-5801A

5775.755 0.5 Atm 5793.411 4.5 Atm O2
76.079 1.5 Atm H2O 96.092 6.5 Atm O2, N il
76.254 2.5 Atm 97.282 0.5 Atm
76.978 2 Atm 97.530 2.5 Atm O2, Cr I? (p)
78.676 1.5 —Atm 98.010 3.5 Atm
78.811 1 Atm? Fel (p) 98.182 37 Atm O2, F e l (d)
79.369 1.5 Atm 99.150 0.5 Atm
79.963 2 Atm 99.840 1.5 Atm
80.167 3.5 Atm H2O, M nl 99.963 1.5 Atm O2

5800.228 4.5 Atm—
00.640 7 Atm O2
00.842 2 Atm

6610-6617A 6657-6664A
6611.96 1 Atm 6657.43 0.5 C rI, Atm?

12.553 0.5 Atm H2O 57.95 1 Atm?
14.71 1 Atm? 60.32 0.5 Atm?
17.14 3 Atm? N il 65.83 1.5 Atm?

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  3 . 2 :  —: line probably a blend, either to blue (—A tm ) or red (A tm —); ( d )  domi
nant contributor to blend; (p) predicted identification, from knowledge of atomic energy levels.

for any given observation. However, the table serves as a guide to the strength of con

tamination that can be expected; it can be seen that the telluric features in the region 

of the diffuse interstellar features studied here are very weak and the likely degree of 

contamination can be considered to be negligible (note that the equivalent width of 

the line at 5798.182A in Table 3.2 is dominated by the contribution from solar Fel).

Ideally, to assess the extent of contamination of the diffuse features by stellar 

photospheric lines one would have a grid of high signal-to-noise, high resolution spec

tra of unreddened comparison stars in the wavelength regions of interest; or one would 

synthesize the photospheric spectrum for a range of model stellar atmospheres covering 

the range of spectral types of the diffuse feature programme stars. The first method 

is, however, expensive in observing time and it was not possible to make these obser

vations in the course of the diffuse feature programme; the second is limited by the
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T able  3.3: Stellar photospheric lines in the region of the XX5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661 
diffuse features. All wavelengths, identifications and strengths are in HD 886 (7 Peg) 
taken from Aller & Jugaku (1958), except where indicated.

Wavelength A
(A)

W x
(mA)

Identification Wavelength A06*
(A)

Wx
(mA)

Identification

5750-5820A 6575-6630A
5751.27 6578.03 167 C II

51.73 F e lll 82.85 130 C II
53.71 F e lll 84.31
55.72 F e lll 85.47
56.37 F e lll 94.67
63.30 97.67
66.71 98.88 16: N el
68.39 F e lll 6605.63
73.14 F e lll 10.51 N il
76.37 12.45
78.24 27.72 O il
85.79 S ill, F e lll
89.11 5: 6630-6690A
95.83 F elll, a 6653.83 Cl II

5801.51 CIV M 59.02
06.88 S ill 60.52 S il l"
12.14 C iyM 71.86 15 S ill
12.29 F e lll 78.15 660 He I
18.11 CII?
19.21 12: SII

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  3 . 3 1 M :  W avelength and identification from Moore (1943); H :  wavelength 
and identification noted by Herbig (1975). A colon (:) signifies an uncertain  equivalent w idth 
m easurement; and a ,  an atm ospheric blend.

availability of spectrum synthesis programs that can simulate the spectra of early type 

stars precisely enough. The degree of spectral contamination of the diffuse features by 

stellar photospheric absorption lines cannot therefore be fully assessed until a study of 

the kind outlined above is made.

The photospheric lines considered likely to occur in the early-type stars observed 

in the diffuse feature programme are listed in Table 3.3 for the relevant wavelength 

regions about the diffuse features. The photospheric line data have been taken from 

the observations of HD 886 (7  Peg, MK=B2.5 IV) by Aller & Jugaku (1958); a couple 

of entries are from Moore (1943) and Herbig (1975). There are several strong features
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in the general region of the diffuse features, but the equivalent widths of potential 

contaminants listed in Table 3.3 are very low. Of course, the underlying photospheric 

absorption spectrum depends on the spectral type and luminosity class of the star 

observed; in particular, one might expect later type stars to have more contaminating 

spectral lines. However, dwarf stars of spectral types B1 and B2 are the most abundant 

amongst the diffuse feature programme stars; the spectrum of HD 886 is about as 

representative of the programme stars as a single spectrum can be. One concludes 

from Table 3.3 that little contamination occurs in stars of these spectral types. For 

earlier type stars, photospheric CIV  can affect the diffuse feature at A5797, and in 

later type stars a line of S ill can contaminate the diffuse feature at A6661; both of 

these cases are discussed below in §3.2.4. The degree of spectral contamination of the 

diffuse features by stellar photospheric lines is investigated further in Chapter 4.

3 .2 .4  A dditional considerations.

For each of the diffuse features measured there were cases where the spectra 

required special treatment or further manipulation in order to obtain an accurate 

measurement. We examine below each diffuse feature in turn and discuss the problems 

that had to be overcome.

(a) A5780 and the underlying diffuse feature at 5778A.

The A5780 diffuse feature sits on top of another broad diffuse feature centred at 

about 5778A (Herbig 1975). As has been discussed, it was felt that the breadth and 

relatively shallow depth of this feature rendered it unsuitable for measurement in the 

diffuse feature programme. As discussed in §3.1, the continuum rectification procedure 

adopted to remove the artificial absorption trough removed the A5778 absorption also. 

Where any residual A5778 was apparent in the rectified spectrum, it was treated as 

the local continuum to which the measurement of A5780 was referred. Herbig (1975) 

measured the diffuse features by Gaussian profile fitting; in the case of A5778 and 

A5780, he separated the two features by fitting Gaussian functions to each. It was 

considered tha t this procedure was not the best to use here since the profile of the 

5778A feature was so ill-defined in the spectra used in this work, and complicated by
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F igure  3.3. The spectrum of HD 183143 in the region of the X5780 and X5797 diffuse 
features. The extent of the broad shallow features X5778 and X5795 is indicated.

the instrumental effects discussed in §2 .1.2 . Figure 3.3 shows a spectrum of the 5780A 

feature which includes the presence of underlying A5778 absorption.

(b) A5797 and the diffuse feature at 5795A.

Herbig (1975) found that the diffuse feature at 5797A often exhibited a wing 

which extended about 5A to the blue. In fact, he found that he could best represent 

the feature and wing in HD 183143 by two overlapping Gaussians; the feature giving 

rise to the shallow wing was best fit with a Gaussian of FWHD 8 .3A centred at 5794.6A. 

As with A5780 and A5778, Herbig measured the two features in his spectra by fitting 

Gaussian functions to the data; his equivalent width measurements for A5797 include 

the contributions from both of the lines. Figure 3.3 shows a spectrum of HD 183143 in 

which A5797 is superposed on a shallow absorption; the A5795 feature does not appear 

to be as wide here as Herbig found. The 5795A feature was not always obviously 

present in the diffuse feature programme spectra, especially in the less well reddened 

stars. As has already been noted, the artificial absorption trough found on some of 

the Lick spectra tended to mask broader absorption features such as A5778 and A5795;
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it is possible that the 5795A feature was often partially or completely removed by 

the continuum rectification procedure adopted to account for the trough. For these 

reasons, the A5797 feature was measured separately from the 5795A feature. This 

elimination of A5795 from the equivalent width measurements is in contrast, then, 

to Herbig’s convention. To have attempted to include A5795 in the equivalent width 

measurement might have introduced other problems, since several photospheric Fe III 

lines fall in the spectral region just shortward of A5797 (see Table 3.3); a consistent 

attempt to include A5795 in the equivalent width measurements of A5797 would have 

run the risk of including these photospheric lines also.

The 5795A feature can be seen clearly in the high signal-to-noise spectra of 

Chlewicki et al. (1986, 1987), who deduce from their observations that A5795 and 

A5797 are not perfectly correlated: the features do not strengthen and weaken coher

ently along different lines of sight. This conclusion is supported by the observations of 

Westerlund & Krelowski (19886), who observed A5797 towards stars in the Sco OB2 

association. There is no evidence for any absorption due to A5795 in their spectra, 

except for a shallow feature on the red wing of A5797 which extends to about 5800A; in 

the spectra of Chlewicki ct al. (1986), this red wing appears to be part of the obvious 

A5795 feature. The blend of diffuse features in this region requires further study to 

ascertain how many distinct features there are and how they change with respect to 

one another along different lines of sight. It is possible that the features are distinct, 

and the decision to measure A5797 independently of A5795 is justified by the evidence 

for this distinction.

(c) A5797 and the photospheric CIV line at 5801.51A.

The diffuse feature at A5797 was usually well separated and distinct from the 

photospheric lines of CIV  at AA5801.51 and 5812.14A. However, in some instances 

the CIV line at 5801.51A was Doppler shifted by the star’s radial velocity so that 

it blended with A5797; the likelihood of contamination of A5797 was increased if the 

CIV line was broadened by the star having a high v sin i. The spectra of a few of the 

spectroscopic binary stars observed in the diffuse feature programme were particularly 

prone to the problem: depending on the phase of the binary, the CIV  line was shifted 

by a different amount on different plates, and A5797 was contaminated to a greater or 

lesser degree accordingly. Figure 3.4 illustrates a typical case.
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F ig u re  3.4. The spectrum of HD 209481 in the region of the A5780 and A5797 diffuse 
features, illustrating the variable contamination of \5797 by the Doppler-shifted C IV  
line with rest wavelength 5801.5A. (a) Plate number EP6743, 1978 Oct 24; (b) EP6791, 
1978 Oct 27; (c) EP7795, 1981 Oct 26.
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F ig u re  3.5. The spectrum of HD 210839 in the region of the A5780 and X5797 diffuse 
features, illustrating the contamination o f X 5797 by the rotationally broadened C IV  
line at 5801.5A (vsin i =  285km s-1). (a) The uncorrected spectrum, rectified to unit 
relative intensity in the continuum; (6) the Gaussian fits to the profiles of X5797 and 
CIV; (c) the corrected spectrum following division by the C IV  profile fit.
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If the CIV  line was blended too severely with A5797, as in Figure 3.4a, no attempt 

was made to recover the diffuse feature. However, often the two features were distinct 

enough for them to be reliably fitted by two Gaussian profiles; where this was possible, 

the CIV  line was removed from the spectrum by division of the fitted Gaussian, and 

A5797 was then measured in the normal way. Figure 3.5 shows an example of this 

correction procedure.

(d) A6614 and the photospheric N il line at 6610.51A.

As can be seen from Table 3.3, A6614 was usually well clear of any strong photo

spheric lines. Very occasionally, however, the photospheric line of N il at A6610.51A 

was broad enough to affect the local continuum across A6614, particularly if the N il 

line was in emission. In these cases, the stellar line was either fitted with a Gaussian 

profile or its wing was fitted with a polynomial, and the spectrum was divided by the 

fit; A6614 was then measured in the normal way.

(e) A6661 and the photospheric S ill line at 6660.52A.

As noted by Herbig (1975), A6661 is susceptible to contamination by the photo

spheric line of S ill at 6660.52A, particularly in late-type B supergiants. Unless the 

S ill line is appreciably Doppler shifted by the radial velocity of the star or broad

ened by the star’s rotation, it is very difficult to distinguish it from any interstellar 

A6661. Occasionally, the presence of A6660.52 S ill was apparent because A6661 was 

obviously much stronger than would have been expected from the reddening of the 

star: one example is HD 26571 [E(B — V)  =  0.27mag], which is classified as having 

a peculiar silicon abundance and in which A6661 is very strong compared to the most 

reddened lines of sight. Since no reliable method could be devised to remove the effects 

of any contamination by the S ill line, the diffuse feature at A6661 was measured in 

the same way as the other diffuse features, but the results were treated with caution. 

In general, for O-type and early B-type stars and stars with high usin i, the degree of 

contamination of A6661 by the S ill line would not be expected to be great.
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3.2.5 The rectification of the diffuse feature at 6284A.

Studies of the diffuse interstellar feature at 6284A have always been hampered by 

spectroscopic pollution due to the a  band of telluric molecular oxygen: the 2-0  band 

of the b1'E ^ -X 3Hg system with head at 6276A overruns the diffuse feature. A number 

of authors have attempted to correct for the effects of the band (e.g., Schmidt-Kaler 

et al. 1980; Chlewicki et al. 1986; Kumar 1986), with variable success. In his work 

on the Lick diffuse feature survey reported herein, Rees (1990) developed a procedure 

to remove the telluric oxygen band from the spectra of the A6284 diffuse feature. 

The method involves degrading a high resolution spectrum of the oxygen band to the 

resolution of the Lick spectrograph system and fitting this band template in optical 

depth and wavelength to the spectroscopic data. The fitted template is then removed 

from the observed spectrum to rectify the 6284A feature.

The high resolution telluric oxygen spectrum was taken from the Procyon data of 

Griffin & Griffin (1979). The spectrum was digitised by hand and all the identifiable 

stellar spectrum lines were removed. For each spectrum rectified, the instrumental 

response function (IRF) of the coude spectrograph/Varo tube system was determined 

by fitting a Gaussian function to the neon arc line at 6266A; the high resolution 

oxygen band data were convolved with this IRF to produce a model template of the 

band spectrum.

The oxygen band template was fitted to the spectrum data by the method of least 

squares using a grid search technique; the fitted template was then divided out to obtain 

the rectified diffuse feature spectrum. The steps in the modelling and rectification 

procedure are described below.

• The local continuum about the 6284A feature and the oxygen band was approx

imated by a quadratic fit to three continuum points defined with an interactive 

graphics cursor. The continuum was then rectified by division by this quadratic 

fit.

• A grid search technique was used to fit the oxygen band template to the data by 

the method of least squares; the parameters fitted were an optical depth scaling 

factor and a parameter defining the wavelength shift of the template.
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• The spectrum was divided by the fitted template and the rectified spectrum ex

amined. The presence of the A6284 feature in the data to which the template was 

fitted often biassed the fit towards high optical depth, which yielded unaccept- 

ably large residuals in the rectified spectrum. If this was found to be the case, a 

graphics cursor was used to delimit the part of the spectrum affecting the fit so 

that the fit could be performed again with this section omitted.

• The least squares fit and the rectification procedure were repeated until a satis

factory fit was achieved.

• The rectified spectrum was restored to its original scaling by multiplying it by 

the initial quadratic fit to the continuum.

Rees then treated the A6284 feature in the same way as the other diffuse features. 

He found that the rectification procedure significantly improved the correlation be

tween the equivalent widths of A6284 and colour excess E (B  — V )  over that obtained 

using equivalent width measurements made on the unrectified data; also, he noted that 

the correlation with colour excess compared very well with the best results obtained 

by other authors. It was concluded tha t the rectification procedure successfully ac

counts for much of the telluric oxygen band pollution of the 6284A feature and that 

the rectified data for the feature are among the most reliable currently available.

3.3 T he errors on th e  diffuse feature m easurem ents.

The errors on the measured equivalent widths and absorption depths were com

puted using propagation of errors theory. The derivation of the formulae used to 

calculate the errors is set out below. Similar formulae for the calculation of equivalent 

width errors have been derived by Bohlin et al. (1983) and Howarth & Phillips (1986). 

The errors on the central wavelength and FWHD measurements of A6614 and A6661 

were estimated from the mean plate-to-plate scatter of the measurements.
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3.3.1 The error on the equivalent width.

The equivalent width algorithm within DIPSO used the formulation for trape

zoidal integration, as given in equation (3.2). The error on the equivalent width can 

be found by propagating the errors on each of the quantities in equation (3.2) through 

the equation. The computation is simplified, and with little loss of accuracy, if the 

formula for rectangle integration is used for the equivalent width:

N

Wx =  V '  ( 1 -  ^ 2 -  ) AA,. (3.5)-EO-fc)
Since the wavelength interval, A A v a r i e d  only very slowly across the diffuse features, 

it can be assumed to be constant; if AA,- =  AA for all i, the equivalent width can be 

written

w ' * = a a E ( 1 - ^ - ) -  (3-6)

and each element W \. of this summation is then given by

W \, =  AA (1  — • (3.7)

It can be seen that uncertainties in AA, I Xi and CXi will contribute to the error on 

the measured equivalent width. If the uncertainties in A A, I Xi and CXi are denoted by 

rfAA, d l \ { and d C \., their respective contributions to the uncertainty in one element 

of the equivalent width summation are given by

dwXi J A X  dwXi JT J  owXi ^

9 a T  ‘ ’ a S T " * * ’ a c ^ ' dCx‘- (3 8 )

Several sources of error in AA, I Xi and Cx. can be identified. We discuss them in 

turn below.
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(a) The statistical errors in the line intensities and wavelength interval.

There are statistical fluctuations in the intensities within the line which arise from 

the photographic grain noise and from the pattern of the fibre optic bundles in the 

Varo tube faceplate. In addition, there is a statistical error on the wavelength interval 

within the line due to the resolution of the encoders in the PDS microphotometer (~  

1 /im). There are no pixel-to-pixel statistical uncertainties in the continuum intensities 

because a straight-line model continuum across each diffuse feature was adopted in the 

measurement of the equivalent width.

Partially differentiating equation (3.7) with respect to I \ .  and AA gives, for each 

element within the line,

and

© - ( * - & ) •
Substituting equations (3.9) and (3.10) into equation (3.8) gives each contribution to

the statistical error on one element of the equivalent width summation. Since the 

uncertainties sire statistical, the total statistical errors AW/ and AWaa due to each 

source are found by quadratically summing the different contributions:

-St-*)’-(AW , ) 2 =  V  - £ 2 .  •(dIXi)2 (3.11)

and

(AW ^a)2 =  ^  ( l  -  ^  • (dAA)2 . (3.12)

(6) The systematic error in the continuum placement.

The error in the continuum placement, as defined by the cursor hits either side 

of the measured feature, will lead to a systematic error in the equivalent width. Dif

ferentiating equation (3.7) with respect to C \{ gives

S&=-̂aa’ <313>
which can be substituted into equation (3.8) to find the error on each element of the 

equivalent width. The errors on the continuum placement in each element will add
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coherently, so the systematic error on the equivalent width, AW c , is found by summing 

the uncertainties over the line:

AW'c =  Y .  ( ) AA • dCXl. (3.14)4  (-ft)
(c) The error in the photometric calibration.

The error in the photometric calibration leads to an error in the line intensities 

and an error in the continuum placement; the first error is statistical and the second 

is systematic. Following similar arguments to those leading to equations (3.11) and 

(3.14), the photometric error on the equivalent width, AWp, may be expressed as the 

quadratic sum of the two errors:

=  • (" * j)2 +  E ( - < = f - ) A A - dC»< - <3-15)

where d l\. and dC \{ are here the errors on I \ { and C \. due to the uncertainty in 

the photometric calibration. Since the photometric calibration determines the zero 

level, we can assume that any zero error is contained within the uncertainty on the 

photometric calibration.

The total error on the equivalent width, AWa, can be found by quadratically 

summing the contributions from each of these sources, assuming the errors to be inde

pendent and normally distributed:

(AWX)2 =  (AW ,)2 + (AWaa)2 +  (A W c)2 +  (A1VP)2. (3.16)

The errors on the equivalent widths were not calculated at the same time as 

the equivalent widths were measured, which would have been possible had the above 

calculation been incorporated into in the spectral analysis software. Therefore, not all 

of the quantities in the above equations were known, and some further modification of 

the equations was necessary to make them more useful.

If it is assumed that the statistical error in the line intensities is constant across 

the line such that d lxJC xi =  <7/ , we find from equation (3.11) that

(A W ,)2 = ^ A A 2 ( ^ ! - )  =  J ^ A A 2<r? =  N A \ 2tr2, (3.17)
1 =  1 '  ‘ '  i = l
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where N  is the number of data points used in the calculation of the equivalent width.

For the error due to the uncertainty in AA, equation (3.7) can be manipulated 

and substituted into equation (3.12), such that

(AW^A)S =  (3.18)
1 = 1  1 = 1

where <7 a a =  dAA/AA. For relatively weak lines,

«  w ( t <>■” >

therefore

(A ffiA )5 =  j f W x ’ a  i* .  (3.20)

Assuming the fractional error in the continuum placement to be constant over the 

line such that dCxi/Cx{ =  A c , then, from equation (3.14),

\  2N

(A W c ?  =  ( Y ,  7 T  ■ AAAc ) • <3'21)
* =  1

C-A,.

Manipulation of equation (3.6) gives

N

^  A -  • AA = NAX -  W x, (3.22)
1 =  1  ’

which on substitution into equation (3.21) then yields

(A W c)2 =  A c  ( NAX -  W x f .  (3.23)

Applying similsir arguments to equation (3.15), the formula for the photometric 

error on the equivalent width, we find

(AW ,.)2 =  N<7pA\2 +  a l ( NA X -  W x f ,  (3.24)

where ap — dCxi/Cxi =  d lx j l x i ,  dCx{ and dlx{ being here the errors in the spectrum 

intensities due to the photometric calibration. The error ap was derived from the mean 

standard deviation of the photometric calibration, a/a  (§2.3.1), which is in units of 

log /; therefore,

ctp =  ln(10) • afn.  (3.25)
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Several assumptions have been made in the above discussion concerning the sta

tistical fluctuations in the spectrum intensities, d l\ . .  An analysis of the statistical 

noise in the spectrum intensities shows that it is approximately proportional to the 

relative intensity over the range of intensities in a typical spectrum; hence d l \ j l \ . is 

approximately constant. This approximation probably holds over the range of inten

sities found within the diffuse features: the absorption depth of the deepest feature 

measured was found to be 32.2%. And for weak lines, d l x j l ^  may be approximated 

by d l\i / Ca, . Therefore, the assumption that aj =  d l \ { fC \ { is constant over the line 

is probably sound for the purposes of the calculation of the equivalent width error.

In the above formulae, N , AA, and W \ are known; we equated <7/ to the standard 

deviation of the statistical noise in the local continuum; and ap was derived from the 

error on the photometric calibration, a The error op was assumed to be equal to 

1.4% for all the error calculations.

The mean placement error of the continuum A c was determined empirically. 

In the measurement of equivalent width, the continuum placement was determined 

by averaging by eye over the scatter in the continuum intensities local to the diffuse 

feature. The repeatability of the continuum placement is probably closely represented 

by the error on the mean continuum level, i.e., a c / y jN f , where ac  is the standard 

deviation of the continuum noise and N f is the number of degrees of freedom of a 

simple polynomial fit to the continuum data, as was used in the rectification procedure 

(§3.2.1). This is essentially the approach adopted by Howarth & Phillips (1986), if the 

shape of the continuum is not complicated by strong stellar lines, for example. The 

value of N f was not known at the time the errors on the equivalent widths were 

computed; and the polynomial fit used in the continuum rectification was not always 

simple because of the presence of potentially confusing structure in the continuum 

such as A5778 or the artificial absorption trough. Therefore, some empirical tests were 

carried out on the diffuse feature spectra which suggested that the repeatability of the 

continuum placement was of the order of ac j 5. This is probably a reasonable value to 

adopt for A c in equation (3.23).

Some measuring tests were carried out on the diffuse feature spectra in order 

to examine the effect of the continuum placement error on the measured equivalent 

widths. Several features were measured a number of times on data from a variety 

of stars and emulsion types. It was found that the error in the equivalent width
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T able  3.4: An example calculation of the error on the equivalent width: the error on 
W5780 towards HD 4&41 on plate number EP7740.

Term Value
Equivalent width, W \: 
Number of data, N: 
Wavelength increment, AA:

361 mA 
50

0.089A

Uncertainty in continuum intensities, ac- 
Uncertainty in wavelength increment, a^x- 
Uncertainty in photometric calibration, ap:

1.89 % 
20.0 % 

1.4 %

Equivalent width error due to—
uncertainty in line intensities, AW/: 
uncertainty in wavelength increment, A W a x - 
uncertainty in continuum placement, AWc: 
uncertainty in photometric calibration, AWp:

11.9 mA
10.2 mA 
14.4 mA
57.2 mA

Total error on equivalent width, AW \: 61.0 mA

due to the typical uncertainty in the continuum placement was of the order of 5% of 

the equivalent width; in fact, the error was found to vary with the strength of the 

feature measured, from about 2% for the stronger features to about 8% for the weaker 

lines. This is reasonable, since a constant continuum placement error will account for a 

greater proportion of the equivalent widths of weak lines than of strong lines. In similar 

measuring tests Rees (1990) obtained a mean error due to the continuum placement 

of about 4% of the equivalent width. To ensure consistency in the final catalogue of 

diffuse feature equivalent widths and errors we have followed Rees and assumed that 

the contribution of the continuum placement error to the error in the equivalent width, 

A W c, was always equal to 4% of the equivalent width; equation (3.23) was not used.

Table 3.4 details a typical error calculation for an equivalent width measurement 

of A5780 where the relative magnitudes of the different contributions to the final error 

can be compaxed. Table 3.4 shows that the dominant source of error in the equivalent 

width is the error in the photometric calibration.

The explicit appearance of W \ in the above error formulae could lead to errors 

in the calculated errors, since we only have a best estimate of the true value of W \\ 

for lines that are weak compared to the spectrum noise W \ may depart strongly from
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the true value. Bohlin et al. (1983) discuss the derivation of similar expressions for the 

error on equivalent widths measured from digital data; for their data, they estimate 

that the terms in W \ lead to an uncertainty on the calculated error of almost always 

less than 4% of the computed error. Similarly, Rees (1990) finds an uncertainty in the 

computed error which is consistently close to 2% of the error. We conclude that the 

accuracy of the computed errors is generally little affected by the use of the observed

W x.

3.3.2 T he error on the absorption depth .

The central absorption depth of each feature, A c, was calculated from equation 

(3.3). The error on the absorption depth arises from the uncertainty in the continuum 

placement, the uncertainty in the measurement of the residual intensity in the line 

core, and the uncertainty in the photometric calibration.

The error on the absorption depth due to the uncertainty in the placement of the 

continuum, (AAc)c , can be found by propagating the error on the measurement of 

the continuum level, dC \, through equation (3.3), thus:

(A A cfc  = { ^ j \ d C x f .  (3.26)

Now,
( d A c \ _  Ix 
\ d C x )  Cx2 ’

(3.27)

which on substitution into equation (3.26) gives

(AAc)c  =  (dCx ) \  (3.28)

If A c =  dCx/Cx , the proportioned uncertainty on the continuum placement, this 

reduces to

(AAC)?; =  ( | ) ‘ 4 l  (3.29)

From equation (3.3), Ix/Cx  =  (1 — A c); therefore,

(A A cfc  =  (1 -  Ac)2 A c-  (3.30)
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By partially differentiating equation (3.3) with respect to I \  and by following a 

similar argument, we can write down an expression for the error on the absorption 

depth due to the uncertainty on the residual intensity in the line core, dly.

(AAc)} = ( ± y  ( d l l ) 2 . (3.31)

If A / =  d l \ f l \ , the proportional uncertainty on the measurement of I \ , equation 

(3.31) can be written

(A A C)2,  = ( ^ ) 2 A2,; (3.32)

substituting for I \ / C \  from equation (3.3), we obtain

(AAc)J =  ( l - y l c ) 2 A?. (3.33)

The uncertainty in the photometric calibration introduces errors d l\  and dC\ 

on I \  and C \. Following the above arguments for propagating these errors through 

equation (3.3), we find

The error ap on the photometric calibration can be equated to d l \ / l \  and d C \/C \ , 

and equation (3.34) rearranged to give

(A A ') l  = 2 ^ y  a2p; (3.35)

substituting for I \ / C \  then yields

(A^4c)p =  2(1 — Ac)2 <7p. (3.36)

The total error on the absorption depth may be found by quadratically summing 

the contributions to the error from each of the above uncertainties:

(Aj4c)2 =  (A A cfc  + (A A c)2,  + (A A c)l- (3.37)

Adding equations (3.30), (3.33) and (3.36) gives, for the error on the absorption depth,

(A A ')2 =  (1 -  A ')2 (A£ +  A? +  2<r2). (3.38)
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For the error calculation of equation (3.38), Ac was known and ap was taken to 

be 1.4% as in §3.3.1. The errors A c and A/ represent the proportional accuracy with 

which the continuum level and the residual intensity in the line core can be determined. 

From the discussion in §3.3.1 on the repeatability of the continuum placement, we 

have assumed that A c =  A j =  a c /5  in the calculation of the absorption depth errors. 

However, as with the error calculated on the equivalent width, the uncertainty of 

the photometric calibration dominates the other errors in this calculation, since ap is 

typically about 4-5 times as great as A c and A /.

3.3.3 The error on the  central wavelength.

The principal sources of error in the measurement of the central wavelengths of 

the diffuse features are the statistical noise in the spectrum intensities and the error 

in the wavelength calibration. In §2.3.2, the error in the wavelength calibration was 

estimated to be less than ±0.lA . A separate estimate of the accuracy of the wavelength 

calibration was obtained by Rees (1990) from the fitting of the oxygen lines in the 

A6284 rectification procedure. The mean template shift in the fitting of the stationary 

(presumably) telluric oxygen lines was calculated from the results for every spectrum 

which was rectified for the oxygen pollution; the standard deviation of this mean 

template shift was found to be about ±0.16A, which may be more representative of 

the true accuracy of the wavelength calibration.

The measurement error due to statistical fluctuations in the spectrum intensities 

is more difficult to quantify. The spectrum noise will certainly influence the accuracy 

of the central wavelength measurement in both methods used, Gaussian fitting and 

cursor placement. Unfortunately, at the time the Gaussian fitting was carried out, the 

ELF  routines within DIPSO  did not give error estimates on the fitted parameters.

An estimate of the error on a central wavelength measurement, therefore, might 

best be found by examining the scatter of the measurements for stars that were ob

served on several plates in the survey. For A6614, the feature was detected in 17 stars 

which had been observed on three plates each, and in 35 stars which had been observed
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twice. For each of the k stars for which more than one measurement is available, the 

variance of the j  values about the mean wavelength, (At), is given by

4  =  , (3.39)

where Nk is the number of measurements available for star k . The pooled error variance 

over all k stars is then given by

2/% \ —  l ) s f c  .  .

( c) "  £ *  (Nt -  1) • (3 -40)

All the central wavelengths determined by the Gaussian fitting method were in

cluded in this pooled error variance, for Nk =  2 and 3. The mean error variance was 

calculated separately for the stars with three observations and those with two, to check 

that the results obtained were comparable; the calculation was also done separately 

for those stars where the mean equivalent width of A6614 was greater than 100mA 

to see if there was any evidence for the stronger features having been measured more 

accurately. The results are shown in Table 3.5. The mean errors tabulated, <r(Ac), have 

been found by taking the square roots of the pooled error variances. There is evidence 

from the results that the central wavelengths of the stronger features can be located 

more accurately than the weaker lines; this is not surprising since the measurements 

made on the stronger features are less affected by the statistical noise in the spectrum 

intensities. A mean error of ±0.1lA  was therefore adopted as the uncertainty on any 

single wavelength measurement of A6614 where the feature had an equivalent width 

of greater than 100mA; for the features with equivalent widths of less than 100mA, 

the uncertainty on any single wavelength measurement was taken to be ±0.24A. The 

uncertainty in the central wavelengths of the stronger features is less than the scat

ter of ±0.16A found in the fitting of the oxygen lines noted above; the accuracy of 

the central wavelength measurements is probably comparable to the accuracy of the 

wavelength calibration.

For the A6661 feature, fewer stars were available where the centred wavelengths 

had been determined by Gaussian fitting: there were 5 stars with three measurements, 

and 14 stars with two measurements. The mean errors calculated from the pooled 

variances for the A6661 data are shown in Table 3.5; the mean error of ±0.26A was 

adopted as the uncertainty on any single wavelength measurement. This result is
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T able  3.5: The internal consistency of the central wavelength measurements of X6614 
and A 6661: cr(Ac) is the square root o f the mean variance in the central wavelength 
measurements.

Diffuse
feature

Sample No. of stars 
k

<r( Ac)
(A)

A6614 W \ < 100mA 25 0.243
W \ > 100mA 27 0.106
All data 52 0.185

A6661 All data 19 0.263

similar to the result obtained for the weaker A6614 features, as might be expected 

since all the A6661 features measured had equivalent widths of less than 100 mA.

For both A6614 and A6661, the central wavelengths measured by cursor placement 

were assumed to be less accurate than the wavelengths determined by Gaussian fitting; 

somewhat arbitrarily, they were assigned errors that were a factor of y/2 larger than 

the corresponding errors assigned to the Gaussian fit measurements.

3 .3 .4  The error on the FW HD.

The error on the FWHD measurements of A6614 and A6661, determined from the 

Gaussian fitting, was estimated from the mean plate-to-plate scatter in the measured 

values, as with the central wavelength measurements. Again, for A6614, the scatter in 

the measurements of the stronger features was examined separately. For W \  > 100mA, 

the mean scatter or was found to be ±0.2lA ; for W \ < 100mA, or =  ±0.4lA ; and 

over all the data, o r =  ±0.31 A. For A6661, <7r was found to be ±0.39A, very similar 

to the result obtained for the weaker A6614 lines. Much of the variance in the FWHD 

measurements can be attributed to the plate-to-plate variability of the focus discussed 

in §2.1.2. The individual FWHD measurements were therefore not used in this work.
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3.4 T he internal consistency o f  th e  equivalent w id th  m easurem ents.

The plate-to-plate scatter of the equivalent width measurements is now examined 

and compared to the errors computed from the formulae derived in §3.3.1 (we will 

refer to these as “the propagated errors”). Ideally, if a star were observed many times, 

the distribution of the measured equivalent widths of any given diffuse feature would 

provide a measure of the internal consistency of the data and hence a realistic estimate 

of the internal error on a single equivalent width measurement and, of course, on the 

mean. The scatter in the measured equivalent widths would arise from random errors 

in the detection, calibration and measurement of the different spectra; the presence of 

systematic errors would not affect the internal consistency of the results. However, in 

the diffuse feature programme the maximum number of measurements available for any 

given star was only five; and most often only two plates were obtained for each star. 

An estimation of the likely equivalent width errors which is derived from the scatter of 

the measurements for a single star will yield unreliable results in some cases because 

of the small number of data. We therefore describe below two approaches which we 

have taken to compare the plate-to-plate scatter in the individual measurements with 

the formally propagated errors.

Firstly, for each star for which several measurements of a given diffuse feature were 

available (taken from different plates), the standard deviation, cr(Wj), of the individual 

equivalent width measurements, W j , was found. Then, for each star, the propagated 

errors on the individual equivalent width measurements, A W j, were combined into a 

straight average, A W  j] this value is representative of the scatter in the data which 

would actually result from such errors of measurement.

In the 5815A region, three stars were observed on five plates, and five stars on 

four plates; the maximum number of plates obtained for any one star in the 6615A 

region was three. Figure 3.6 compares a(Wj)  with A W j  for the stars with four or 

five independent equivalent width measurements of A5780 and A5797. Clearly, the 

plate-to-plate scatter of the individual measurements is consistently smaller than that 

implied by the propagated errors; but note that a{Wj) can be as large as A W j  in 

some cases. Rees (1990) found that a pattern similar to that illustrated in Figure 3.6 

existed in the scatter of the 6284A equivalent widths.
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F igure  3.6. A comparison of the scatter in the measurements of the equivalent widths 
of X5780 and X5797, a(Wj),  with their mean propagated errors, A W  j, for stars with 
four (o) or five (•) equivalent width determinations. The dashed line represents a 
one-to-one correspondence between the values.

Secondly, in the absence of a large sample of plates for each star, we may cal

culate the pooled variance in the individual equivalent width measurements using the 

data from every star with more than one observation, as was done with the centred 

wavelength measurements in §3.3.3. For each of the k stars for which more than one 

measurement of a given feature is available, the variance in the equivalent widths can 

be computed from the scatter of the j  individual values about their weighted mean:

2 Esk =  —
N k - 1

(3.41)

where (Wk) is the weighted mean of the individual equivalent width measurements, 

Wjk, and Nk is the number of available measurements for star k. In equation (3.41) the 

Wjk were assigned equal weight; this is reasonable given that the individual equivalent 

widths for a given star Eire similar and are directly correlated with the magnitude of
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T able  3.6: The internal consistency of the equivalent width measurements of \5780, 
X5797, X6614 and X6661. aw  is the square root of the mean variance in the equivalent 
width measurements; A w is the root-mean-square propagated error on the equivalent 
width measurements. The error quoted on A w  is the error on the mean, determined 
from the scatter in the individual values of Aw*

Diffuse
feature

No. of 
stars, k

No. of plates aw
(mA)

Aw
(mA)

A5780 78 195 41.1 69.0 ±  0.8
A5797 78 190 27.2 51.9 ±  0.6
A6614 50 117 17.6 39.3 ±  0.7
A6661 38 85 12.6 29.8 ±  0.7

the propagated errors (e.g., Rees 1990). The pooled variance of the measurements of 

the feature averaged over all k stars is then given by

2 _  (Nk — 1) sk (3 I'M

This pooled variance describes the average internal consistency of the data; and the 

square root yields an estimate of the standard deviation of a single equivalent width 

measurement of the feature, which we will call the global error, aw  •

The pooled variances of the equivalent widths of the diffuse features AA5780, 

5797, 6614 and 6661 were calculated. This was done separately for the cases where 

Nk =  2,3 ,4  and 5, and then for all the data combined; the results for each feature 

were quite consistent between each set of Nk measurements. The values of aw  for each 

feature averaged across all the Nk are given in Table 3.6.

For comparison with these, the propagated equivalent width errors were averaged 

in the following way. For every measurement which was used to determine the pooled 

variances described above, its propagated error A Wjk was squared to obtain a variance 

for that measurement; these variances, (AWjk)2, were then averaged over all the data, 

thus:
y \ ,(A V F ijk)2

A " =  eU • ( 3 - 4 3 )

The square root of this averaged variance yields the mean propagated error, Aw, 

which is given for each feature in Table 3.6. The values of Aw are changed by less 

than 2% if the straight average of the propagated errors is determined, i.e., from
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k A Wjk /  y  t. iVjb; the errors on Aw quoted in Table 3.6 are actually the errors on 

the mean values thus determined.

The results given in Table 3.6 show that the global error in the equivalent widths, 

aw i is significantly less than the mean propagated error, Aw, for each feature. The 

mean difference is 22.9 mA, but the difference seems to be a function of aw  (see 

§4.3.3). The results of this comparison are therefore consistent with the results of the 

first method, which have been summarised in Figure 3.6.

We can explain the above results if the random error of the photometric calibration 

is not as great as has been estimated. Firstly, the shape of the calibration curve appears 

to be very similar from plate to plate, as indicated by the relatively small scatter in the 

residual intensities at each strip (e.g., Figure 2.7a); therefore, a significant proportion of 

the error due to the photometric calibration is systematic—if the calibration is skewed, 

it is consistently skewed in the same way. Secondly, the full photometric calibration 

error is not necessarily reflected in the scatter of the equivalent width measurements 

since many of the spectra were exposed to a similar photographic density; again, this 

would reduce the random element of the calibration error which is propagated into the 

equivalent width errors. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, however, there are cases where the 

scatter of the data is as large as the full photometric calibration error would predict.

We conclude that the mean internal accuracy of the equivalent width data is 

much better than is implied by the formally propagated errors; this is probably due 

to a significant proportion of the error in the photometric calibration having only a 

systematic effect on the measured equivalent widths. The propagated errors probably 

represent more closely the external accuracy of the equivalent widths.

3.5 T he averaged m easurem ents and their errors

We describe below the procedures adopted to combine the individual spectroscopic 

measurements of the features on each plate into weighted mean values and errors. Also 

the rectified spectra for each star were combined into a weighted mean spectrum over 

the region of each diffuse feature. Upper limits to the equivalent widths were computed 

for those features which were not reliably detected in the co-added spectra.
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3.5.1 The averaged measurements.

The individual equivalent width measurements of AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661 

were combined into a weighted mean value for each feature in each star. The errors

measurements and full widths at half-depth of A6614 and A6661 were similarly com-

the four features are given in Table A l.la  in Appendix 1; the averaged central wave

lengths and full widths at half-depth of A6614 and A6661 are given in Table A1.16.

The FWHD measurements of AA6614 and 6661 have not been used because of the 

problems of the plate-to-plate variability in the focus, discussed in §2.1.2. The mean 

FWHD of the A6614 feature was found to be 1.45A with error on the mean ±0.04A; 

this is somewhat larger than the width of l .lA  determined by Herbig (1975) for A6614 

in HD 183143. The difference is probably due to the degradation in resolution imposed 

by the Varo image tube and the focus degradation discussed in §2.1.2: note that a line 

width of l .lA  will be degraded by our mean resolution of 0.88A to 1.4lA. The mean 

FWHD of A6661 was found to be 1.15 ±  0.08A; Herbig quotes no value for the width 

of A6661.

3.5.2 N on-detection criteria.

Some of the diffuse features observed were very weak and either were not visible 

or were only just discernible above the spectrum noise. A set of non-detection criteria

used in the weighting procedure were those computed from the formulae in §3.3.1. 

Thus, the weighted mean equivalent width W \  was found from

(3.44)

where the Wj  are the individual equivalent widths and the weights Wj are equal to 

1/(AWj )2. The error on the weighted mean, £ W \,  was found from

(3.45)

The averaged equivalent widths and their errors are given in Table 4.2 in Chapter 4. 

The central depth measurements of all four features and the central wavelength

bined into weighted mean values with assigned errors. The averaged central depths of
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was established to judge whether a feature was reliably detected or not in any given 

spectrum; the measurements of non-detected features were then considered unreliable. 

For the measurements made here, a feature was classified as a non-detection if any of 

the following criteria were satisfied:

(a) the measured absorption depth of the feature was less than twice the statistical 

noise of the continuum;

(b) the central wavelength of the feature in the velocity frame of the LSR was found to 

be greater than ±AA away from the ‘rest’ wavelength of the feature as determined 

by Herbig (1975), where AA =  2.9A for A5780 and 1.7A for the other features 

(see below);

(c) the estimated FWHD of the feature was either less than the narrowest FWHM 

of the response profile of the spectrograph measured by Rees (i.e., 0.57A), or was 

very different from the expected FWHD of the feature.

The wavelength limits in criterion (6) are estimated from the typical full widths at 

half-depth of the features (Herbig 1975) after smearing by the response function of the 

spectrograph, which had an average FWHM of 0.88A at the plate (§2.1.2); allowance 

is made also for the maximum relative shift with respect to the LSR of the telluric 

features in the geocentric velocity frame.

A best attem pt was made to measure the features in every spectrum, but the 

measurements of features which were judged to be non-detections were not used in 

the statistical analyses of the data presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The final judg

ment as to whether a feature was reliably detected or not was made by applying the 

above criteria to co-added spectra in the region of each diffuse feature. The individual 

spectra were first shifted to the velocity frame of the Local Standard of Rest (LSR); 

and the spectra for each star were then averaged, each spectrum being weighted by 

the reciprocal variance of the noise in the spectrum intensities in selected continuum 

regions. If a weak feature was judged to be definitely present in a spectrum, the mea

surements from the individual spectra were averaged in the usual way, as described in 

§3.5.1. Criterion (a) was probably the most stringent in determining whether a weak 

feature was admitted as detected; very occasionally, it was deemed from the visual
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appearance of a spectrum that a feature could be “seen” above the continuum noise, 

and this criterion was relaxed.

Rees (1990) also applied very similar non-detection criteria to the measurements 

of the diffuse features on the 6200A and 6450A plates. The truncation of the data by 

discarding the non-detections introduces a bias into the final sample of data. Jenkins 

(1987) recommends that equivalent width measurements of undetected or marginally 

detected lines should be reported alongside the definite detections, even if physically 

unrealistic values such as negative determinations are obtained; the global properties 

of the data set are then more faithfully preserved. It is considered that this would 

have been a better approach in the diffuse feature programme. The calculation of 

upper limits to the equivalent widths of non-detected features (§3.5.3 below) improves 

things a little. However, the use of advanced mathematical treatments is required to 

account for the presence of these limits in statistical procedures (e.g., Schmitt 1985); 

such methods have not routinely been used in the analyses described in the following 

chapters, except to investigate the effects of including the limits in the regression of 

the diffuse feature equivalent widths on interstellar reddening, E (B  — V ).

3.5.3 The calculation of upper lim its.

Upper limits to the equivalent widths of non-detected features were calculated as 

follows. Assuming a weak feature to be approximately triangular in shape, its area 

underneath the continuum is given by the product of its FWHD and its depth. From 

criterion (a) in §3.5.2 above, the maximum depth of an undetected feature is twice the 

statistical noise of the continuum in the region of the feature ac> For a continuum of 

unit height, the upper limit to the equivalent width is then given by

WA(mA) < 20 <7C ( % )  • FWHD (A). (3.46)

The upper limits to the equivalent widths of non-detected features were thus 

computed using the mean full widths at half-depth found in this work and in Rees. 

The mean widths of A5780 and A5797 were found by fitting a Gaussian to each line 

profile in the spectrum of HD 183143; their widths were 2.4A and 1.5A respectively. 

The mean widths of A6614 and A6661 have been given above. The mean widths of
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T able  3.7: The average differences between the ‘best estimate’ equivalent width mea
surements of non-detected features and the calculated upper limits to the equivalent 
widths. The errors quoted are the errors on the means. A significant difference is 
assumed for p < 0.01.

Diffuse
feature

No. of 
data

Mean difference
(mA)

t

A5780 10 3.6 ±  11.6 0.31 0.7 < p <  0.8
A5797 11 19.6 ±  7.4 2.64 0.02 < p <  0.05
A6614 22 2.8 ±  3.6 0.78 0.4 < p < 0.5
A6661 33 9.8 ±  2.1 4.76 p <  0.01

the other lines were taken from Rees (1990) as follows: A6196, 1.21 A; A6203, 2.42A; 

A6270, 1.5lA; A6284, 5.18A; and A6379, 1.2lA. The values of oc  were known for each 

plate; where more than one plate was available for any star, the statistical noise of the 

co-added spectrum was used.

To check the reliability of the calculated upper limits, they were compared with 

‘best estimate’ measurements, where the data were available, of features which were 

later classified as non-detections. For each feature in each star the difference between 

the measured equivalent width and the computed limit was calculated; the ratio of the 

mean difference to the error on the mean may be tested for significance using Student’s 

t-test (e.g., Fisher 1970). The results are given in Table 3.7.

The computed upper limits to the equivalent widths of AA5780 and 6614 were not 

significantly different from the measured values. However, the limits to the equivalent 

widths of A6661 were found to be significantly smaller than the best estimate mea

surements; this is probably due to the contribution of stellar S ill A6660.52A in the 

measured equivalent widths. The mean difference between the equivalent widths and 

limits of A5797 was probably significant; this may reflect the contribution of lines of 

F e lll (Table 3.2) and O2 (Table 3.3) in the measured values.

To avoid underestimating the limits, the computed limit and the measured value 

for each feature were compared and in each case the larger value was adopted as the 

upper limit; where no measured value was available, and for all the features measured 

by Rees (1990), the limit computed from equation (3.46) was adopted. The equivalent 

width upper limits have been included in Table 4.2 in Chapter 4. No limits were
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computed for A5780 and A5797 in a few spectra which were found to be very noisy; a 

non-detection of the features has been recorded in Table 4.2.

3.6 C om parison  w ith  other work.

It is instructive to compare the equivalent widths measured here with the indepen

dent measurements of other authors. Herbig (1975) undertook a similar photographic 

survey of the diffuse features as that described here using exactly the same coude 

spectrograph at the Lick Observatory; however, he used the Shane 3 m telescope and 

avoided the use of image intensification. The similarity of the observing system and 

recording medium mean that Herbig’s data provide a good opportunity to compare our 

equivalent width measurements with measurements of spectra observed under similar 

conditions but reduced independently.

More recently, several authors have published equivalent width measurements of 

diffuse features obtained from high signal-to-noise spectra observed with solid-state 

detectors. The relatively high accuracy of these equivalent widths provides a useful 

benchmark against which the measurements made here can be checked. The reliability, 

or otherwise, of the estimated errors on the diffuse feature equivalent widths can also 

be gauged.

3.6.1 T he observations of Herbig (1975).

Herbig (1975) provides equivalent width measurements for many diffuse features 

towards 58 stars. He obtained his spectrograms with the coude spectrograph of the 

Shane 3 m reflecting telescope at Lick Observatory. To observe the four diffuse features 

measured here he used the same grating as that used for this survey, and he recorded 

the spectra of AA5780 and 5797 on 103a-D and 103a-F emulsions; the A6614 and A6661 

features he recorded with 103a-F emulsion. For stars fainter than about V  =  7, he 

used the 20-inch focal length camera, the same as that used for this survey; brighter 

stars he observed with the 40-inch camera at higher dispersion.
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T able 3.8: The results of the correlations between the equivalent widths obtained in 
this work and those of Herbig (1975); Herbig’s data were used as abscissa.

Diffuse
feature

No. of 
data

m ±  Am c ±  Ac
(mA)

rp ± A
rs± A

p(rP)
p(rs )

A5780 («) 24 0.947 0.0 0.649 ±  0.126 6.0X10’ 4
±0.110 ±51.8 0.858 ±  0.057 8.3X10"8

(») 23 1.069 -4 5 .7 0.829 ±  0.070 l.OxlO”6
±0.137 ±62.3 0.839 ±  0.066 5 .8 x l0 “7

A5797 («) 25 0.577 46.7 0.807 ±  0.074 l.lX lO ”6
±0.199 ±40.5 0.770 ±  0.087 6 .8 x l0 -6

(b) 24 0.502 59.5 0.813 ±  0.074 1 .4 x l0 ~ 6
±0.115 ±20.4 0.742 ±  0.098 3.3X10"5

A6614 («) 16 0.919 -25 .6 0.573 ±  0.185 2.0X10"2
±0.157 ±27.1 0.762 ±0.115 6.0X10"4

(b) 15 1.089 -48 .3 0.868 ±  0.071 2 .8 x l0 ~ 5
±0.199 ±33.4 0.711 ±0.141 3.0X10-3

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  3 . 8 :  The correlations were performed twice: (a), w ith the d a ta  for HD 183143 
included; and (6), w ithout the HD 183143 data.

The equivalent widths of AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661 in Herbig’s data were 

compiled for the target stars in common with our survey. Of the 123 stars observed 

in the diffuse feature programme, 26 were found to overlap with Herbig’s sample. 

However, a complete set of equivalent width measurements did not exist for all the 

common stars; either some features were not detected or some spectral regions had 

not been observed in one or both of the data sets. Herbig computed a mean error on 

the equivalent width of each feature by examining the mean variance a%/ of all the 

individual equivalent width measurements, as was done in §3.4; we have computed an 

error on each of Herbig’s mean equivalent widths from < t w  / \/~N, where N  is the number 

of measurements which were combined into the mean value. The mean equivalent width 

measurements in HD 183143 have very low error estimates because Herbig observed 

the star on about 55 plates for three of the features examined here.

For each feature, a least-squares straight-line fit to the data was performed to 

examine how well the two sets of equivalent width measurements agreed with each 

other. The fit was unbiassed with respect to an exchange of the x  and y axes and the 

errors on the fitted parameters have been estimated by bootstrap resampling of the
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Figure 3.7a. A comparison of the equivalent widths of X5780 obtained in this work 
with those of Herbig (1975); the dashed line represents a one-to-one correspondence 
between the two sets of measurements.

data (see Chapter 4, §4.1). The data are plotted in Figures 3.7a-c with Herbig’s data 

as abscissa; the results of the straight-line fitting are detailed in Table 3.8. In each case 

we have listed the gradient and intercept of the fitted line and two correlation coeffi

cients: the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient rp and the Spearman rank 

correlation coefficient rs  (see §4.1). We have also indicated the statistical significance 

of each correlation coefficient by p(r), the probability of obtaining a correlation coeffi

cient as large as r  from a normal distribution with population mean coefficient p — 0 

(e.g., Bevington 1969, p .123); significance is assumed for p(r) <  0.01, and probable 

significance for 0.01 < p(r) < 0.05.
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F ig u re  3 .7b. As for Figure 3.7a, except for \5797.

The results for each feature are discussed below. In each figure the line repre

senting a one-to-one relationship between the measurements is plotted. Since the data 

of HD 183143 had such high weight in the fitting procedure, each fit was performed 

twice, once with the point due to HD 183143 omitted as a check on its influence in the 

fit.

X5780. The data of this work and Herbig’s are in good agreement, as shown 

in Figure 3.7a. The correlation between the measurements is highly significant; not 

only so, but the fitted straight line is not significantly different from a one-to-one 

correspondence between the two sets of measurements—the gradient of the fitted line 

is near unity and the intercept is close to the origin.

HD 183143
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F ig u re  3.7c. As for Figure 3.7a, except for \6614-

X5797. There is a highly significant correlation between the measurements of 

A5797 from this work and those of Herbig. However, the fitted straight line is skewed 

from a one-to-one relationship. This is almost certainly due to the difference in the 

measuring procedures adopted: Herbig chose to include A5795 in the determination 

of the equivalent width of A5797; we have chosen to omit it for the reasons given in 

§3.2.4(6). The effect of this difference is clear in Figure 3.76: our measurements appear 

to be generally underestimated with respect to those of Herbig, excepting the group 

of stars measured by Herbig to have equivalent widths of less than 100mA. When 

HD 183143 is omitted from the fit there is a significant positive intercept on the y- 

axis, which suggests that we have overestimated the equivalent widths of the weaker 

features. Nevertheless, the strength of the correlation implies that the omission of
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the A5795 feature from the A5797 equivalent widths has been done consistently and 

successfully.

A6614- The correlation with Herbig’s data is significant in r s y but the strength 

of the Pearson correlation is diminished by the influence of the highly weighted point 

due to HD 183143. The gradient of the fitted straight line is not significantly differ

ent from unity; however, there is a (non-significant) negative intercept which implies 

that we have generally underestimated the equivalent widths with respect to Herbig’s 

measurements: this is apparent from Figure 3.7c. If the point due to HD 183143 

is omitted, the Pearson correlation becomes highly significant; the magnitude of the 

negative intercept is increased but is still not statistically significant.

A 6661. For the A6661 feature only 5 stars had measured equivalent widths avail

able in both sets of data; no fit was performed. The equivalent widths agreed to within 

the errors of measurement.

In conclusion, our measurements correlate very well with those of Herbig, although 

a systematic difference does occur in the A5797 equivalent widths. This difference can 

probably be attributed to a difference in the equivalent width measuring procedure. 

The strength of the correlations between the measurements of this work and those of 

an independent author imply that the internal consistency of the data is good and that 

the equivalent widths can be used with confidence.

3.6.2 High signal-to-noise observations.

Since the photographic survey of Herbig some authors have observed the diffuse 

features with solid-state detectors and obtained spectra of a higher quality than is 

generally possible with a photographic plate. Measurements made on these high signal- 

to-noise (S/N) spectra provide an accurate benchmark against which measurements 

from noisier spectra, such as those described here, can be compared. We describe the 

data below.

Josafatsson & Snow (1987) observed 6 diffuse features, including A5780 and A5797, 

towards 59 stars; 16 stars in their sample in which those two diffuse features were 

observed overlap with the sample of stars studied here. However, the stars in their
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sample are generally of low reddening and for about half of the stars common to both

sets of data only upper limits to the equivalent widths of this work are available. 

Josafatsson & Snow quote no errors on their equivalent widths; therefore, we have 

estimated the errors A W  from the formula given by Josafatsson & Snow,

equation (3.47), the wavelength ranges over which the equivalent widths were inte-

Further high S/N measurements of A5780 and A5797 were obtained from Feder- 

man, Kumar & Vanden Bout (1984, 6 stars in common which had measured equiv

alent widths), Krelowski (1986, 3 common stars), Chlewicki et al. (1986, 2 stars) 

and Krelowski & Walker (1987, 2 stars); Snell & Vanden Bout (1981, 5 stars) ob

served A5780 at high resolution and Crawford (1990) has observed A5780 and A5797 in 

HD 26571. The equivalent width errors were estimated as follows: Federman et al. and 

Crawford quote errors on each equivalent width; Krelowski assumes a typical error of 

about 10% for A5780 and A5797; Chlewicki et al. assume errors of 6% for A5780 and 

13% for A5797; and for the other data we have assumed errors of 5% of the equivalent 

width. The data are presented in Table 3.9.

Herbig & Soderblom (1982) provide equivalent widths of A6614 from high reso

lution observations towards 5 stars for which we have measured values. Other high 

S/N observations of A6614 are given by Federman, Kumar &: Vanden Bout (1984, 3 

common stars), Kumar (1986, 4 stars) and Herbig (1988, 7 stars). Where no errors 

were quoted, they were assumed to be 5% of the equivalent width. The data are listed 

in Table 3.10. Note that some of the stars listed in Tables 3.9 and 3.10 are of low 

reddening where we have only upper limits to the equivalent widths.

A straight line was fitted to the data for each feature and the results of the fitting 

are given in Table 3.11; the data are plotted in Figures 3.8a-c with the high S/N results 

as abscissa. Where more than one high S/N measurement of a feature was available 

the weighted mean was used in the fit, but in Figures 3.8a-c the overlapping data are

(3.47)

where dX is the wavelength range over which the equivalent width was integrated and 

A A is the wavelength increment of each datum; the larger of this error and one de

termined from 5% of the equivalent width was adopted. For the error calculation in

grated were generously assumed to be 6A for A5780 and 4A for A5797.
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T able  3.9: A comparison of the equivalent widths of X5780 and X5797 obtained in this 
work with those obtained by other authors using high S /N  data.

Star
HD

This work High S/N data

Ref.Wsr80 ±  AW
(mA)

Wa797 ±  A W  
(mA)

^5780 ±  A W  
(mA)

W5797 ±  A W
(mA)

15558 556 ±  50 246 ±  33 479 ±  24 145 ±  19 4
15570 665 ±  80 C 466 ±  23 155 ±  20 4
21291 262 ±  32 138 ±  22 197 ±  10 78 ±  4 1
21389 477 ±  45 165 ±  30 390 ±  20 107 ±  5 1

448 ±  22 5
23302 < 92 104 ±  32 15 ±  2 <3 1
23408 <100 < 88 48 ±  3 5 ±  3 1

48 ±  2 3 ±  2 3
23480 < 75 < 76 10 ±  4 3 ±  3 1

19 ±  2 -  2 ±  2 3
23630 92 ± 3 4 75 ± 2 8 15 ±  2 2 ±  2 1

12 ±  2 5 ±  1 3
24398 117 ± 4 2 112 ± 3 5 72 ±  4 5

96 ±  5 71 ±  4 6
26571 198 ±  34 120 ±  24 125 ±  14 58 ±  10 7
34078 215 ±  49 105 ±  36 180 ±  9 65 ±  3 1
37128 83 ± 4 8 61 ± 4 2 25 ±  3 1 ±  3 3
37903 316 ± 81 <155 155 ±  8 25 ±  2 1
40111 222 ±  35 108 ±  24 153 ±  8 55 ±  3 6
41117 389 ±  55 175 ±  31 320 ±  16 5

144470 283 ±  43 81 ± 3 2 230 ±  23 56 ±  6 2
147165 247 ±  42 91 ± 2 9 240 ±  12 32 ±  3 1

356 ±  36 49 ±  5 2
210 ±  10 5

147933 197 ±  53 123 ±  44 218 ±11 51 ±  4 1
148605 < 62 < 46 38 ±  2 4 ±  2 3
149757 96 ± 2 8 87 ± 1 9 108 ±  11 66 ±  7 2
187982 547 ±  40 218 ±  28 524 ±  26 5
190603 399 ±  52 142 ±  38 358 ±  18 112 ±  6 1
199478 271 ±  41 118 ± 2 7 240 ±  12 92 ±  5 1
200775 <169 < 92 50 ±  4 21 ±  4 1
214680 133 ±  43 < 87 56 ±  4 28 ±  3 1

57 ±  3 17 ±  2 3

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  3 . 9 : C : diffuse feature is contam inated by photospheric CIV .
References: (1) Josafatsson & Snow (1987); (2) Krelowski (1986); (3) Federman, Kum ar 

& Vanden Bout (1984); (4) Chlewicki e t  a l .  (1986); (5) Snell & Vanden Bout (1981); (6) 
Krelowski & Walker (1987); (7) Crawford (1990).
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T able  3.10: A comparison of the equivalent width measurements of X6614 obtained in 
this work with those obtained by other authors using high S /N  data.

Star
HD

This work High S/N  data

Ref.W6614 ±  A W  
(mA)

We6i4 ±  AW  
(mA)

12953 128 ±  33 102 ±  5 1
23480 <31 2 ±  2 3
23630 <37 4 ±  2 3
24912 82 ± 2 2 76 ±  4 1
37128 <32 7 ±  2 3,4
41117 170 ±  32 150 ±  8 1

114 ±  6 2
148605 <62 5 ±  2 4
183143 313 ±  33 340 ±  17 1

350 ±  18 2
187982 307 ±  33 338 ±  17 2
190603 142 ±  30 106 ±  5 1

101 ±  5 2
198478 119 ±  20 130 ±  6 1

160 ±  8 2
214680 <39 21 ±  2 3

18 ±  1 4
223385 243 ±  35 185 ±  9 1

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  3 . 1 0 : References: (1) Herbig (1988); (2) Herbig & Soderblom (1982); (3) 
K um ar (1986); (4) Federman, Kum ar & Vanden Bout (1984).

tied (sometimes one point falls virtually on top of another and the tie is not seen; 

examination of Tables 3.9 and 3.10 reveals which are the multiple observations). Ta

ble 3.11 lists the fitted gradients and intercepts derived from an orthogonal regression 

and also gives the correlation coefficients and their significances; the fitted parameters 

and their errors were obtained by bootstrap resampling of the data (see §4.1 in Chap

ter 4). Note also that Table 3.11 includes the correlation coefficients derived from a 

Monte Carlo simulation of each correlation (denoted r'P and r's \ see Chapter 4, §4.1): 

the correlation coefficients sire the mean values obtained from many trial correlations, 

where in each trial the data are randomly scattered according to the magnitude of 

the assigned errors about a perfect linear correlation. If the simulated correlations
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Table 3.11: The results of the correlations between the equivalent widths obtained in 
this work and those obtained from high S /N  data; the high S /N  data were used as 
abscissa.

Diffuse
feature

No. of 
data

m ±  Am c ±  Ac
(mA)

rp ± A
rs± A

p(rP)
P(rs)

r'P ±  A 
r's ±  A

A5780 20 1.016 46.8 0.850 ±  0.067 2.1 XlO-6 0.869 ±  0.045
±0.065 ±17.3 0.929 ±  0.033 3.2X10"9 0.941 ±  0.021

A5797 15 0.987 48.9 0.607 ±  0.180 1.6X10-2 0.666 ±  0.161
±0.225 ±14.9 0.786 ±  0.109 5.2x 10~4 0.699 ±  0.144

14f 0.765 60.9 0.816 ± 0 .100 3.8x 10“4 0.661 ±  0.178
±0.158 ±10.4 0.736 ±  0.136 2.7X10"3 0.602 ±  0.178

A6614 8 0.849 31.2 0.930 ±  0.058 8.1X1Q-4 0.924 ±  0.051
±0.161 ±23.7 0.857 ± 0 .114 6.5X10"3 0.868 ±  0.099

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  3 . 1 1 :  f  HD 15558 was om itted from the fit.

axe significantly weaker than the observed correlations, it may be concluded that the 

assigned errors have probably been overestimated.

We discuss the results for each feature below.

\5780. The correlation between the measurements is highly significant, and the 

slope of the fitted straight line is not significantly different from unity. However, there 

is a significant positive intercept which indicates that the equivalent widths of this 

work may be systematically overestimated by about 50mA. This is clearly evident in 

Figure 3.8a. The observed correlation coefficients are similar to those of the Monte 

Carlo simulation; therefore, on average the errors assigned to the equivalent widths of 

A5780 appear to be sound.

X5797. The correlation between the two sets of data is probably significant in rp , 

the Peaxson correlation coefficient; rp is deflated with respect to the Spearman rank 

correlation rs  by the influence of the datum for HD 15558—the equivalent width of 

A5797 found here is rather larger than that obtained by Chlewicki et al. (1986). Both 

HD 15558 and HD 15570, which were observed by Chlewicki et al., exhibit strong CIV 

lines near A5797; the diffuse feature in HD 15570 was certainly polluted by stellar C IV 

in our data. It might be reasonable to conclude that A5797 has been polluted by the 

CIV line in our spectrum of HD 15558 also. If the fit is repeated without the point
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F igure  3.8a. A comparison of the equivalent widths of \5780 obtained in this work 
with those taken from the high S /N  observations of other authors. Where more than one 
measurement of a feature in a given star was available, the data are tied. The dashed 
line represents a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of measurements. 
Using the references of Table 3.9, the key to the symbols is as follows: (1) • ; (2) o; (3) 
X;  (4) □; (5) ■; (6 )  A ; (7) open star.

at HD 15558, the Pearson correlation is improved. The results of this second fit are 

listed in Table 3.11.

The gradient of the second fitted line is less than unity, but the difference from 

unity is not significant (c +  2Ac > 1). It was not often specified in the references cited 

above whether A5795 was included in the measurement of A5797 or not; a shallow 

slope would result, as was found in the comparison with the data of Herbig (1975), if 

A5795 was included in the equivalent widths measured from the high S/N data. The 

size of the positive intercept is significant, even if HD 15558 is included in the fit. The
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F ig u re  3.86. As for Figure 3.8a, except for A5797.

simulated correlation coefficients are smaller than those obtained in the second fit, 

which is suggestive of the errors having been overestimated, but the difference is not 

significant. We note that a reduction in the size of the errors by a factor of about 0.6 

renders the simulated correlation coefficients comparable to the observed values. This 

supports the comments made in §3.4 concerning the internal consistency of the data, 

where the mean scatter of the A5797 equivalent widths was found to be smaller than 

implied by the computed errors by a factor of about 0.53.

A6614- Only eight data were included in the correlation between the two sets 

of A6614 equivalent widths; nevertheless, the correlations are found to be significant. 

The parameters of the fitted line cannot be shown to be significantly different from 

a gradient of unity and an intercept of zero. The observed and simulated correlation 

coefficients are similar but the data are too few to warrant further comment.
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F ig u re  3.8c. As for Figure 3.8a, except for \  6614- Using the references of Table 3.10, 
the key to the symbols is as follows: (1) •; (2) o; (3,4) X (these points are upper limits 
to the equivalent widths of this work).

The strong correlations found with the high S/N results indicate that the equiva

lent widths of this work are reasonably self-consistent. However, the significant positive 

intercepts found for A5780 and A5797 suggest that their equivalent widths have been 

systematically overestimated with respect to the high S/N data. There are several 

factors which may have led to such an overestimate. Firstly, if the photometric cali

bration curves were systematically skewed (§2.3.1) to have shallower slope on average, 

the equivalent widths will have been systematically overestimated; secondly, it has 

been noted (Herbig 1975; Hill et al. 1982) that absorption features which are weak 

with respect to the spectrum noise tend to be measured as too strong. It is also pos

sible that the rectification of the sometimes complicated continuum region about the
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A5780 and A5797 diffuse features has systematically influenced the measured equiva

lent widths; the region around A6614 was usually much less complicated. The lack of 

a significant positive intercept in the comparison of A5780 with Herbig’s data (§3.6.1) 

implies that the effect of spectrum noise on the equivalent width measurements is sig

nificant. The size of the intercept is probably typical of the external accuracy of the 

equivalent widths measured here. For A5780, it is comparable to the mean error on 

the equivalent widths given in Table 3.9 (i.e., 46.4 ±  3.1mA).

3.7 Sum m ary

In this chapter we have described the determination of the equivalent widths, cen

tral absorption depths, central wavelengths and full widths at half-depth of the diffuse 

features. The errors on the equivalent widths were derived from propagation of errors 

theory, taking into account all the known major sources of error in the calibration of 

the data and the measuring techniques. It was found that the errors in the photometric 

calibration gave rise to the greatest uncertainties in the measured equivalent widths. 

This point reinforces the necessity of maintaining consistency and care in the collection 

and reduction of data such as those described here in order to eliminate all sources of 

avoidable error.

In spite of the uncertainties due to the photometric calibration, the internal con

sistency of the equivalent widths as indicated by the mean plate-to-plate scatter of 

the measurements was found to be much better, on average, than that implied by the 

propagated errors. This can be attributed to much of the error on the photometric 

calibration being propagated through the equivalent width measurements in a system

atic way; nevertheless, in some instances the scatter in the measurements was as large 

as would be expected from the estimated uncertainty in the photometric calibration. 

The errors computed from the formulae derived here are probably representative of 

the external error on the diffuse feature equivalent widths.

The mean scatter in the measured central wavelengths of the A6614 and A6661 

features was found to be about ±0.20A, which corresponds to ±10km s-1 ; for the 

stronger features, the mean error was found to be about ±5 km s-1 , which is of the order
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of the likely wavelength calibration error. The data may be of use in investigating the 

correlation between the mean position of the A6614 feature and the velocity structure 

of interstellar atomic components along the line of sight. However, the data have not 

been used here; more suitable data for such investigations have been provided by, for 

example, Herbig & Soderblom (1982) and Westerlund &: Krelowski (1988a).

The averaged equivalent widths of AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661 were compared 

with the independent results of other authors. Where the number of data permitted a 

meaningful comparison to be made, the equivalent widths were found to correlate well 

with the measurements of Herbig (1975). The difference in the technique of measuring 

A5797 with respect to the presence of A5795 was evident, but the tightness of the cor

relation indicated that the measurements made in this work were internally consistent. 

The equivalent widths were also found to be well correlated with more accurate equiv

alent widths determined from high S/N spectra. Nevertheless, a systematic difference 

between the two sets of data was evidenced by the presence of significant positive in

tercepts for A5780 and A5797. It was concluded that this difference probably arises 

from a systematic error in the photometric calibration and a tendency to overestimate 

the equivalent widths of the diffuse features in the noisier spectra measured here.

In conclusion, the measurements of the diffuse features presented here and those 

of Rees (1990) constitute a uniformly reduced database of equivalent widths which is 

internally consistent. Since the work of Herbig (1975), no such large, homogeneous 

database of diffuse feature equivalent widths has been constructed that has been well 

suited to a thorough statistical analysis of the relationship of the diffuse features to the 

other components of the ISM. With detections of the stronger features towards nearly 

100 stars, approximately twice the size of Herbig’s sample, we have an opportunity to 

carry out such an analysis with the data described here; the investigation unfolds in 

the following chapters.



C H A P T E R  4

T he Diffuse Interstellar Features:

Basic R elationships and Inter-relationships

“Oh, ” Mr Tompkins exclaimed suddenly, “here is a chance game system which 
really works! . . .  this one is based on pure and simple mathematics, and I  
really don’t see how it could possibly go wrong. ”

George Gamow, Mr Tompkins Explores the Atom  (1944)

This chapter introduces the statistical study of the relationships between the dif

fuse features and other components of the ISM, and investigates the inter-relationships 

of the diffuse features with one another. A summary introduction to the statistical 

methods used is given. The equivalent width data for all the diffuse features measured 

from the Lick Observatory spectra are presented, along with other basic data on the 

programme stars. A statistical description of this database is given.

The well-established correlation of the diffuse feature equivalent widths with 

colour excess E (B  — V) is re-examined first of all. Then, in a development of the 

work of Rees (1990), the statistical dependence of the diffuse feature equivalent widths 

on the spectral types of the target stars is investigated. Where there is evidence for 

pollution of the features by weak stellar absorption lines, a statistical correction is ap

plied to the equivalent widths. The inter-relationships between the diffuse features are 

then investigated in a bivariate correlation analysis. The pattern of intercorrelations 

between the equivalent width measurements is examined further using the multivari

ate technique of Principal Component Analysis. The goals of this work are to identify 

the major dimensions of variance in the equivalent width data and to investigate the 

recently proposed notion of discrete ‘families’ of features.
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4.1 Som e notes on th e sta tistica l m ethods

We begin by clarifying the general philosophy underlying the approach to the 

statistical analyses and the interpretation of the results presented in the following 

chapters. We briefly describe the tools and methods used below; more detailed discus

sion of some techniques (e.g., Principal Component Analysis) are discussed in context 

later.

Linear correlation was one of the principal tools used to investigate the relation

ships between the diffuse features and other interstellar quantities. It is important 

to recognise that a significant correlation of two variables does not necessarily imply 

that a direct causal relationship exists between them. Correlation analysis is used as 

a means of exploring the data and of testing model predictions of relationships in the 

data; from the observed relationships we may be able to construct physical hypotheses 

of the origin of the diffuse features, which can be tested by further observation and 

investigation.

The linear correlation coefficient (e.g., Fisher 1970; Press et al. 1986; also known 

as the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient) was used as a measure of the 

degree of correlation between variables. We will denote the coefficient as rp ; it is 

defined by

,  x cov (x ,y ) 'E i& i -  x)(yi -  y) ,rP(x ,y ) = ---------*---- -—7- = -------— ------------------------- r ,  (4.1)
[var(x)var(2/)] 2 [£.(*,■ -  x)2 ^ ( y ,  -  y )2} *

where x  and y axe the mean values of the variables x, and t/,-. The errors on each x 

and y datum were used to derive statistical weights which were included in equation 

(4.1) to give a weighted correlation coefficient; the exact formulation is given by Rees 

(1990).

The standard interpretation of the significance of the linear correlation coefficient 

(see below) is based on the assumption that the variables are normally distributed; gen

erally this assumption was not seriously violated in the correlation analyses presented 

here. However, since departures from normality can occur, we have also routinely used 

a nonparametric correlation coefficient. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient, rs 

(e.g., Press et al. 1986), is more robust than rp; the value of rs  is rather insensitive to 

the presence of skewed or outlying data. The Spearman coefficient is defined to be the
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linear correlation coefficient of the ranks of the x  and y data, rather than the actual 

data values. The parent distribution of rs  is therefore always known, unlike tha t of 

rp. The use of the two coefficients guards against misinterpreting the strengths of 

correlations: if a true linear relationship exists between the variables and the data are 

approximately normally distributed, the coefficients should be similar; but the Pear

son coefficient may be inflated or deflated with respect to the Spearman coefficient by 

the influence of outlying data. A deflated Pearson coefficient can also indicate that 

a non-linear relationship (e.g., with higher order terms) may exist between the vari

ables. When the two coefficients differ significantly, examination of a bivariate scatter 

diagram enables a judgment to be made concerning the true relationship between the 

variables.

To calculate the standard errors on each correlation coefficient we used Fisher’s 

z-transformation (Fisher 1970):

-H£9 .
which has a variance given by (Kendall & Stuart 1958)

.2   1 , ( 4 - r 2)
N  -  1 +  2(iV -  l )2 +  ' ' '  ’ (4‘3^

where N  is the number of data points. The parameter z is more normally distributed 

than r  and the standard deviation of the distribution of z can be easily obtained; a 

reverse transformation yields the confidence limits on r.

The statistical significance of each correlation coefficient r  obtained was found 

from p(r), the probability of obtaining a correlation coefficient of modulus at least as 

great as |r | from a normally distributed population of values with mean p — 0 . We have 

adopted the standard statistical interpretations of significance of these probabilities 

(which we will call p-values), i.e., that r is significant if p(r) < 1% and is probably 

significant if 1% < p(r) < 5%. We will generally adopt the conservative philosophy 

that a correlation between two variables is real if both rp and rs  are significant or 

probably significant.

There are instances where we wish to examine the relationship between two vari

ables with the influence of one or more other variables eliminated. An example might 

be the relationship between the strengths of two diffuse features with their common
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dependence on extinction removed. To do this we make use of the partial correlation 

coefficient: for a trivariate normal distribution, the partial correlation coefficient be

tween variables 1 and 2 , say, when variable 3 is held constant is given by (e.^., Fisher 

1970)
_  ( p ! 2  ~  P 1 3 P 2 3 )  U  . v

where P1 2 , pi3 and P23 are the total population correlation coefficients between the 

variables. In practice, we substitute the sample correlation coefficients into equation 

(4.4) to obtain the sample partial correlation coefficient. The partial correlation coeffi

cient is tested for significance in the same way as the total correlation coefficient, with 

(N  — k — 2 ) degrees of freedom, where N  is the number of data and k is the number 

of variables eliminated (k = 1 in the trivariate case).

The presence of random uncorrelated errors on the x  and y data will degrade the 

correlation between the variables. Herbig (1975), following Deeming (1968), compen

sated for this effect by subtracting from the variances in equation (4.1) the estimated 

variances due to observational errors in each variable, thus obtaining a corrected cor

relation coefficient. However, this adjustment often resulted in correlation coefficients 

greater than unity being obtained. Rees (1990) used a Monte Carlo simulation method 

to investigate the effect of the random errors on the strengths of the correlations; we 

have made use of the method here. The method is fully described by Rees but we 

briefly recount it below. The observed data were first normalised to unit standard 

deviation in both axes and then projected onto the best straight-line fit to the original 

data. The data were then scattered about their perfect correlation by the addition of 

residuals in x  and y, the residuals being randomly drawn from a normal distribution 

of values using the standard error assigned to each datum. This was repeated many 

times (typically 100 times) and the correlation coefficient of each sample of simulated 

data was found. The mean simulated correlation coefficient and its standard deviation 

were then obtained from the distribution of simulated coefficients.

This method was used to simulate the Pearson and Spearman correlation coeffi

cients for a perfectly correlated data set in the presence of random observational errors. 

Using Fisher’s ^-transformation, the actual correlation coefficients may be compared to 

the simulated values. If the simulated correlation coefficient is found to be significantly 

stronger than the observed correlation, it is concluded that the real data depart from
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a perfect linear relationship, assuming the errors on the data have been accurately 

estimated; if no significant difference exists between the two, the observed correlation 

is concluded to be perfect within the estimated errors. If the simulated coefficient is 

significantly weaker than the observed correlation, it is concluded that the errors on 

the data have probably been overestimated.

A method of bivariate linear regression and correlation was used which accounted 

for the errors on both the abscissal and the ordinal data (York 1966; Rees 1990). The 

use of such a method was particularly important in the instances where the errors on 

the abscissal data were not negligible. Another feature of this method is that it is 

unbiassed with respect to the variable under regression: an exchange of the x and y 

axes yields the same line through the data. The method is described fully in Rees 

(1990) and was generally adopted throughout the bivariate analysis; other regression 

methods were used in some instances, particularly in the study of the dependence of 

the diffuse feature strengths on E (B  — V ) (§4.4.1).

The technique of replacement resampling, or “bootstrap” resampling (Efron 1982; 

Diaconis & Efron 1983), was used to estimate the confidence limits on the parameters 

of the straight-line fits. In the technique, a sample of N  data points is randomly 

resampled in order to construct a new sample of N  data; note that any particular 

point may be included any number of times or not at all in the new sample. Many 

such samples are drawn from the original data. In the application of the method 

here, a straight line was fitted to each sample of data and the parent distribution 

of each fit parameter was estimated from the results of every fit. It was found that 

the fit parameters did not differ significantly from those obtained using the original 

sample of data, but the method allowed the confidence limits on those parameters to 

be determined more accurately.

4.2 T he program m e stars: general d ata  and th e  database o f  equiv

alent w id ths

The object of the diffuse feature programme, as noted in Chapter 1, was to compile 

a self-consistent database of diffuse feature spectra towards a large number of stars. 

Objects were selected for observation within the bounds of the following broad criteria:
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stars which had been reported by other authors to show anomalous diffuse feature 

strengths with respect to their reddening; stars towards which interstellar molecules 

had been observed along the line of sight; and lines of sight which intersected regions 

characterized by other interesting interstellar phenomena, such as reflection nebulae, 

dense clouds, OB associations, etc. As such, the survey comprises a fairly complete 

cross-section of the different interstellar environments which can be sampled towards 

early-type stars brighter than magnitude seven or eight and up to a colour excess, 

E (B  — V), of about 1.3 magnitudes.

Table 4.1 presents general data on the diffuse feature programme stars. The MK 

classifications, projected rotational velocities and radial velocities listed in Table 4.1 

have been taken principally from the Bright Star Catalogue (Hoffleit 1982); where other 

sources have been used they are listed in the notes to Table 4.1. The OB association 

memberships have been taken mainly from Humphreys (1978); other references are 

given in Table 4.1. Most of the distances listed are photometric distances and have been 

computed from the absolute magnitudes given by Deutschman, Davis & Schild (1976) 

and an assumed value of the ratio of the total-to-selective extinction, R v ,  of 3.1 (e.g., 

Rieke & Lebofsky 1985). The photometric distances are of limited accuracy. Their 

errors have been estimated from an examination of the dispersion in the computed 

distances of stars within associations for which four or more stars were available; the 

estimated uncertainties have been given in the notes to Table 4.1. Where distances 

were adopted from other sources, they are noted in the table.

Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1 illustrates the projection of the locations of the programme 

stars onto the Galactic plane in the vicinity of the Sun, and their distribution in 

Galactic longitude and latitude. The perpendicular distances of the programme stars 

from the plane of the Galaxy are also illustrated.

Table 4.2 lists all the equivalent width measurements of the diffuse features ob

served in the diffuse feature programme towards these stars. The equivalent widths of 

AA6196, 6203, 6270, 6284 and 6379 and their errors have been taken from Rees (1990). 

All the upper limits and equivalent width errors have been computed according to the 

procedures described in §3.3 and §3.5 of Chapter 3.

Additional data on other interstellar quantities used in the statistical analyses 

presented herein sire given in Appendix 1. Reference to these data will be made 

throughout the following chapters where relevant.
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Chapter 4

4.3 S tatistica l description  o f  fundam ental d ata

The principal variables used in the statistical analyses were first examined to check 

that there were no characteristics of the database that might seriously compromise 

the results obtained. The pattern of missing values in the equivalent width data 

was studied; and the univariate distributions of the equivalent widths of the diffuse 

features and other fundamental data on the programme stars were examined. The most 

appropriate methods of handling the data were considered. Tabachnick & Fidell (1983) 

provide a more complete discussion of methods to cope with some of the problems that 

can arise.

4.3.1 The trea tm en t of missing da ta .

We first address the problem of missing data, that is, where equivalent width 

measurements were not available or have not been used. The pattern of missing data 

is as important as the number of missing values: data that are missing in a non-random 

fashion may compromise the results obtained with the remaining data much more than 

randomly missing values.

The missing data in Table 4.2 are mainly the result of the non-observation of stars 

in certain wavelength regions. The features most affected are A6614 and A6661, which 

were observed in the later observing seasons. The mean reddening of those stars which 

were not observed in the 6615A spectral region is significantly greater than the mean 

reddening of the whole sample; the unobserved stars are fainter on average. Clearly, 

the brighter stars were observed preferentially in the time available and A6614 and 

A6661 were not observed as completely as the other features. The completeness of the 

observations of the other features is quite good; in general, less than 10 measurements 

are missing for each feature. There is one exception: the measurements of A6379 are 

patchy since a change in microphotometer procedure before 1982 meant that it was 

not included on some of the digitised spectra. The pattern of missing values for this 

feature is likely to be fairly random and unrelated to a physical selection effect, as is 

the case for AA6614 and 6661.

The problem of the truncation of the equivalent width data at low reddening has 

been partially solved by calculating upper limits to the equivalent widths for features
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that were too weak to be reliably measured (§3.5). The censored data were used only in 

the correlations with E (B  — V ) discussed in §4.4; for most applications considered in 

this thesis, the data were not used and must be considered as missing. The intrinsically 

stronger features are more complete than the weaker lines, of course, in respect of 

detected values.

There are two ways which axe applicable here of handling a multivariate sample 

of data containing missing values. Firstly, one can use every available data pair in 

each bivariate correlation; the disadvantage with this approach is that correlations be

tween different variables are performed on different samples of data, which can make 

comparisons of one correlation with another difficult. The second and most conser

vative approach is to delete all incomplete cases, i.e., to use only those stars with an 

equivalent width measurement of every feature; but this method is expensive if a large 

fraction of the data needs to be discarded to ensure completeness. In practice, every 

available data pair was used in bivariate correlations and regressions. If the comparison 

of correlations was potentially compromised by a change of sample, the correlations 

were re-examined with only complete data on the variables being compared. In mul

tivariate applications, such as in the calculation of partial correlation coefficients or in 

multiple regression, only complete samples of data were used for each of the variables 

under analysis; since only a few variables at a time were considered in these applica

tions, the expense of discarding data was limited. Where a departure from the above 

procedure was made, or where the changes of sample affected the results significantly, 

it is noted in the text.

4 .3 .2  U nivariate description of fundam ental da ta.

Many statistical procedures and tests assume that the variables are normally 

distributed, or that the sampling distribution of a statistic calculated from the data is 

normal. The moments of the univariate distributions of the equivalent widths of the 

detected diffuse features are given in Table 4.3, together with those of the E (B  — V ) 

colour excesses and the intrinsic colours (B  — V’)0 of the stars in the sample. The 

unweighted arithmetic means and standard deviations of each variable are listed with 

the skewness of each distribution and its standard error. Skewness is a measure of the 

asymmetry of the distribution of the data: a normal distribution has a skewness of
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T able  4.3: Moments of the univariate distributions of the diffuse feature equivalent 
widths and the reddenings and intrinsic colours of the programme stars.

Variable No. of 
data

Mean
(mA)

Standard 
deviation (mA)

Skewness ^skew

JV5780 96 308.17 157.24 0.62 0.25
ATF5780 96 48.84 13.56 0.79 0.25

W5797 94 151.97 64.18 1.00 0.25
AW5797 94 36.81 10.78 1.40 0.25

1̂ 6196 79 67.05 33.98 1.31 0.27
AW6196 79 25.67 9.25 0.90 0.27

^6203 89 122.15 75.47 1.56 0.26
A W(5203 89 43.56 22.72 1.81 0.26

1̂ 6270 87 79.36 41.07 1.57 0.26
AW!b270 87 29.08 13.10 1.22 0.26

1̂ 6284 99 589.99 268.00 0.54 0.24
AW6284 99 97.66 30.88 0.57 0.24

W6379 52 81.54 44.61 1.52 0.33
AW6379 52 27.38 11.91 1.87 0.33

w 6614 54 121.24 64.10 1.24 0.32
AW6614 54 25.72 5.49 0.48 0.32

1F(5661 37 50.38 15.96 0.96 0.39
AW6661 37 19.30 3.99 1.55 0.39

E (B  -  V) 120 0.456 0.267 0.51 0.22
( B - V )  o 120 -0.202 0.115 1.15 0.22

zero, while a skewness significantly different from zero implies the existence of data 

values which deviate strongly from the mean value; these are termed outliers.

Many of the variables in Table 4.3 have significant positive skewness. For the 

equivalent width data, this reflects first of all the presence of a few heavily reddened 

stars in the sample; and it probably reflects also the truncation of the equivalent width 

data at low reddening due to the non-detection criteria discussed in §3.5. Figure 4.1 

illustrates the univariate distributions of E( B — V)  and the equivalent widths of the 

five strongest diffuse features, i.e., W5780, W5797, VF6203, W5284 and W6614; the uni

variate distributions of the equivalent widths of all the features and of E( B — V)  and
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F igure  4.1 . Frequency bar charts illustrating the univariate distributions of the equiv
alent width measurements of XX 5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 an^ 6614, and of the colour 
excess E (B  — V ).
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(B  — V )0 are presented in Figure A2.1 in Appendix 2. Apart from the few outlying 

values at high equivalent width, some of the distributions appear more normal, such 

as those of W 5 7 9 7  and W 6 6 1 4  •

The techniques for dealing with skewed data include transforming the data (e.g., 

by taking the logarithm of the values) or deleting the outliers in the sample. As has 

been discussed, the use of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient in addition to 

the Pearson correlation coefficient provides a safeguard against misinterpreting the 

results of a correlation analysis because of outliers in the data (note that a monotonic 

transformation of the data, such as taking the logarithm, does not affect the Spearman 

coefficient). Where parameter estimation is the goal, as in a regression analysis, much 

more care must be taken to ensure that the parametric fitting is not compromised by a 

skewed distribution of data. The technique of bootstrap resampling, described above, 

offsets some of these difficulties, since the assumption of normality in the distribution 

of the data is not required, and the confidence limits derived accurately reflect the 

reliability of the fitted parameters. Also, direct examination of bivariate scatter plots 

allows one to assess whether isolated data points have undue influence on the results 

of a correlation or regression analysis.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the univariate distributions of the spectral types and lumi

nosity classes of the programme stars. The mode of the spectral type distribution is at 

type B1/B2; the distribution of luminosity classes is bimodal, the class la  supergiants 

and the main sequence dwarves being the most populated.

4.3.3 The relative accuracies of the  equivalent w idth m easurem ents.

We now assess the relative accuracy of the equivalent width measurements of 

each feature. To do this, we compare the variance of the distribution of the equivalent 

widths of each feature with that variance which is contributed by random observational 

errors alone. We use two estimates of the mean error on the equivalent widths of each 

feature: the first estimate is the mean equivalent width error computed from the 

formulae derived in §3.3.1; the second is found from the mean plate-to-plate scatter of 

the individual equivalent width measurements, aw, discussed in §3.4.

The mean value of the first error, which we will call A W  is given for each feature 
$in Table 4.̂ 4; this is the mean of the propagated errors on the averaged equivalent widths
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T able  4 .4 . The accuracy of the equivalent widths of the diffuse features.

Diffuse
feature

W x
(mA)

<r(Wx)
(mA)

A W a

(mA)
ao(max) aw  / \ /2  

(mA)
ao(min)

A5780 308.17 157.24 48.84 0.096 29.06 0.034
A5797 151.97 64.18 36.81 0.329 19.23 0.090
A6196 67.05 33.98 25.67 0.571 11.57 0.116
A6203 122.15 75.47 43.56 0.333 24.77 0.108
A6270 79.36 41.08 29.08 0.501 14.09 0.118
A6284 589.99 268.00 97.66 0.133 64.68 0.058
A6379 81.54 44.61 27.38 0.377 12.83 0.083
A6614 121.24 64.10 25.72 0.161 12.44 0.038
A6661 50.38 15.96 19.30 1.462 8.91 0.312

given in Table 4.1. For AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661, this mean error is very close to 

that which is found by reducing the mean propagated error on a single equivalent 

width measurement (i.e., Aw in Table 3.6) by a factor of l / \ /2  (two being the average 

number of plates obtained per star, to a very good approximation). Therefore, the

mean error estimated from the plate-to-plate scatter of measurements, a w , which is

appropriate for the averaged equivalent widths is given by aw I V 2. This error has 

been listed for AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661 in Table 4.4. For the other features, aw  

is unknown. We have estimated aw  for these by noting that the relationship between 

Aw and aw  in Table 3.6 for the four features listed is well represented by

aw =  0.738Aw -  10.42. (4.5)

Therefore, for AA6196, 6203, 6270, 6284 and 6379, we estimate

^  =  0.738AW a -  (4.6)
V2 V2

These results have been listed in Table 4.4, together with the mean and standard 

deviation of the distribution of equivalent widths for each feature, W \  and a(W \).

For each feature, we have estimated the proportion of variance in the equivalent 

width data which is “explained” by the errors from the ratio of the square of the mean
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error to the variance of the equivalent width measurements; we denote this ratio a%. 

The first estimate of a% is given by

a\  =  A W x  ; (4.7)
W ^ a)]2 V '

and the second is
2 _  (a w /V 2 )

The first estimate is probably close to an upper limit, following the discussion of §3.4, 

and the second is representative of a lower limit. We have denoted them al(m ax) 

and a l(m in )  respectively. The results are given in Table 4.4. From Table 4.4, we see 

that A5780, A6284 and A6614 probably have the most accurately determined equiv

alent widths; A6661, the weakest feature studied, is apparently subject to significant 

measurement error. These results will be of use in the analyses to follow.

4.4 T he relationsh ip  o f the diffuse features to  E (B  — V)

The existence of a general relationship between the diffuse feature strengths and 

measures of interstellar extinction, such as stellar colour excess, has been well estab

lished (e.g., Herbig 1975). The most extensive measurements of stellar colours have 

been made in the UBV  photometric system; the colour excess E (B  — V) has therefore 

been used often in investigations of the relationship between the diffuse features and 

colour excess.

Figures 4.3a-i illustrate the variation of equivalent width with E (B  — V) for the 

nine features studied here. The association membership of the star corresponding to 

each data point has been indicated with the symbols used according to the key given in 

Table 4.5. The regression of the equivalent widths of each diffuse feature on E (B  — V ) 

was performed. The fully weighted fitting procedure of Rees (1990) was used, although 

the errors on the E (B  — V ) values were small in comparison to the equivalent width 

errors. The parameters of each fit are given in Table 4.6; the errors on the parameters 

have been derived from 1000 bootstrap replications of the data. The fitted regression 

lines have been illustrated in the figures; the figures are reproduced without the fitted 

lines in Figure A2.2 in Appendix 2. Upper limits to the equivalent widths have been
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T able 4.5: The key to the symbols used to distinguish between stars in different OB 
associations and field stars.

OB association Spiral arm Symbol
Per OBI Perseus •
Cas OB5,6,7 Perseus ■
Set OB2,3; Sgr OBI; Ser OBI Sagittarius X

Sco OB2 local O
Cep OB2 local A

Pleiades local ▲

Ori OBI local X

Per OB2 local □
Cyg OBI,7,9; Vul OB2,4 local
Other OB associations local
field stars •

indicated in the figures also, but they were not used to obtain the fitted lines shown. 

We discuss the results of the regressions below; we also examine the strengths of the 

correlations and discuss regional differences in the behaviour of some of the features.

4.4.1 The regression of W \ on E (B  — V).

It can be seen that the regression lines in Figures 4.3a-i invariably intercept the 

y-axis at some positive value of equivalent width when E (B  — V) is zero. Apart from 

AA5780 and 6614, all the diffuse features show a positive intercept that is significant in 

comparison to its estimated error (Table 4.6). It has been noted by other authors that 

straight line regressions of the diffuse feature strengths on colour excess do not pass 

through the origin but often intercept the ordinate axis at some positive value (e.g., 

Herbig 1975; Snow, York & Welty 1977). Herbig has suggested that these intercepts 

are statistical artefacts due to the overestimation of the strengths of weak features 

in noise and the omission from the regression of measurements expressed as upper 

limits. On the other hand, Smith, Snow & York (1977) have pointed out that the 

intercepts may have a physically understood origin: they state that in low-column 

density, high-velocity clouds the diffuse feature strengths per unit colour excess tend 

to be enhanced; in the lines of sight towards more heavily reddened stars lying behind 

dense clouds, the features appear to be weakened with respect to colour excess (e.g.,
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F igure  4.3. The dependence of equivalent width on E (B  — V ) —X5780 and \5797. 
The symbols denote the OB associations to which the stars belong; the key is given in 
Table 4-5- The best fit fully-weighted regression line is illustrated in each case.
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Figure 4.3.—continued; X6196 and X6203.
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F igure  4 .3 .— continued; A 6661.

Wampler 1966; Snow &: Cohen 1974). They argue that these effects can skew the 

mean correlation between the diffuse features and colour excess giving rise to the 

observed positive intercepts. However, Schmidt (1978) finds no evidence for significant 

non-zero intercepts in his correlations of A5780 with reddening. Krelowski (1989) has 

presented figures which show that A5780 and A5797 may indeed be weaker with respect 

to reddening at high E (B  — V) than at low E (B  — V ); but their strengths certainly 

approach zero as E (B  — V) tends to zero.

The effect of including the upper limits in the regressions was investigated in order 

to test Herbig’s suggestion that their omission is partly responsible for the positive 

intercepts often observed. The technique of Howarth & Prinja (1989) was used to 

perform a fit to each sample of detected and censored data. Since the method is 

unweighted with respect to the detected data in the sample, the parameters of these 

fits were compared to the results of an unweighted least-squares fit to each sample of 

detected points. The results are given in Table 4.6. The parameters of each fitted 

line did not change significantly when the censored data were included. However, the 

changes did generally occur in the same sense: the intercepts tended to be smaller and
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T able  4.6: The regression of W \ on E (B  —V).

Diffuse N m Am C Ac
feature (mA/mag) (mA)

Fully weighted regression:

A5780 95 524.5 47.8 26.0 21.0
A5797 93 166.6 18.4 58.9 7.9
A6196 76 39.8 11.5 34.6 5.7
A6203 87 132.5 14.1 34.1 4.4
A6270 84 46.1 11.4 38.4 5.3
A6284 96 844.9 87.2 145.9 34.0
A6379 51 96.7 20.0 29.8 7.5
A6614 54 241.2 33.7 6.1 13.2
A6661 37 35.5 8.9 31.2 4.2

Unweighted regression:

A5780 (a) 108 497.9 35.9 47.9 14.4

w 95 479.6 44.0 63.8 24.8

A5797 (a) 109 212.9 16.9 40.7 7.0
w 93 193.0 17.7 54.8 9.9

A6196 (a) 106 56.7 10.9 31.7 10.1

w 76 48.6 14.9 43.4 8.1

A6203 (a) 106 186.5 20.2 27.8 6.3

w 87 192.8 24.9 30.0 13.3

A6270 (a) 107 75.0 16.1 36.9 5.4

m 84 73.0 15.3 42.2 8.3

A6284 (a) 107 835.6 70.2 169.4 26.5

w 96 780.5 78.7 208.8 41.8

A6379 (a) 76 109.0 20.6 23.4 7.6
w 51 107.0 20.1 34.9 10.2

A6614 (a) 76 232.8 22.8 12.7 5.7

w 54 229.5 31.0 17.6 5.3

A6661 (a) 76 41.1 5.7 23.9 1.8

(b) 37 32.8 11.3 34.5 6.0

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  4 - 6 :  ( a )  F it includes the censored data; (b ) fit to the detected d a ta  only.
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the gradients steeper. The average fractional changes in the parameters were found to 

be

Am =  0.073 ±  0.030 and Ac =  -0.231 ±  0.028, (4.9)

where the quoted errors are the errors on the means. The mean change in the gradient 

is probably significant and the mean change in the intercept is significant. We con

clude that the omission of the upper limits increases the size of the positive intercepts 

obtained, as would be expected. However, note that the intercepts obtained when 

the censored data were included in the fit were still found to be significantly positive. 

Also, allowance must be made for the possibility that the upper limits computed for 

the diffuse features taken from Rees (1990) have been underestimated using the simple 

formula of equation (3.46); this was found to be the case for two of the features exam

ined in §3.5.3 in the comparison of the upper limits with the ‘best-estimate’ equivalent 

widths.

The strong positive intercept of fifty to sixty mA found in §3.6.2 in the comparison 

of W5797 with the results of high S/N data supports Herbig’s suggestion that equivalent 

widths obtained from noisier data might be systematically overestimated. Note that 

the size of this intercept is similar to the intercept obtained in the regression of Ws797 on 

E (B  — V). The inclusion of weak stellar lines in the equivalent width determinations 

could also contribute to the positive intercepts observed; we examine this possibility 

more closely in §4.5.

In each of Figures 4.3a-i, a few data are noticeable at high E (B  — V ) (>  1.0). 

To check their influence on the fits, they were excluded from each sample and the fully 

weighted fitting was done again: there was little change in the results.

4 .4 .2  The correlation between W \ and  E (B  — V).

The results of the correlations between each of the diffuse features and E (B  — V ) 

are given in Table 4.7. The correlation coefficients listed for each feature are the 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient rp  and the Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient rs . The associated p-values are also given. All the correlation coefficients 

are significant, except for rs in the correlation between Wis66i and E (B  — V ), which is 

only probably significant. The stronger features correlate better with E (B  — V) than
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Table 4.7: The correlation between W \ and E (B  — V).

Diffuse N r A r p(r) jr A r;
feature (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A5780 rP 95 0.766 0.043 1.7X10"19 0.944 0.014 1.4X10"7
r s 0.744 0.047 5.9X10"18 0.920 0.014 1.4X10"5

A5797 rP 93 0.832 0.032 5.1X10"25 0.772 0.038 0.28
r s 0.781 0.041 2.5xlO "20 0.747 0.040 0.61

A6196 r P 76 0.398 0.098 3 .7 x l0 " 4 0.433 0.103 0.77
r s 0.336 0.104 3.0X10"3 0.386 0.113 0.70

A6203 rp 87 0.753 0.047 3 .8 x l0 “17 0.644 0.054 0.18
r s 0.744 0.049 1.6X10"16 0.667 0.054 0.34

A6270 r P 84 0.446 0.089 2.1X10"5 0.474 0.081 0.79
rs 0.477 0.086 4.4X10"6 0.408 0.095 0.60

A6284 rp 96 0.705 0.052 l.lX lO " 15 0.905 0.021 1.5X10"5
rs 0.781 0.048 2.8X10"17 0.892 0.022 5.2X10"4

A6379 r P 51 0.565 0.098 1.5X10"5 0.676 0.079 0.34
rs 0.500 0.108 1 .9 x l0 ~ 4 0.657 0.080 0.22

A6614 rp 54 0.724 0.067 6 .2 x l0 _1° 0.867 0.033 0.034
rs 0.693 0.073 6.2X10-8 0.832 0.036 0.070

A6661 rP 37 0.504 0.128 1.4X10"3 0.393 0.137 0.60
rs 0.345 0.151 3.6X10"2 0.343 0.150 0.98

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  ^.7: The results for the correlation coefficients rp  and r s  are listed for each 
feature. T he column headings are: (1) num ber of data; (2) correlation coefficient and (3) its 
standard  error; (4) probability of obtaining |r | >  [listed value| from a population w ith mean 
p  =  0; (5) m ean correlation coefficient derived from statistical sim ulation, and (6) its standard  
error; (7) probability of no significant difference between r  and r / , the observed and sim ulated 
correlation coefficients.

the weaker features; this is mainly due to the higher accuracy of the equivalent widths 

of the stronger features (see Table 4.4). This makes the comparison of the strengths 

of correlations difficult since real differences, if any, are masked. However, we note 

that the strongest correlation with E (B  — V ) is found for W5797. The improvement 

of this correlation over that of W5780 and W6284 with E (B  — V) cannot be shown to 

be significant from the correlation coefficients and their standard errors; but since the 

accuracy of the measurements of W5797 is probably lower than that of W5780 and W6284 

(Table 4.4) it is notable that its correlation with E (B  — V ) is as good as or better than 

theirs. The conclusion that A5797 may show a closer relationship to E (B  — V) than the
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other strong features is supported by the observations of Chlewicki et al. (1986): these 

authors found that W5797 showed a tight correlation with reddening towards several 

heavily reddened stars in three different OB associations. The strengths of AA5780 and 

6284, on the other hand, changed little with respect to strong differences in E (B  — V ) 

within each association; and the strengths of the features per unit E (B  — V) were 

markedly different from one association to another.

Following Rees (1990), we have used a Monte Carlo simulation method to assess 

how severely the correlation between W \ and E (B  — V )  is degraded by the random 

errors of measurement. The mean simulated correlation coefficients, r'P and r's , are 

listed in Table 4.7 together with the z-test probabilities p(z) that the experimental 

coefficients are drawn from the same sample as the simulated coefficients. Using the 

equivalent width errors given in Table 4.2, only W5780 and W6284 can be shown to 

depart significantly from a perfect correlation with E (B  — V ); the departure of WI5614 

from a perfect correlation is found to be probably significant if rp  is compared to 

r'P. If the errors on the data have been realistically estimated, the accuracy of the 

measurements allows the correlations with E (B  — V)  of these three features only to 

be distinguished from perfect.

However, following the discussion of §3.4, it is likely that the errors on some of the 

data have been overestimated, in which case a less than perfect correlation between 

the strengths of the features and E (B  — V) will be hidden. Neither does the above 

result preclude the existence of anomalous diffuse feature strengths with respect to 

E (B  — V ) for the other features, since the strengths of the correlations are governed by 

the average trend with E (B  — V)\ some specific lines of sight may still show significant 

departures from the mean relationship. Furthermore, for a number of the features 

evidence will be given in the statistical analyses presented herein for departures from 

a perfect relationship with E (B  — V) which are non-random and dependent on other 

interstellar quantities.

In Table 4.7, the coefficients of the correlations of W5797 and W&20Z with 

E (B  — V) are greater than the corresponding simulated coefficients, although the dif

ferences cannot be shown to be significant. This might indicate that the errors on 

these two features at least have been overestimated. If the errors on the equivalent 

widths are scaled down by a factor of about 0.7-0.8, the mean simulated correlation 

coefficients can be made to agree with those obtained from the reed data. This scaling
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factor is no less than the discrepancy found between the observed and predicted scatter 

in the A5797 equivalent widths, discussed in §3.5 and §4.3.3.

4 .4.3 Regional variations in  the diffuse feature strengths.

It is apparent from Figures 4.3a-i that the dependence of the strengths of some 

features on E (B  — V ) varies from one OB association to another. The effect is par

ticularly clear for A6284 and A5780 (see Figures 4.3a and / ) :  the dependence of W \ 

on E (B  — V ) is markedly different between the Per OBI and Cep OB2 associations, 

for example. In addition to a difference in the mean diffuse feature strength per unit 

E (B  — V ) within each association, the slope of the dependence differs: the stars of 

Per OBI show a steeper than average dependence of equivalent width on E (B  — V ); 

for the Cep OB2 stars, the dependence is relatively shallow. We do not have observa

tions of a sufficient number of stars towards any one association to be able to explore 

the behaviour of the features within a specific region in more detail; but the effect 

has been noted by other authors. Wampler (1966) observed how the dependence of 

the central depth of A4430 on £ (B  -  V ) changed from one region to another; Herbig 

(1975) also notes that certain Galactic regions show significantly different diffuse fea

ture strengths per unit E (B  — V) than the average. Herbig points out that stars in 

the Cygnus and Sco-Oph regions tend to exhibit anomalously weak diffuse features.

Such differences in behaviour between associations are not apparent for every 

feature: the equivalent width of A5797 shows a very similar dependence on E (B  — V ) 

in each of the associations discussed above. A difference as large as that which is seen 

in W6284 or W5780 would be detected in our data for A5797 if such a difference existed.

The differences between the diffuse feature strengths in the two associations dis

cussed above have been illustrated in Figure 4.4. The spectra of a few stars with 

similar E (B  — V ) have been taken from each association and compared in the region 

of the A5780 and A5797 diffuse features (Figure 4.4a) and in the region of the A6284 

feature (Figure 4.46). In general, A5780 and A6284 can be seen to be significantly 

stronger in the Per OBI stars than in the correspondingly reddened Cep OB2 stars; 

the A5797 feature does not differ greatly in strength from one association to the other. 

Note particularly how the central depths of A5780 and A5797 are much more evenly 

matched in the Cep OB2 stars.
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1.8

Per OBI
E(B-V)=0.52HD 13476

1.6

0.58HD 14134

1.4

0.78HD 17378

1.2

Cep 0B2
E(B—V)=0.51HD 206165

0.57- HD 210839

0.79HD 208501

5760 5770 5780 5790 5800 5810 5820
W avelength (A)

F ig u re  4.4. A comparison of the diffuse features towards several stars in the Per OBI 
and Cep OB2 associations: (a), X5780 and \5797. The continuum in each spectrum is 
of unit height; the spectra have been shifted up or down by multiples of 0.2 in relative 
intensity. The photospheric C IV  line at 5801.5A in HD 210839 has been removed by 
the method illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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F ig u re  4 .4 .—continued. A comparison of the diffuse features towards several stars in 
the Per OBI and Cep OB2 associations: (6), A6284-
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The difference in the mean equivalent width per unit E (B  — V ) between associa

tions could be attributable to differences in the diffuse medium in front of the respective 

associations; the change in the slope of the dependence amongst the association mem

bers suggests also that the material within the cluster is modified in respect of the 

relative abundance of the diffuse feature absorbers and the reddening agents. It has 

been well established that the interstellar extinction curve may exhibit gross changes 

from one association to another (e.g., Johnson 1977; Massa, & Fitzpatrick 1986) while 

uniformity is often preserved within each. It is perhaps not surprising then that the 

dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on E (B  — V )  also varies from place to 

place; this may be the result of changes in the character or size distribution of the dust 

grains from region to region, or an effect associated with these changes. We explore 

the dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on changes in the interstellar extinction 

curve in more detail in Chapter 5.

We will continue to differentiate between different associations in the figures pre

sented herein as a means of examining ‘fine structure’ in the statistical relationships 

between variables. Since we have relatively few observations towards the stars within 

any particular association there may often be little more that can be deduced by mak

ing this distinction; but there are occasions where the distinction is informative.

4.5 T he dependence o f the diffuse feature stren gth s on spectral 

typ e

Rees (1990) found evidence for spectroscopic pollution of the diffuse features by 

stellar photospheric lines. We have reviewed Rees’ conclusions below and examined 

some of the trends between the diffuse feature strengths and the spectral types of 

the target stars to establish the reality and extent of the phenomenon. A statistical 

correction is applied to the equivalent width data to account for the spectral pollution.

4.5.1 Spectroscopic pollution by telluric and photospheric lines.

The telluric features in the region of the diffuse features at AA5780, 5797, 6614 

and 666lA have been listed in Table 3.2 in Chapter 3; the source of the data was
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T able 4.8: Stellar absorption lines in the region of each of the diffuse features. Those 
listed were considered to be potential pollutants of the diffuse features.

Diffuse
feature

Stellar line
(A)

Identification

A5780 5778.24 unknown
A5797 5795.83 F e lll

5801.51 c i v "
A6196 None
A6203 6201.34 F e lll

6201.68 F e lll
A6270 None
A6284 None
A6379 6379.67 N il

6382.97 N el
A6614 6610.51 N il

6612.45 unknown
A6661 6660.52 S il l"

N o t e a  t o  T a b l e  4 > 8 :  All wavelengths and identifications are for HD 886 (7  Peg) taken from 
Aller Jugaku (1958), except where indicated as follows: A/, Moore (1943); H ,  Herbig (1975).

the tabulation of solar spectrum lines of Moore, Minnaert & Houtgast (1966). From 

this table it is clear that the diffuse features axe generally polluted by no more than 

a few mA. An examination of Moore et al. reveals that none of the other diffuse 

features studied here are significantly affected by pollution by telluric lines, apart from 

A6284, which was heavily polluted by telluric absorption lines of molecular oxygen. 

The method developed by Rees to account for the oxygen pollution has been reviewed 

in §3.2.5 in Chapter 3.

The extent of the pollution of the diffuse features by stellar photospheric absorp

tion lines is more difficult to quantify. The stellar absorption lines in the spectrum 

of HD 886 (7  Peg, B2.5 IV) which were judged to be potential contaminants of the 

diffuse features studied here are listed in Table 4.8. These data have been taken from 

Aller & Jugaku (1958). Since the most populated spectral types in the sample of 

stars observed here were B1 and B2 (Figure 4.2a), the data of this table might be 

considered representative of the likely degree of contamination of the features in many 

of the target stars. However, the spectral types of the target stars ranged from 05 

to FO; further, the appearance of the photospheric spectrum will depend also on the
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luminosity classification and rotational velocities of the programme stars. Therefore 

the data of Table 4.8 can only provide a rough idea of the extent of the contamination 

to be expected.

We note that the photographic yellow-red line identifications of Aller &: Jugaku 

have not yet been superceded by a study which uses the type of high S/N  spectra 

obtainable with modern detectors. This is disappointing; the existence of such a study 

which encompassed the range of spectral types of the stars observed in the diffuse 

feature programme would have been very useful for determining the likely degree of 

contamination of the diffuse features by weak photospheric absorption lines.

Rees found that the strengths of a few of the diffuse features were significantly 

correlated with the intrinsic colours of the target stars. The general dependence of the 

diffuse feature strengths on E (B  — V) was removed by computing the partial corre

lations of diffuse feature equivalent width with intrinsic colour (B  — V )Q for constant 

E (B  — V ). The partial correlations of the strengths of AA5780, 5797, 6203 and 6284 

with (B  — V )Q were found to be significant. The magnitude of the contribution of 

the stellar absorption lines to the equivalent widths of each feature was estimated 

by performing a multiple linear regression of the equivalent widths on E (B  — V )  and 

(B  — V )0; the contribution of the stellar lines was found to depend on the breadth of 

the feature. These results imply that there is a significant contribution to the equiva

lent widths of these features from weak stellar absorption lines; and that the likelihood 

of contamination of a diffuse feature increases with the breadth of the line and towards 

stars of later spectral type.

4.5.2 The correlation between residual diffuse feature streng th  and spectral 

type.

To illustrate the influence on the equivalent widths of the spectral type of the 

target stars, we have calculated for each feature the residual equivalent widths R \  

from the fully weighted straight line fit. Thus

R x =  W \ — m E (B  - V ) - c ,  (4.10)

where m  and c are the gradient and intercept of the fully weighted regression line. 

The errors on the values of R \  were calculated by propagating the errors on W \ and
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E (B  — V) through equation (4.10) [the errors on W \ dominated by far the errors on 

the values of E (B  — V”)]. Figures 4.5a-d illustrate the dependence of R \  on spectral 

type for AA5780, 5797, 6196 and 6284; the symbols indicate the OB associations to 

which the stars belong (Table 4.5). Of those illustrated, AA5780, 5797 and 6284 show a 

dependence on spectral type, R \  increasing towards later type stars. The dependence 

of R \  on spectral type is illustrated for every feature in Figure A2.3 in Appendix 2.

It is unlikely that the degree of contamination of a diffuse feature is a simple 

linear function of spectral type or intrinsic colour: a contaminant may have effect over a 

relatively short range of spectral types. For example, the photospheric absorption lines 

of N il are strongest towards the early B type stars. One might expect, therefore, that 

A6379 would be most affected over this range of spectral types; there is evidence for such 

an effect in Figure A2.3 in Appendix 2. (Note that A6614 was usually well separated 

from the N II line at 6610.51 A and no systematic pollution of the feature over the same 

spectral range is evident.) However, we are generally ignorant of the identifications 

of potential pollutants of the diffuse features, since the data of Table 4.8 provide a 

guideline only. Therefore, to investigate the effect of spectroscopic pollution of the 

diffuse feature equivalent widths we will assume that the likelihood of contamination 

of the features is linearly dependent on spectral type.

Rees used the intrinsic colour (B  — V)0 in his analysis to determine the magni

tude of the pollution of the diffuse features by stellar absorption lines. We will examine 

the dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on spectral type explicitly, firstly to 

corroborate the results of Rees, and secondly because (B  — Vr)0 is dependent on lumi

nosity class within a spectral subtype; we have not discriminated here between stars 

of different luminosity class. (There are no obvious differences, when the distinction 

is made, between the average distributions of supergiants and dwarves in Figure 4.5; 

however, a well-designed study of the dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on 

luminosity class as well as spectral type would be valuable.) For the purposes of statis

tical correlation a simple numerical index of spectral type, I ,, was constructed: I ,  =  1 

for spectral type 05, increasing by one for each spectral subtype through to I , =  26 

for type FO.

Table 4.9 lists the correlation coefficients for the fully weighted regression of R \  

on the la  error in spectral type has been assumed to be one half a spectral subtype. 

Instead of explicitly listing the p- value for every correlation coefficient, we have assigned
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F igure  4.5. The dependence of the residual equivalent widths of the diffuse features 
on the spectral type of the target stars; the results for (a) X5780, (b) X5797, (c) A6196 
and (d) X6284 are illustrated.
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F igure  4 .5 .— continued.
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Table 4.9: The correlation between R \ and I , .

Diffuse
feature

N rp rs

A5780 95 0.388* 0.332*
A5797 93 0.308* 0.252c
A6196 76 0.225 -0.024
A6203 87 0.353* 0.303*
A6270 84 0.223d 0.254c
A6284 96 0.369* 0.388*
A6379 51 0.188 0.201
A6614 54 0.368b 0.180
A6661 37 0.254 0.218

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  ^.5: The codes a, b, c, d ,  e  and x  are indicators of the significance of the 
correlation coefficient. The key to the codes is as follows:

a the probability p ( r ) of obtaining a value of |r | >  |listed value| from a population with 
m ean p =  0 is less than 0.5%; 

b 0.5% < p(r) < 1%; 
c 1% < p(r) < 2%; 
d  2 %  <  p ( r ) < 5%; 
e 5% <  p ( r )  <  10%;
x  p ( r )  > 10% (only listed when explicitly required; otherwise no code is given).

a code to each coefficient to enable the results to be interpreted quickly and easily with 

little loss (if any) of relevant information. The key to the significance codes is given in 

the notes to Table 4.9. From the cases where both rp and rs are significant (codes a, 

b) or probably significant (codes c, d), we conclude that there is evidence that AA5780, 

5797, 6203, 6270 and 6284 suffer contamination by weak stellar lines towards stars of 

later spectral type.

In Figure 4.5d, the scatter in the values of Re284 within the most populated 

spectral types in the sample (B1-B2) is large enough to suggest that the residuals 

cannot be fully explained by contamination by stellar absorption lines; interstellar 

processes must influence the diffuse feature strengths also. In §4.4.3, it was noted how 

the diffuse features in the members of some OB associations behaved fairly consistently 

with respect to E (B  — V) within each association. The dependence of the diffuse 

feature strengths on the spectral types of the target stars might be more clearly seen 

if we examine the members of one association only, thereby excluding some of the 

variation in residual equivalent width due to interstellar effects. The members of the
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Table 4.10: The correlation between R \  and Ig for restricted samples of data.

Diffuse
feature

Sample (i) Sample (ii)

N rP rs N rp rs
A5780 77 0.292b 0.200® 79 0.206* 0.189*
A5797 76 0.189 0.139 77 0.068 0.091
A6196 63 0.147 0.036 61 0.129 -0.038
A6203 71 0.392* 0.246d 69 0.297* 0.154
A6270 69 0.319b 0.266d 68 0.055 0.107
A6284 79 0.197® 0.185 79 0.181 0.217*
A6379 47 0.336d 0.269® 43 0.465* 0.351*
A6614 48 0.224 0.067 43 0.118 0.055
A6661 34 0.330® 0.286 30 0.235 0.197

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  4 - 1 0 :  Sample (i), Per-Cas OB association stars and HD 31964 om itted; sample 
(ii), d a ta  for s tars of spectral type B7 or earlier only used. The key to the significance codes 
is given in the notes to Table 4.9.

Per OBI and Cas OB associations lie in the Perseus spiral arm; in the plots of W5780 

and W6284 versus E (B  — V) (Figures 4.3a and / ) ,  the stars of these associations are 

clustered in the manner described above. If we examine the dependence of Re28A on 

spectral type for these stars (Figure 4.5d, filled large circles and squares), we find the 

residuals to be consistently strong across the range of spectral types from 05  to A5; 

there is apparently little differential pollution of the diffuse feature. For A5780, a weak 

positive trend is suggestive of contamination towards later spectral types.

About 50% of the stars which sure of later spectral type than AO are members of 

the Per-Cas associations; we must therefore examine the possibility that the strengths 

of some diffuse features (A6284 for example) towards these stars are enhanced by 

interstellar processes, and that the correlations with spectral type are simulated by 

this effect. In order to test this, the correlation between R \  and I 8 was computed for 

each feature with the Per-Cas stars removed (HD 31964 was also omitted since it is 

an outlier in I 9 and can unduly affect rp); the results are listed in Table 4.10 [sample 

(i)]. Many of the correlations axe weakened, with rp  and rs remaining significant or 

probably significant for only A6203 and A6270.

We have compared these results with the correlations performed on each sample 

of data with the stars of spectral type B8 or later excluded; the results are listed in 

Table 4.10 [sample (ii)]. In every case but one, the correlations sure weakened and are
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not significant. In the case of A6379 only can both rp  and rs  be shown to be significant 

or probably significant; in fact, the correlation between R \  and I ,  is strengthened in 

this reduced sample. This probably follows from the contamination of the diffuse 

feature by N II absorption lines in the early B type stars. Note that the contamination 

of A6614 by the N il line at 6610.5lA was minimal; the stellar line generally affected 

the shape of the local continuum only.

In conclusion, the influence of the Per-Cas stars on the dependence of R \  on 

spectral type is strong. However, in almost every case, the correlations are more 

severely weakened if all the stars of spectral type later than B7 are excluded. The 

correlations therefore appear to be even more strongly dependent on the strengths of 

the diffuse features in these late-type stars. There is evidence then that the diffuse 

features are contaminated in the later-type stars; but there is little statistical evidence 

for the systematic contamination of any of the features except A6379 in stars of spectral 

type earlier than about B7.

4.5.3 M ultiple regression of equivalent w idth  on reddening and spectral type.

The problem discussed above is multivariate in nature, the equivalent widths 

depending simultaneously on E (B  — V), spectral type and (probably) interstellar pro

cesses; rigorously, multivariate statistical techniques are required to establish the de

pendence of the diffuse feature strengths on each independent variable, rather than 

the two-stage bivariate analysis described above. Rees performed a multiple linear re

gression of the equivalent widths on E (B  — V ) and (B  — V )0 in order to examine the 

dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on the intrinsic colours of the target stars; 

the multiple regression takes full account of the primary dependence on interstellar 

reddening. Using the index of spectral type defined above instead of (B  — V )Q, we 

fitted the data with the model

W x =  a +  bxE (B  -  V ) +  b2Is. (4.11)

The multiple linear regression was carried out with the BMDP package of statistical 

programs (e.g., Dixon 1983) on the GEC 4190 system computer at University College 

London. The regression was weighted using the errors on W \. The results are given
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Table 4.11: The multiple regression o fW \ on E (B  — V ) and I , .

Diffuse
feature

Sample N a
(mA)

&i ± A
(mA/mag)

62 ±  A 
(mA per unit I t )

A5780 (i) 95 - 20.6 438.6 ±  40.3* 9.5 ±  2.2*

(ii) 79 -17.8 437.2 ±  41.2* 9.3 ±  4.1c

A5797 (i) 93 39.1 158.7 ±  14.2* 2.5 ±  0.8*

(ii) 77 51.1 154.9 ±  15.1* 1.1 ± 1.6

A6196 (i) 76 34.7 38.8 ±  11.5* 0.0 ±  0.6

(ii) 61 21.2 42.4 ±  12.0* 1.9 ±1 .1

A6203 (i) 87 11.4 125.4 ±  15.1* 3.0 ±  0.9*

(ii) 69 13.8 115.1 ±  16.4* 3.1 ±  1.6*

A6270 (i) 84 26.8 46.2 ±  12.0* 1.3 ±  0.7*

(ii) 68 33.4 41.4 ±  12.9* 0.6 ±  1.3

A6284 (i) 96 77.2 721.9 ±  79.5* 13.8 ±  4.0*

(ii) 79 169.0 668.9 ±  87.6* 3.2 ±  8.0

A6379 (i) 51 15.9 93.5 ±  17.9* 1.7 ±0.9*

(ii) 43 -28.8 135.9 ±  20.5* 6.0 ±  1.6*

A6614 (i) 54 -11.3 203.8 ±  29.6* 3.6 ±  1.3b
(ii) 43 1.5 195.1 ±31.9* 2.4 ±  2.7

A6661 0 ) 37 27.0 27.5 ±  10.8C 0.9 ±  0.6

(ii) 30 25.1 26.7 ±  10.4C 1.3 ±  1.0

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  4 - 1 1 : Sample (i), all d a ta  used; sample (ii), d a ta  for stars of spectral type B7 
and earlier only used.

in Table 4.11. The statistical significance of each regression coefficient was found from 

Student’s t-distribution, where t was computed from the quotient of the coefficient and 

its estimated error. The significance of each regression coefficient is indicated in the 

table by the significance codes defined in the notes to Table 4.9.

These results provide evidence that AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614 suffer 

pollution by stellar absorption lines towards the later-type stars; this corroborates 

the results obtained by Rees with (B  — Vr)0. We have again repeated the multiple 

regression using the sample of stars of spectral type B7 or earlier only: from the five 

features listed above, only for A5780 is the coefficient of Ia probably significant. Once 

again, the equivalent width of A6379 is found to show a significant dependence on IB. 

These results support the above conclusion that, except for A5780 and A6379, there is
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little statistical evidence for differential contamination of the diffuse features amongst 

stars of spectral type B7 or earlier.

In Chapter 6 , it will be shown that the equivalent widths of some of the diffuse 

features show a significant dependence on the mean line-of-sight hydrogen density of 

the ISM. While we defer a full discussion of those results until then, we have included 

in the multiple regression a term representing the mean space density along each line of 

sight to test whether the dependence of the equivalent widths on spectral type remains 

in the presence of this variation. A dependence on the mean line-of-sight density 

explains, to first order, the enhanced strengths of some diffuse features towards the 

Per-Cas stars; this term therefore takes account of the influence of the Per-Cas stars 

in the dependence on spectral type discussed above.

The mean line-of-sight hydrogen density {tih)e (cm-3 ) was computed from the 

total hydrogen column density divided by the path length of the line of sight (see §6 .2.1 

in Chapter 6); to ensure as complete a sample of data as possible, all the hydrogen 

column densities were derived from E (B  — V) via the relation given by Bohlin et al. 

(1978). The accuracy of the hydrogen column densities thus derived is sufficient for 

the purposes of the analysis described below. The data were fitted with the model

W \ =  a +  b\E (B  -  V) +  b2I» +  63 log (n n ) ^  (4-12)

where the logarithm of (tih)e has been used since it is more normally distributed than 

(^h )E and is more easily interpreted in terms of the correlations of other interstellar 

quantities with log (nh)^ (see Chapter 6). The regression was weighted using the errors 

on W \ and the results are given in Table 4.12. Although a significant dependence of the 

equivalent widths on log (nu)E is apparent for some features, the coefficient of I B, 62, 

remains significant for AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614. If only the stars of spectral 

type B7 or earlier are used, only A5780 and A6379 continue to show a dependence on 

spectral type.

We conclude that the dependence of the equivalent widths on the mean line-of- 

sight hydrogen density does not account for the dependence on spectral type. However, 

once again we conclude that there is little statistical evidence for a differential pollution 

of the features between spectral types 05  and B7, excepting A5780 and A6379.
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Table 4.12: The multiple regression o fW \ on E (B  — V), I , and log(riH)£;.

Diffuse
feature

Sample N a
(mA)

61 ±  A 
(mA/mag)

62 ±  A 
(mA per unit I ,)

63 ±  A

A5780 (0 95 - 20.2 474.8 ±  37.8* 8.2 ±  2 .0* -114.7 ±26.2*

(ii) 79 -32.5 478.1 ±  39.5* 10.0 ±  3.8* -106.7 ±28.2*

A5797 (i) 93 40.9 162.2 ±  14.1* 2.3 ±  0.8b -20 .4  ±  11.3*

(ii) 77 51.5 158.5 ±  15.4* 0.9 ±  1.6 -15.1  ±  12.3

A6196 (i) 76 35.2 39.6 ±  11.6* 0.0 ±  0.6 -5 .3  ±  10.5

(ii) 61 21.1 41.6 ±  12.6* 1.9 ± 1 .2 3.1 ±  11.9

A6203 (0 87 9.0 135.8 ±  15.5* 2.8 ±  0 .8* - 22.0 ±  10.1*

(ii) 69 6.6 127.9 ±  17.3* 3.5 ±  1.6d - 21.0 ±  10.8*

A6270 (i) 84 28.0 48.0 ±  12.1* 1.2 ±  0.7* -10.2  ±  9.1

(ii) 68 32.4 44.9 ±  13.3* 0.7 ±  1.3 -10.0  ±  9.4

A6284 (i) 96 96.0 792.4 ±  72.0* 10.3 ±  3.6b -245.8 ±  48.3*

(ii) 79 133.9 759.4 ±  83.0* 6.1 ±  7.3 -219.0 ±  54.2*

A6379 0 ) 51 16.2 100.2 ±  18.9* 1.5 ±  1.0 -14.6  ±13.2

(ii) 43 -31.9 149.0 ±  21.1* 5.9 ±  1.5* - 22.6 ±  12.1*

A6614 (i) 54 -5 .8 207.3 ±  28.4* 3.3 ±  1.2b -39.5  ±  16.8d

(ii) 43 - 0.2 197.7 ±  31.1* 3.1 ±2 .6 -32.8  ±  17.8*

A6661 (i) 37 29.2 17.1 ±  11.4 1.2 ±  0 .6d 18.4 ±  8 .8d
(ii) 30 27.2 18.6 ±  10.8* 1.5 ± 0 .9 15.8 ±  8.4*

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  <1.22: Sample (i), all d a ta  used; sam ple (ii), d a ta  for stars of spectral type B7 
and earlier only used.

4.5 .4  The statistical correction of the  equivalent w idths for spectroscopic pol

lution.

In the absence of an accurate assessment of the degree of contamination suffered 

by each feature for each spectral type and luminosity classification, the equivalent 

widths can be corrected statistically using the results of the above regression. The 

coefficient of I , in equation (4.12), 62, was used to correct the equivalent widths of 

the five features for which it was found to be significant: AA5780, 5797 6203, 6284 and 

6614. The coefficient from the model of equation (4.12) was used since the model is 

most complete in respect of the multiple dependences of the diffuse feature strengths. 

The corrected equivalent widths, which we denote were thus computed from

W l = W x -  6, / . .  (4.13)
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Table 4.13: The regression ofW® on E( B  — V).

Diffuse
feature

N

(1)

m
±A  m  

(2)

c
±Ac 
(3) (4)

rP
iA r p

(5)

p(rP)

(6) (7)

rs 
±A  rs

p(rs)

A5780 95 490.2 -29.1 0.785 4.5 X 10~21 0.745 5.0 X 10-18
43.0 19.1 0.040 0.046

A5797 93 164.0 39.7 0.847 1.1 X 10"26 0.787 8 .8  X 10"21
17.1 7.2 0.030 0.040

A6203 87 129.7 11.7 0.780 5.5 X 10"19 0.742 2.0 X 10"16
13.0 4.3 0.043 0.049

A6284 96 820.8 67.0 0.722 1.0 X 10"16 0.735 1.5 X 10"17
84.5 34.7 0.050 0.048

A6614 54 228.8 -17.5 0.732 3.2 X 10"10 0.687 9.5 X 10~9
30.8 11.9 0.065 0.074

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  4 ' 1 3 :  Column headings are: (1) num ber of data; (2) gradient of fitted line and 
standard  error; (3) intercept of fitted line and standard  error; (4) Pearson product-m om ent 
correlation coefficient, r p ,  and standard  error; (5) significance of rp ;  (6) Spearm an rank 
correlation coefficient, r § ,  and standard  error; (7) significance o f  r s -

In some cases this correction yielded equivalent widths of less than zero, which is 

unphysical; but this is precisely because the correction is statistical and it does not 

generally pose a problem in the statistical analyses to follow.

No correction was applied to the equivalent widths of AA6196, 6270, 6379 and 

6661. The diffuse feature A6379 does show evidence of being contaminated in early 

B type stars but it is difficult to correct for the contamination adequately since it 

dominates over a limited range of spectral types. W ithout specific information on the 

degree of contamination suffered by A6379 for each spectral type we did not make 

a correction; the results obtained with this feature in the analyses that follow must 

therefore be treated with caution. The only alternative procedure would be to delete 

from the analysis all the A6379 data for stars within the affected range of spectral 

types.

The corrected equivalent widths were used in a fully weighted regression of W® 

on E (B  — V); the errors on W® were assumed to be equal to the errors on W \, i.e., 

we have not included the uncertainty of the corrections themselves. The results of the 

regressions are detailed in Table 4.13 and illustrated in Figures 4.6a-e; the errors on 

the regression coefficients have been derived by bootstrap resampling. For each feature
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F igure  4.6. The dependence on E (B  — V) of the equivalent widths of the diffuse 
features, following the statistical correction for possible contamination by stellar ab
sorption lines; X5780 and \5797.
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the slope of the regression of W® on E (B  — V) is not significantly different from the 

slope of the regression of W \ on E (B  — V). But when the corrected equivalent widths 

are used, the slopes are consistently shallower; the mean difference between the slopes 

differs from zero at a significance level of p < 10%. The intercepts obtained with 

the corrected equivalent widths are rather smaller than those in the regression of W \ 

on E (B  — V ). However, the corrected equivalent widths have been computed with 

I t defined to be zero at spectral type 04 , which does not necessarily correspond to 

zero contribution to the equivalent widths from stellar absorption lines. If instead this 

contribution is assumed to be zero at a spectral type of B1-B2 [i.e., the mode of the 

spectral type distribution (Figure 4.2a)], the intercepts are negligibly different from 

those obtained in the regression of W \  on E (B  — V ).

The Pearson correlation coefficients sire consistently improved over the correlation 

of W \ with E (B  — V ); the mean improvement is significant. However, the Spearman 

coefficients from each regression do not differ significantly on average. These results 

imply that the correction for the spectroscopic pollution reduces the scatter of the data 

on average about each regression of W \  on E (B  — V). Nevertheless, we note that the
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regional effects that were apparent for A5780 and A6284 in Figures 4.3a and /  remain 

in Figures 4.6a and d.

4.6  T he inter-relationships betw een  th e  diffuse features.

Herbig (1975) found that the strengths of the diffuse features correlated perfectly 

or near-perfectly, within the estimated observational errors: the diffuse feature spec

trum  appeared to strengthen and weaken as one. On the other hand, it was suggested 

by Snow, York & Welty (1977) that the relative strengths of some features differed 

significantly from the average along some lines of sight. The advent of high signal- 

to-noise observations of the diffuse features has provided particularly clear evidence 

that this is so. Chlewicki et al. (1986) observed a number of features towards several 

heavily reddened stars and found a clear demarcation in behaviour between A5797 and 

several other diffuse features, among them AA5780 and 6284. The equivalent width of 

A5797 was found to be much better correlated with E (B  — V )  than it was with any 

other feature; meanwhile, the other features examined were better correlated with one 

another than with A5797 or E (B  — V ), apart from A5849. Thus, the features appeared 

to divide into two discrete groups.

Chlewicki et al. (1987) observed in the same stars the behaviour of two very 

broad features, A5778 and A6177, and assigned them to the group containing A5780 and 

A6284. Krelowski &: Westerlund (1988) also demonstrated the non-uniform relationship 

between A5780 and A5797 towards some stars in the Sco OB2 association. Krelowski &: 

Walker (1987) compared the relative strengths of several diffuse features in a few stars 

and divided the features into three ‘families’; where they observed features in common 

with Chlewicki et al. (1986) there was accord on the membership of the respective 

families deduced from the intercorrelations. Krelowski (1989) has summarised the 

grouping of the features into three families; the features studied in this work are 

divided into the following groups:

(а) AA5780, 6196, 6203, 6270, and 6284 (among others);

(б) AA5797, 6379 (tentatively), and 6614 (among others).
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The third group comprises 

(c) AA4430, 4882 (tentatively) and 6177.

From these results and from high resolution studies of the profiles of the diffuse 

features, Chlewicki et al. (1986, 1987) have argued that the diffuse features can be more 

readily understood as arising from a transition in a molecule or group of molecules than 

from solid state transitions due to an impurity in a host grain. Smith, Snow & York 

(1977) have also suggested that if the diffuse features are formed by the same agent, 

different physical states might be responsible for different features; and these might be 

conveniently provided by a distribution of states in a molecular species.

The inter-relationships of the diffuse features clearly have some bearing on the 

discussion concerning their origin. Probably the most useful areas of investigation 

lie in establishing whether the concept of discrete families of features is realistic and 

useful; and in determining to which interstellar physical conditions the divergent be

haviour between different features or families of features is sensitive. We approach 

these questions by an analysis of the intercorrelations between the equivalent widths 

of the diffuse features. The partial correlations between the diffuse feature strengths 

with respect to E (B  — V) are used as a means of probing their inter-relationships 

more sensitively; also, the correlations between the diffuse features strengths per unit 

total visual extinction, A v , are studied. The structures in the data discerned by these 

methods require an effective normalisation to another interstellar quantity. Therefore 

the inter-relationships of the diffuse features have been examined with the multivariate 

technique of Principal Component Analysis, whereby the main components of varia

tion in the multivariate data complex are identified and parameterized in terms of the 

diffuse feature strengths.

4.6.1 Correlations betw een the equivalent w idths of the diffuse features.

Note that random measurement errors in the equivalent widths will tend to de

grade any underlying correlations that might exist between the features, deflating the 

correlation coefficients. The weaker, less accurately measured diffuse features will be 

affected more severely than the stronger features. As noted in §4.1, Herbig (1975) 

adjusted each correlation coefficient to allow for observational error, but his method
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often yielded correlation coefficients greater than unity. Rees (1990) used a statistical 

simulation method to assess the effect of random statistical errors on a hypothetically 

perfect correlation; this method has also been used in §4.4.2. Rees found that within 

the assigned errors the intercorrelations between most of the features could not be 

distinguished from perfect; AA6203 and 6379 (and the 2200A feature) were the only 

features found not to correlate well with the others. However, the results depend on 

the accuracy with which the equivalent width errors have been estimated. Using the 

errors on the equivalent widths quoted in Table 4.2, Rees’ approach was the most 

conservative.

Since the internal accuracy of the equivalent widths of each feature is probably 

better than is implied by the errors given in Table 4.2 (see §3.4), a re-examination of the 

intercorrelations and the structures in the data would be worthwhile. In the bivariate 

correlation analysis that follows, we will make some illustrative remarks about the 

correlations between the most reliably measured features. In the Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) described in §4.6.2 we will justify some of these remarks by considering 

the accuracy of the equivalent width measurements discussed in §4.3, and by comparing 

the results of the PCA with those obtained using high S/N data.

The bivariate correlations between the equivalent widths of the diffuse features 

were calculated using all the available data for every pair of features. In each case the 

fully weighted Pearson correlation coefficient, rp , and the Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient, r s , were calculated. The correlations were repeated using the corrected 

equivalent widths The results of the correlations obtained with W \ and with W® 

are given in Tables 4.14a and b respectively. Above the diagonal in these tables are the 

rp and their associated p-values; and below the diagonal are the rs  and their p-values. 

The features have been ranked in order of decreasing mean equivalent width.

Some examples of the intercorrelations between the diffuse features are given in 

Figure 4.7. All the correlations between the diffuse feature strengths are illustrated 

in Figure A2.4 in Appendix 2. We note from Tables 4.14a and 6 that most features 

are well correlated with either A5780 or A5797, and that A5780 and A5797 themselves 

are well correlated with one another. The significance of each correlation may be 

deduced from the p-values given. The A6661 feature appears to be better related to 

A5797; most other features appear to be best related to A5780, though not all of these 

features axe well correlated with one another. For example, A6196 is well correlated
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F igu re  4.7. The intercorrelations of the equivalent widths of the diffuse features; the 
intercorrelations of XX5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 are illustrated.
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with A5780 and A6270, which are themselves found to be well correlated with A6284; 

yet the Spearman correlation between A6284 and A6196 is not significant. In order to 

show that the absence of correlation between A6196 and A6284 is real, we require the 

partial correlation between A6196 and A5780 (or A6270) at constant A6284 in a sample 

of data complete in measurements of all three features. We find that A6196 is indeed 

significantly correlated with A5780 at constant A6284; conversely, A6196 and A6284 are 

uncorrelated at constant A5780. In keeping with the studies cited above, then, there 

is already evidence in these results for a diversity of behaviour between some features.

Most of the diffuse features are well correlated with one another since their equiv

alent widths all depend on the path length of the line of sight. It is therefore difficult 

to identify the most significant underlying relationships between the features from 

the total correlation coefficients given in Table 4.14. In order to remove the common 

distance dependence of the diffuse feature strengths the partial correlations between 

W \. and W \j (i j ) with respect to E{B — V ) were computed. In some cases, the

number of data used in the correlations between W \ and E (B  — V ) was slightly fewer 

than the number available in the diffuse feature correlations with one another, since 

the Wolf-Rayet stars had no reliable reddening measurement. The correlations with 

E (B  — V ) were used with the coefficients of Tables 4.14a and b [rather than those 

obtained from complete samples in W \t , and E (B  — V")] to compute the partial 

correlation coefficients; in tests, when complete samples were used the change in the 

partial coefficients was found to be negligibly small and the significances of the partial 

correlations were unchanged.

The partial correlations are given in Table 4.15; the results for the W \  are given 

above the diagonal and the results for W® are below the diagonal. Instead of listing 

explicit p-values, significance codes have been assigned to the correlation coefficients 

so that any trends may be identified more easily. We note immediately that AA5797 

and 6614 are very poorly correlated with A6284 in comparison to, say, A5780. Their 

correlation with A6203 is also relatively weak, particularly for A6614. The A5780 feature 

is very well correlated with all of the features except for the weakest three, where rs 

is not so significant. Amongst the stronger features, we begin to see a division of 

the features into at least two groups: AA5797 and 6614 on the one hand and AA6284 

and 6203 on the other. This at least is consistent with the groupings summarised 

by Krelowski (1989). The A5780 feature is well correlated with the members of both
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F ig u re  4.8 . The intercorrelations of the equivalent widths of the diffuse features, 
following normalization to unit E (B  — V) as described in the text. The results for 
W5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 are illustrated; the units are mA/mag. A median H a  
error bar is shown in each case.
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groups; A6270 appears to correlate best with A5780 but shows some association with 

both A5797 and A6284 also. Amongst the weaker features, A6196 correlates significantly 

or probably significantly with A6270; A6379 and A6661 do not correlate consistently 

well with any other feature.

In order to illustrate some of these relationships graphically we have determined 

the equivalent widths of the diffuse features per unit E (B  — V). We have assumed 

that the intercept found in the regression of equivalent width on E (B  — V) represents 

a systematic contribution to the equivalent width of each feature. Therefore we define 

the equivalent width per unit E (B  — V) to be the slope

[WX/E (B  -  V)] =  (W X -  c )/E (B  -  V ), (4.14)

where c is the intercept of the regression of W \ on E (B  — V). The corrected equiva

lent widths W® were similarly normalised to E (B  — V) using the intercept from the 

regression of on E (B  — V ). Note that the use of this definition avoids the skewing 

of the normalized data noted by Somerville (1988) to occur in the work of others. 

Figure 4.8 presents some example correlations between the diffuse feature strengths 

per unit E (B  — V). Figure A2.5 illustrates the intercorrelations between the diffuse 

feature strengths per unit E (B  — V) for the five strongest diffuse features studied here: 

AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614.

We note that Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1988, 1989) have found that E (B  — V) 

and the slope of the UV extinction curve are sensitive to changes in the size distribution 

of interstellar dust grains. The colour excess E (B  — V”) is therefore probably unsuitable 

as a parameter for normalization since it is sensitive to processes which might influence 

the diffuse feature strengths also. Clayton & Mathis (1988) find that the extinction 

curve is fairly uniform at wavelengths greater than about 6000A; a better extinction 

parameter for normalization might be an infrared colour excess or the total visual 

extinction, Ay. We have therefore computed the equivalent width of each diffuse 

feature per unit Ay from

[Wx/Ay] = (W x -  c )/A v , (4.15)

where c here is the intercept of the regression of W \  on A v ,  which has again been 

assumed to represent a systematic contribution to each equivalent width measurement. 

The values of Ay were determined towards as many of the stars in the diffuse feature
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programme as possible from infrared colour excesses; the data are described in §5.1.4 

in Chapter 5. The corrected equivalent widths W% were normalized to A v  in the same 

way. Note that the stars towards which A v  was known were much fewer than those 

with known values of E (B  — V).

The results of the correlations between the equivalent widths per unit A v  are 

given in Table 4.16; again, the W \ results are given above the diagonal and the W® 

results below. Note that these are the ordinary correlation coefficients between the 

equivalent widths per unit A v ,  not partial correlation coefficients; the net result is 

similar. Some examples of these correlations are given in Figure 4.9. Figure A2.6 

in Appendix 2 illustrates the intercorrelations between the diffuse feature strengths 

per unit A v  for the five strongest diffuse features studied here; of the correlations 

involving the weaker features, only those which were found to be significant when both 

the corrected and the uncorrected equivalent widths were used are illustrated.

Again, it can be seen from Table 4.16 that AA5797 and 6614 form a distinct group 

from AA6284 and 6203; the independent behaviour of A5797 and A6284 is evident in 

Figure 4.9. It is unlikely that the absence of correlation between these two features 

is due only to the errors on the data since [W5797/A.V] is itself well correlated with 

[Wb614/Ay]. The A5780 feature is well correlated with all these features and with 

A6270 too, which is perhaps more closely related to A5780 and A5797 than to any 

other features. Amongst the weaker features, A6196 is well associated with A6614 and 

A6270 (which are not well correlated with one another) and A6379, if anything, is 

related to A5797.
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F ig u re  4.9. The intercorrelations of the equivalent widths of the diffuse features, 
following normalization to unit A v  as described in the text. The results for XX5780, 
5797, 6284 and 6614 are illustrated; the units are mA/mag. A median ±lcr error bar 
is shown in each case.
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4.6.2 Principal Component Analysis.

It would be desirable to illustrate simply the variation in strength of correlation 

between each diffuse feature and every other; however, the complex interrelationships 

between the diffuse features cannot be illustrated easily in terms of bivariate correlation 

coefficients alone. The technique of Principal Component Analysis offers a way of 

summarising and simplifying the description of those relationships. A full account of 

the method and its applications can be found in Kendall (1975) or Murtagh & Heck 

(1987). We briefly mention a few relevant details below.

The method essentially consists of finding the major axes of variation in the 

multivariate data. Suppose we have observations of N  objects in p variables; then 

in the hyperspace defined by p orthogonal axes, the data correspond to a swarm of 

N  points in p dimensions. This is a generalization to p dimensions of the familiar 

scatter diagram. Geometrically, the first principal component is the axis of maximum 

variance in the swarm of points. Its determination can be regarded as finding the line 

of closest fit to the N  points; “closest” here means that the sum of squares of distances 

from the N  points to the line is a minimum (and is not necessarily the “closest” fit of 

a regression line). If we then project the points onto a hyperplane perpendicular to 

the first component, the second component corresponds to the next axis of maximum 

variance and is determined in the same way. This process can be repeated until p 

orthogonal axes of variance have been defined.

The principle components, f,-(i =  l , . . . , p ) ,  can be expressed as linear functions 

of the original variables, X j ( j  =  1 , . . . ,p ) ;  the £’s are themselves constrained to be 

uncorrelated. Thus,
p

=  (4-16)
;=1

and the / ’s are determined by solving p equations in p unknowns within the constraint 

that the £’s are orthogonal. This is a problem in matrix algebra: we solve for the Vs 

in

(c — AI)1 =  0, (4.17)

where c is (in the general case) the covariance matrix of the observations, I  is the

identity matrix, 1 is the matrix of coefficients I and the A’s are the so-called eigenvalues
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of the matrix c. The A’s axe the p roots of

(4.18)

and are used to solve equation (4.17) for the corresponding / ’s, which are termed the 

eigenvectors of c. The size of the eigenvalues describes the amount of variance in 

the data “accounted for” by the corresponding components; thus the first principal 

component has the largest eigenvalue, the second the next largest, and so on.

In practice, not all of the principal components will be meaningful; the smallest 

and least significant components will merely describe the random noise in the data. One 

way of determining the number of significant components is to compare the proportion 

of the total variance accounted for by each (given by the eigenvalues) with the estimated 

variance due to random errors in the data. All components with eigenvalues greater 

than this variance may be considered to be significant (Massa & Lillie 1978); the other 

components are assumed to define a subspace which contains only random scatter. 

This is the most straightforward procedure for determining the number of significant 

components.

There are other methods of extracting from the the data orthogonal axes, or 

factors, which are linear functions of the original variables; PCA is the simplest and 

is usually carried out first to provide an empirical summary of the data set. The 

solution is mathematically unique and reproduces exactly the observed correlation 

matrix if all the components are used. The maximum likelihood method of factor 

extraction (Lawley & Maxwell 1971; see Kendall 1975) was used to check the results 

obtained in the PCA. The method calculates population estimates for the eigenvector 

coefficients that have the greatest probability of yielding a sample with the observed 

correlation matrix. If it is assumed that the sample of data is from a multivariate 

normal population, it is possible to perform a goodness-of-fit test for the adequacy 

of a model with a given number of factors. In summary, the results obtained using 

the maximum likelihood method preserved the structural relationships between the 

features which were found in the PCA; in particular the method confirmed the number 

of significant components in the data.

c — All =  0,
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By discarding all those components not considered to be significant, we introduce 

the statistical model that the equivalent width of a particular diffuse feature is given

by

Wa =  0-0 -f a if l  +  0,2̂ 2 +  .. • +  €\, (4*19)

where ao is an intercept term and €\ is a random error term which contains the 

discarded components. The a,- and £,• in equation (4.19) do not necessarily represent 

parametric estimations of real physical quantities; we have merely identified the major 

variations in the data. Real physical parameters will be functions of the a,* and may be 

highly correlated. The PCA is of an exploratory nature: our goals are to number and 

identify the significant variations in the data, to see if there are coherent subgroups 

of variables in the data set, and to summarize the patterns of intercorrelations among 

the variables.

In practice, the covariance matrix of equations (4.17) and (4.18) was replaced by 

the correlation matrix of the equivalent widths in each PCA. The use of the correlation 

matrix effectively treats each feature on an equal footing since the magnitude of a cor

relation is unaffected by scaling factors between the variables (unlike covariance). This 

is desirable, but one disadvantage of this approach is that it weights the weaker, less 

accurately measured features equally with the strongest and most accurately measured 

features. The presence of the noisier features effectively removes a proportion of the 

total variance from the meaningful components and redistributes it amongst the least 

significant components, which represent the noise in the data. The best approach was 

therefore considered to be to perform a PCA on the most reliable data to establish 

the structures in the relationships between the stronger features, and then to add pro

gressively weaker features in subsequent analyses; in each analysis it was checked that 

the structures amongst the subset of stronger features did not change significantly. 

Only complete samples of data across all the features in each analysis were used. This 

procedure meant that the sample size decreased as more features were included; hence, 

the structures in the relationships between the stronger features were found first in the 

biggest complete samples available, before the addition of noisier features. Note that 

the use of complete data sets is the most conservative approach; the correlations of 

Tables 4.14a and 6, obtained with all the available data pairs, were also used to check 

the stability of the results from the smaller samples.
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T able  4.17: The results of PCA 1 performed on the rp from the intercorrelations 
between the equivalent widths of XX5780, 5797, 6203 and 6284•

Component Eigenvalue % of Coefficients of Eigenvectors
variance A5780 A5797 A6203 A6284

1 3.204 80.1 0.945 0.884 0.875 0.874
2 0.373 9.3 -0.108 -0.432 0.172 0.381
3 0.300 7.5 -0.136 -0.029 0.452 -0.276
4 0.123 3.1

A further advantage of using the correlation matrix is that several PC As can be 

performed for the same subset of features using different sets of correlation coefficients 

(e.g., the correlations between the corrected equivalent widths, or the Spearman rank 

correlation coefficients), providing a check on the sensitivity of the results to such 

differences.

The PCA was carried out using the SPSS/PC+ statistical software package on 

an Opus PC III personal computer. We detail below the results of several analyses 

performed on different sets of diffuse feature data.

PCA 1: PCA on the intercorrelations of AA5780, 5797, 6203 and 6284.

The largest complete data set for a reasonable number of features is that sample 

which includes only AA5780, 5797, 6203 and 6284. A PCA was performed on the matrix 

of fully weighted Pearson correlation coefficients for the 72 stars with equivalent width 

measurements of each of these features. Table 4.17 lists the eigenvalues of all the 

principal components, and the coefficients of the eigenvectors of the first three. Most 

of the variance in the data («  80%) is accounted for by the first component. This 

component undoubtedly reflects the mutual variation in the column density of all the 

diffuse feature absorbers with the path length of each line of sight; this will be tested 

below. An inspection of the coefficients of the eigenvectors reveals that A5780 is most 

closely aligned with this first axis: note that these coefficients are also (in PCA) the 

correlation coefficients between the variables and the principal components.

The eigenvalues of the other three components are very small compared to the 

first. An idea of their significance may be gathered from an estimate of the accuracy of 

the data. We have estimated in Table 4.4 the fraction of the variance in the equivalent 

widths of each feature which is likely to be due to statistical errors alone—the values
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F igure  4 .10. The results of PCA 1 for the Pearson correlation coefficients only, (a) 
The coefficients of the eigenvector £2 vs. the coefficients of the eigenvector £1; (b) the 
coefficients of £2 vs. the coefficients of £3 .

of (7q . The total variance in the data in the PCA is equal to the number of variables 

(in this first example, 4). From the values of 0 % for the features in this analysis we see 

that the second principal component might be significant compared to the errors; it 

is certainly significant if we consider Oo(mm). The eigenvalue of the third component 

is not much smaller than the second and is difficult to ignore if we accept the second; 

but it is unlikely that the 97% of the variance explained by these three components is 

all information. From Table 4.5, the minimum variance due to the random errors in 

the data (assuming the errors to be uncorrelated) is 7.2% from the sum of cro(min) for 

the four features. This permits the existence of two meaningful components. For the 

purposes of illustrating the structures in the data we will retain three for the moment. 

The results of a maximum likelihood factor extraction indicate that two components 

are probably necessary.

From the coefficients of the eigenvectors, we conclude that the second component 

chiefly describes a difference between A5797 and A6284. One way of illustrating the 

relationships between the diffuse features is to plot the coefficients of the eigenvec

tors against one another. Figure 4.10 presents the results for the three components 

considered in this analysis: in Figure 4.10a, the coefficients of the second component 

are plotted against the coefficients of the first; Figure 4.106 plots the coefficients of 

the second component against those of the third. The 3-dimensional structure in the
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Table 4.18: The results of PCA 1 performed on the intercorrelations between the
equivalent widths of W5780, 5797, 6203 and 6284• The results obtained with the W \
and with the W® are listed.

Component Eigenvalue % of 
variance

Coefficients of 
A5780 A5797

Eigenvectors 
A6203 A6284

rs from W \ vs. W X.
1 3.088 77.2 0.930 0.867 0.837 0.878
2 0.417 10.4 -0.184 -0.408 0.422 0.196
3 0.355 8.9 -0.143 0.228 0.346 -0.404
4 0.140 3.5

rp from vs. W°x .

1 3.100 77.5 0.936 0.870 0.853 0.860
2 0.418 10.5 -0.137 -0.454 0.245 0.365
3 0.342 8.6 -0.136 0.023 0.461 -0.332
4 0.139 3.5

rs from W® vs. W°x .

1 2.972 74.3 0.915 0.861 0.799 0.869
2 0.487 12.2 -0.266 -0.319 0.554 0.087
3 0.390 9.8 -0.096 0.350 0.227 -0.455
4 0.151 3.8

relationships between the features can be visualized if in Figure 4.10a the £3 axis goes 

into the page and in Figure 4.106 the £1 axis projects out of the page. Moving from 

a to 6, then, the figure rotates about £2 such that £1 rotates out of the page to point 

at the reader. We will use this format as the most convenient way of representing the 

3-dimensional structural relationships between the features. In the figure, coincident 

points represent variables that are highly correlated with one another; increasing dis

tance between points represents weaker degrees of correlation. It can be seen how the 

results of §4.6.1 are reflected in this diagram: A5780 is reasonably well correlated with 

AA5797, 6203 and 6284 (using the values of rp); A6284 and A6203 show an association 

with one another, but both are poorly correlated with A5797.

The above analysis was performed on the matrix of fully weighted Pearson cor

relation coefficients using the uncorrected equivalent widths, W \. How are the results 

affected by using the corrected equivalent widths? And what changes occur when
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X6203 —
~ \6284 q#

X5780

X5797-.5

0 .5-.5

X6203
• X6284

0 —

X5797
-.5

.75 8 .85 9 .95 1

F igure  4.11. The results of PCA 1 for all four sets of correlation coefficients. The 
different sets of correlations used in the PCA are distinguished by the symbols: circles 
indicate the results obtained using rp; squares, the results obtained using rs; filled 
symbols denote correlations performed on uncorrected equivalent widths; open symbols 
denote correlations performed on corrected equivalent widths. The points representing 
the results obtained with rp and rs are joined for clarity.

the Spearman coefficients are used? To answer these questions, the analysis was re

peated using the correlation matrix of the Pearson correlations of the corrected equiv

alent widths, and then the Spearman rank correlations of the corrected and the 

uncorrected equivalent widths. The results from these three additional analyses are 

summarised in Table 4.18, and all four analyses are compared in Figures 4.11a and b. 

Different symbols in these figures correspond to different analyses: filled symbols rep

resent the results for W \ and open symbols for circles represent the results for the 

rp and squares for the rs. For each diffuse feature the rp and rs  symbols are joined 

to illustrate the effect of using the Spearman as opposed to the Pearson correlation 

coefficients.

As can be seen in Figure 4.11, there is little difference between the results obtained 

with W \ and those obtained with W®. However, there are changes when the Spearman 

correlation coefficients are used—the dominant effect is a decrease, on average, in the 

coefficients of £ i; otherwise the net effect is a rotation of £2 and £3 about £1, in which the 

relative structural relationships between the features is preserved. Therefore, neither 

the estimated effects of contamination of the features by stellar absorption lines nor
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the influence of the distribution of data (as evidenced by the differences between rp 

and rs)  account for the structures observed in the diffuse feature relationships.

PCA 2: The intercorrelations of AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614.

The feature at 6614A was included in the analysis at the cost of losing a large 

fraction of the sample (in the new sample, N  =  43). The results are given in Table 4.19 

and illustrated in Figures 4.12a and 6. As before, four analyses were performed with 

the four sets of correlation coefficients. The addition of A6614 and the change of 

sample does not significantly affect the structure of the relationships between the four 

features used in the first analysis. It can be seen that A6614 is closely associated with 

A5797, yet appears uncorrelated with AA6284 and 6203, as was noted from the results 

of Tables 4.15 and 4.16. Again, it would appear that at least two components are 

necessary to account for the variance in the data: the four smallest eigenvalues account 

for, on average, a variance of 1.7 (in 5); the maximum variance due to the errors on each 

feature is 1.05, summing the values of Oo(raax) from Table 4.4 for the five features. 

The difference is of the order of the second eigenvalue. If the values of o'o(mtn) were to 

be considered, the third component would be found to be significant. Once again, the 

maximum likelihood method indicates that two components are probably necessary to 

describe the data adequately.

PCA 3: The intercorrelations of AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6270, 6284 and 6614.

The next feature to be added, with a small reduction in sample size, was A6270. 

The results for the four analyses which included this feature are presented in Table 4.20 

and Figure 4.13. If anything, the feature appears to be more closely associated with 

A5780; it appears to be uncorrelated with A6203. Again, these results are apparent in 

Table 4.15 and Table 4.16, but they are illustrated more clearly here. The reality of 

at least two components was deduced from the application of the maximum likelihood 

method.

The addition of weaker, noisier features reduces the number of data in the com

plete samples. Also it becomes more difficult to pick out the major components of 

variance in the data: the presence of noise effectively reduces the dependence of all the 

variables on the first component and redistributes it amongst the weaker, insignificant
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Table 4.19: The results of PC A 2 performed on the intercorrelations between the
equivalent widths of W5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614. The results obtained with the
W \ and with the W® are listed.

Component Eigenvalue % of 
variance

Coefficients 
A5780 A5797

of
A6203

Eigenvectors 
A6284 A6614

rp from W \ vs. W x.
1 3.489 69.8 0.894 0.857 0.782 0.807 0.833
2 0.645 12.9 0.044 -0.366 0.388 0.413 -0.435
3 0.431 8.6 -0.201 0.193 0.473 -0.348 -0.090
4 0.249 5.0
5 0.186 3.7

rs from W \ vs. W x .
1 3.383 67.7 0.871 0.810 0.762 0.845 0.821
2 0.653 13.1 0.034 -0.368 0.444 0.349 -0.445
3 0.503 10.1 -0.367 0.337 0.428 -0.255 -0.079
4 0.255 5.1
5 0.206 4.1

rp from vs. W°x .

1 3.217 64.3 0.875 0.834 0.708 0.769 0.814
2 0.768 15.4 0.016 -0.380 0.484 0.428 -0.453
3 0.524 10.5 -0.241 0.235 0.502 -0.396 -0.044
4 0.282 5.6
5 0.209 4.2

rs  from W® vs. W°x .
1 3.104 62.1 0.839 0.806 0.681 0.817 0.786
2 0.800 16.0 -0.129 -0.278 0.616 0.338 -0.461
3 0.569 11.4 -0.393 0.402 0.349 -0.355 0.074
4 0.319 6.4
5 0.208 4.2
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Table 4.20: The results of PCA 3 performed on the intercorrelations between the
equivalent widths of XX5780, 5797, 6203, 6270, 6284 au^ 0614- The results obtained
with the W \ and with the W® are listed.

Component Eigenvalue % of Coefficients of Eigenvectors
variance A5780 A5797 A6203 A6270 A6284 A6614

rp from W \ vs. Wx.

1 4.017 66.9 0.922 0.874 0.731 0.776 0.772 0.818
2 0.722 12.0 -0.046 -0.212 0.537 -0.430 0.411 -0.181
3 0.537 8.9 -0.205 0.297 0.170 -0.364 -0.301 0.392
4 0.413 6.9
5 0.163 2.7
6 0.149 2.5

rs from W \ vs. W x .
1 3.906 65.1 0.899 0.832 0.709 0.773 0.831 0.784
2 0.688 11.5 -0.012 -0.288 0.566 -0.170 0.335 -0.380
3 0.602 10.0 -0.167 0.247 0.324 -0.498 -0.204 0.344
4 0.436 7.3
5 0.186 3.1
6 0.182 3.0

rp from W® vs. W°x .
1 3.708 61.8 0.902 0.850 0.649 0.756 0.733 0.801
2 0.819 13.7 -0.021 -0.261 0.611 -0.339 0.435 -0.272
3 0.612 10.2 -0.193 0.320 0.307 -0.390 -0.352 0.319
4 0.466 7.8
5 0.212 3.5
6 0.182 3.0

rs from vs. W l
1 3.590 59.8 0.863 0.826 0.629 0.754 0.804 0.743
2 0.842 14.0 -0.136 -0.243 0.654 -0.048 0.351 -0.458
3 0.625 10.4 -0.183 0.270 0.367 -0.484 -0.212 0.324
4 0.495 8.3
5 0.280 4.7
6 0.168 2.8
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Figures 4.12 ( to p ) , 4.13 an d  4 .14. As for Figure ^.11, but illustrating the results 
of PC A 2, PC A 3 and PC A 4 respectively.
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components. It was felt that weaker features could not be included in the analysis 

as carried out without introducing increasing uncertainty in the interpretation of the 

structured relationships.

The analyses for the above three different sets of features was performed again 

on the matrix of correlation coefficients derived from all the available data pairs (i.e., 

the coefficients of Tables 4.14a and 6). The differences between these results and those 

obtained above were very small in each case apart from the sample which included 

A6270. However, we consider the results obtained with the complete samples of data 

to be the most conservative and the most reliable.

PCA 4: PCA on the intercorrelations of high S/N data.

To test whether the observed structures are apparent in other independent studies 

of the diffuse feature strengths, a PCA was performed on a sample of the equivalent 

widths of the diffuse features measured from high S/N data. The best sample of data 

was obtained for observations of AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 taken from studies of 

stars of low reddening (Federman, Kumar & Vanden Bout 1984; Josafatsson & Snow 

1987; Kumar 1986; and Meyer 1983). As such, the nature of the sample was rather 

different from the data used in this work which were obtained towards relatively well- 

reddened stars. Other data were available for heavily reddened lines of sight (e.g., 

Chlewicki et al. 1986, 1987), but it was decided not to mix the observations of such 

different objects in the high S/N data. For this reason the sample of complete data 

was small (N  =  16), which can lead to sampling errors on the eigenvalues which are 

not insignificant. The data are given in Table A1.2 in Appendix 1.

A PCA was performed on each matrix of correlation coefficients (rp  and rs) 

obtained with these data. Because of the small sample, the fully-weighted Pearson 

coefficients caused the correlation matrix to be ill-conditioned (some eigenvalues were 

less than zero); the ordinate-weighted correlation coefficients were therefore used. This 

analysis was compared with one performed on a complete sample of the equivalent 

widths of the same four features in this work. The results are given in Figure 4.14. 

It can be seen that the structures in each sample of data are similar; in particular, 

the diversity of behaviour found to exist between A5797 and A6284 is preserved. The 

major difference in the high S/N data is that A6614 shows a much closer association 

with A5780 than with A5797. Nevertheless, the structural similarities in the data are
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good, especially when one considers that the mean reddening of the stars used is quite 

different, and the results lend support to the conclusions of the above analyses.

We note that Benvenuti & Porceddu (1989) have obtained high S/N observations 

of six diffuse features which have also been studied here: AA5780, 5797, 6196, 6203, 

6270 and 6284. The sample consists of 20 stars which are fairly well reddened. They 

perform a PCA on the measured equivalent widths in order to examine the inter

relationships between the features and their correlation with the strength of the 2200A 

bump (determined from IUE data). While the results of such an analysis would be very 

interesting, the authors fail to explore adequately the structures in the data from the 

derived principal components. Instead, they attem pt to unravel the inter-relationships 

between the features by normalizing the equivalent widths to unit E (B  — V ); it is a 

feature of the PCA that such practices can be avoided.

4.6.3 Discussion.

We conclude that there are at least two real significant components of variance 

in the diffuse feature equivalent width data. W ithin the limitations of the accuracy of 

our equivalent width measurements we can identify no more than two components.

Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 effectively summarise the intercorrelations between 

the stronger features. If we restrict ourselves to considering only the first two principal 

components, we see that the second component primarily differentiates between AA5797 

and 6614 and AA6203 and 6284. This grouping is consistent with the division of the 

diffuse features determined in other work described at the beginning of §4.6. However, 

while A5780 was grouped there with A6284 and A6203, it is found here to be reasonably 

well correlated with A5797 and A6614 also. In the diffuse feature programme data 

described in this work, A5780 and A5797 were measured on the same plates in the same 

region of spectrum. Therefore, the errors due to the photometric calibration and those 

propagated into the equivalent width by the continuum rectification probably have a 

largely systematic effect on the equivalent widths of these two features. Consequently, 

one might expect the correlation between A5780 and A5797 to be enhanced over that 

between, say, A6284 and A5797. However, we note that there is also evidence for an 

association between A5797 and A5780 from the results of the PCA on the high S/N 

data, discussed above. Therefore, while A5797 is not perfectly correlated with A5780
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(e.g., see §1.4.2(c) in Chapter 1), it appears to be better correlated with that feature 

than with others such as A6284.

The behaviour of A6270 in this analysis is not consistent with its being grouped 

with A6284 and A6203, as has been deduced in other work (e.g., Chlewicki et al. 1986; 

Krelowski & Walker 1987).

Therefore, as far as families of features are concerned, we do find that some groups 

of features are better associated with one another than with others. More extensive 

studies may yet show that some of the families identified by other authors subdivide 

further still as nuances of behaviour between different features are resolved; this may 

already be apparent in the behaviour of A5780 and A6284. Nevertheless, probably the 

most useful line of investigation is now to identify the interstellar conditions which 

lead to the diversity of behaviour between different features or families of features.

We suggested above that the first component of variation in the data can be 

attributed to the common dependence of the strengths of all the diffuse features on 

the column density of interstellar material along the line of sight. We will now test 

this.

We may calculate the values of the principal components for each star (the com

ponent scores) from the measured equivalent widths. To maximise the number of stars 

for which scores can be computed we used the results of the PCA 1; this PCA was 

performed using the sample of stars for which equivalent widths of AA5780, 5797, 6203 

and 6284 were available. Since a correlation matrix was used in the PCA, the original 

variables were standardized before computing the component scores: the standardized 

variables have zero mean and unit variance and were computed from

^  =  ( 4 ' 2 0 )

where W \  and <r(W\) are the unweighted means and variances of the equivalent widths 

in the complete sample of data. The scores for the first principal component were 

computed from equation (4.16), thus:

=  O.295W5780 +  O.276W5797 -f- 0.273WIb2O3 -b 0.272W6284, (4*21)

where the coefficients are given by the coefficients of the eigenvector divided by the

corresponding eigenvalue. Note that £1 is very nearly a straight average of the four
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diffuse feature strengths. The error on each value of £1 was computed by propagating 

the errors on the W \ through equation (4.21).

The correlation of £1 with E (B  — V ) and A y  was then investigated; the results of 

the correlations are given in Table 4.21 and illustrated in Figures 4.15a and 6. It is clear 

that £i is very well correlated with the column density of interstellar material along 

the line of sight, as expected; however, the correlations are not perfect, as indicated 

by the results of the statistical simulations.

The second component, as noted above, distinguishes between the behaviour of 

AA5797 and 6614 and AA6284 and 6203. This confirms the apparent lack of correlation 

between A5797 and A6284 noted earlier when the data were normalized to unit A y ; 

it is illustrated here without invoking a normalization to a third parameter. While 

£i measures the average abundance of the diffuse feature absorbers, £2 measures the 

difference between the mean strengths of the diffuse features in the different groups. 

The component scores of £2 were calculated for each star from

£2 =  — 0 . 2 8 9 W 5 7 8 O  —  1 . 1 5 8 W j 5 7 9 7  +  0 . 4 6 2 W I s 2 O 3  +  1 . 0 2 1 1 ^ 2 8 4 .  ( ^ * 2 2 )

It can be seen from equation (4.22) that A5797 and A6284 dominate the second com

ponent. In the maximum likelihood method of extracting orthogonal factors from 

the data, mentioned above, the second component was found to be even more closely 

aligned with the difference between the normalized strengths of the two features. This 

is observed also in the results of PCA 1, illustrated in Figures 4.106 and 4.116, if the £2 

and £3 axes are rotated slightly about the £1 axis to align A5797 and A6284 with the £2 

axis: A5780 and A6203 do not have much weight on this new axis, but the structural 

relationships between the features are preserved. The second axis of variance in these 

data is therefore well represented by the relative strengths of A6284 and A5797. The 

two features seem to be formed either in distinct (but not necessarily independent) 

components of the interstellar medium or by different processes: the relative abun

dance of the absorbers is variable. In Chapters 5 and 6 we will investigate more closely 

the range of physical conditions in the interstellar medium to which £2 and the relative 

strengths of the two features are sensitive. The variation in the relative strengths of the 

features could prove to be an important indicator of the nature of the diffuse feature 

carriers.
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T able 4.22: A list of stars for which the component scores of the second principal 
component in the data, £2, deviate significantly from the average.

Star
HD

( & - < 6 » /A «

7902 +2.56
14818 +3.09
15497 +2.79
21389 +2.59
23180 -2.12
45910 -4.63

147888 -2.09
167838 +2.35
185859 -3.82
187982/3 -2.14
192422 +2.27
194279 +2.70
197770 -3.53
199478 +2.12
204827 -3.05
210839 -2.20

Not all the stars for which the component scores of £2 can be calculated are 

included in the statistical analyses presented in the following chapters, since the par

ticular data used in those analyses are available for only a limited number of stars. We 

have therefore listed in Table 4.22 those particular stars which have been judged from 

the component scores of £2 to be worthy of further investigation (for which we do not 

have room here); some of these stars are included in the analyses of Chapters 5 and 6 

also. The stars listed axe those for which the component scores of £2 were reckoned 

to deviate significantly from the average. For each star listed, the modulus of the 

deviation of the component score of £ 2  from the average value, ( £ 2 ) ,  is greater than 

twice the error on £2 for that star; thus, for star *,

| £ - < f c ) | > 2 A f j .  (4-23)

The value of (£2 — (^2 ) ) / ^ 2  has been listed for each star in Table 4.22. It would be 

useful to obtain further information about the interstellar physical conditions along 

these lines of sight in order to identify the factors which influence £2 and, therefore, 

the relative strengths of AA5780, 5797, 6203 and 6284.
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We conclude that the technique of PCA provides a useful means of summarising 

the interrelationships between the features and searching for groupings of the features. 

The method is valuable in that it does not depend on the normalization of the diffuse 

feature strengths to another interstellar parameter or to the equivalent widths observed 

in a “typical” star. Our analyses were limited by the accuracy of the equivalent width 

measurements. Nevertheless, we have concluded that there are real structures in the 

data. From the results of statistical simulations of the intercorrelations of the diffuse 

features, Rees (1990) did not recognise the structures described above since he assumed 

that the estimated errors on the data were accurate. Unfortunately, the application of 

the method to other high S/N observations is limited by the paucity of data currently 

available.

One possible way of improving the analysis described above would be to use 

bootstrap resampling of the data to estimate the population distribution of the coef

ficients of the eigenvectors. This would provide a reliable method of determining the 

significance of the values of the coefficients and of the corresponding eigenvalues.

4 .7  Sum m ary

We began this chapter by introducing the philosophy underlying the approach 

to the statistical analyses presented in this thesis. The methods adopted have tended 

towards conservatism: the use of two correlation coefficients, rp  and rs ; the use of 

complete samples of data in multivariate applications; and the use of bootstrap resam

pling to estimate confidence limits on the parameters of bivariate regressions. More 

liberally, we have admitted that the equivalent width errors are probably smaller than 

the errors computed from the formulae derived in Chapter 3. The favourable com

parison between the results obtained with the data measured in this work and those 

obtained using higher S/N data, as in the Principal Component Analysis, supports 

this assumption.

Following a univariate description of the fundamental variables in the analyses 

presented in this chapter, the dependence of the equivalent widths on the colour excess 

E (B  — V) was examined. Some of the fitted regression lines had significantly positive
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intercepts on the equivalent width axis, but it could not be shown that they reflected a 

real physical effect, given the uncertainties in the equivalent width measurements and 

the systematic differences found between the measured equivalent widths of this work 

and those obtained from higher S/N data, discussed in §3.6 in Chapter 3. Krelowski 

(1989) has discussed this point using more accurately determined equivalent widths 

and generally concludes that W \ tends to zero as E (B  — V) tends to zero.

We have shown that for some features there is a systematic contribution to the 

measured equivalent widths in later-type stars, confirming the results of Rees (1990). 

Further, it was established that the trends do not simply reflect the dependence of 

the diffuse feature strengths on the mean line-of-sight density of the ISM, a depen

dence which is discussed fully in Chapter 6. We have concluded that there is little 

statistical evidence for contamination of the diffuse features in stars of spectral type 

B7 or earlier, except for A6379 and A5780. The A6379 feature is probably polluted 

by an absorption line of N II in the early B-type stars. A statistical correction was 

applied to the equivalent widths of the five stronger features which showed evidence 

for pollution by stellar absorption lines, namely AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614. 

The corrected equivalent width data were used in the subsequent analyses as a check 

that the significant correlations found using the uncorrected equivalent widths were 

real.

The traditional bivariate correlation analysis of the equivalent widths of the dif

fuse features was developed with the multivariate technique of Principal Component 

Analysis. The correspondence between the results of the PCA performed using the 

data of this work and the equivalent widths obtained from higher S/N data confirmed 

that there is real structure in the data; the more conservative statistical simulation per

formed by Rees (1990) led him to conclude that the intercorrelations of most features 

could not be distinguished from perfect. These results strengthen the arguments given 

in §4.3.3 concerning the accuracy of the equivalent width data. Also, it was generally 

found that the basic structural relationships between the features were unaffected by 

the choice of whether rp or rs was used in the PCA, or whether the equivalent widths 

corrected for pollution by stellar absorption lines were used instead of the uncorrected 

values.

The PCA was found to be very useful in summarising and describing the inter

relationships between the features. The results confirmed the diversity of behaviour
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between different features or groups of features tha t is sometimes evident in bivariate 

correlation analyses. For example, the strengths of A5797 and A6284 were found to 

vary independently with respect to A v \  this independent behaviour was confirmed in 

the PCA. The grouping of the stronger features deduced from the PCA was generally 

in agreement with the results obtained by previous authors. Thus, the basic concept of 

families of features is supported by the observed diversity of behaviour of the features.

W ithin the accuracy of the equivalent width data, it was established that at least 

the two largest axes of variance in the data Me real; they reflect the influence of 

real physical variables on the strength of diffuse feature absorption. The first axis of 

variance can be identified with the mutual increase in column density of diffuse feature 

absorbers with increasing path length through the ISM. An investigation of the factors 

contributing to the second axis of variance would be particularly useful for determining 

the physical conditions to which the strengths of the different features are sensitive; 

and this may provide some important clues about the nature of the carriers of the 

features. The orientation of the second axis of variance in the data suggests that a 

study of the factors affecting the relative strengths of certain features, such as A5797 

and A6284, would be most profitable.



C H A P T E R  5

T he Diffuse Interstellar Features,

Interstellar E xtinction  and Polarization

In this chapter we examine the relationship between the diffuse features and the 

interstellar extinction and polarization due to interstellar dust. The correlation of the 

diffuse feature strengths with infrared and ultraviolet colour excesses is studied to es

tablish how sensitive different features are to changes in the populations and character

istics of the interstellar grains. The partial correlations (at constant visual extinction) 

between the diffuse feature strengths and different colour excesses are examined in 

order to probe more sensitively the dependence of the diffuse features on the shape of 

the interstellar extinction curve. A multivariate statistical model of the relationship 

between each colour excess and the diffuse feature strengths is then constructed in 

order to describe more completely the wavelength dependence of the correlation of 

different features with extinction.

Measurements of interstellar polarization are also used to complement the ex

tinction data: the wavelength of maximum polarization, Amax, is well correlated with 

variations in the shape of the interstellar extinction curve. We also examine the corre

lations between the diffuse feature strengths and the maximum polarization observed 

along each line of sight, PmAX-

We seek to interpret the results of these analyses in the context of current models 

of interstellar grains and the processes which govern the variations in the interstellar 

extinction curve. We conclude by commenting on one simple prediction of the impurity 

absorber hypothesis of diffuse feature production.
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5.1 Interstellar ex tin ction  and polarization

We begin by reviewing observations of interstellar extinction and polarization 

and the implications of these observations for our understanding of the nature and 

evolution of interstellar grains.

5.1.1 In terstellar extinction.

Extinction by interstellar dust takes place by scattering and absorption of the 

starlight along a line of sight. Generally, the extinction along a line of sight is deter

mined by comparing the magnitudes of a reddened and an unreddened star of the same 

spectral type, i.e., stars with the same intrinsic energy distribution. The wavelength 

dependence of interstellar extinction is often represented by a plot of the colour excess 

£(A — V ) per unit E (B  — V ) versus 1/A, where E (A — V ) is the extinction in magni

tudes between a wavelength A and the V  band of the UBV  photometric system. The 

normalization to E (B  — V) allows a comparison to be made between the extinction 

curves for stars with different reddenings. Figure 5.1 illustrates an average interstellar 

extinction curve. The total extinction, A \,  is related to E{A — V ) by

A x = E (A -  V) +  R v  x E{B -  V), (5.1)

where R v  =  A v fE (B  — V), the ratio of the total extinction at V  to the extinction 

slope E (B  — V). Recent determinations of R v  (Koornneef 1983; Rieke &: Lebofsky 

1985) indicate that a value of 3.1 is appropriate for the diffuse interstellar medium.

The extinction in the near infrared (IR) is weak compared to that in the visual and 

ultraviolet (UV). This means that extinction by dust which is more deeply embedded in 

clouds, and which is unobservable in the visual and UV, can be probed in the near-IR. 

Also, extrapolation of the extinction curve to infinite wavelength, where the extinction 

is zero, leads to a determination of the total visual extinction A v  and the ratio of the 

total-to-selective extinction R v .

The extinction curve is approximately linear in the visual (e.y., Johnson 1977), 

though some broad-band structure is evident. For a linear extinction curve, the char

acteristic grain radius, a, is given by a simple function of A and n, the real part of the
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F ig u re  5.1. A mean interstellar extinction curve, normalized to A v / E (B  — V)  =  3.1. 
The data have been taken from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) and Seaton (1979).

refractive index; a «  0.15 pm  for grains of refractive index n — 1.6 (W hittet 1981). 

The broadband structure is seen as a ‘knee’ in the extinction curve at about 2.09 p m -1 

(4800A) (Hayes et al. 1973). In addition to the knee, a shallow dip in the extinction 

curve (i.e., an apparent emission feature) appears between 1.3 and 2.2/xm-1 , first 

noted by Whiteoak (1966). Van Breda & W hittet (1981) confirmed its interstellar ori

gin and found that the amplitude of the feature correlated with extinction. Recently, 

it has been suggested that the feature is due to broad-band luminescent emission by 

hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC) dust (Duley &: W hittet 1990).

Measurements of ultraviolet extinction have been possible since the advent of 

rocket and satellite observations. The characteristic features of the UV extinction curve 

(see Figure 5.1) are a general rise in extinction towards shorter wavelengths, an obvious
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bump at about 2200A and a continuing far-UV rise. Detailed studies of the behaviour 

of the UV extinction curve have been made (e.g., Carnochan 1986; Fitzpatrick & Massa 

1986, 1988, 1990) where its shape has been conveniently parameterized by algebraic 

functions in 1/A, separating the curve into three components: an extinction slope 

which is linear throughout the range of wavelengths observed; a Lorentzian-like profile 

for the 2200A feature; and a polynomial fit to the far-UV (FUV) extinction curvature. 

The formalism of Fitzpatrick & Massa (1988) is

E (B  -  V)  = Cl +  C»A~1 + C*D + C*F> (5-2)

where D is a “Drude” (Lorentzian-like) profile and F  is a simple polynomial describing 

the FUV curvature.

One might try to identify each component of the extinction curve with a specific 

component of the grain population; but although this decomposition of the curve can 

be justified on mathematical grounds, the fitting functions may not necessarily be 

representative of the specific extinction properties of different dust grain populations. 

Fitzpatrick & Massa (1988) argue, however, that the parameterization is perhaps not 

so arbitrary: the signature of the 2200A bump is very distinct and well represented by 

a Drude profile, which has a physical basis in that it is representative of an absorption 

cross section of solids (Bohren &: Huffman 1983). In addition, the linear and polynomial 

curvature terms are typical of the form of the wavelength-dependent extinction cross- 

sections of the proposed components of interstellar dust (e.g., Draine & Lee 1984).

The observational characteristics of each of these components of the UV extinction 

curve are summarised below.

(a) The extinction slope.

Analyses of data from the S2/68 Ultraviolet Sky Survey (Carnochan 1986) and 

IUE (Fitzpatrick &: Massa 1988) have shown that the slope of the linear background 

extinction can vary from one line of sight to another with respect to E (B  — V)\ fur

thermore, the slope is strongly anticorrelated with the intercept term of the linear 

representation of the scattering continuum. These results may be interpreted in two 

ways. First, the extinction might be caused by two (or more) distinct grain populations 

which have different UV extinction slopes; a variable mixture of two grain populations,
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one having a fairly flat UV extinction and one with a steep slope, would then reproduce 

the observed variations in extinction and lead to the apparent relationship between the 

slope and intercept. Carnochan (1986) examined the changes in extinction slope caused 

by mixtures of silicate and graphite particles having the extinction properties of the 

models of Draine & Lee (1984), and found a reasonable agreement with the observed 

behaviour (though the solution is not unique). An alternative explanation might be 

that the slope represents an extinction property of a specific component of the grain 

population which is sensitive to interstellar processes which modify the grain popula

tion and its extinction characteristics, for example, shock processing of the grains.

Some extreme cases of the variation in slope are represented by the Trapezium 

stars and HD 147889, which have a relatively flat UV extinction, and by HD 204827 or 

HD 193322, which have steep extinction slopes which are almost linear from the visual 

right through to wavelengths shorter them 1250A; the difference in slope between these 

extremes is about a factor of ten. Fitzpatrick & Massa (1988) have found that weak 

extinction slopes tend to occur in denser regions, though not all lines of sight which 

pass through dense regions necessarily have weak extinction slopes. They have also 

observed that the statistical scatter of slopes for the lines of sight which pass through 

predominantly diffuse regions is much smaller than for the dense region lines of sight.

(6) The 2200A feature.

The 2200A feature (at 2175A) is one of the most striking characteristics of the 

UV extinction curve. Estimates of the albedo of interstellar grains in the UV via 

observations of the diffuse galactic light (Lillie & W itt 1976) show that A2200 is a pure 

absorption feature which rests on an underlying scattering continuum. The question 

of the origin of the A2200 feature has been a point of debate since the discovery 

observations of Stecher (1965). It has often been argued that it is caused by graphite, 

or carbon-rich, grains (Stecher & Donn 1965) and both laboratory experiment (e.g., 

Day & Huffman 1973) and theoretical models (e.g., Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck 1977) 

have been supportive of this interpretation. This model is not without difficulties, 

however, and a number of other proposals have been made. They include: small oxide 

particles (Duley &: Najdowsky 1983); small magnesium silicate particles (Steel & Duley 

1987); and charge transfer absorption between neutral hydrogen and atomic ions on 

dust grains (Carnochan 1988). Draine (1989) reviews the observations of the 2200A
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feature and evaluates some of the various hypotheses which have been proposed for its 

origin.

Carnochan (1986) found the 2200A feature to be symmetrical and well described 

by a Lorentzian shape. The central wavelength of the feature is found to vary little 

from one line of sight to another, but the width is more variable; and variations in 

the strength of A2200 per unit E (B  — V)  are common. No correlation exists between 

A2200 and the background extinction slope (Carnochan 1986, Greenberg & Chlewicki

1983) which implies that the agents responsible for these components of the extinction 

curve are distinct.

The consistency of the central wavelength of the feature from object to object 

has been confirmed by the work of Massa, Savage & Fitzpatrick (1983) and Massa & 

Fitzpatrick (1986): the average peak position is at 2175A, with a variation of about 

±0.08%. However, note that Cardelli & Savage (1988) have observed unusually dis

placed extinction bumps towards two stars. The width of the bump is sensitive to the 

interstellar environment along the line of sight: it is broader in dense regions than in 

diffuse and star-forming regions (Fitzpatrick & Massa 1986). The fact that the width 

of the bump varies while the central wavelength is relatively constant runs counter to 

the predictions of theories which attem pt to explain the origin of A2200 in terms of clas

sical Mie scattering and absorption, such as those which invoke graphite grains. Also, 

the extinction bump produced by graphite particles will be sensitive to the particle 

shapes and sizes or the presence of mantles.

(c) The far-UV curvature.

Fitzpatrick & Massa (1988) found that the FUV portion of the interstellar extinc

tion curve could be described by a simple polynomial function of 1/A. Moreover, they 

found that the shape of the FUV curvature was constant to within the observational 

errors for all the lines of sight examined: that is, only one scaling parameter is required 

to describe the FUV extinction along any line of sight. They drew the conclusion that 

the FUV component may not be an artifact of the grain size distribution or propor

tions of grain types but a distinct optical property of some physical component of the 

dust. The FUV curvature is completely uncorrelated with the parameters describing 

the extinction slope (Fitzpatrick & Massa 1988); it therefore appears that these two 

components of the extinction curve arise from two distinct populations of grains. On
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the other hand, a correlation between the FUV curvature component and the width of 

the 2200A feature is implied by the data of Fitzpatrick and Massa (1988), and these 

authors suggest that the FUV curvature might actually be the red wing of a strong 

particle resonance due to small graphite-like grains at about 800A (Gilra 1972; Hecht 

1986) which is broadening in step with a resonance at A2200.

Early work on the UV extinction curve suggested that departures from a mean law 

were not common (e.g., Nandy et al. 1976), but research on more extensive databases 

has shown that peculiar extinction in the UV is indeed unexceptional (Meyer & Savage 

1981; Massa, Savage &: Fitzpatrick 1983). Massa & Fitzpatrick (1986) examined the 

UV extinction towards several stars in five Galactic clusters using IUE  data. The 

extinction towards four of the clusters was found to be uniform within the observational 

errors from one star to another in the same cluster; but from cluster to cluster, all the 

UV extinction parameters differed significantly, except for the central wavelength of 

the 2200A feature. They concluded that the extinction towards some clusters can be 

represented by a single extinction curve for each star within the cluster, though this 

was not true in all cases examined—within the Cepheus OB3 association (Massa &: 

Savage 1984), among others, there is strong variation in the UV extinction from star 

to star.

Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1988, 1989) examined the dependence of the shape of 

the UV extinction curve on R v  and found that the normalized slope of the UV extinc

tion was inversely proportional to R v . In contrast to the behaviour of the extinction 

in the UV, the near-IR extinction has been found to be independent of R v , within the 

errors of measurement. The variation which is observed in Rv  therefore appears to be 

mostly due to the variation of the extinction curve at wavelengths longer than the V  

band. For example, Clayton & Mathis (1988) examined the observed variation in the 

extinction law in the visual and near-IR as a function of the wavelength of maximum 

polarization, Amax, which is an indicator of mean grain size (e.g., Carrasco, Strom &: 

Strom 1973). They compared stars in the region of p Oph with stars seen through 

more diffuse material, forcing the extinction laws to agree at the H  filter and longer. 

It was found that the extinction laws deviated significantly at wavelengths shorter than 

about the V  band, i.e., A<,6000A; but for wavelengths longer than about 7000A, it
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was concluded that the interstellar extinction has the same wavelength dependence in 

the diffuse medium and in denser clouds.

Therefore, the general shapes of observed extinction curves seem to form a one- 

parameter family, dependent only on the value of R v  (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis

1989), allowing for comparatively minor variations in the strength of A2200 with respect 

to the other components. The observed variations in the extinction curve are mainly 

due to the changes in the size distribution of the interstellar grains from one region to 

another. Apparently, the population of small grains is significantly affected by such 

changes in the grain size distribution, while the extinction properties of the population 

of large grains are unaffected. The existence of the mean Rv-dependent extinction law 

implies that the processes which modify the the sizes and compositions of the grains 

are stochastic in nature and very efficient, modifying the entire size distribution in a 

systematic way.

5.1.2 In terste llar linear polarization.

Starlight becomes linearly polarized when it suffers extinction by aligned, non- 

spherical dust grains. The exact details of the alignment mechanism have been a m atter 

of debate, but it seems that spinning interstellar grains become aligned such that the 

short axis of the time-averaged grain profile lies in the direction of the interstellar 

magnetic field. The extinction suffered by the radiation depends on the orientation 

of the electric vector with respect to the grain profile; the electric vector of linearly 

polarized starlight is parallel to the short axis of the the grain and therefore to the 

direction of the magnetic field also, which on a large scale lies in the plane of the 

Galaxy (e.g., Aannestad & Purcell 1973).

The wavelength dependence of the percentage polarization P( A) has a broad maxi

mum in the visible to near-IR, which we denote Pmax; the wavelength of the maximum 

polarization we denote Amax. Serkowski, Mathewson & Ford (1975) found that the 

empirical law

satisfied well the wavelength dependence of P (A), with K  =  1.15. The significance

I-*1-' (¥)] (5.3)

of this relationship (Serkowski’s Law) is that it implies the refractive index of the
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polarizing material is constant over the wavelength range considered (Martin 1974). 

This permits dielectric grains such as silicates to be identified with the polarizing 

grains, but not graphite. The change of sign of circular polarization at Ac =  Amax 

(Martin & Angel 1976) supports this identification. Over an extended wavelength 

range, a better fit is obtained if K  itself is expressed as a function of Amax (Wilking, 

Lebofsky & Rieke 1982; Martin 1989).

The value of Amax typically ranges from 0.35-0.9 pm  and is an indicator of the 

characteristic grain size of the polarizing particles. The value of Amax is well correlated 

with E (V  — K ) /E ( B  — V ) and with R v  (Serkowski et al. 1975; W hittet & van Breda 

1978). Clayton & Mathis (1988) have recently investigated further the relationship 

between Amaxand E (V  — K ) /E (B  — V), in addition to other ratios of colour excesses; 

they find the relationship to be preserved along both dense and diffuse medium lines 

of sight.

The wavelength dependence of polarization has been found to be relatively invari

ant in the near-IR over a wide range of interstellar environments (Martin & W hittet

1990); its shape is independent of Amax and exhibits a power-law dependence on wave

length: P (A) cx A~“ , where a  =  1.5-2.0. This is reminiscent of the invariance of 

the extinction law in the near-IR with respect to R v  (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 

1989), which is well represented by a power law of index about —1.8. These results, 

and the good relationship observed between R v  and Amax, imply that the aligned and 

non-aligned grain populations respond similarly to common changes in environmental 

conditions. Variations in Amax, like R v ,  are apparently caused by changes in the op

tical properties of the particles at visible wavelengths and shorter. The variation of 

the polarization and extinction laws in the visible and UV indicates that coagulation 

of smaller particles plays an important role in the evolution of interstellar grains.

5.2 T he relationsh ip  betw een  the diffuse features and th e inter

stellar ex tin ction  curve

Correlation analyses of the relationship of the diffuse features to interstellar ex

tinction provide only indirect information on the nature of the carriers of the diffuse 

features. We are limited by our understanding of the characteristic compositions and
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size distributions of the dust grains which contribute to the wavelength dependent 

extinction; and we can only interpret the correlations within the framework of our un

derstanding of the variations in the shape of the extinction curve. For example, let us 

assume that the shape of the extinction curve from the near-IR to the far-UV is largely 

governed by the size distribution of the grains in the diffuse medium. If the carriers 

were relatively insensitive to changes in the grain size distribution we would expect 

the diffuse features to be better correlated with IR  extinction, following the remarks 

made above in §5.1.1; if the features were better correlated with UV extinction, we 

would conclude that the carriers were indeed sensitive to such changes. However, the 

interpretation is model-dependent since other dust grain models have been proposed 

in order to explain the variations in the UV extinction curve (e.g., Jones, Duley & 

Williams 1987).

A number of studies have been carried out to investigate the relationship between 

the diffuse feature strengths and interstellar extinction in the UV, visual and IR; 

these have been reviewed in §1.4.2(a) in Chapter 1, and we recount a few details 

below. The result obtained by Herbig (1975) that the diffuse features were better 

correlated with longer wavelength colour excesses than with E (B  — V)  was not borne 

out in the work of Sneden et al. (1978). Rather, Sneden et al. concluded that a one- 

to-one correlation between interstellar extinction at wavelengths longer than about 

4000A and the strengths of AA5780 and 6284 did not exist. In the UV, Wu, York 

& Snow (1981) found no evidence for a significant improvement of the correlation 

between AA5780, 6284 and the UV excesses I2(1800A — V ) and E (2500A — V ) over 

that with E (B  — V ). Seab & Snow (1984), removing the common dependence of the 

quantities on E (B  — V) by normalizing all their data to unit E (B  — V ), also failed 

to find significant correlations between the strengths of AA4430, 5780 and 6284 and 

the far-UV extinction. Rees (1990) found that the diffuse features were generally 

better correlated with E (B  — V ) and E(U — B) than with UV colour excesses derived 

from TD-1 data, but he noted that the effect might be due solely to the increased 

uncertainties in the UV colour excesses.

Only the A4430 feature has yet been found to show any dependence on the vari

ation in the shape of the interstellar extinction curve. Wu et al. (1981) found that 

the strength of A4430 was better correlated with E (B  — V)  and the near-IR colour 

excess E (V  — 3.6/zm) than with UV colour excesses. Further work has shown that the
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strength of A4430 per unit E (B  — V) is weaker where the far-UV extinction is high 

(W itt, Bohlin & Stecher 1983; Krelowski et al. 1987; Krelowski 1989). Moreover, the 

normalized strength of A4430 has also been found to be correlated with the strength of 

the 2200A extinction bump per unit E (B  — V)  (W itt et al. 1983; Seab & Snow 1984). 

No significant correlation has yet been found between any other diffuse feature and 

A2200 after accounting for their mutual dependence on E (B  — V) (e.g., Seab & Snow

1984).

Note that a number of the studies carried out to date have used data from the 

catalogue of diffuse feature strengths of Snow, York & Welty (1977); many studies 

have also focussed on the behaviour of A4430. There is still a need for an investigation 

of the relationship between many of the yellow-red diffuse features and interstellar 

extinction, particularly with a more homogeneous database than that of Snow, York 

& Welty. We have carried out such an investigation here, using the equivalent widths 

measured in the Lick diffuse feature program. The results are described below.

5.2.1 The photom etry and colour excesses.

Infrared colour excesses E (V  — Am )  at A i r  =  J ,H ,K  and L were derived from 

the observations of Sneden et al. (1978), W hittet & van Breda (1980), Castor & Simon 

(1983) and The, Wesselius & Janssen (1986). The observed colours V  — A i r  were first 

constructed using the IR photometry from the above references and the V  magnitudes 

of Table 4.1; and the intrinsic colours of W hittet &: van Breda (1980) were then used 

to determine the colour excesses. The J H K L  magnitudes of The et al. were adjusted 

to the system of W hittet & van Breda by the simple transformations given by The et 

al.; the adjustments were small compared to the likely errors on the data. The derived 

IR colour excesses and their estimated errors are given in Table A1.3 in Appendix 1.

All the above authors provide observations at J , H, K  and L, except for Sneden 

et al.. The observations of Sneden et al. were made through filters centred at 2.3 /im 

and 3.6 pm  and we have taken them to represent K  and L magnitudes respectively. 

A comparison of the observations of Sneden et al. with the observations of the other 

authors where they overlap [and with a few from Krelowski & Strobel (1987)] shows 

this to be a reasonable assumption.
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Stars for which the IR magnitudes might be affected by circumstellar free-free 

emission or emission from heated dust were omitted from the compilation of IR colour 

excesses. These stars included all those O stars deemed to show an IR excess by 

Castor &: Simon (1983) and all the emission line B stars except the supergiants. An 

examination of several colour-colour diagrams revealed no infrared excesses in the 

remaining supergiant shell stars and O f  stars, in keeping with the results of other 

studies (Barlow & Cohen 1977; W hittet & van Breda 1980).

UV colour excesses were taken from the catalogue of Savage et al. (1985). The 

colour excesses are listed in Table A1.4a in Appendix 1; the derivation of the errors 

on the colour excesses is described in Appendix 2. The colour excesses listed are in 

magnitudes, £ ( A — V), between A and V  for A =  3300, 2500, 2200, 1800 and 1550A. 

These have been abbreviated for convenience to 17(33 — V), £(25 — V ), £(22 — V), 

£(18 — V ) and £(15 — V). Savage et al. obtained their photometric data from the 

Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) catalogue of UV photometry by Wesselius 

et al. (1982). Stars which fell into any of the following categories were excluded from 

the catalogue of Savage et al.:

• Stars of spectral type B8 and later.

• Stars with spectral classifications which include a p for spectral peculiarities.

• B stars without luminosity classifications.

• O and B stars without spectral type subclasses.

• Stars with only inaccurate HD classifications.

• Emission line stars of type B and class V - II.

• Stars for which the published ANS 1 a statistical error in any wavelength band 

exceeded 15%.

A measure of the strength of the 2200A extinction bump, £(Bump), was also listed 

by Savage et al. (1985). This was defined as the excess extinction in the bump measured 

with respect to a linear background extinction defined by the ANS  photometric bands 

at 1800A and 2500A; thus,

£(Bump) = £(22 -  V) -  0.35£(18 -  V) -  0.65£(25 -  V). (5.3)
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Savage et al. also present measures of the normalized residuals of £(Bum p) from the 

mean relationship with E (B  — V); these residuals, denoted A(Bump), are tabulated 

in Table A l.4 also.

5.2.2 O rdinary  correlation of diffuse features w ith  in terste llar extinction.

Correlations of the diffuse feature strengths with the IR and UV colour excesses 

were performed. The correlations were repeated using the corrected equivalent widths 

W® to check the stability of the results with respect to the estimated effects of contam

ination of the features by stellar absorption lines. In general, there was little difference 

found between the results obtained using W \  and those obtained using How

ever, if either of the correlations obtained using W \  or W® was not significant, we 

conservatively assumed that the correlation was not secure.

The correlations of the diffuse feature strengths with the UV colour excesses and 

with the IR excesses have been discussed separately below. We note firstly that the 

correlation coefficients have been found from different samples of data; the stars to

wards which the IR excesses have been determined tend to lie along more heavily 

extinguished lines of sight than those observed in the UV. Secondly, the relative pho

tometric errors may differ. In fact, the estimated mean errors as a proportion of the 

variance in the colour excess data are found to be similar in the UV and the IR, using 

the data given in §A1.3 and §A1.4 in Appendix 1. Nevertheless, the different samples 

make a direct comparison between the two sets of correlations difficult. The overlap 

between the IR excess data and the UV excess data was too small for correlations to be 

performed on a sample of common stars. The data for E (B  — V)  are much more com

plete; therefore the correlations of the diffuse feature strengths with E (B  — V)  have 

been computed for the same samples of data as those used in the correlations with the 

IR and UV colour excesses. The correlations with the IR and UV colour excesses can 

then be compared directly to the corresponding correlations with E (B  — V). Also, we 

may examine how sample dependent is the pattern of correlations found with the IR 

and UV colour excesses.

The results of the correlations between the diffuse feature strengths and the UV 

excesses, E(Xuv — V ), are given in Tables 5.1a and 6; the results given in Table 5.16 

were obtained with the corrected equivalent widths, Figure 5.2 illustrates the
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correlations between the equivalent widths of several diffuse features and the UV colour 

excess E( 15 — V). The correlations with E (B  — V )  for all the stars with available UV 

colour excesses [denoted E (B  — V)uv] are also given in the tables. As usual, both the 

Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients have been given; the significance of each 

coefficient is denoted by the significance codes defined in Table 4.9. In each table also, 

the most significant correlation obtained with each colour excess has been highlighted 

in italics.

The most striking feature of Tables 5.1a and b is that A5797 is correlated with 

each UV colour excess better than any other feature; there is some evidence for this in 

Figure 5.2 also. The A6203 feature is next best correlated with the UV colour excesses 

after A5797. For several features, the strength of the correlation with the UV excesses 

peaks at E (22 —V). The colour excess E (22 —V)  is a combined measure of the strength 

of the 2200A feature and the linear component of the UV extinction (e.g., Fitzpatrick 

Sc Massa 1986; Carnochan 1986). The relationship between the diffuse features and 

A2200 will be discussed further below. The diffuse features A6196 and A6661 show little 

or no evidence for correlation with the UV excesses or with E ( B —V ) u v • However, note 

that A6661 is the weakest feature used in this study; any correlation that might exist 

is probably weakened severely by the errors on the measured diffuse feature strengths.

Tables 5.2a and b detail the results of the correlations between the diffuse feature 

strengths and the IR colour excesses, E (V  — X i r ) .  Also shown are the correlations 

between the diffuse features and E (B  — V)  for the sample of stars with complete 

J H K L  photometry [E(B — V ) j h ] and for the sample of stars with K L  photometry 

[E(B — V ) k l ]• Figure 5.3 illustrates the correlations of the strengths of several diffuse 

features with E (V  — K ). In contrast to the correlations with the UV colour excesses, 

A5797 does not always show the best correlation with E (V  — X i r )  according to both rp 

and rs . The A5780 feature correlates with the IR  excesses just as well as A5797; and 

A6284 correlates just as well with some IR excesses. This contrast with the pattern 

of UV correlations might be due in part to the change of sample, as can be seen by 

comparing the correlations between the diffuse feature strengths and E (B  — V )u v ,  

E (B  -  V )JH and E (B  -  V )KL.

Several other UV colour excesses were constructed in order to examine the corre

lation of the diffuse feature strengths with the structure in the UV extinction curve. A
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F ig u re  5.3. The correlation of the equivalent widths of several diffuse features with 
E (V  — K); a mean ±1<7 error bar is shown in each case.
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far ultraviolet colour excess derived from Copernicus data, £’(1054A — 1347A) [here

after, £ (1 0  — 13)], was taken from Jenkins et al. (1986) for a number of stars; the 

data are given in Table A1.46 in Appendix 1. Measures of £(Bump) were taken from 

Savage et al. (1985). The colour excesses £(15 — 18) and £(25 — 33) were computed 

as measures of the UV extinction either side of the 2200A feature (though they may 

not be free from the effect of A2200 absorption). The slope of the background UV 

extinction adopted by Savage et al. (1985) to compute £(Bum p) is given by

£(22 -  V )Un =  0.35£(18 -  V )  +  0.65£(25 -  V); (5.4)

£(22 — V )un was calculated for all the stars with available UV colour excesses.

The correlations between the diffuse feature strengths and these shorter baseline 

UV colour excesses are given in Tables 5.3a and 6; Figure 5.4 illustrates the correla

tions between the strengths of several diffuse features and £(Bump). Again, the most 

striking feature of these tables is the strong correlation between A5797 and all the UV 

colour excesses; further, A5797 is the only feature to be correlated with £ (1 0  — 13)—the 

data are few (N  =  16) but the contrast with the correlation coefficients obtained for 

the other features is clear. Also, A5797 and A6203 are the only features to correlate 

significantly with £(15 — 18); in comparison, AA5780 and 6284 correlate very weakly, 

if at all, with £(15 — 18). Figure 5.5 contrasts the correlations between W5797 and 

£ (1 0  — 13) and £(15 — 18) with those found for Once again, A6203 is the feature

next best correlated with all the UV excesses after A5797.

5.2.3 P a rtia l correlation coefficients a t constan t E (B  — V ).

Much of the correlation observed between the strength of a diffuse feature and 

any given colour excess may, of course, merely reflect the common dependence of 

the diffuse feature strengths and the colour excesses on the total column density of 

absorbing material along each line of sight. Several authors have sought to establish 

whether the diffuse features are better associated with a particular component of the 

extinction curve by normalizing in some way to E (B  — V ) (e.g., Seab & Snow 1984). 

Here, we tested whether any of the relationships discussed above were more profound 

than a common dependence on E (B  — V) by calculating partial correlation coefficients
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Table 5.3a: The correlation between W \ and the UV colour excesses £ ( Ai — X2).

Diffuse
feature

tf i t £(10 -  13) n 2\ £(15 -  18) £(Bum p) £(22 -  V ) i i n £(25 -  33)

A5780 17 -0.094 40 0.270* 0.795* 0.726* 0.743*
0.125 0.317d 0.734* 0.664* 0.686*

A5797 16 0.753* 38 0.507* 0.003* 0.000* 0.002*
0.710* 0.550* 0.017* 0.003* 0.023*

A6196 15 -0.001 33 0.348d 0.310* 0.415* 0.407*
-0.132 0.273 0.253 0.287 0.285

A6203 17 0.238 36 0.536* 0.809* 0.848* 0.855*
0.269 0.548* 0.756* 0.770* 0.777*

A6270 18 -0.072 40 0.112 0.454* 0.366d 0.380*
-0.102 0.109 0.488* 0.418b 0.436*

A6284 18 -0.059 42 0.295* 0.639* 0.653* 0.657*
-0.049 0.288* 0.743* 0.658* 0.683*

A6379 12 0.215 24 0.440d 0.651* 0.626* 0.616*
0.275 0.500* 0.601* 0.577* 0.591*

A6614 15 0.283 27 0.361* 0.667* 0.681* 0.695*
0.545d 0.463* 0.721* 0.748* 0.774*

A6661 7 0.530 19 0.038 0.446* 0.372 0.394*
0.357 0.051 0.284 0.293 0.291

N o t e s  t o T a b l e  5 . 3 a : For each correlation r p  is listed above r $ ;  see Table 4.9 for key to
significance codes. The italicized figures indicate the m ost significant correlation coefficients 
for each colour excess.

fiVi is the num ber of d a ta  used in the correlations w ith £ (10  —13) only; N 2 is the num ber 
of d a ta  used in the correlations with all other colour excesses.

Table 5.36: The correlation between W® and the UV colour excesses £(Ai — A2).

Diffuse
feature

JVi

rH1

OH

n 2 £ (1 5 -1 8 ) £(Bum p) £(22 -  V)un £(25 -  33)

A5780 17 0 .0 2 1 40 0.267* 0.786* 0.714* 0.731*
0.081 0.311* 0.725* 0.650* 0.675*

A5797 16 0.720* 38 0.501* 0.0^3* 0.050* 0.050*
0.711* 0.54 7* 0.023* 0.002* 0.024*

A6203 17 0.317 36 0.528* 0.804* 0.837* 0.845*
0.332 0.533* 0.757* 0.765* 0.773*

A6284 18 0 .0 1 1 42 0.294* 0.630* 0.642* 0.648*
-0.017 0.295* 0.736* 0.648* 0.673*

A6614 15 0.341 27 0.370* 0.680* 0.686* 0.703*
0.486* 0.440d 0.736* 0.737* 0.769*

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  5 . 3 b : See notes to Table 5.3a.
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at constant E (B  — V). It was found that none of the partial correlations between W \  

or and the UV excesses E ( \u v  — V ) at constant E (B  — V) were significant or 

probably significant in both rp and rs ; i.e., none of the features can be shown to be 

more closely related to E(Xuv -  V)  than to E (B  — V).

Some interesting relationships were revealed, however, through the partial corre

lations of W \  and with some of the shorter baseline colour excesses: the results 

are given in Tables 5.4a and b. First, A5780 is correlated with the strength of the 

2200A extinction bump: the partied correlation coefficients are significant or probably 

significant. A probably significant correlation exists also between A6270 and A2200. 

No other diffuse feature shows a significant correlation with A2200 over and above its 

dependence on E (B  — V). Figure 5.6a illustrates the relationship between the strength
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Table 5.4a: The partial correlations between W \ and the UV colour excesses
£7(Ai — A2 ) at constant E (B  — V ).

Diffuse
feature

Ni)• £7(10-13) n 2 t £7(15 -  18) £7(Bump) £7(25 -  33) £7(22 -  V ) lin

5780 17 -0.568d 40 —0.269* 0.423b 0.124 0.080
-0.270 0.030 0.473* 0.304* 0.244

5797 16 0.334 38 0.187 0.197 0.143 0.182
0.371 0.247 0.397* 0.428b 0.340d

6196 15 0.092 33 0.207 -0.158 0.076 0.129
-0.035 0.162 0.018 0.165 0.161

6203 17 -0.064 36 0.116 0.082 0.448b 0.347d
-0.055 0.275 0.286* 0.342d 0.292*

6270 18 -0.172 40 -0.124 0.317d 0.097 0.015
-0.143 -0.138 0.363d 0.116 0.014

6284 18 —0.633b 42 -0.132 0.055 -0.062 -0.014
—0.627b -0.085 0.224 -0.053 -0.079

6379 12 0.317 24 0.225 0.350* 0.316 0.297
0.429 0.249 0.267 0.268 0.179

6614 15 0.006 27 0.159 0.249 0.431d 0.339*
0.277 0.303 0.173 0.417d 0.287

6661 7 0.509 19 -0.079 0.532* 0.494d 0.266
0.538 -0.045 0.106 0.184 0.185

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  5 . 4 a : For each partial correlation rp is listed above r$ ; see 
to significance codes.

fiVi is the num ber of d a ta  used in the correlations w ith £7(10 —13) only; 
of d a ta  used in the correlations with all other colour excesses.

Table 4.9 for key 

N 2  is the num ber

T able 5.46: The partial correlations between and the UV colour excesses
£7(A 1 — A2) at constant £7(2? - V ) •

Diffuse
feature

2Vi £7(10-13) n 2 £7(15-18) £7(Bump) £7(25 -  33) £7(22 -  V)iin

5780 17 -0.388 40 -0.274* 0.394* 0.059 0.024
-0.279 0.028 0.469* 0.294* 0.227

5797 16 0.252 38 0.168 0.232 0.089 0.130
0.346 0.220 0.391* 0.396* 0.304*

6203 17 -0.081 36 0.095 0.022 0.298* 0.233
-0.172 0.247 0.281 0.296* 0.247

6284 18 —0.579c 42 -0.130 0.035 -0.094 -0.049
—0.598c -0.073 0.198 -0.093 -0.113

6614 15 0.019 27 0.167 0.255 0.408d 0.299
0.162 0.267 0.246 0.400d 0.245

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  5 . 4 b : See notes to Table 5.4a.
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of A5780 per unit E (B  — V) and the normalized strength of A2200 given by Savage et 

al. (1985), A(Bump). The positive correlation is clear. Here, the strength of A5780 

per unit E (B  — V)  has been calculated according to equation (4.14) as discussed in 

§4.6.

Some other results stand out. The partial correlation between the A6614 feature 

and E(25 — 33) is probably significant; the correlation is illustrated in Figure 5.66. No 

diffuse features are correlated with the linear component of the UV extinction curve 

J57(22 — V)u„ more strongly than that which might be expected from their dependence 

on E (B  — V). The strength of A6284 per unit E (B  — V ) appears to be anficorrelated 

with the far-UV colour excess F(10 — 13) per unit E (B  — V), as illustrated in Fig

ure 5.6c. The correlation is probably significant, though the data are few (note that the 

two Pleiades stars in this figure have very large error). The inverse dependence of the 

strength of A6284 on the far-UV colour excess stands in contrast to the generally good 

correlation of A5797 with the UV colour excesses. Let us examine the correlation be

tween the second principal component £2 derived from the PC A in Chapter 4, which is 

dominated by the relative strengths of A6284 and A5797, and the far-UV colour excess 

E( 10 — 13) per unit E (B  — V ). The correlation is illustrated in Figure 5.6d. Again, 

though the data are few (N  =  10), a significant anticorrelation is found between £2 

and F7(10 — 13) /E (B  — V ): rp =  —0.904; rs =  —0.867. Note that the data points for 

the few stars which occur in the same associations tend to lie along the trend, which 

supports the reality of the correlation.

The partial correlations at constant E (B  — V ) of W \  and W® with the IR excesses 

E (V  — K )  and E (V  — L ) are given in Table 5.5. Although the features do appear to 

be consistently anticorrelated with E (V  — K )  or E (V  — L), none of the correlation 

coefficients can be shown to be significant in both rp  and rs.

5.2.4 P a rtia l correlation coefficients a t constan t A y .

Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1988) have found that there is a strong relationship 

between the shapes of absolute extinction curves in the optical and the ultraviolet. 

They find the variation in UV extinction to be well approximated by a one parameter 

family of curves, with R v  as the only free parameter. While the IR extinction law 

appears to be rather uniform from one line of sight to another for wavelengths longer
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Table 5.5: The partial correlations o f W \  and W £ with E (V  — K ) and E (V  — L ) at
constant E (B  — V).

Diffuse N W x W°x W x W°x
feature vs. E (V - K ) vs. E (V - L )

A5780 50 —0.272* -0.131 —0.371b -0.170
-0.141 -0.078 -0.101 -0.044

A5797 47 —0.385b -0.288* —0.540* -0.374*
-0.124 -0.083 -0.115 -0.052

A6196 39 0.194 -0.065
0.144 0.038

A6203 44 -0.134 -0.058 -0.220 -0.107
-0.106 -0.089 -0.074 -0.051

A6270 43 -0.299* -0.283*
-0.179 -0.098

A6284 48 -0.198 -0.140 -0.103 0.003
-0.186 -0.152 -0.091 -0.041

A6379 25 0.063 0.163
-0.210 -0.151

A6614 28 -0.323* -0.221 —0.506b -0.360*
-0.321 -0.168 -0.346* -0.173

A6661 21 -0.059 -0.528*
-0.295 -0.152

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  5 . 5 : For each partia l correlation, rp  is listed above r$ ; see Table 4.9 for key 
to significance codes.

than 9000A (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989), the extinction at wavelengths shorter 

than about 6000A is sensitive to the variation in the grain size distribution from one 

line of sight to another (Clayton &: Mathis 1988). Cardelli et al. (1988) note that 

E (B  — V)  is therefore probably unsuitable as a parameter for normalization: both 

E (B  — V ) and the slope of the UV extinction are sensitive to changes in the grain size 

distribution from region to region. For this reason, it is not surprising that many of 

the correlations between the diffuse feature strengths and the UV colour excesses were 

rendered insignificant by the effective normalization to E (B  — V ) performed above. 

The correlations which remained significant were those which included features of 

the UV extinction curve which vary more independently of E (B  — V)  than the UV 

extinction slope, i.e., the strength of the 2200A bump and the far-UV extinction.
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Rather than examining the correlations with UV and IR extinction at constant 

E (B  — V), a better procedure would be to normalize to the total extinction A v  or 

a longer wavelength extinction which is insensitive to the changes in the extinction 

law in the optical and ultraviolet. Extrapolation of the IR extinction curve to infinite 

wavelength leads to a determination of A v  (W hittet & van Breda 1980; Rieke & 

Lebofsky 1985). The total visual extinction A v  was therefore calculated from each 

of the IR colour excesses by extrapolating the IR extinction law of Rieke & Lebofsky 

(1985). The IR colour excesses were multiplied by the following factors to obtain A v : 

E ( V - J ) ,  1.393; E (V  -  H), 1.212; E (V  -  K ), 1.126; and E ( V - L ) ,  1.062. The results 

were averaged to obtain a mean value for A v ; the errors assigned to the values of A v  

were estimated from the mean scatter of the individual values determined for each 

star. The data are given in Table A1.5 in Appendix 1.

The partial correlations between the diffuse feature strengths and the UV colour 

excesses at constant A v  were then calculated; Tables 5.6a and b list the partial cor

relation coefficients. The correlations with E (B  — V)  at constant A v  are also given, 

using only the data for the stars with available UV colour excesses. Since the overlap 

between the IR excess data (from which A v  was derived) and the UV colour excess 

data was not extensive, some of the sample sizes are quite small. In fact the data for 

the far-UV excess £(10 — 13) were too limited to be of any use. Nevertheless, we can 

make the following observations about the relationships between the diffuse features 

and the different components of the extinction curve:

• A5797 appears to be very well associated with the slope of the extinction curve 

from E (B  — V)  through to the UV, being well correlated with every measure of 

the UV extinction used here. It is correlated with £(Bum p) and appears to be 

equally well correlated with £(22 — V)un; and it is the only feature to show any 

correlation with the shortest wavelength excess considered, £(15 — 18). It can be 

concluded that A5797 is best associated with the general extinction throughout 

the visual and UV. Figure 5.7 illustrates the correlation of the strength of A5797 

per unit A v  with £ ( A — V ) /A v  for each UV colour excess and E (B  — V ) u v • 

Figures 5.8a and b illustrate the correlation of the strength of [W5797/AV] with 

£ (2 2  — V )un/A v  and with £(B um p)/A v; although the data are relatively few,
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Figure 5.7. The correlation of the equivalent width of X5797 per unit A v  with 
E(X — V ) /A v ; the correlation with E(B — V ) /A v  for the same sample of stars is 
shown also. A mean ±1<7 error bar is shown in each case.
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the correlations are significant. The diffuse feature strength per unit A v  has been 

computed according to equation (4.15), discussed in §4.6 in Chapter 4.

• A5780 does not stand out as being well correlated with any UV excess except 

.E(Bump) and E(25 — 33). A5780 is notably better correlated with .F(Bump) 

than with the general UV extinction. This suggests a close link between A5780 

and A2200, which is supported by the close correlation which exists between the 

features after normalization to E(B — V); note that A5797 shows no such associ

ation with A2200 after normalization to E(B — V ). Figures 5.8c and d illustrate 

the relationships between \ W s i s o l A v ]  and E (22 — V ) n n / A v  and E(B\imp)/A v ;  

a correlation exists only with E(Bump) per unit A v -

• It is noteworthy that A6284 shows no evidence for being associated with any 

component of the UV extinction curve at constant A v ,  unlike A5780 and A5797.

For the other features, the correlation of A6614 with E(Bump) and E(22 — V) is 

probably significant; the correlation between A6270 and FJ(Bump) and the correlation 

between A6379 and E(22 — V) are probably significant. Note that these correlations 

were performed with rather few data.

We then examined the partial correlations between the diffuse feature strengths 

and E(B — V ) at constant E(V  — A/« ), for Am  =  K  and L , and at constant Av; the 

results are given in Tables 5.7a and b. Several of the diffuse features are significantly 

correlated with E(B — V) after the normalization to the extinction curve in the near- 

IR: AA5780 and 5797 are significantly correlated with E(B — V) at constant E(V  — 

K)  and at constant E(V — L); for A6614, the correlations are probably significant. 

The features A6270 and A6284 show probably significant correlations relative to either 

E(V — K)  or E(V — L), at least. However, when the partial correlations relative to 

A v  are computed, only the Spearman coefficients are found to be significant, except 

in the case of A6614. Our confidence in the reality of these trends is thus weakened. In 

the direct correlation of [W \/A v ] and [Wa/Av] with 1 /R v ,  A5797 is the only feature 

which consistently shows a significant or probably significant correlation in rp and rs- 

In Figure 5.9 we have illustrated the correlations between \W \ /E { y  — K )] and 

E(B  — V )/E (V  — K) for six features [where the diffuse feature strength per unit 

E(V — K)  has been computed after first subtracting the intercept from the regression
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T able  5.7a: The partial correlations between W \ and E (B  — V ) at constant E ( V —K);
at constant E (V  — L); and at constant A v  -

Diffuse N W \ vs. E(B — V) at constant:
feature E(V -  K) E (V  -  L) Av
A5780 50 0.422a 0.515* 0.242*

0.488a 0.453* 0.467*

A5797 47 0.507* 0.646* 0.162
0.489* 0.476* 0.482*

A6196 39 -0.106 0.156 0.075
0.043 0.133 0.075

A6203 44 0.295* 0.383* 0.196
0.401b 0.367* 0.403b

A6270 43 0.346d 0.339d -0.061
0.354d 0.274* 0.328d

A6284 48 0.347* 0.270* 0.203
0.498* 0.424* 0.464*

A6379 25 0.032 -0.060 —0.460d
0.421d 0.346* 0.386*

A6614 28 0.458* 0.629* 0.575*
0.582* 0.600* 0.565*

A6661 21 0.150 0.579b 0.251
0.359 0.255 0.295

N o t e s  to  Table  5 . 7 a : For each partial correlation r p  is listed above r s ; see Table 4.9 for key 
to significance codes.

Table 5.7 b: The partial correlations betweenW% and E(B  — V ) at constant E (V —K);  
at constant E(V  — L); and at constant A v -

Diffuse N W \ vs. E(B  — V ) at constant: 
feature E(V  -  K) E (V  -  L) A v

A5780 50 0.298d 0.342* 0.131
0.442* 0.411* 0.425*

A5797 47 0.423* 0.510* 0.087
0.459* 0.430* 0.447*

A6203 44 0.233 0.290* 0.175
0.395b 0.355* 0.397b

A6284 48 0.301d 0.179 0.162
0.462* 0.373b 0.424*

A6614 28 0.361* 0.503b 0.493b
0.446* 0.451* 0.435d

N o t e s  to Table  5.7b: See notes to Table 5.7a.
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of W\  on E(V  — K)\. Although some of the partial correlations in Table 5.7 axe 

significant, the correlations illustrated in Figure 5.9 do not appear tight.

We will defer a discussion of these results to §5.5.

5.3 A  m ultivariate stu d y  o f colour excess and th e  diffuse feature  

stren gth s.

The differences in the behaviour of A5797 and A6284 which were noted and dis

cussed in the Principal Component Analysis of §4.6 are reflected also in the above 

correlations with extinction: A5797 is found to be generally well correlated with ex

tinction throughout the visual and UV; A6284 shows no evidence for being associated 

with any component of the UV extinction curve, except perhaps the far-UV colour ex

cess E( 10 — 13), with which it is anticorrelated at constant E(B — V ). We recall that 

the strength of A4430 also has been found to be inversely related to the level of extinc

tion in the UV (Witt et al. 1983; Krelowski et al. 1987). We would therefore predict 

that the strength of A5797 will be found to be uncorrelated, perhaps even anticorre

lated, with the strength of A4430 at, say, constant Av.  The features have certainly 

been assigned to different diffuse feature families by Krelowski &: Walker (1987).

We might conclude from these results that the carrier of A5797 is sensitive to the 

presence of the small grains which are responsible for the UV extinction. Even if the 

carrier of A5797 is not physically associated with those grains, it might, for example, be 

rather sensitive to the background UV radiation field, from which it is shielded as the 

UV extinction increases with respect to the near-IR. The carrier of A6284 appears to 

be comparatively insensitive to the size distribution of the grains, although its possible 

anticorrelation with .£7(10 — 13) suggests that the abundance of the carrier of A6284 is 

diminished when the far-UV extinction, and the population of very small grains, is high. 

Again, this may signal a response of the carrier of A6284 (and similarly, that of A4430) 

to the strength and energy distribution of the UV radiation field. Alternatively, the 

correlations with extinction may reflect a dependence on another independent process 

which modifies the grain population and the interstellar extinction curve as well as the 

abundance of the diffuse feature carriers.
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The implication of such results is that these diffuse features may be produced by 

different carriers, and that their production is favoured under different conditions in 

the interstellar medium. We will therefore construct a multivariate statistical model 

of the relationship between the wavelength dependent colour excesses and the diffuse 

feature strengths. This model takes into account the unique dependence of each feature 

on the variations in the extinction curve, which we will seek to describe.

5.3.1 The m ultivariate statistical model.

The interstellar extinction at any wavelength may be expressed as the sum of 

the contributions to that extinction from each population of grains. The colour ex

cesses might therefore be fitted well by a linear combination of the strengths of the 

diffuse features which, we have postulated, depend differently on the presence of cer

tain populations of dust grains. The extinction A \ at wavelength A due to a single 

grain population of given size and composition can be expressed (e.g., Spitzer 1978)

A \ =  1 . 0 8 6 N dQ e (X)crd , (5.5)

where Nd is the column density of dust grains along the line of sight, <jd is the geomet

rical cross section of a single grain and Qe(A) is the extinction efficiency of the grain, 

i . e . ,  the ratio of the optical and geometrical cross sections of the grain; Q e depends 

on the size and composition of the grain (and the shape and orientation if we consider 

non-spherical grains). For a population of grains of given composition with a distri

bution of particle sizes a from a(min) to a(max), the total extinction at wavelength A 

will be given by
f a (ma x)

A \  =  1.086 I  N(a)Qe(a,X)a(a)da. (5-6)
J  a(min)

The colour excess E ( \ \  — A2 ) between wavelengths Ai and A2 is then given by

pa(max)
E ( \ i  — A2 ) =  A x l — A x 2 = 1.086 I  iV(a) (cr(a) [Qe(a, Ai) — Qe(a,A2 )]} da.

J  a(mtn)
(5.7)

For m discrete grain populations (in size range or composition), the total colour excess 

will be the sum of the colour excesses due to each:

E ( Ai -  A2) =  J  f i ( a ) N i ( a ) d a  + j  / 2(a)iV2(a)da H J  f m ( a ) N m ( a ) d a ,  (5.8)
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where the integrations are performed from a,(mm) to a,(max) for i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m. The 

fi are given by

f i ( a ) [ i  = 1,2, ...,m] = 1.086 X cr,(a) [<2e(a,Ai)f. -  Q e (a ,  A2 ),-] • (5.9)

Thus, each term in equation (5.8) represents the colour excess due to each population 

of interstellar grains.

Since the diffuse features are not saturated, we will assume that their equivalent 

widths axe directly proportional to the number of diffuse feature absorbers along the 

line of sight; and that the number of absorbers is directly proportional to the colour 

excess due to the population of grains with which a diffuse feature may be associated. 

The statistical model to be tested is then

j

£(A1- A 2) = a0 + ^ai(A )W ,, (5.10)

3 = 1

where the aj axe some (unspecified) function of A, and the Wj are the equivalent widths 

of each of the J  diffuse features in the model. In practice, we normalized the equivalent 

widths of each feature to the mean equivalent width of the data used in each regression 

analysis to make the regression coefficients directly comparable. This model is more 

complete than the bivariate regression of W \  on E (A — V) since it simultaneously takes 

into account the unique dependence of different features on different components of 

the interstellar extinction curve. We examine below whether a better fit to each colour 

excess can be obtained with a suitable linear combination of the strengths of certain 

diffuse features; and we then examine how those diffuse features appear to be related 

to the wavelength dependent extinction.

5.3.2 The m ultiple regression.

We searched for the best fit to each colour excess E (A — V ) with a linear combina

tion of the strengths of the diffuse features. Initially, a multiple regression of E (A — V) 

on the normalized equivalent widths of A5780, A5797 and A6284 was performed to 

solve for the a j  (we will use w \  here to denote the normalized equivalent widths, and 

ufx for the normalized corrected equivalent widths). These three features were chosen 

since they already appeared to be related to different components of the interstellar
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extinction curve; also, the data for these features are the most extensive. Other com

binations of features were used later to see how importantly they contributed to the 

fit.

The multiple regression was performed with the BMDP suite of programs on a 

GEC 4190 system computer at University College London. All the regressions per

formed were unweighted; the details of the fitting method are given by Dixon (1983, 

Appendix A. 11). A complete discussion of the technique of multiple regression can be 

found, for example, in Tabachnick & Fidell (1983); we rehearse a few relevant details 

below.

The “goodness of fit” of the regression line is conveniently summarised by the 

square of the multiple correlation coefficient, R2 . The value of R2 is a measure of the 

proportion of variance in the dependent variable which can be predicted from the best 

linear combination of the independent variables, and is given by

R 2 =  1 _ J f U  ( 5 1 1 )
var(i/)

where o )it is the variance of the residuals about the fitted line. In the bivariate 

case, R2 is the square of the linear correlation coefficient. The significance of the 

multiple correlation coefficient is tested by F , the ratio of the variance predicted by 

the regression to the variance remaining in the residuals, per degree of freedom:

where N  is the sample size and k is the number of independent variables. The value 

of F is compared to tabulated values with k and (N  — k — 1) degrees of freedom to 

test the null hypothesis that the population value of R2 is zero.

In the analysis which follows, the regression model was constructed by adding one 

independent variable at a time into the equation. The incremental F ratio, .Fine, tests 

whether the addition of an extra independent variable significantly improves the value 

of R 2 over that obtained without it:

_  ( g  -  R l - 1) , .

where R l - i  is the value of R2 obtained without the additional independent variable. 

The null hypothesis that there is no increase in R 2 is tested by the value of Fine with
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1 and (N — k — 1) degrees of freedom. Therefore the best regression model comprised 

that subset of independent variables which maximized R 2 when the addition of an 

extra variable in the regression could not be justified by the resultant increase in the 

strength of the correlation. In practice, every possible combination of one, two or three 

diffuse features was included in the model to find the best set of independent variables. 

The results are described below.

Tables 5.8a and b summarise the results for the regression of the colour excesses 

E ( A — V ) on w \ and on io°. The best single independent variable in each regression 

and the best pair of independent variables are given; by the criterion for inclusion of a 

variable outlined above, the number of independent variables in the best fit model never 

exceeded two. The value of R2 is listed in each case. For the best pair, the coefficients 

ay are listed. Their significance as determined by ay/Aay is indicated, where Aay is 

the standard error on ay; ay/Aay is assumed to be distributed as Student’s t. We 

list also the proportional contribution of each independent variable to the total R2, 

(AR 2/ R 2)\ the quantity A R 2 is called the semipartial correlation coefficient and is the 

amount by which R 2 would be reduced if the variable were removed from the regression 

equation—it represents the unique contribution of that variable to the regression.

The results for the best regression model with one diffuse feature are very similar 

to the results of the fully weighted bivariate correlations summarised in Tables 5.1 

and 5.2, where A5797 is generally well correlated with all the colour excesses which are 

considered here. The best pair of diffuse features found in each regression was always 

AA5797 and 6284. For every colour excess considered [except E ( V  — J )  and E ( V  — H ) ,  

for which the data are rather fewer and the results are not reported] the regression on 

the equivalent widths of A5797 and A6284 was significantly better than the regression 

on the strength of any single diffuse feature. The regression on 105780 and 105797 was 

also often significantly better than that on any single feature, but not as significant as 

the regression on 105797 and 1 062 8 4- It is unlikely that the increase in R 2 is simply due 

to a reduction in statistical noise from combining the equivalent widths; it is precisely 

because A5797 and A6284 axe to some extent independent that they each make a unique 

contribution to the multiple regression. In contrast, the combined strengths of A5780 

and A6284 do not often lead to a significantly greater value of R 2 than is obtained with 

either feature alone.
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Table 5.8a: The results of the multiple regression of E { \  — V ) on W \.

Dependent
variable

N Best
single

a ? t Best
pair

Rl t a j  ± A a j * A R2j/R2t

£(15 -  V ) 34 A5797 0.736 A5797
A6284

0.801 3.189 ±0.419  
1.164 ±0.367  

-1.855 ±0.415

0.4655
0.0805

£ ( 1 8 -  V ) 34 A5797 0.727 A5797
A6284

0.816 2.688 ±0.355  
1.205 ±0.312  

-1.518 ±0.352

0.4172
0.1089

£(22 -  V ) 34 A5797 0.748 A5797
A6284

0.845 3.025 ±0.365  
1.410 ±0.320  

-1.240 ±0.362

0.4078
0.1150

£(25 -  V ) 34 A5797 0.748 A5797
A6284

0.830 2.058 ±0.254  
0.865 ±0.223  

-0.889 ±0.252

0.4330
0.0992

£(33 -  V ) 34 A5797 0.744 A5797
A6284

0.820 1.042 ±0.132  
0.420 ±0.116  

-0.487 ±0.131

0.4429
0.0933

E ( B  — V ) u v 34 A5797 0.705 A5797
A6284

0.843 0.423 ±0.056  
0.257 ±0.049  

-0.163 ±0.056

0.3401
0.1632

E ( B  -  V ) K L 43 A5797 0.563 A5797
A6284

0.680 0.370 ±0.069  
0.221 ±0.058  

—0.023a?±  0.067

0.3410
0.1715

E ( K  -  V ) 43 A5797 0.408 A5797
A6284

0.513 -0.840 ±0.235  
-0.582 ±0.198  
—0.108*±  0.230

0.3014
0.2046

E ( L  -  V ) 43 A5797 0.406 A5797
A6284

0.525 -0.861 ±0.246  
-0.654 ±0.207  
-0.131*± 0.240

0.2772
0.2265

No te s  to Table 5 . 8 a : fR% is the squared multiple correlation coefficient of the regression on 
the best single independent variable; R 2 is the squared multiple correlation coefficient of the 
regression on the best pair of independent variables. *Regression coefficient and standard 
error; ao is listed also. All regression coefficients are significant (p < 0.5%) according to the 
derived standard errors, except for those so indicated by the significance codes (see key in 
Table 4.9). ^Fractional contribution of each independent variable to the total R 2.
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T able  5.86: The results of the multiple regression of E(X — V ) on W®.

Dependent N  Best R\ Best R\ 
variable single pair

aj ±  A aj AR) !R}

2.760 ±0.387 0.4499
1.057 ±0.338 0.0861

-1.319 ±0.387

2.321 ±0.330 0.4014
1.090 ±0.289 0.1156

-1.036 ±0.330

2.616 ±0.334 0.3912
1.280 ±0.295 0.1223

—0.701d±  0.337

1.781 ±0.235 0.4167
0.786 ±0.205 0.1058

-0.533d±  0.235

0.902 ±0.122 0.4270
0.381 ±0.107 0.0995

-0.308c±  0.122

0.276 ±0.042 0.3238
0.169 ±0.035 0.1721
0.046*± 0.040

0.326 ±0.056 0.3377
0.211 ±0.047 0.1968
0.030*± 0.056

-0.757 ±0.192 0.3000
-0.562 ±0.163 0.2297
-0.211*± 0.195

-0.784 ±0.198 0.2774
-0.632 ±0.168 0.2512
—0.229*± 0.200

£(15 — V) 34 A5797 0.718 A5797 0.785
A6284

£(18 — V) 34 A5797 0.707 A5797 0.799
A6284

£(22 -  V) 34 A5797 0.731 A5797 0.832
A6284

£(25 -  V) 34 A5797 0.730 A5797 0.817
A6284

£(33 — V) 34 A5797 0.726 A5797 0.806
A6284

E ( B - V ) uv  34 A5797 0.688 A5797 0.830
A6284

E ( B - V ) kl  43 A5797 0.576 A5797 0.717
A6284

E ( K - V )  43 A5797 0.434 A5797 0.564
A6284

E ( L - V )  43 A5797 0.439 A5797 0.586
A6284

N o te s  to Table 5 .8b: See notes to Table 5.8a.
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The values of R2 obtained with the IR colour excesses E ( K — V)  and E(L — V)  

axe smaller than those obtained with the UV colour excesses. This is partly due to 

the change of sample, as can be seen by comparing the results obtained with the two 

samples of E(B — V)  data. However, the multiple correlations with the IR colour 

excesses are poorer still than those obtained with the E(B — V ) data: this might be 

due to the IR colour excesses being less accurately determined, but a genuine reduction 

in the strength of the correlation cannot be ruled out.

In Figure 5.10 the proportional contribution to R2 by each feature in the regression 

with E(X — V)  has been plotted against log(l/A). The results for the UV colour 

excesses have been plotted as circles; the results for the IR colour excesses have been 

plotted as squares. The results for E(B — V)uv  and E(B — V) kl  have been plotted 

separately to illustrate the effect of the change of sample between the two sets of 

colour excess data; clearly, the change of sample affects the E(B — V)  results little. 

The proportional contribution to R2 is dominated by A5797 in the UV; at A =  R, 

however, the influence of A6284 is increased; this trend persists into the IR, where the 

features have more equal weight in the regression. These results illustrate particularly 

the sensitivity of the strength of A5797 to the extinction in the UV, as opposed to that 

of A6284.

In Figure 5.11 the coefficients of each regression with E (A — V) have been plot

ted as a function of 1/A. These curves illustrate the components of the interstellar 

extinction curve to which the features appear to be best related. If the features are 

directly related to the presence of certain components of the population of dust grains, 

these curves are illustrative of the wavelength-dependent extinction characteristics of 

those components. As before, we find that A5797 is sensitive to the general extinction 

throughout the visual and UV. The curve for A5797 rises nearly linearly in l/A  from 

the near-IR through to the beginning of the far-UV rise at 1550A. The curve for A6284 

increases with shallower slope up to about 2200A and then flattens off. A bump ap

pears in each curve at the position of the 2200A feature. Since we have found that 

A5780 is well associated with the 2200A bump, we have indicated in the figure the 

regression coefficients obtained when A5780 is used as the second independent variable 

in the multiple regression of E(22 — V) on ws7so and W5797 or 1^6284 • We discuss the 

similarities between these curves and the extinction curves expected for postulated 

interstellar grain populations in §5.5.
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The results obtained with the corrected equivalent widths, w®, are very similar 

to those plotted in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, as can be seen from Table 5.86.

The etj’s from the best fit to each model were used to combine the normalized 

equivalent widths of A5797 and A6284 into a new variable, E(ws7 9 7 , 1 6̂ 2 8 4 ). The results 

for the colour excesses E( 15 — V ), E(B — V ) and E(V — K)  have been plotted against 

colour excess in Figure 5.12.

The selection of the best subset of independent variables to fit each model of 

equation (5.10) was performed again with the complete sample of data which included 

A6203 also; and then again with the complete sample of the equivalent widths of 

AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614. In general, the results were unchanged. Additional 

pairs of features which fitted the model significantly better than any single feature 

were found; but AA5797 and 6284 always formed the best pair, except for one or two 

specific cases—e.g., the regression of E( 15 — V ) on 1U5797 and we203 was better for the 

27 data in that sample.

Exactly the same procedure was carried out for the shorter baseline UV colour 

excesses, E(Ai — A2 ). The results are presented in Table 5.9. No pair of diffuse features
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T able  5.9: The results of the multiple regression of £(Ai — A2 ) on W \ and W x .

Dependent
variable

N Best
single

R\ Best
pair

Rl aj ±  A aj A R j / R 2

Regression on WX:

£(15 -  18) 34 A5797 0.505 A5797
A5780

0.560 0.645 ±0.117  
-0.225c±  0.114 
-0.297 ±0.090

0.7739
0.0988

£(Bump) 34 A5780 0.709 A5797*
A5780

0.807 0.548 ±0.138  
0.598 ±0.135  

-0.105*± 0.138

0.1212
0.1518

£(25 -  33) 34 A5797 0.742 A5797
A6284

0.829 1.016 ±0.127  
0.445 ±0.112  

-0.402 ±0.126

0.4231
0.1052

Regression on W°:

£ ( 1 5 -  18) 34 A5797 0.498 A5797
A5780

0.555 0.577 ±0.106  
-0.189e±  0.094 
-0.265 ±0.079

0.7670
0.1041

£(Bump) 34 A5780 0.707 A5797f
A6284

0.802 0.646 ±0.099  
0.390 ±0.087  
0.005a?±  0.100

0.3381
0.1607

£(25 -  33) 34 A5797 0.726 A5797
A6284

0.818 0.879 ±0.117  
0.404 ±0.102  

-0.225c±  0.117

0.4065
0.1122

No te s  to Table  5.9: See notes to Table 5.8a.
*The equivalent widths of AA5797 and 6284 form an almost equally good pair of inde

pendent variables. fThe equivalent widths of AA5780 and 5797 form an almost equally good 
pair of independent variables.

can describe the colour excess JE7( 15 — 18) significantly better than a single diffuse 

feature; the addition of an extra variable in the regression equation cannot be justified 

in these data. A5780 stands out again as the feature best correlated with £(Bump); 

but the regression of £(Bump) on W5780 and W5797  is significantly better than the 

regression on W 5 7 8 0  alone, as is the regression on W 5 7 9 7  and ^ 6 2 8 4 - Both of these pairs 

of variables are about equally well correlated (according to R) with £(Bump). The 

regression of E(25 — 33) on W 5 7 9 7  and u>6284 is significant; other significant correlations 

are found between £(25 — 33) and a linear combination of W 5 7 9 7  and u>6 2 0 3 , and of 

IV5797 and W6614*
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We conclude that the colour excesses from the IR through to the UV are better 

correlated with a suitable linear combination of the strengths of the diffuse features 

than with any single diffuse feature. The combination of the strengths of A5797 and 

A6284 usually provide the best fit, which is a direct consequence of their being re

lated differently to the variations in the interstellar extinction curve, as illustrated in 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The existence of such behaviour implies that the carriers of 

A5797 and A6284 occur in different proportions from one line of sight to another, as 

was deduced from the PCA in §4.6. The A5797 feature is the most sensitive to the 

variations in the UV and visual extinction; the features appear to be about equally 

well correlated with the near-IR extinction. Although this may be a consequence of 

the features being directly related to specific components of the grain population, the 

relationship of the features to the variations in the extinction curve is not necessarily 

causal; it is possible that the grains, the extinction curve and the abundances of the 

diffuse features are all influenced by another independent process.

5.4 T he relationship  betw een  th e diffuse features and in terstellar  

polarization .

Despite sensitive observations of the linear polarization across the profiles of the 

diffuse features at AA4430, 5780 and 6284A (Martin & Angel 1974, 1975; Fahlman & 

Walker 1975), no polarization structure has been observed in these lines. This result 

indicates that these features are not produced in aligned grains. Nevertheless, the ob

served polarization characteristics of interstellar dust can provide useful information 

about the dust grains which may be used to investigate the relationship of the diffuse 

features to dust. Firstly, the wavelength of maximum polarization, Amax? is an indica

tor of the mean size of the polarizing (aligned) grains along the line of sight. Changes 

in Amax have been shown to be well associated with changes in Rv(e.g ., Whittet 

&: van Breda 1978; Clayton & Mathis 1988), which is sensitive to the size distribu

tion of aligned and non-aligned grains along the line of sight. The good association 

between Amax and Rv  indicates that the aligned and non-aligned grain populations 

respond similarly to environmental changes in the diffuse medium. Measurements of 

Amax therefore provide an opportunity for the relationship between the diffuse feature
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strengths per unit extinction and the mean size distribution of grains along the line 

of sight to be examined; and this can be done using a quantity which is obtained 

completely independently of the extinction measurements described above, unlike Rv-

The maximum percentage polarization as a function of wavelength, Pmax, depends 

on the number of grains observed to be aligned along the line of sight, which varies 

with the efficiency of grain alignment and the strength and direction of the magnetic 

field. The ratio of maximum polarization to extinction, Pmax/E ( B  — V ) or P max M v , 

provides information about the proportion of aligned grains along a line of sight; knowl

edge of the specific grain properties and alignment mechanisms are required to assess 

the magnetic field strength directly from Pmax- The value of Pmax depends on the 

observed average alignment of the grains along the line of sight, which itself depends 

on the interstellar magnetic field direction with respect to the observer. For example, 

high values of Pmax/P(P — V”) are observed along lines of sight which cross the local 

spiral arm and intersect the Galactic magnetic field at large angles (~  90°); lower 

values are observed along lines of sight which are parallel to the local arm. Therefore 

the usefulness of Pmax for investigating the relationship of the diffuse features to the 

aligned grains is not obvious. However, for completeness, we present the results of a 

correlation analysis of the diffuse feature strengths with Pmax here.

Serkowski, Mathewson & Ford (1975) undertook an extensive survey of interstellar 

linear polarization, and compiled measurements of Amax and Pmax from the published 

literature and from an observational programme. Values of Am&x and Pmax for the 

diffuse feature programme stars have been taken from that work and are given in 

Table A1.6 of Appendix 1. The mean values of Amax and Pmax were determined for 

each line of sight and standard errors were derived from the scatter in the data.

5.4.1 The correlation of the diffuse feature s treng ths w ith Amax*

The correlations of [W \/A v ] and \W \/A v)  with 1/Amax (which is proportional 

to 1 / Rv )  were performed; the results are given in Table 5.10. There is a significant 

correlation between the strength of A5797 and 1/Amax; no other correlation is found 

to be consistently significant when the results for both W\  and W ° are examined. 

The results for A5797 and A6284 are illustrated in Figures 5.13a and b. For A6284, 

a positive trend is apparent, but there are some significant outliers; neither is the
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T able  5.10: The correlation of diffuse feature strength per unit A v  with 1 /Amax

Diffuse N Results obtained using Diffuse N Results obtained using
feature Wx W°x feature Wx W«x
A5780 31 0.317* 0.258 A6379 13 0.490*

0.340* 0.236 0.254

A5797 30 0.535* 0.500* A6614 16 0.466* 0.308
0.538* 0.465b 0.400 0.194

A6196 20--0.329 A6661 12 0.055
-0.165 -0.135

A6203 24 0.380* 0.365* 6 24 0.514*
0.458d 0.396* 0.581*

A6270 25 0.156 E(w\) 28 0.607*
0.166 0.600*

A6284 28 0.428d 0.404d E(w°x) 28 0.600*
0.396d 0.281 0.517*

N o te s  to Table 5.10: For each correlation r p  is listed above r^; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

correlation obtained with the corrected equivalent widths significant for A6284. The 

correlations may be strongly influenced by the contrast between the diffuse feature 

strengths towards the Sco OB2 stars (open circles) and the stars in the Per OBI and 

Cas OB associations (filled large circles and squares), which have very different values 

of A m a x  •

We recall from the multiple regression of E {A — V”) on w \  in §5.3 that a suitable 

linear combination of the strengths of A5797 and A6284 was correlated with the IR and 

UV colour excesses better than any single diffuse feature. It was concluded that the 

combined strength of these features represented a mean abundance of the diffuse feature 

absorbers which was relatively insensitive to the variations in their relative abundances 

from region to region. Similarly, the first principal component found in the PC A 

of the intercorrelations of the diffuse feature strengths in §4.6 of Chapter 4 was found 

to represent an average diffuse feature abundance. Therefore, it might be instructive 

to examine the dependence on Amax of these measures of the mean abundance of the 

diffuse feature absorbers.

The equivalent widths of A5797 and A6284 were combined using the coefficients 

of the regression with E (K  — V) from Table 5.8a; these coefficients lead to the best
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possible regression with E ( K  — V )  (or with E ( V  — K )  if the sign is reversed) using 

these data. We have denoted the combined strength of the features E ( w \ ) .  The same 

procedure was carried out with the results for the corrected equivalent widths w'l given 

in Table 5.86; the combined diffuse feature strength we denote E ( w <x). The orthogonal 

regression of E ( w \ )  and E ( w ° )  on A v  was then performed; the combined strength 

of the features per unit A v  was computed according to the form of equation (4.15) 

to give [ E ( w \ ) / A v ]  and [E(w°x) j  A v ) .  The same procedure was carried out with the 

values of the first principal component, , to obtain [fi/Av].

The correlations of [ E( wx ) / Av ] ,  [E{ufx) lAv]  and [fi /Av] with 1/Amax were then 

examined. The results of the correlations are given in Table 5.10 and illustrated in 

Figures 5.14a-c. The correlation between the combined diffuse feature strength and 

1/Amax is clear; and the results do not appear to be so strongly dependent on the Sco 

OB2 and Perseus arm stars only. We checked the correlation between £*> the second 

principal component derived in §4.6, and Amax and found no significant correlation: 

rp and rs were found to be 0.004 and —0.132 respectively from 38 data. Therefore 

the relative strengths of the features, as they are represented by are apparently 

insensitive to changes in Amax. We conclude that the mean abundance of the diffuse 

feature absorbers decreases as Amax, and the mean grain size, increases; this indicates 

that the diffuse feature carriers may be sensitive to the processes which influence the 

size distribution of the grains from one line of sight to another.

5.4 .2  The correlation of the diffuse feature strengths w ith Pmax-

The correlations between W \  and Pmax are given in Table 5.11a; Table 5.116 lists 

the correlation coefficients for Wx versus P m a x . Some examples of the correlations 

with Pmax are given in Figure 5.15; all the correlations of the diffuse feature equivalent 

widths with Pmax are illustrated in Figure A2.7 in Appendix 2. We find that most 

of the correlations are significant or probably significant. This is not surprising since 

there is a general correlation between P m a x  and E ( B  — V), albeit with some scatter 

(Serkowski, Mathewson &: Ford 1975).

We must ask how significant are the correlations compared to the correlations 

between the diffuse feature strengths and E ( B  — V) for the same sample of stars. 

Therefore, Tables 5.11a and 6 also list the correlations of W\ and Wx with the sample
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Table 5.11a: The correlation between W \ and Pm&x, and the partial correlation at
constant E (B  — V ) and at constant A y  •

Diffuse ATif W\ v s . W \ V S .  P m a x at constant: n 2 t
feature ■ P m ax E(B  — V)P* E{B -  V) A v
A5780 46 0.858* 0.748* 0.643* 0.834* 31

0.717* 0.748* 0.440* 0.493b

A5797 46 0.877* 0.858* 0.584* 0.645* 30
0.706* 0.843* 0.393b 0.499b

A6196 32 -0.201 0.422c -0.451® -0.088 20
0.044 0.310® -0.103 0.112

A6203 38 0.613* 0.638* 0.385® 0.547b 24
0.483* 0.664* 0.104 0.313

A6270 39 0.378c 0.332d 0.251 0.135 25
0.367d 0.397® 0.157 0.122

A6284 43 0.604* 0.614* 0.374® 0.407d 28
0.608* 0.702* 0.295® 0.410d

A6379 20 0.657* 0.548® 0.518d 0.557® 13
0.539c 0.568b 0.265 0.333

A6614 26 0.692* 0.760* 0.304 0.256 16
0.635* 0.736* 0.232 0.312

A6661 20 0.816* 0.489d 0.786* 0.824* 12
0.491d 0.302 0.414® 0.409

No te s  to Table 5 . 1 1 a : For each correlation r p  is listed above see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

* E ( B  — V) p  is the sample of E ( B  — V)  data for all stars with available values of Pmax*
fJVi is the number of data in the correlations of W \  with Pmax and E ( B  — V) p  and in 

the partial correlation of W \  with P m a x  at constant E ( B  — V); N 2 is the number of data in 
the partial correlation of W \  with P m a x  at constant A y .

of E(B — V)  data for stars with values of Pmax, denoted E(B  — V ) p ; the partial cor

relations of W\  and with Pmax at constant E( B — V)  are given. Bearing in mind 

the unsuitability of normalizing to E(B  — V ) in some circumstances, the partial corre

lation coefficients at constant Av  were also calculated and are given; the sample sizes 

are diminished somewhat because of the lack of near-IR data. We see that AA5780 and 

5797 are significantly correlated with Pm»x at constant E(B — V )  or A v ; A6284 also 

shows margined evidence for being associated with Pmax at constant A v * The correla

tions of [W\fAv]  with Pmix/Av for these features are illustrated in Figure 5.16. We 

note that Wilson (1960) found a correlation to exist between the sum of the equivalent
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T able 5.116: The correlation between W ° and Pmax, and the partial correlation at
constant E (B  — V ) and at constant A v .

Diffuse N! W? v s . W \ V S .  P m a x at constant: n 2
feature P m a x E(B  — V )P E(B  -  V) A v
A5780 46 0.807* 0.753* 0.499* 0.696* 31

0.645* 0.714* 0.321** 0.459*

A5797 46 0.829* 0.857* 0.419* 0.472* 30
0.661* 0.815* 0.302** 0.483b

A6203 38 0.574* 0.664* 0.308* 0.506* 24
0.437b 0.654* 0.033 0.310

A6284 43 0.568* 0.624* 0.309** 0.353* 28
0.594* 0.709* 0.265* 0.399**

A6614 26 0.627* 0.725* 0.203 0.164 16
0.607* 0.667* 0.253 0.272

No te s  to Table 5 .11b: See notes to Table 5.11a.

widths of A6284 and A5780 per unit E(B — V) and the observed polarization per unit 

E(B  — V), this is in keeping with the above results.

The partial correlation coefficients imply that A5780, A5797 and perhaps A6284 

are related to the aligned grains along the line of sight. In fact, as they stand, the cor

relations imply more than this: the observed polarization along a line of sight depends 

on the observed average alignment of the grains; for distant stars, maximum polar

ization is observed along lines of sight perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic 

field (across the spiral arms), and minimum polarization along lines of sight which are 

parallel to the the magnetic field (along the spiral arms). The observed dependence 

of polarization on Galactic longitude for stars more distant than a few hundred par- 

secs may be represented by a double sine wave, with minima at Galactic longitudes 

of 50° and 230° (Hall & Serkowski 1963). The observed value of Pmax therefore de

pends on the orientation of the line of sight with respect to the magnetic field. If the 

values of PmAX/ E( B — V ) and Pm&x/Av are simplistically divided by |sin(/ — 50°)| to 

remove this dependence, no correlation with any of the diffuse feature strengths per 

unit extinction remains.

We must therefore ask why a correlation between the strengths of AA5780, 5797 

and Pmax per unit extinction should exist at all. Is it possible that the correlations are 

due to some other more readily understood relationship between the diffuse features
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differentiate between the values of Xm&x: large open circles, Amax < 0.51; small open 
circles, 0.52 <  Amax <  0.54; small filled circles, 0.55 <  Amax < 0.57; large filled circles, 
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and the polarizing material? In the investigation of the dependence of the diffuse 

feature strengths on spectral type (§4.5), an anticorrelation was confirmed between 

the strengths of AA5780 and 6284 and log(nH)£, the mean hydrogen density along 

the line of sight. The dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on cloud density 

is discussed fully in Chapter 6, but we note here that a significant anticorrelation is 

also found to exist between Pmnx/Av and log(nH)j5 ; it is illustrated in Figure 5.17. 

Note that the stars of the Per OBI and Cas OB associations in the Perseus arm lie 

along lines of sight which axe roughly perpendicular to the local spiral arm (see Figure 

1.2a in Chapter 1) where the polarization per unit extinction is high and the mean
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line-of-sight hydrogen density is low. We conclude that the inverse dependence of the 

strength of A5780 on density may account for the correlation with P m a x •

Serkowski, Mathewson & Ford (1975) found evidence in their sample of data for 

a (poor) negative correlation between Amax and Pm&x/E(B — V).  Clayton & Cardelli

(1988) also present and discuss an apparently negative correlation between p (polar

ization in magnitudes) per unit A v  and R v  (which is correlated with Amax). These 

trends can again be explained by considering that the distant stars seen predominantly 

through low-density dust clouds characterized by small Amax tend to have larger values 

of Pm* x /E ( B  — V ) than nearby stars observed through denser clouds characterized by 

large Amax. Therefore the correlation between the equivalent width of A5797 and P m a x  

per unit extinction may simply reflect the inverse relationship between [W \ / A v ] and 

Amax found above for A5797. Some justification for this is provided in Figure 5.16d, 

where the correlation between [W5 7 9 7 /AV] and Pm&x/Av  has been plotted with the 

symbols representing the values of Amax as defined in the figure caption. It can be seen 

that the higher values of Amax lie towards the lower left of this figure and the lower 

values to the upper right, as would be expected from the above discussion.
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Clayton &: Cardelli (1988) attribute the negative relationship between the polar

ization per unit A y  and R v  to less efficient polarization in regions of grain growth, 

either because the larger grains are more symmetrical and do not polarize as efficiently, 

or because they are less efficiently aligned. However, these authors fail to take into 

account some of the selection effects and geometrical considerations discussed above. 

I f  their conclusions were valid, they would support some of the findings of §5.2 and 

provide another explanation for the above correlation of A5797 with Pmax- we have 

seen how A5797 is weakened in regions of grain growth and seems to be better asso

ciated with the small particles which lead to the UV extinction; therefore from the 

conclusions of Clayton & Cardelli one would expect a correlation between A5797 and 

.Pmax relative to A y  since polarization would be less efficient where the small grains 

are depleted.

We note one other possible interpretation of the correlations found above. Heiles 

(19876) reports that the strength of the interstellar magnetic field (as measured by H I 

Zeeman splitting) is enhanced, perhaps by about a factor two, in H I filaments and in 

shocks (v ~  20 km s-1 ) associated with expanding interstellar shells. If the efficiency 

of grain alignment in such regions is also increased, the polarization per unit reddening 

will be enhanced along the lines of sight which intersect such interstellar shocks. The 

correlation of the diffuse feature strengths with Pmax may therefore be explained if 

the diffuse feature carriers are sensitive to the processes which are associated with 

interstellar shocks. This proposal is discussed more fully in the light of other evidence 

presented in Chapter 6.
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5.5 D iscussion

We now consider these results in the context of current models of interstellar 

grains and their relationship to the wavelength dependence of interstellar extinction.

5.5.1 In terstellar grains and the extinction curve.

Models of the composition and structure of interstellar grains and the processes of 

grain growth and destruction have been reviewed in §1.2.2; and the observed character

istics of the extinction curve have been summarised in §5.1. We discuss here how the 

variations in the extinction curve are accounted for within interstellar grain models.

The mean interstellar extinction curve between 1mm and llOOA has been fit

ted with the extinction due to a mix of bare graphite and silicate grains having a 

power-law distribution of grain sizes (Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck 1977; Draine & Lee 

1984). Mathis &: Whiffen (1989) have explored the fitting of the interstellar extinction 

curve with a grain model which includes very small particles of silicates, amorphous 

carbon and graphite, bonded together into a loose aggregate. The grains are assumed 

to include a substantial proportion of vacuum on the premise that real interstellar 

grains are not solid but may show porosity, similar to some interplanetary dust parti

cles (Brownlee 1987; Walker 1986). In each of the above models, small free graphite 

particles are required to provide the 2200A extinction bump.

Mathis & Whiffen (1989) found that if the maximum grain size in the model 

was adjusted to fit the extinction per unit A v  at 1250A, the observed variations in 

R v  and the shape of the extinction curve could be reproduced well by varying only 

the exponent of the power-law distribution of grain sizes. A wide variation of the 

other parameters in the model produced comparatively small changes in the resultant 

value of R v. Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) have found empirically that the 

extinction curves observed in diffuse and dense regions of the interstellar medium can 

be represented well as a one-parameter family of curves, R v  being the only dependent 

parameter. They conclude that the processes which modify the sizes and compositions 

of the grains are stochastic in nature and very efficient; the entire size distribution of 

grains apparently varies in a systematic way.
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The observation of increased elemental depletions in denser regions (e.g., Jenkins 

et al. 1986) implies that the elements become accreted onto grain surfaces in such 

regions. However, the amount of grain growth in the interstellar medium required 

to account for the range of variation observed in Amax or R v  rules out accretion of 

refractory elements as the only growth process: there is just not enough material 

available in the gas phase. For example, depletions of nearly 100% would be required 

to explain the maximum value of R v  observed in the p  Oph cloud (W hittet & van 

Breda 1975). For significant grain growth to occur via accretion alone, the deposition 

on grains of volatile elements such as C, N, O and H must take place in the form of 

ices; these have only been observed in the cores of dense molecular clouds (e.g., Merrill, 

Russell & Soifer 1976) and would not be expected to be present along the diffuse cloud 

lines of sight observed in this programme. W hittet & Blades (19806) detected no ice 

feature at 3.1 p m  towards a number of stars in the p Oph cloud, and this cloud is 

one of the densest environments that we have observed. W hittet & Blades (19806) 

also compared the empirical correlation between Amax and E (V  — K ) /E (B  — V ) with 

theoretical models and concluded that grain growth generally occurred by the accretion 

and coagulation of dielectric mantles onto dielectric cores; this again militates against 

the growth of mantles which have a different refractive index from the core material, 

such as ices. Furthermore, the change in the radius of a grain due to the accretion of 

elements is independent of its radius (Spitzer 1978); so the smallest particles accrete 

the most material as a fraction of their original size. If the far-UV extinction rise is due 

to Rayleigh scattering by very small particles, the general UV extinction will increase 

relative to the near-IR as accretion onto the very small particles shifts the far-UV rise 

to longer wavelengths (Joseph et al. 1986); this is not in keeping with observations of a 

shallow UV extinction slope in dense regions (e.g., Cardelli, Clayton &: Mathis 1988).

Accretion of the refractory elements, then, is not the only process by which grain 

growth occurs; grain coagulation must take place also. This has been concluded by 

Jura (1980) and Cardelli et al. (1989) for stairs where the visual extinction per H 

nucleus, A v  / N ( H), is significantly lower than in the diffuse medium.

Seab (1987) reviews the processes governing the destruction of grains in shocks. 

Models of grain destruction in radiative shocks predict that the larger grains are pref

erentially destroyed by non-thermal sputtering and grain-grain collisions (Seab & Shull 

1983). As well as being more resistant to destruction in these shocks, the small grain
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population is increased via shattering of the larger grains. Such shocks would be ex

pected to occur less frequently in dense regions than in the diffuse medium, leading to 

a greater population of small grains in the more diffuse medium. The effects of grain 

destruction by shocks on the interstellar extinction curve have been modelled (Seab 

& Shull 1983; Joseph et al. 1986); the UV extinction is found to be increased with 

respect to the near-IR, as would be expected from the above discussion.

Duley, Jones & Williams (1989) have proposed an alternative model of the com

position of interstellar grains and their relationship to the observed interstellar ex

tinction. The grain population consists of small (a < 100A) magnesium-rich silicate 

cores, and large (0.05 /im-0.25 /im) asymmetric iron-rich silicate grains with a power- 

law distribution of sizes. Both types of grain sire coated with a mantle of partially- 

hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC), which exhibits some local order in diamond

like and graphitic bonding (Duley 1987).

In this model, the small magnesium-rich silicate cores are responsible for the 

2200A extinction bump (Steel & Duley 1987). The large Fe-rich grains provide grey 

extinction throughout the visual and UV and are responsible for the polarization in 

the visible. Most of the extinction in the visual and UV is due to the HAC mantle on 

the small silicate grains. Therefore the extinction at shorter wavelengths is directly 

dependent on the amount of carbon accreted onto the silicate cores. Duley et al. (1989) 

predict that the carbon depletion will depend on the quiescent age of the cloud along 

the line of sight and the presence of interstellar shocks and stellar winds, which will 

return mantle material to the gas-phase.

The diamond-like HAC absorbs strongly in the far-UV, while the graphitic HAC 

absorbs more efficiently in the visual and near UV (Duley 1987); therefore the observed 

variation of interstellar extinction in the visual, UV and far-UV is proposed to arise 

from the variable proportion of diamond-like and graphitic bonding in the HAC, which 

is dependent on the grain environment and history (Jones, Duley & Williams 1987). 

Freshly accreted HAC is rich in diamond-like carbon, which becomes progressively 

graphitized by exposure to near-UV radiation (Duley & Williams 1988); therefore as 

the HAC mantles are processed, the far-UV extinction with respect to the visual and 

near-UV is diminished.
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5.5.2 Sum m ary and in terpre ta tion  of the correlations w ith extinction and  w ith

^max •

We now consider the results of the correlations between the diffuse features and 

interstellar extinction in the context of these models. There is no reason to conclude 

from the statistical analysis presented herein th a t the diffuse feature absorbers are 

directly associated with the grains responsible for the interstellar extinction and polar

ization. However, we initially seek to interpret these results on that premise, though 

we make no assumptions about the exact mechanism of diffuse feature formation in 

the grains. We also interpret the results more generally, considering the processes to 

which the diffuse features might be sensitive without invoking a direct relationship to 

the grains themselves.

Apart from the work of Rees (1990), there has been no investigation of the cor

relation between the strengths of some of the diffuse features discussed here and UV 

colour excesses. Rees examined the correlations between the strengths of seven of the 

diffuse features studied here and three UV colour excesses derived from TD-1 satellite 

photometry: i£(1565A — V), E (2255A — V) and E (2475A — V). He also derived a 

measure of the strength of the 2200A bump from these colour excesses. Rees notes 

that, in agreement with Herbig’s (1975) result, the correlation coefficients do increase 

systematically with redward colour excess up to E (B  — V); but he takes note that 

the increase in linear correlation coefficient may be a reflection purely of the relative 

influence of the errors on the UV and UBV photometric data.

In the statistical analysis presented here, the A5797 diffuse feature was found to be 

very well correlated with visual and UV colour excesses in comparison to other strong 

diffuse features. At constant A v , A5797 was found to be significantly correlated with 

measures of colour excess from the visual right through to the beginning of the far-UV 

rise at 1550A. It was the only feature to be correlated with .£7(15 — 18) at constant 

Av', and it was the only feature to be well correlated with the far-UV colour excess 

.£7(10 — 13). Although A5797 was significantly correlated with A2200 at constant A v , 

no correlation was apparent at constant E (B  — V ). We therefore conclude that A5797 

is particularly well associated with the general extinction throughout the visual and 

UV.
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In the multiple regression of colour excess on equivalent width in §5.3, A5797 

and A6284 were found to be related differently to the structures of the interstellar 

extinction curve. If the features sire directly associated with different components of the 

population of dust grains, the curves in Figure 5.11 are illustrative of the wavelength- 

dependent extinction characteristics of those components. We note that the curve for 

A5797 is qualitatively similar to that of the MRN size distribution of “astronomical 

silicates” calculated by Draine & Lee (1984). In this model, A5797 would therefore be 

associated with the small silicate grains which provide much of the extinction in the 

UV. However, in the grain model of Duley, Jones Williams (1989), the dependence 

of A5797 on the UV extinction is most closely resembled by the UV extinction due to 

the HAC mantle on the small silicate grains.

The strength of A5797 per unit A v  was found to be significantly correlated with 

1/Amax. There was also weak evidence for a correlation with 1 /R v  from a correla

tion between [ W 5 7 9 7 / E (V  — K )] and E (B  — V ) /E (V  — AT), but the correlation with 

E (B  — V ) /A v  could not be shown to be significant. From the observed inverse rela

tionship between the slope of the UV extinction and R v  (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 

1988) and Amax (Clayton & Mathis 1988), the weakening of A5797 in regions of higher 

Amax or R v  is quite consistent with its correlation with visual and UV extinction.

Of course, the correlation of A5797 with UV extinction does not necessarily imply a 

direct association with the interstellar grains which give rise to that extinction. If A5797 

is formed by a gas-phase carrier, we might conclude that it is a carrier which is sensitive 

to the strength and energy distribution of the UV radiation field; its abundance is 

apparently increased with respect to A v  as the strength of the UV radiation field with 

respect to the visual is diminished. On the relationship between gas-phase species and 

interstellar extinction, Cardelli (1988) found that the abundances of H2 and CH with 

respect to A v  were inversely proportional to R v • He attributed this effect to two 

consequences of the depletion of small grains as R v  increases: a decreased formation 

rate of H2 due to a reduction in available grain surface area; and an increase in the 

photodestruction of H2 and CH due to increased UV radiation per unit A v  (since the 

UV extinction per unit A v  decreases). These arguments would apply equally well to 

any proposed carrier of A5797 which might be sensitive to the available grain surface 

area or to the strength of the UV radiation field per unit visual extinction.
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The A5780 diffuse feature was found to be significantly correlated with E(Bump), 

the adopted measure of the strength of the 2200A extinction bump, both at constant 

E (B  — V) and at constant A v . The A5780 feature was better correlated with E(Bump) 

than with the underlying UV extinction. Taken together, these results suggest a closer 

association with the bump than with the general background visual and UV extinction.

No correlation between A5780 and A2200 has been noted elsewhere. However, a 

correlation may be demonstrated using the results of other authors. The results of Wu 

et al. (1981) show A5780 to be correlated with the strength of A2200 better than it is 

with E (B  — V); calculating a partial correlation coefficient from their results, one finds 

that A5780 is significantly correlated with A2200 at constant E (B  — V), as was found 

above. The relationship is also apparent in the data of Josafatsson &: Snow (1987) 

(although the authors do not note it) if the partial correlation between W5780 and 

E (Bump) at constant E (B  — V) is computed from their results. Seab & Snow (1984) 

find no correlation between A5780 and E(Bump) after normalization of the data to 

unit E (B  — V ); but their result is based on only 16 data and does not rule out the 

existence of a relationship.

It is apparent that the origin of the 2200A extinction bump is a m atter of de

bate [see Draine (1989) for a recent review]. From the grain models discussed above, 

we might conclude that A5780 is either associated with small graphite particles or 

small Mg-rich silicate grains. However, Shapiro & Holcomb (19866) have ruled out 

small graphite grains as candidate host particles for the production of diffuse features 

like A5780 and A6614 by impurity absorption; their profiles cannot be reproduced in 

graphite grains by this mechanism.

If the association between A5780 and A2200 is not direct, we must conclude that 

A5780 is sensitive to the same processes which affect the strength of A2200. Empirically, 

the strength of A2200 per unit A v  is inversely proportional to R v  (Cardelli et al. 1989), 

as noted above. There is weak evidence also for a correlation between the strength of 

A5780 per unit E (V —K ) and E (B  — V ) /E (V —K ), which is consistent at least with the 

behaviour of A2200 with respect to R v . Cardelli et al. conclude from this relationship 

that the carrier of A2200 becomes incorporated into other grains via coagulation in 

denser regions.
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The A6284 diffuse feature was found to show no correlation with any UV colour 

excess or with E (B  — V) at constant A v • Evidence was found that the strength of 

A6284 per unit E (B  — V ) was anticorrelated with the far-UV excess E(10 —13) per unit 

E (B  — V); this evidence was strengthened by the observed anticorrelation between £2 

and E(10 — 13)/E (B  — V). Its behaviour with respect to the UV colour excesses is 

therefore in marked contrast to that of A5797. This is further evidence that A5797 and 

A6284 are associated differently with the material responsible for the far-UV extinction, 

or respond differently to the strength of the far-UV radiation field with respect to the 

visual.

In Figure 5.11, the curve for A6284 is roughly similar to that expected for the larger 

(0.1-0.3 pm) silicate grains modelled by Draine &: Lee (1984), or the large silicate grains 

(0.05 /zm-0.25 pm) in the Duley et al. (1989) model, which exhibit grey extinction in the 

UV. However, the absence of any observed polarization structure across A6284 (Martin 

&: Angel 1974; Fahlman & Walker 1975) argues against its being formed in the solid 

state of large aligned silicate grains. If A6284 were associated with the small silicate 

grains from the model of Duley et al. (1989), we would expect the feature (assuming 

this model to be correct) to be better correlated with the strength of A2200, like A5780. 

It is therefore difficult to attribute A6284 from its correlation with extinction to any 

specific component of currently held models of interstellar grains.

Significant correlations with extinction at constant A v  were found for a few other 

features: A6614 and A6270 were correlated with E(Bump), though for A6614 the num

ber of data used to obtain this result were few; and A6379 was found to be correlated 

with E (22 — V), from 12 data. The comments made above with respect to the associ

ation with A2200 apply to these features also.

A significant correlation was found between the combined strength of AA5797 and 

6284 per unit A v  and 1/Amax, and also between the average diffuse feature strength (as 

it is expressed by £1) per unit A v  and 1/Amax. This result suggests that the average 

abundance of the diffuse feature absorbers decreases as the grain size distribution is 

shifted towards larger grains. This conclusion was also drawn by Snow & Cohen (1974), 

who performed a study of several stars in the p Oph cloud and found that the efficiency 

of diffuse feature production per unit E (V  — K ) decreased as E (V  — K )/E (B  — V )
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increased, for A4430 and A5780; there was also evidence for an anticorrelation with 

Amax* We conclude that the average abundance of the diffuse features is sensitive to 

those processes which modify the grain size distribution: grain coagulation in quiescent 

clouds, and grain shattering and destruction by collisions and sputtering in interstellar 

shocks. The average diffuse feature abundance is greater in the more diffuse regions 

where grain coagulation is inhibited and interstellar shocks propagate and disrupt 

grains more efficiently. Such regions are also characterized by stronger ambient UV 

radiation fields.

5.5.3 Discussion of the im purity  absorber hypothesis.

To conclude this discussion we comment on the results of a study of one of the 

foremost hypotheses of a solid state origin, namely resonant absorption by an impurity 

atom or molecule in a host grain. The theory of the “embedded cavity model” for the 

optical behaviour of grains containing such impurities has been developed by Purcell 

& Shapiro (1977), and extended by Shapiro & Holcomb (1986a). In a further study, 

Shapiro & Holcomb (1986b) used the theory in an attem pt to match the observed 

profiles of the diffuse features. The profiles of AA5780 and 6614 in particular were 

considered since high resolution, high S/N observations of their profiles were available 

in the published literature. The profiles of these features are asymmetric, with the 

blue wing being the steeper, which is typical of several diffuse features (§1.4.3). We 

have summarised their main conclusions in §1.5.2.

The general conclusion drawn by Shapiro &: Holcomb (19866) was that dirty 

silicate or dirty ice grains with an MRN-type distribution of sizes ranging up to about 

0.1/im can provide acceptable fits to the observed diffuse feature profiles as long as 

the size distribution is such that host grains with x<,l (i.e., r<,0.1/xm) dominate the 

collective extinction profile; larger grains with x  > 1 lead to extensive “emission” wings 

in the extinction profile.

Shapiro & Holcomb considered the effect of grain growth on the strengths of the 

diffuse features predicted by their model. They adopted a sample of stars in the p Oph 

cloud, for which they show a decrease in the strength of A5780 per unit E (B  — V) with 

increasing Amax, using data from Snow & Cohen (1974) and Snow et al. (1977). Using 

their model, they predicted the strength of the feature per unit E (B  — V ) towards
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each star, assuming a single-sized distribution of grains. The host grain sizes were 

determined by the value of A m a x  in each case; and the column density of host grains 

was varied to match the observed values of E (B  — V). The expected strength of the 

diffuse feature then followed, after assuming a representative set of model parameters 

which fixed the profile and the strength of the feature in a star adopted as a standard.

They made predictions for two different models of grain growth: in the first, 

the composition of the host grains remained homogeneous for all grain sizes; in the 

second, the host grains were constrained to grow by the addition of an impurity-free 

mantle such as water-ice. They found that an increase in the size of host grains of 

homogeneous composition led to an increase in the diffuse feature strength per unit 

E (B  — V ) with Am&x; on the other hand, for the host grains with a water-ice mantle, 

they found that the predicted values decreased with increasing Amax? in agreement 

with observations. However, we consider their second model to be inappropriate: no 

water-ice has been observed towards the p Oph cloud stars (W hittet & Blades 19806), 

and certainly not in the amount implied by the increase in size of the grains in the 

model. The first model is probably appropriate since W hittet & Blades (19806) showed 

that the increase in Amax in the p Oph cloud was generally due to the accretion and 

coagulation of dielectric material, like silicates, onto dielectric grain cores.

The prediction of the first model does not agree with the behaviour noted by 

Shapiro &: Holcomb (19866) of A5780 with respect to Am&x> As far as our results 

are concerned, we note that the strength of A5797 per unit A v  was found to weaken 

as Amax increased, though it changed little between the few p Oph cloud stars in our 

sample. The average diffuse feature strength per unit A v  was also found to be inversely 

dependent on Amax. The observations are therefore in conflict with the prediction of 

the model, unless the grains are permitted to grow by the accretion of some other 

impurity-free dielectric mantle. We note that Joseph (1988) has suggested that grains 

in the diffuse interstellar medium may develop substantial, non-volatile mantles which 

are chemically distinct from the grain cores. If this were so, the impurities which would 

be presumed responsible for the diffuse features would have to reside in Fe/Si-rich grain 

cores, yet be absent from Mg/S-rich mantles.

It would be interesting if the above exercise were to be repeated using the results 

of the model for a distribution of grain sizes implied by the value of Amax, rather than 

a single-sized grain model. Also, following the discussion of Cardelli et al. (1988),
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it would be better to consider the diffuse feature strength per unit A v  rather than 

E (B  — V), which is itself sensitive to changes in the grain size distribution implied by 

the variation of Amax.

We discuss other arguments relating to the impurity absorber hypothesis in Chap

ter 7, where we consider the merits of several other models of diffuse feature production 

also.

5.6 Sum m ary

We have examined the relationships between the diffuse feature strengths and 

the variations in the interstellar extinction curve using measurements of colour excess 

from the near-infrared to the fax-ultraviolet, and measurements of the wavelength 

of maximum polarization, Amax, which is correlated with changes in the interstellar 

extinction curve. Some interesting empirical relationships were found, a number of 

which have not been recognised in previous work. One limitation on previous studies 

has been the absence of a thorough exploration of the statistical relationships in the 

data; many workers have been content to examine only bivariate correlations with 

extinction ( e.g., Wu et al. 1981). Here, we have researched the statistical relationships 

in the data more deeply by the use of some simple multivariate methods, such as the 

computation of partial correlation coefficients and the technique of multiple regression; 

this approach has been found to be fruitful.

The principal results have been summarised and discussed in §5.5.2. Certain 

diffuse features were found to be correlated with different components of the extinction 

curve. The independence of A5797 and A6284 which was evident in the diffuse feature 

intercorrelations in Chapter 4 was preserved in the correlations with extinction: the 

features seem to be due to different carriers whose relative abundance along a line of 

sight is sensitive to physical conditions in the interstellar medium. The average diffuse 

feature strength per unit visual extinction was found to be diminished in regions where 

the grain size distribution was skewed towards larger grain sizes. This result and the 

specific behaviour of A5780 and A5797 with respect to changes in Amax was found to
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contrast with a simple prediction of the impurity absorber hypothesis for diffuse feature 

production.

On the interpretation of these empirical relationships, it must be remembered that 

measurements of interstellar extinction and polarization are only indirect diagnostics 

of the properties of interstellar dust grains since the interpretation of such observations 

is critically model-dependent. In seeking to interpret these results, we considered two 

generally different models of the interstellar grains and their relationship to interstellar 

extinction. Also, we were unable to ascertain by the use of inferential statistics only 

whether or not the diffuse features are directly associated with the grains which are 

responsible for the observed extinction and polarization; it would be equally valid to 

conclude that the diffuse feature carriers are sensitive to those processes which modify 

the composition and size distribution of the interstellar grains, or that they are sensitive 

to the energy distribution of the ambient radiation field.

The limited overlap between different databases of interstellar quantities has ham

pered investigations into the relationships of the diffuse features to other interstellar 

variables; indeed, this work has not been immune from such limitations and some 

results have been derived from rather small samples of data. It will therefore be im

portant to confirm the results obtained here with more extensive databases of diffuse 

feature strengths and interstellar extinction. In particular, a study using the high- 

quality IUE  database of UV extinction curves of Fitzpatrick & Massa (1986, 1988, 

1990) would be most useful if diffuse feature observations towards the stars in that 

sample were obtained. An investigation of the response of the diffuse features to the 

variations in the far-UV extinction would be interesting, given the tentative correla

tions found here with only limited data. In future, following the work of Cardelli et al.

(1989), studies of the diffuse features and interstellar extinction should include a good 

complementary database of near-IR colour excesses, so that meaningful comparisons 

of the interstellar extinction curve from one line of sight to another may be made.



C H A P T E R  6

T he Diffuse Interstellar Features 

and A tom ic and M olecular A bundances

In this chapter we explore the dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on the 

gas<phase abundances of interstellar atoms and molecules, and on the conditions in 

the interstellar medium to which these abundances are sensitive. We define a diffuse 

feature ‘abundance’ per unit hydrogen column density and examine the dependence of 

the diffuse feature abundances and their relative abundances on cloud density; this we 

do using a mean line-of-sight hydrogen density and other indicators of the local space 

density within diffuse clouds.

We then investigate the relationships of the diffuse feature abundances and their 

ratios to the gas-phase abundances of the elements. The abundances of some of the 

ions examined are particularly sensitive to the effects of elemental depletions or the 

ionization balance in the diffuse medium; they therefore serve as a potentially useful 

tool for exploring the dependence of the strengths of the diffuse features on the physical 

conditions within diffuse clouds.

Finally, we perform a correlation analysis using the diffuse feature abundances and 

the abundances of a number of diatomic molecules. We use this analysis to investigate 

the relationship of the diffuse feature carriers to the chemical reaction networks in 

which these molecules participate.

6.1 D iffuse feature ‘abundances’ w ith  resp ect to  hydrogen.

We first describe the treatment of the diffuse feature data for the statistical anal

yses presented in this chapter. As in Chapter 5, we would like to investigate the 

relationships between the diffuse feature strengths and other interstellar quantities 

independently of their mutual dependence on the path  length of the line of sight. It
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would seem natural here to do this by considering the diffuse feature strengths per unit 

hydrogen nucleus, as is usual for atomic and molecular column densities. This would 

also ensure that the overlap of the diffuse feature data with the atomic and molecular 

data is as complete as possible; normalization of the diffuse feature strengths to A v , 

for example, would restrict the overlap with the atomic and molecular abundance data.

The total hydrogen column density along each line of sight was determined as 

follows.

(a) Measurements of the column density of neutral atomic hydrogen, iV(HI), were 

taken from the published literature, where available, for stars of spectral type 

B2.5 and earlier; this cut-off was imposed to avoid a significant contribution to 

the measured H I column density by photospheric Lyman a  in later type stars 

(e.g., see Shull & Van Steenberg 1985).

(b) Measurements of the column density of molecular hydrogen, N (H2), were taken 

from the published literature; to increase the sample of data, further H2 column 

densities were computed from the relationships between J\T(H2) and N(CH.) or 

iV(H2) and N (CO) given by Somerville & Smith (1989).

(c) For those stars with values of N(H.2 ) from (b) but no iV(HI) from (a), N (HI) was 

computed from the relationship between iV(HI) and E (B  — V ) given by Shull & 

Van Steenberg (1985).

(d) For those stars with values of Ar(HI) from (a) but no iV(H2) from (6), iV(H2) 

was computed from the relationship between N (H2) and E (B  — V) given by 

Somerville & Smith (1989).

(e) From the values obtained in (a)-(d) the total hydrogen column density N (H) was 

computed from N (H) =  AT(HI) -f 2N(B.2) (46 stars).

( / )  For all other stars with measured values of E (B  — V ) (74), the total hydrogen 

column density was computed from the relationship between 1V(H) and E (B  — V) 

given by Bohlin et al. (1978).

It was generally considered that ^V(H) was most reliably determined from the 

data obtained in steps (a)-(c). All the data and their sources are given in Table A1.7 

in Appendix 1, except for the values of N(TL) computed in ( / ) .  The relationships used
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to compute the values of iV(HI), N (H2) and N(TL) are given in Appendix 1 also, with 

a discussion of the errors assigned to the data. The data for CH and CO are discussed 

in §6.5.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationships between W \ and N (H) for some of the 

diffuse features, and between the component scores of the first principal component £1 

(§4.6.3) and N (H); in this figure we use only the estimates of N (R )  derived from the 

values of iV(HI) and N (H2) obtained in steps (a)-(c) above. The correlations with 

iV(H) are illustrated for all the features in Figure A2.8 in Appendix 2. Note that W5797 

is more tightly correlated with N (H) than are W5780 or W6284, for example, a result 

which is consistent with the correlations with E (B  — V ) discussed in §4.4.2.

For unsaturated absorption lines on the linear part of the curve of growth, the 

equivalent width W \ of a line at wavelength A is related to the column density of 

absorbers N  by (Spitzer 1978, p. 52)

^  =  8.85 X 10_13iVA/ ,  (6.1)/\

where /  is the oscillator strength of the transition and NX has dimension cm-1 . If we 

write the column density of absorbers of a diffuse feature at wavelength A as N {A), 

then for W \ in mA and A in A,

log N (X )f  =  log W \ — 2 log A +  17.053. (6.2)

Of course, /  is unknown for the hypothetical transitions which give rise to the diffuse

features. This relation was used to calculate the effective number of diffuse feature

absorbers N (X )f  along each line of sight for each diffuse feature. For the purposes of 

statistical correlation, the constants in equation (6.2) may be ignored and log W \ used 

just as well. The constants have been included so that, apart from the value of / ,  the 

numbers reflect the true abundances of the diffuse feature absorbers. We then define 

A (A) to be the logarithmic abundance of the carrier of a diffuse feature at wavelength 

A with respect to total hydrogen:

A(A) =  log N (X )f  -  log N (H). (6.3)

In order to avoid the pitfalls noted by Somerville (1988), we must be cautious of any 

systematic contribution to the equivalent widths of the diffuse features when N (H) is
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F ig u re  6.1. The correlations between the diffuse feature equivalent widths and the 
total column density of hydrogen for XX5780, 5797, 6203, 6284, 6614 and for  f i .  The 
symbols in this figure and others in this chapter differentiate between field stars and 
stars in different OB associations according to the key in Table 4-5.
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zero; it can be seen in Figures 6.1 and A2.8 that the trends in the data invariably imply 

a positive value of W \ at N (H) =  0. The best estimate of any systematic contribution 

to the equivalent widths is probably given by the intercept of the regression of W \ on 

E (B  — V) (see §4.4.1). Therefore, the respective intercepts were subtracted from the 

equivalent width measurements W \ before using equation (6.2) to compute logiV(A)/. 

The diffuse feature abundances were then computed via equation (6.3).

For some equivalent width determinations, the subtraction of these intercepts 

yielded negative values, from which no logarithm could be computed. These data were 

deleted from the subsequent analyses. For the five strongest features, only three data 

required deletion, and these were for stars for which very few other data used in the 

statistical analyses of this chapter were available. An associated problem was that 

those equivalent width determinations which were reduced to very small values upon 

subtraction of the intercepts became subject to very large error when the logarithm was 

computed. These data were retained in the subsequent analyses but their influence in 

any weighted regressions or correlations was very small. These comments would have 

applied also to the discarded data, had the intercepts been slightly smaller such that 

the data could have been used; their omission probably does not compromise seriously 

the results obtained without them.

Following the same procedure, a measure of the mean diffuse feature strength per 

unit hydrogen nucleus was calculated using the component scores of the first principal 

component, £i:

^ ( f i)  =  log [fi -  (-1.87)] -  log N (H). (6.4)

The errors on all the computed abundances were found by propagating the errors on 

W \ , fi and N (H) through equations (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4).

We recall that the second principal component in the data, £2, appears to repre

sent the variation in the relative strengths of certain diffuse features. The component 

scores of £2 were therefore also used in the statistical analyses which follow in order to 

investigate the physical conditions which influence the relative strengths of the diffuse 

features. In addition, the logarithmic ratio of the column densities (or abundances) 

of several diffuse features was calculated and used in the analyses. The following ra

tios were computed: A5780/A5797 {= log[iV(57 80)/578o/iV(5 7 97)/5797]}; A6284/A5780;
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A6284/A5797; and A6284/A6614. These ratios measure the relative strengths of the dif

fuse features in the same sense that they are represented by £2, but they do so explicitly. 

The ratio of the abundances of A5780 and A5797 is particularly useful since the errors 

of equivalent width measurement due to the photometric calibration and the contin

uum placement (as fax as it is influenced by the spectrum rectification) may be partly 

cancelled in the ratio; the accuracy of this ratio is probably very much better than is 

implied by the formal propagation of the errors on the column densities of A5780 and 

A5797.

One other point must be noted concerning correlations between these abundances 

and other interstellar quantities which make use of the common measurements of 

logiV(H), such as atomic and molecular abundances. Statistical errors in logiV(H) 

will tend to scatter the data in x and y along a line of gradient ±1, the sign depend

ing on whether or not the log N (H) is inverted between the variables; the measured 

strength of a real relationship will be modified, or a spurious relationship may be sim

ulated. The size of the effect depends on the magnitude of the errors in N(TL) with 

respect to the variance in the data. Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer (1986) have derived a 

formula to correct the correlation coefficients for the influence of such correlated errors. 

The corrected correlation coefficient r  is given by

H  =  ----------------------------------------------------------------(6.5)
[(r '2 - f l m '2) ( l - .R ) ]  '

where r' is the observed sample correlation coefficient, m! is the gradient of the regres

sion and

R  = ^  —  K -  (6.6)

Here, ch*/-^ is the variance of the errors on the values of log JV(H), which can

be estimated. The value of R , then, is the ratio of the variance of the correlated errors

to the observed variance <jy of the y-axis data. We have made use of this formula 

to guard against misinterpreting the strengths of correlations which cure subject to 

the influence of such correlated errors. The variance of the errors on log N {H) was 

estimated to be 0.008 and this value was routinely used to compute R. Jenkins et 

al. used a value of 0.004, so the use of 0.008 was conservative when the correlated 

errors served to strengthen a correlation or anticorrelation. When the effect of the 

correlated errors was to weaken a correlation or anticorrelation (and the correction
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therefore strengthened it), the value 0.004 was used instead; once again, this was the 

most conservative approach.

The corrected coefficients were computed using the gradient of the ordinate- 

weighted regression. Both the Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients were cor

rected with this formula. In some instances, the assumptions implicit in the derivation 

of equation (6.5) (e.<7., the substitution of sample values of the correlation coefficient r' 

and gradient m r for population values) caused the formula to give unreasonable results, 

especially where the data were few or the absolute value of the correlation coefficient 

was close to zero. We outline below the problems that were found.

• The sign of the correction determined was sometimes in the opposite sense to that 

expected; the difference was usually negligibly small.

• When the absolute value of the observed correlation coefficient was small, the 

value of (r'2 — R m '2) wa5 sometimes very small or less than zero, and |r| became 

unrealistically large or indeterminate.

• If ra; and r ; were small, the fully-weighted Pearson correlation coefficient or the 

Spearman coefficient sometimes had a different sign from the gradient m ' and the 

formula could not be applied.

Note that the instances when the formula was unstable were those occasions 

when the correlation in question was not significant and had little or no bearing on the 

general results and the conclusions drawn. In spite of the instability of the correction 

formula in such instances, note that its general use was more conservative than simply 

quoting the raw sample correlation coefficients when the effect of the correlated errors 

was to strengthen a correlation (which was usually the case). Care was taken to ensure 

that no spuriously significant correlations resulted from the application of the formula. 

Where a problem occurred, it is noted in the results presented herein and the raw 

sample correlation coefficient is quoted.

In Chapters 4 and 5 we made use of the corrected equivalent widths W ° to check 

the effect on correlations of possible contamination of the diffuse features by stellar 

photospheric lines. In the statistical analyses presented in this chapter, most of the 

samples contain stars of early spectral type only (B3 or earlier). As such, we do not 

expect the influence of photospheric contamination of the diffuse features to affect 

the results seriously—it was shown in §4.5 that the statistical evidence for differential
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contamination of the diffuse features in stars of spectral type B7 and earlier was not 

strong. Also, the results obtained thus far using the corrected equivalent widths have 

been largely consistent with those obtained using the uncorrected equivalent widths. 

Therefore we have not systematically repeated the correlations performed here with 

diffuse feature abundances derived from the corrected equivalent widths W

6.2 T he dependence o f th e  diffuse feature abundances on  in ter

stellar space density

The behaviour of some diffuse features towards stars behind or within dense clouds 

has been studied by several authors (e.g.. Snow & Cohen 1974; Baines & W hittet 1983). 

The main results from these studies have been summarised in §1.3.4. Here we examine 

the correlation between the diffuse feature abundances computed above and several 

indicators of cloud density along the line of sight, and compare the results with the 

results of previous studies.

6.2.1 T he correlation of A (A) w ith  the  m ean line-of-sight hydrogen density.

A mean line-of-sight hydrogen density was computed from

(nn) =  N (K )/r , (6.7)

where r  is the path length of the line of sight, taken from Table 4.1, and N (H) is the 

total hydrogen column density taken from Table A1.7, or from the relationship of N(TL) 

with E (B  — V ) given by Bohlin et al. (1978). The correlations of A(A) with log(nn) 

were then performed: firstly, with values of (nn) derived from only the most reliable 

hydrogen data, as discussed in §6.1; and secondly, with the mean hydrogen density 

derived from the extended sample of hydrogen data which we will denote (tih)#- The 

results of these correlations axe given in Table 6.1; these correlation coefficients have 

been corrected according to the formula given in equation (6.5). Figure 6.2 illustrates 

the correlations of A (A) and A (fi) with log(nH) and log(riH)£; for all the features. 

Error bars have been included in the illustrations of the correlations with log(nn); 

they have been omitted from the figures for {nn)E for clarity. Those data points with
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Table 6.1: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances, A (A), with the mean 
line-of-sight hydrogen density, (nn) or (tih)e .

Diffuse
feature

N  log (nn) N  log (nH)E Diffuse
feature

N  log (nH) N  log (nn)E

A5780 36 —0.654* 95 -0.604* A6284 34 -0.689* 95 -0.667*
—0.661* -0.517* —0.384d -0.474*

A5797 32 —0.364d 91 -0.359* A6379 25 -0.266 51 -0.213
-0.158 -0.200* —0.097f -0.155

A6196 24 -0.627* 69 -0.299* A6614 31 -0.668* 54 -0.542*
—0.388* -0.111 -0.562* -0.325*

A6203 32 -0.796* 87 -0.446* A6661 17 +0.103f 35 +0.271
-0.737* -0.324* +0.145f +0.013f

A6270 28 -0.601* 73 -0.327* 6 23 -0.776* 71 —0.734*
-0.568* —0.236d -0.633* -0.703*

N o tes  to  Table 6 .1 : For each correlation r p  is listed above 7*5 ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes, f The modulus of the corrected correlation coefficient is greater than unity; 
the uncorrected coefficient is given.

very large errors bars in this figure and in others in this chapter correspond to those 

equivalent width measurements which become very small following the subtraction of 

the intercepts from the regression of W \  on E (B  — V ) (see §6.1).

In the correlations with log (nn), there is evidence that all of the diffuse features 

(and £1) except AA5797, 6379 and 6661 are weakened along lines of sight of greater 

mean density. For some features the trend is very strong: in Figure 6.2, for example, 

A(5780) is clearly diminished as (nn) increases. For the extended sample of data, 

the abundances of all the diffuse features except AA5797, 6196, 6379 and 6661 are 

significantly anticorrelated with log(nH)£;- Since the additional data in the extended 

sample are derived directly from E (B  — V ), the strengths of the correlations with 

(nn)E are very similar to those which would have been obtained between A(A) and 

log (E (B  — V )/r) . An inverse dependence of the strengths of AA5780, 6203, 6284 and 

6614 on log (E (B  — V )/r)  has already been shown to exist in the multiple regression 

of §4.5, where the potential contamination of the diffuse features by photospheric lines 

was accounted for at the same time [see Table 4.12, sample (i)]. The use of density 

indicators which are derived directly from measurements of the total hydrogen col

umn density in these correlations is preferable to the use of quantities derived from
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E (B  — V ), since, as discussed in Chapter 5, E (B  — V ) itself is sensitive to environ

mental differences from one line of sight to another.

The dependence of other properties of the interstellar medium on (nn) have been 

investigated elsewhere. For example, it has been found that the depletions of certain 

elements axe generally well correlated with (uh) (e.g., Phillips, Gondhalekar & Pettini 

1982; Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer 1986). Since the structure of the interstellar medium is 

irregular, the relationship between (nn) and the physical properties of the interstellar 

medium along a line of sight is not immediately obvious. However, Spitzer (1985) has 

demonstrated that (nn) is an indicator of the predominance of different types of H I 

clouds along a line of sight. In Spitzer’s idealized model, the irregular distribution of 

H I gas comprises three different constituents—a relatively uniform, warm low-density 

gets; and two types of cold cloud: standard diffuse clouds, and larger, more heavily 

obscuring clouds which are also more highly clumped. The hot coronal phase of the 

interstellar gas (McKee &: Ostriker 1977) and H II regions are not considered by the 

model. A value of (nn) near to the mean value for the low-density gas can be found 

only if neither type of cold cloud contributes to the observed N (H) along the line of 

sight; ( « h )  can substantially exceed the average galactic disk value only if the cold 

clouds, particularly the larger clouds, provide much of the observed N (H). If the 

diffuse clouds dominate, an intermediate value of (nn) is found. Spitzer finds that, 

on average, if (nn) is less than 0.2 cm-3 the warm clouds dominate the line of sight 

(i.e., the fraction of warm gas> |) ;  diffuse clouds dominate for (nn) between 0.4 and
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1.0 cm-3 , and large clouds for (nn) greater than 3 cm-3 . Most of the lines of sight 

in our sample cover the range of values of ( t i h )  characteristic of dominance by the 

cold clouds. Unfortunately, very few data are available for lines of sight dominated by 

warm gas; this deficiency is probably a selection effect in our survey, however, since 

such lines of sight will tend to have low values of E (B  — V") (Spitzer 1985).

In this model, the variation in interstellar depletions may be attributable to the 

physical differences between the different H I clouds. Jenkins et al. (1986) interpret the 

correlation of depletions with (nn) in such terms, where the depletion of each element 

has one value that is characteristic of the warm gas and an enhanced value for the 

cold clouds. The results of the above correlations show that the abundances of the 

diffuse features mimic the behaviour of elemental abundances with respect to ( u h ) .  At 

the very least, it would seem that the abundance of the carriers of the diffuse features 

is depleted in dense clouds. The correlations of the diffuse feature abundances with 

elemental abundances will be investigated in §6.3.

6.2.2 The correlation of A {\)  w ith cloud tem pera tu re  and  indicators of the 

local space density of hydrogen.

It would be worthwhile to check this dependence of the diffuse feature abundances 

with other more direct indicators of the local space density from one region to another. 

We begin by examining the rotational temperature Toi of molecular hydrogen, H2, 

determined from the relative populations of the rotational levels J  =  0 and J  =  1, 

thus (Savage et al. 1977):

N (1)/N (0) =  9 exp ( “ ^ )  > (6-8)

where N(0) and N ( 1) are the column densities of H2 in these levels. The values of 

Toi and their assigned errors are given in Table A1.7 with the sources of the data. 

This rotational temperature is a measure of the cloud kinetic temperature in regions 

where H2 is strongly self-shielding [iV(H2)>, 1017 cm-2]; this condition is met in every 

line of sight for which we have a value of Toi except one: for HD 37128, iV(H2)=  

3.7 X 1016 cm-2 . Values of A (A) were available only for AA5780 and 5797 for this 

star, and it was retained in the analysis. If the interstellar gas within a cloud is 

in pressure equilibrium, the particle density n and kinetic temperature T  should be
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Table  6.2: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances, A(A), with the rotational 
temperature of molecular hydrogen, Toi, and the hydrogen space density, n n .

Diffuse
feature

N log Toi N  log 7lH Diffuse
feature

N log Toi N log nn

A5780 18 0.847a 16 —0.748a A6284 19 0.760a 15 -0.409
0.836a —0.784a 0.707a -0.573d

A5797 17 0.219 15 -0.186 A6379 11 0.392 11 -0.447
0.096 -0.095 0.331 —0.530d

A6196 11 0.700c 13 —0.908a A6614 14 0.577d 12 +0.043
0.769b —0.871a 0.512® -0.167

A6203 16 0.811a 13 -0.453 A6661 6 -0.179 5 -0.737
0.627b —0.724b 0.486 -0.710

A6270 15 0.667b 12 —0.623d 6 12 0.833a 12 -0.508®
0.505® -0.464 0.853a —0.953a

N otea  to  Table 6 .2 : For each correlation r p  is listed above 7*5 ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

related by logn =  log(P /k)  — log T  (although since a number of discrete clouds are 

probably encountered along a typical line of sight this relation may not necessarily 

hold). Therefore, an inverse dependence of A( A) on density will be apparent in a 

positive correlation with log Toi •

The correlations between A(A) and log Toi which are significant are illustrated in 

Figure 6.3; the correlation coefficients are given in Table 6.2. Although the data are 

few, the abundances of AA5780, 6196, 6203 and 6284 show a significant dependence on 

logToi; A6270 and A6614 show some evidence for a positive trend also (Table 6.2).

Can anything more profound be deduced from these correlations than that they 

merely reflect the inverse dependence on cloud density discussed above? Since H2 is 

self-shielded, Toi is probably more sensitive to the local density in the cold clouds than 

is (nn)- Nevertheless, Figure 6.4a illustrates the good inverse relationship between 

log Toi and log(nn) for our sample of data; the correlation is significant. Savage et al. 

(1977) also found evidence for a weak anticorrelation between Toi and the mean line- 

of-sight hydrogen density. These correlations with Toi at least support the existence 

of a real dependence of A(A) on cloud density.

The local space density within a cloud can be estimated in several ways. Joseph 

et al. (1986) studied elemented depletions in five clouds which they distinguished as
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having dense interiors from the presence of CN. Other authors have investigated the 

dependence of elemental depletions on estimates of the local hydrogen density deter

mined from the fine structure excitation of C l (Gondhalekar 1985a), for example, or 

H2 rotational state distributions (Van Steenberg & Shull 19886). We will discuss CN 

in §6.5. A few determinations of the local space density of hydrogen nn have been 

collected from the literature and are listed in Table 6.3; the difficulty of accurately 

determining nn is reflected in the estimated errors, which we have taken to be ±25%. 

Correlations of A( A) with log nn were carried out and the results are listed in Ta

ble 6.2. There is evidence that some of the diffuse feature abundances are significantly 

anticorrelated with nn, particularly A(5780) and >1(6196); Figure 6.5 illustrates these 

correlations. This result indicates that the abundances of these diffuse features are 

certainly weakened in the interiors of denser clouds, confirming the results found with 

(nn). Again, we find an inverse relationship between Toi and nn, as illustrated in 

Figure 6.46.

6.2.3 T he correlation of £2 and the diffuse featu re  abundance ratios w ith indi

cators of cloud density.

The correlations of £2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with log(nn), 

log (tih 1 log Toi and logriH were performed. The results of all these correlations 

are given in Table 6.4. No correlations with log (nn) can be shown to be consistently
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Table 6.3: Some estimates of the local space density of hydrogen, nu, in diffuse clouds.

Star nu Ref. Star nu Ref.
HD cm-3 HD cm-3
22951 125 3 147933 500 3,4
23180 500 4 148184 400 4
24398 400 4 149757 700 1,4
24534 1000 4 169454 600 5
24912 300 1 206267 500 4
37128 120 2 207198 500 4
40111 60 1 210839 500 4

144470 60 3 214680 60 1

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 3 :  The errors on nn  have been taken to be ±25%  of the value.
References: (1) Ju ra  1975; (2) Shull 1979; (3) G ondhalekar 1985; (4) Federman & Lam

bert 1988; (5) Jannuzi e t  a l .  1988.

significant or probably significant; but £2 and the abundance ratios A5780/A5797 and 

A6284/A5797 are anticorrelated with log(riH)£;, the extended sample of (nn) data. 

These correlations and the correlation of A5780/A5797 with log(riH) are illustrated in 

Figure 6.6; the correlations with log (nu)E are significant, but none of these correlations 

appear tight. (Note that the error bars on the values of A5780/A5797 in this figure 

and in others in this chapter have been reduced by a factor of 0.6 to allow for the 

probable cancellation of much of the photometric calibration error; but the correlation
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Table 6.4: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundance ratios and £2  with the mean 
line-of-sight hydrogen density, {nu} or (nu)E, the rotational temperature of molecular 
hydrogen, Toi, and the space density of hydrogen, nn .

Abundance
ratio

N  log (nH) N  log (nH)E N log Toi N log 7lH

6 23 —0.365* 71 -0.270* 12 0.573* 12 —0.115
-0.367* -0.274* 0.448 —0.179

A5780/A5797 32 -0.338* 87 —0.329* 17 0.767* 15 -0.629*
—0.409* —0.292b 0.615b -0.619*

A6284/A5797 28 -0.439* 81 -0.309* 16 0.709* 14 -0.214
-0.305 -0.221* 0.454* -0.365

A6284/A6614 27 -0.048 50 -0.126 14 0.269 12 -0.659*
-0.079 -0.186 0.173 -0.886*

A6284/A5780 31 -0.264 86 -0.152 17--0.013 15 +0.529*
-0.153 -0.159 -0.052 +0.278

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 4 '  For each correlation r p  is listed above r $ ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

coefficients have been computed using the formally propagated errors on the ratio.) 

A few of the other correlations are significant: A5780/A5797 is strongly correlated 

with log Toi and is anticorrelated with logriHj A6284/A5797 is correlated with log Toi; 

and A6284/A6614 is anticorrelated with lognn. These correlations are illustrated in 

Figure 6.7. These results show clearly that the relative strengths of some diffuse 

features are sensitive to cloud density or temperature.

6 .2.4 Other studies of the dependence of the diffuse features on cloud density.

Several studies of the behaviour of the diffuse features towards stars situated 

behind or associated with dense interstellar material have been carried out. These 

have been discussed in §1.3.4. Much of the work carried out on the behaviour of 

the diffuse features in regions of enhanced density confirms the results of the above 

correlations with (nn): the diffuse features are less efficiently produced in the dense 

interstellar medium, if at all, than in the diffuse medium.

Wampler (1966) recognised that the central depth of A4430 was weakened with 

respect to reddening towards several stars which lay behind or within dense dust clouds;
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Snow &: Cohen (1974) drew similar conclusions for A5780. Since these stars tended to 

be relatively nearby, the lines of sight would be characterized by a fairly high value of 

(tih) [following the discussion of Spitzer (1985)]. The average relationships between 

the diffuse feature strengths and E(B — V ) in each of these studies, to which the dense 

cloud observations were referred, were defined by observations of Galactic field stars 

where the lines of sight would be characterized by a low-to-average value of (nn)* 

Therefore the results of Wampler and Snow & Cohen can be understood to be quite 

consistent with the correlations with (nn) found above.

Such a weakening of the diffuse features has been observed towards other stars 

associated with dense material, such as: members of the CMa R1 association (Whittet
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& Blades 1980a) and other dust-embedded stairs (Baines & Whittet 1983); the dense 

clouds associated with T Tauri stars (Meyer & Ulrich 1984); and regions of recent 

and ongoing star formation (Wallerstein &: C air dell i 1987). Rees (1990) found that 

the diffuse feature strengths with respect to E(B  — V) were generally anticorrelated 

with the column density of simple diatomic molecules, such as H2 , CH and CO; he 

too concluded that the diffuse features were weakened in regions of enhanced density 

where such molecules would be abundant. The results of Rees (1990) will be discussed 

more extensively in §6.5.
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The only discrepancy between the results of these studies and the results pre

sented above appears to be in the observed enhancement of the strength of A5780 with 

respect to A5797 [though both features are weakened with respect to E(B — V)] in 

some regions of star formation (Wallerstein Sc Cardelli 1987); this contrasts with the 

apparent anticorrelation between A5780/A5797 and (nu)E or nn found above, given 

that such regions are usually associated with dust-embedded stars. However, the re

gions of star formation represent a slightly different class of object than the quiescent 

dense cloud lines of sight: in addition to the presence of regions of enhanced density, 

the proximity of the hot young stars will cause the intensity and energy distribution 

of the local radiation field to be much different from the mean interstellar radiation 

field, and the interstellar material may be disturbed by the passage of shocks. If these 

differences can account for the discrepancy, it can be concluded that the carrier of 

A5797 is less robust in such environments than that of A5780.

The concept of families of diffuse features, which has been discussed in §4.6, arose 

from the observation that the relative strengths of some diffuse features varied from 

one line of sight to another (e.g., Krelowski Sc Walker 1987). Krelowski Sc Westerlund 

(1988) showed that the strength of A5780 with respect to A5797 was quite diminished 

towards HD 149757 (£ Oph) in comparison to HD 147165 (<r Sco); moreover, the 

reddening of these two stars is similar [E(B — V ) ~  0.35]. We have examined both of 

these stars in our survey. Figure 6 . 8  compares the spectra of these and other stars in the 

Sco OB2 association; while the strength of A5797 remains relatively constant in these 

stars, the strength of A5780 is quite variable. It can be seen from Figure 6 . 8  that the 

variation in the A5780/A5797 ratio between HD 149757 and HD 147165 is significant 

and is quite consistent with the dependence of that ratio on Toi (Figure 6.7); the 

dependence of the ratio on Toi seems to hold towards the other Sco OB2  stars also.

Let us examine smother case where the relative strengths of A5780 and A5797 

clearly differ from the average value. Westerlund & Krelowski (1989) have observed 

A5797 to be weak or absent towards HD 157246 ( 7  Ara) while A5780 is clearly present; 

in this case the situation is reversed from HD 149757. There is evidence in the spectrum 

of HD 157246 for the presence of the broader diffuse feature A5795, which has been 

shown to be better correlated with A5780 than with A5797 (Chlewicki et al. 1987); its
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appearance in this spectrum is not then unexpected. Now the dependence on log Toi 

of A(5780) and of A(5797) (which is not statistically significant) is given by

A(5780) =  2 . 0 2  log T0i -  13.16 and A(5797) =  0.32 log Toi -  10.60. (6.9)

For HD 157246, Toi =  79 K and logiV(H) =  20.71 (Savage et al. 1977). We would 

predict from the above relationships and from equations (6.2) and (6.3) that for such 

a line of sight W5780 = 71 mA and W5797  =  16 mA. Westerlund &: Krelowski provide 

no equivalent width measurements; but from their Figure 3, we estimate a depth 

of 3.4% and a half-width of 2.2A for A5780, and a maximum depth of 1 .6 % and a 

half-width of 0.9A for A5797. For approximately triangular profiles, we then find 

that W5780 = 75 mA and W5797<,14mA. These equivalent widths are remarkably close 

to our predicted values, given the errors estimated on our data. Again, for a local 

hydrogen density of nu =  30 cm- 3  for this line of sight (Jura 19756), we find from our 

correlation of A5780/A5797 with logriH that ^ 5 7 8 0 / ^ 5 7 9 7=  5.42; for W5780 =  75mA, 

the equivalent width of A5797 is found to be 14 mA. This exercise serves to demonstrate 

that such variations in the strengths of A5780 and A5797 are consistent with A5780 

being strongly dependent on cloud temperature or density and A5797 being only mildly 

dependent, if at all. Note also that these relatively simple dependences on diffuse cloud 

conditions are sufficient to promote the appearance of separate families of features 

which behave differently from one line of sight to another.

6.3 T he relationship  o f  th e  diffuse features to  th e abundances o f  

in terstellar atom s

We proceed with a study of the correlations between the diffuse feature abun

dances and the abundances of various interstellar atomic species. The atoms and ions 

studied respond directly to processes governing the growth and destruction of inter

stellar dust grains, and to the ionization equilibrium in the diffuse interstellar medium. 

These analyses may therefore provide some useful information on the response of the 

carriers of the diffuse features also to such processes.
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Table 6.5: The principal sources of the atomic abundance data used in the correlation 
analyses.

Species Reference
C l Jenkins & Shaya (1979); Jenkins, Jura & Loewenstein (1983)
Nal Hobbs (1974, 1978)
Mg II Jenkins, Savage &: Spitzer (1986)
S ill Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
PII Jenkins et al. (1986)
SII Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
KI Hobbs (1974, 1978); Chaffee & White (1982)
C all Hobbs (1978)
T ill Stokes (1978)
Mn II Jenkins et al. (1986); Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
Fell Jenkins et al. (1986); Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
Zn II Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)

6.3.1 The atomic abundance data.

A thorough search of the literature was carried out to obtain reliable column 

densities of as many atomic ions as possible towards a statistically useful number of 

stars in the diffuse feature programme. There was a relatively poor overlap between 

the sample of stars observed in this programme and that sample of stars for which 

atomic abundances have been determined; this limited the number of data available 

for the correlation analyses to be always less than 30 and often less than 10 or 20. The 

ions for which a useful number of data (>  10) were found for a systematic statistical 

study are listed in Table 6.5, together with the principal sources of the adopted column 

densities. A few other sources which provided observations of only a few stars each 

were used to increase the samples for a number of ions; these sources have not been 

listed in Table 6.5. The data are given in Tables A1.8a-c in Appendix 1, with a full 

list of references and the details of the assignment of errors to the column densities.

The column densities of many of the ions listed in Table 6.5 were determined from 

standard single-component curve of growth analyses. The interstellar absorption lines 

used in these analyses usually contain several discrete velocity components which are 

not resolved (e.g., see Crawford 1988). Jenkins (1987) advises particular caution in 

using the results of such studies when the curve of growth indicates that the weakest 

line for a particular species has a central optical depth To greater than 2. He considers
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that derived column densities are probably free from severe saturation effects if A(X) +  

log(/A) < —5.4, where /  and A are the oscillator strength and wavelength of the 

weakest line used and A (X )  is the typical logarithmic abundance of element X  relative 

to hydrogen in interstellar clouds where ( t i h )  ~  3 cm-3 . The study of Jenkins, Savage 

& Spitzer (1986), which provided many of the observed column densities used here (see 

Table 6.5), was based on Copernicus observations of relatively weak atomic absorption 

lines; the authors were particularly cautious about saturation effects and we consider 

their data to be among the most reliable used here. The study of Van Steenberg 

& Shull (1988a) provided column density determinations of several species towards 

a statistically useful number of objects included in the diffuse feature programme. 

Column densities were obtained from IUE spectra and in general A (X ) -f log(/A) ~  

—5.2 for their data; the column densities may therefore be subject to some saturation 

problems. Appendix 1 provides exact details of the selection of the data from these and 

other sources. On a brighter note, Jenkins (1986) has shown that errors in saturation 

corrections seem to converge to small values if the unresolved components are drawn 

from a population of To and 6 whose distributions can be “very broad but not bizarre” 

(Jenkins 1987). In such cases, only mild systematic underestimates in column densities 

are obtained ( <,20%) even when tq  in the weakest line is 4.

In the correlation analyses described below we have considered separately the 

column densities of F ell and M nll determined from the Copernicus data and from 

the IUE data; the data have been obtained with different instruments at different 

resolution. Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a) found systematic differences between the 

two sets of column densities which they attributed to the Routly-Spitzer effect, where 

weak, high-velocity absorption components increase the perceived 6-value determined 

from stronger transitions with respect to the values obtained from weaker lines. When 

reference is made to the Fe and Mn abundances derived from the Copernicus column 

densities, they are subscripted with a “C”; the IUE  abundances are subscripted “I U E ”. 

We also used one further sample of Fell column densities. Jenkins et al. (1986) flag 

a significant proportion of their Fell column densities as being subject to potentially 

severe saturation problems; they exclude these data from their own analyses. If they 

are excluded from this study very few data remain (a maximum of 12). In order to 

increase the sample size of Copernicus Fe II column densities we have admitted these 

data, at the cost of confidence in the reliability of the sample; the subscript “C2” is
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used to refer to this sample of data. This procedure is less than conservative but was 

considered necessary if any picture of the relationships between the diffuse features 

and the abundance of Fe was to be constructed; Fe is one of the most heavily depleted 

elements and its gas-phase abundance is particularly sensitive to small changes in the 

amount of Fe contained in the dust grains.

The other column densities flagged by Jenkins et al. (1986) as being subject to 

potentially severe saturation problems have not been used. The IUE column densities 

of Fe, Mn and Si taken from Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a) have not been screened 

for potential saturation problems. The Fe and Mn data from this study are probably 

the most reliable, according to Jenkins’ (1987) criterion. We screened the SII and 

Znll column densities for potential saturation problems, and the details are given in 

Appendix 1.

The logarithmic abundance per hydrogen nucleus A(Xi)  of each ion Xi  was com

puted from

A(Xi)  =  log N(Xi )  -  log iV(H), (6.10)

where N ( X , ) is the column density of ion X i , and the total hydrogen column density 

JV(H) has been taken from Table A1.7 or derived from E{B  — V) using the relation 

given by Bohlin et al. (1978).

With the exception of C all, the singly ionized species listed in Table 6.5 are 

by far the dominant ionization stages of each respective element in HI regions; the 

total abundances of these elements along each line of sight can be evaluated from 

the column densities of these ions alone. We have neglected the contribution by HII 

regions along the line of sight to the column densities of these ions. This contribution 

can be significant for relatively nearby stars (e.g., York 1983) but for the reddened 

lines of sight considered here only a small fraction of the interstellar H will be ionized 

and the HII region contribution can probably be safely neglected.

The ions C l, Nal, K I and C all are trace ionization stages in the HI regions 

encountered along the lines of sight studied here. In order to measure the total gas- 

phase abundance of each of these elements, one needs to account for the number of 

ions which exist in the next and usually dominant ionization stage of each. If the
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T he Diffuse Interstellar Features 

and A tom ic and M olecular A bundances

j

In this chapter we explore the dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on the 

gas-phase abundances of interstellar atoms and molecules, and on the conditions in 

the interstellar medium to which these abundances are sensitive. We define a diffuse 

feature ‘abundance’ per unit hydrogen column density and examine the dependence of 

the diffuse feature abundances and their relative abundances on cloud density; this we 

do using a mean line-of-sight hydrogen density and other indicators of the local space 

density within diffuse clouds.

We then investigate the relationships of the diffuse feature abundances and their 

ratios to the gas-phase abundances of the elements. The abundances of some of the 

ions examined are particularly sensitive to the effects of elemental depletions or the 

ionization balance in the diffuse medium; they therefore serve as a potentially useful 

tool for exploring the dependence of the strengths of the diffuse features on the physical 

conditions within diffuse clouds.

Finally, we perform a correlation analysis using the diffuse feature abundances and 

the abundances of a number of diatomic molecules. We use this analysis to investigate 

the relationship of the diffuse feature carriers to the chemical reaction networks in 

which these molecules participate.

6.1 D iffuse feature ‘abundances’ w ith  resp ect to  hydrogen.

We first describe the treatment of the diffuse feature data for the statistical anal

yses presented in this chapter. As in Chapter 5, we would like to investigate the 

relationships between the diffuse feature strengths and other interstellar quantities 

independently of their mutual dependence on the path length of the line of sight. It
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would seem natural here to do this by considering the diffuse feature strengths per unit 

hydrogen nucleus, as is usual for atomic and molecular column densities. This would 

also ensure that the overlap of the diffuse feature data with the atomic and molecular 

data is as complete as possible; normalization of the diffuse feature strengths to A y , 

for example, would restrict the overlap with the atomic and molecular abundance data.

The total hydrogen column density along each line of sight was determined as 

follows.

(a) Measurements of the column density of neutral atomic hydrogen, iV(HI), were 

taken from the published literature, where available, for stars of spectral type 

B2.5 and earlier; this cut-off was imposed to avoid a significant contribution to 

the measured HI column density by photospheric Lyman or in later type stars 

(e.g., see Shull & Van Steenberg 1985).

(b) Measurements of the column density of molecular hydrogen, iV(H2 ), were taken 

from the published literature; to increase the sample of data, further H2 column 

densities were computed from the relationships between N (H2 ) and iV(CH) or 

N (H2 ) and N (CO) given by Somerville & Smith (1989).

(c) For those stars with values of iV(H2 ) from (6) but no iV(HI) from (a), AT(HI) was 

computed from the relationship between iV(HI) and E(B — V) given by Shull & 

Van Steenberg (1985).

(d) For those stars with values of iV(HI) from (a) but no iV(H2 ) from (6), N (H2 ) 

was computed from the relationship between N (H2 ) and E(B — V ) given by 

Somerville & Smith (1989).

(e) From the values obtained in (a)-(d) the total hydrogen column density N(TL) was 

computed from iV(H) =  iV(HI) -f 2iV(H2) (46 stars).

( / )  For all other stars with measured values of E(B — V ) (74), the total hydrogen 

column density was computed from the relationship between iV(H) and E(B — V) 

given by Bohlin et al. (1978).

It was generally considered that N (H) was most reliably determined from the 

data obtained in steps (a)-(c). All the data and their sources are given in Table A1.7 

in Appendix 1, except for the values of N (H) computed in ( /) .  The relationships used
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to compute the values of N (HI), N (H2 ) and iV"(H) are given in Appendix 1 also, with 

a discussion of the errors assigned to the data. The data for CH and CO are discussed 

in §6.5.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationships between W \ and N {H) for some of the 

diffuse features, and between the component scores of the first principal component £1  

(§4.6.3) and N (H); in this figure we use only the estimates of N(H) derived from the 

values of N (HI) and N (H2 ) obtained in steps (a)-(c) above. The correlations with 

N (H) are illustrated for all the features in Figure A2.8 in Appendix 2. Note that W 5 7 9 7  

is more tightly correlated with iV(H) than are W5780  or WI5 2 8 4 , for example, a result 

which is consistent with the correlations with E(B — V) discussed in §4.4.2.

For unsaturated absorption lines on the linear part of the curve of growth, the 

equivalent width W \ of a line at wavelength A is related to the column density of 

absorbers N  by (Spitzer 1978, p. 52)

=  8 .8 5  X 10"13JVA/, (6.1)

where /  is the oscillator strength of the transition and NX has dimension cm-1 . If we 

write the column density of absorbers of a diffuse feature at wavelength A as N {A), 

then for W \ in mA and A in A,

log N (X)f =  log W \ — 2 log A +  17.053. (6.2)

Of course, f  is unknown for the hypothetical transitions which give rise to the diffuse

features. This relation was used to calculate the effective number of diffuse feature

absorbers N (X)f along each line of sight for each diffuse feature. For the purposes of 

statistical correlation, the constants in equation (6.2) may be ignored and log W \ used 

just as well. The constants have been included so that, apart from the value of / ,  the 

numbers reflect the true abundances of the diffuse feature absorbers. We then define 

A (A) to be the logarithmic abundance of the carrier of a diffuse feature at wavelength 

A with respect to total hydrogen:

A(A) =  log N (X )f  -  log JV(H). (6.3)

In order to avoid the pitfalls noted by Somerville (1988), we must be cautious of any 

systematic contribution to the equivalent widths of the diffuse features when N (H) is
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Figure 6.1. The correlations between the diffuse feature equivalent widths and the 
total column density of hydrogen for XX5780, 5797, 6203, 6284, 0614 and for £1 . The 
symbols in this figure and others in this chapter differentiate between field stars and 
stars in different OB associations according to the key in Table 4-3.
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zero; it can be seen in Figures 6.1 and A2.8 that the trends in the data invariably imply 

a positive value of W \ at N (H) = 0. The best estimate of any systematic contribution 

to the equivalent widths is probably given by the intercept of the regression of W \ on 

E(B — V ) (see §4.4.1). Therefore, the respective intercepts were subtracted from the 

equivalent width measurements W \ before using equation (6.2) to compute loglV(A)/. 

The diffuse feature abundances were then computed via equation (6.3).

For some equivalent width determinations, the subtraction of these intercepts 

yielded negative values, from which no logarithm could be computed. These data were 

deleted from the subsequent analyses. For the five strongest features, only three data 

required deletion, and these were for stars for which very few other data used in the 

statistical analyses of this chapter were available. An associated problem was that 

those equivalent width determinations which were reduced to very small values upon 

subtraction of the intercepts became subject to very large error when the logarithm was 

computed. These data were retained in the subsequent analyses but their influence in 

any weighted regressions or correlations was very small. These comments would have 

applied also to the discarded data, had the intercepts been slightly smaller such that 

the data could have been used; their omission probably does not compromise seriously 

the results obtained without them.

Following the same procedure, a measure of the mean diffuse feature strength per 

unit hydrogen nucleus was calculated using the component scores of the first principal 

component, £i:

A({i) =  log[{, - ( - 1 . 8 7 ) ] - log JV(H). (6.4)

The errors on all the computed abundances were found by propagating the errors on 

W \ , and N (H) through equations (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4).

We recall that the second principal component in the data, £2 , appears to repre

sent the variation in the relative strengths of certain diffuse features. The component 

scores of £2 were therefore also used in the statistical analyses which follow in order to 

investigate the physical conditions which influence the relative strengths of the diffuse 

features. In addition, the logarithmic ratio of the column densities (or abundances) 

of several diffuse features was calculated and used in the analyses. The following ra

tios were computed: A5780/A5797 {=  log[iV(5 7 80)/578o/A'(5 7 9 7)/5797]}; A6284/A5780;
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A6284/A5797; and A6284/A6614. These ratios measure the relative strengths of the dif

fuse features in the same sense that they are represented by £2 , but they do so explicitly. 

The ratio of the abundances of A5780 and A5797 is particularly useful since the errors 

of equivalent width measurement due to the photometric calibration and the contin

uum placement (as far as it is influenced by the spectrum rectification) may be partly 

cancelled in the ratio; the accuracy of this ratio is probably very much better than is 

implied by the formal propagation of the errors on the column densities of A5780 and 

A5797.

One other point must be noted concerning correlations between these abundances 

and other interstellar quantities which make use of the common measurements of 

log N (H), such as atomic and molecular abundances. Statistical errors in log N (H) 

will tend to scatter the data in x and y along a line of gradient ±1, the sign depend

ing on whether or not the log iV(H) is inverted between the variables; the measured 

strength of a real relationship will be modified, or a spurious relationship may be sim

ulated. The size of the effect depends on the magnitude of the errors in N (H) with 

respect to the variance in the data. Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer (1986) have derived a 

formula to correct the correlation coefficients for the influence of such correlated errors. 

The corrected correlation coefficient r is given by

  r '2 q F m ' *  (6-5)
[(r'2 -  Rm'2)(l -  R)] 1

where r' is the observed sample correlation coefficient, m' is the gradient of the regres

sion and

R =  —  (6.6)

Here, is the variance of the errors on the values of logiV(H), which can

be estimated. The value of R , then, is the ratio of the variance of the correlated errors 

to the observed variance o 2 of the y-axis data. We have made use of this formula 

to guard against misinterpreting the strengths of correlations which axe subject to 

the influence of such correlated errors. The variance of the errors on logiV(H) was 

estimated to be 0.008 and this value was routinely used to compute R. Jenkins et 

al. used a value of 0.004, so the use of 0.008 was conservative when the correlated 

errors served to strengthen a correlation or anticorrelation. When the effect of the 

correlated errors was to weaken a correlation or anticorrelation (and the correction
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therefore strengthened it), the value 0.004 was used instead; once again, this was the 

most conservative approach.

The corrected coefficients were computed using the gradient of the ordinate- 

weighted regression. Both the Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients were cor

rected with this formula. In some instances, the assumptions implicit in the derivation 

of equation (6.5) (e.g., the substitution of sample values of the correlation coefficient r' 

and gradient m! for population values) caused the formula to give unreasonable results, 

especially where the data were few or the absolute value of the correlation coefficient 

was close to zero. We outline below the problems that were found.

• The sign of the correction determined was sometimes in the opposite sense to that 

expected; the difference was usually negligibly small.

• When the absolute value of the observed correlation coefficient was small, the 

value of (r/2 — Rm'2) was sometimes very small or less than zero, and |r| became 

unrealistically large or indeterminate.

• If m! and r' were small, the fully-weighted Pearson correlation coefficient or the 

Spearman coefficient sometimes had a different sign from the gradient m' and the 

formula could not be applied.

Note that the instances when the formula was unstable were those occasions 

when the correlation in question was not significant and had little or no bearing on the 

general results and the conclusions drawn. In spite of the instability of the correction 

formula in such instances, note that its general use was more conservative than simply 

quoting the raw sample correlation coefficients when the effect of the correlated errors 

was to strengthen a correlation (which was usually the case). Care was taken to ensure 

that no spuriously significant correlations resulted from the application of the formula. 

Where a problem occurred, it is noted in the results presented herein and the raw 

sample correlation coefficient is quoted.

In Chapters 4 and 5 we made use of the corrected equivalent widths to check 

the effect on correlations of possible contamination of the diffuse features by stellar 

photospheric lines. In the statistical analyses presented in this chapter, most of the 

samples contain stars of early spectral type only (B3 or earlier). As such, we do not 

expect the influence of photospheric contamination of the diffuse features to affect 

the results seriously—it was shown in §4.5 that the statistical evidence for differential
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contamination of the diffuse features in stars of spectral type B7 and earlier was not 

strong. Also, the results obtained thus far using the corrected equivalent widths have 

been largely consistent with those obtained using the uncorrected equivalent widths. 

Therefore we have not systematically repeated the correlations performed here with 

diffuse feature abundances derived from the corrected equivalent widths W°.

6.2 T he dependence o f th e  diffuse feature abundances on  inter

stellar space density

The behaviour of some diffuse features towards stars behind or within dense clouds 

has been studied by several authors (e.g., Snow & Cohen 1974; Baines & Whittet 1983). 

The main results from these studies have been summarised in §1.3.4. Here we examine 

the correlation between the diffuse feature abundances computed above and several 

indicators of cloud density along the line of sight, and compare the results with the 

results of previous studies.

6.2.1 The correlation of A(A) with the mean line-of-sight hydrogen density.

A mean line-of-sight hydrogen density was computed from

(nH) =  iV(H)/r, (6.7)

where r is the path length of the line of sight, taken from Table 4.1, and N (H) is the 

total hydrogen column density taken from Table A1.7, or from the relationship of N(TL) 

with E(B — V ) given by Bohlin et al. (1978). The correlations of A(A) with log(riH) 

were then performed: firstly, with values of ( i i h ) derived from only the most reliable 

hydrogen data, as discussed in §6.1; and secondly, with the mean hydrogen density 

derived from the extended sample of hydrogen data which we will denote (nn)£ . The 

results of these correlations are given in Table 6.1; these correlation coefficients have 

been corrected according to the formula given in equation (6.5). Figure 6.2 illustrates 

the correlations of A(A) and A(£i) with log(riH) and log(nH)£ for all the features. 

Error bars have been included in the illustrations of the correlations with log(riH); 

they have been omitted from the figures for ( tih) £  for clarity. Those data points with
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Table 6.1: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances, A{A), with the mean 
line-of-sight hydrogen density, {nu) or {nu)E•

Diffuse
feature

N  log(nH) N  log(nH)B Diffuse
feature

N  log (nH) N  log {nu)E

A5780 36 —0.654* 95 -0.604* A6284 34 -0.689* 95 -0.667*
-0.661* -0.517* —0.384d -0.474*

A5797 32 —0.364d 91 -0.359* A6379 25 -0.266 51 -0.213
-0.158 -0.200* —0.097f -0.155

A6196 24 -0.627* 69 -0.299* A6614 31 -0.668* 54 -0.542*
—0.388* -0.111 -0.562* -0.325*

A6203 32 -0.796* 87 -0.446* A6661 17 +0.103f 35 +0.271
-0.737* -0.324* +0.145f +0.013f

A6270 28 -0.601* 73 -0.327* 6 23 -0.776* 71 —0.734*
-0.568* -0.236d -0.633* -0.703*

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 : For each correlation rp  is listed above r s ' ,  see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes, f The m odulus of the corrected correlation coefficient is greater than  unity; 
the uncorrected coefficient is given.

very large errors bars in this figure and in others in this chapter correspond to those 

equivalent width measurements which become very small following the subtraction of 

the intercepts from the regression of W \ on E(B  — V") (see §6.1).

In the correlations with log ( t ih ) ,  there is evidence that all of the diffuse features 

(and £i) except AA5797, 6379 and 6661 are weakened along lines of sight of greater 

mean density. For some features the trend is very strong: in Figure 6.2, for example, 

A(5780) is clearly diminished as {nu) increases. For the extended sample of data, 

the abundances of all the diffuse features except AA5797, 6196, 6379 and 6661 are 

significantly anticorrelated with log {nH)B. Since the additional data in the extended 

sample are derived directly from E(B  — V), the strengths of the correlations with 

{nu)E are very similar to those which would have been obtained between A(A) and 

log {E{B  — V )/r). An inverse dependence of the strengths of AA5780, 6203, 6284 and 

6614 on log (.£7(1? — V )/r) has already been shown to exist in the multiple regression 

of §4.5, where the potential contamination of the diffuse features by photospheric lines 

was accounted for at the same time [see Table 4.12, sample (i)]. The use of density 

indicators which are derived directly from measurements of the total hydrogen col

umn density in these correlations is preferable to the use of quantities derived from
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E(B — V), since, as discussed in Chapter 5, E(B — V) itself is sensitive to environ

mental differences from one line of sight to another.

The dependence of other properties of the interstellar medium on (tih) have been 

investigated elsewhere. For example, it has been found that the depletions of certain 

elements are generally well correlated with (tih) (e.<j., Phillips, Gondhalekar & Pettini 

1982; Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer 1986). Since the structure of the interstellar medium is 

irregular, the relationship between (nn) and the physical properties of the interstellar 

medium along a line of sight is not immediately obvious. However, Spitzer (1985) has 

demonstrated that (nn) is an indicator of the predominance of different types of HI 

clouds along a line of sight. In Spitzer’s idealized model, the irregular distribution of 

HI gas comprises three different constituents—a relatively uniform, warm low-density 

gas; and two types of cold cloud: standard diffuse clouds, and larger, more heavily 

obscuring clouds which are also more highly clumped. The hot coronal phase of the 

interstellar gas (McKee & Ostriker 1977) and HII regions are not considered by the 

model. A value of (nn) near to the mean value for the low-density gas can be found 

only if neither type of cold cloud contributes to the observed N(TL) along the line of 

sight; (wh) can substantially exceed the average galactic disk value only if the cold 

clouds, particularly the larger clouds, provide much of the observed N (H). If the 

diffuse clouds dominate, an intermediate value of (uh) is found. Spitzer finds that, 

on average, if (nn) is less than 0.2 cm-3 the warm clouds dominate the line of sight 

(i.e., the fraction of warm gas> |) ;  diffuse clouds dominate for ( « h ) between 0.4 and
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1.0 cm-3 , and large clouds for («h) greater than 3 cm- 3 . Most of the lines of sight 

in our sample cover the range of values of (nn) characteristic of dominance by the 

cold clouds. Unfortunately, very few data are available for lines of sight dominated by 

warm gas; this deficiency is probably a selection effect in our survey, however, since 

such lines of sight will tend to have low values of E(B — V ) (Spitzer 1985).

In this model, the variation in interstellar depletions may be attributable to the 

physical differences between the different HI clouds. Jenkins et al. (1986) interpret the 

correlation of depletions with (nn) in such terms, where the depletion of each element 

has one value that is characteristic of the warm gas and an enhanced value for the 

cold clouds. The results of the above correlations show that the abundances of the 

diffuse features mimic the behaviour of elemental abundances with respect to ( t i h ) .  At 

the very least, it would seem that the abundance of the carriers of the diffuse features 

is depleted in dense clouds. The correlations of the diffuse feature abundances with 

elemental abundances will be investigated in §6.3.

6.2.2 The correlation of A(A) with cloud temperature and indicators of the 

local space density of hydrogen.

It would be worthwhile to check this dependence of the diffuse feature abundances 

with other more direct indicators of the local space density from one region to another. 

We begin by examining the rotational temperature Toi of molecular hydrogen, H2 , 

determined from the relative populations of the rotational levels J =  0 and J =  1, 

thus (Savage et al. 1977):

iV(l)/iV(0) = 9 e x p ( - ± ^ ) ,  (6.8)

where N (0) and N( 1) are the column densities of H2 in these levels. The values of 

Toi and their assigned errors are given in Table A 1.7 with the sources of the data. 

This rotational temperature is a measure of the cloud kinetic temperature in regions 

where H2 is strongly self-shielding (W(H2 )>, 1017 cm-2]; this condition is met in every 

line of sight for which we have a value of Toi except one: for HD 37128, iV(H2 )=  

3.7 X  1016cm-2 . Values of A(A) were available only for AA5780 and 5797 for this 

star, and it was retained in the analysis. If the interstellar gas within a cloud is 

in pressure equilibrium, the particle density n and kinetic temperature T should be
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Table 6.2: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances, A(A), with the rotational 
temperature of molecular hydrogen, Toi, and the hydrogen space density, t i h .

Diffuse
feature

N log Toi N  log nn Diffuse
feature

N log Toi N log 7lH

A5780 18 0.847a 16 —0.748a A6284 19 0.760a 15 —0.409
0.836a —0.784a 0.707a —0.573d

A5797 17 0.219 15 -0.186 A6379 11 0.392 11 -0.447
0.096 -0.095 0.331 —0.530d

A6196 11 0.700° 13 —0.908a A6614 14 0.577d 12 +0.043
0.769b —0.871a 0.512* -0.167

A6203 16 0.811a 13 -0.453 A6661 6 -0.179 5 -0.737
0.627b —0.724b 0.486 -0.710

A6270 15 0.667b 12 -0.623d 6 12 0.833a 12 -0.508*
0.505e -0.464 0.853a —0.953a

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 2 : For each correlation rp  is listed above 7*5 ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

related by log 71 = log{P /k) — logT (although since a number of discrete clouds are 

probably encountered along a typical line of sight this relation may not necessarily 

hold). Therefore, an inverse dependence of A(A) on density will be apparent in a 

positive correlation with log Toi •

The correlations between A(A) and log Toi which are significant are illustrated in 

Figure 6.3; the correlation coefficients are given in Table 6.2. Although the data are 

few, the abundances of AA5780, 6196, 6203 and 6284 show a significant dependence on 

logToi; A6270 and A6614 show some evidence for a positive trend also (Table 6.2).

Can anything more profound be deduced from these correlations than that they 

merely reflect the inverse dependence on cloud density discussed above? Since H2 is 

self-shielded, Toi is probably more sensitive to the local density in the cold clouds than 

is ( tih ) .  Nevertheless, Figure 6.4a illustrates the good inverse relationship between 

log Toi and log (nn) for our sample of data; the correlation is significant. Savage et al. 

(1977) also found evidence for a weak anticorrelation between Toi and the mean line- 

of-sight hydrogen density. These correlations with Toi at least support the existence 

of a real dependence of A(A) on cloud density.

The local space density within a cloud can be estimated in several ways. Joseph 

et al. (1986) studied elemental depletions in five clouds which they distinguished as
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having dense interiors from the presence of CN. Other authors have investigated the 

dependence of elemental depletions on estimates of the local hydrogen density deter

mined from the fine structure excitation of C l (Gondhalekar 1985a), for example, or 

H2 rotational state distributions (Van Steenberg & Shull 19886). We will discuss CN 

in §6.5. A few determinations of the local space density of hydrogen nn have been 

collected from the literature and are listed in Table 6.3; the difficulty of accurately 

determining nn is reflected in the estimated errors, which we have taken to be ±25%. 

Correlations of A( A) with lognn were carried out and the results are listed in Ta

ble 6.2. There is evidence that some of the diffuse feature abundances are significantly 

anticorrelated with nn, particularly A(5780) and A(6196); Figure 6.5 illustrates these 

correlations. This result indicates that the abundances of these diffuse features are 

certainly weakened in the interiors of denser clouds, confirming the results found with 

( tih ) .  Again, we find an inverse relationship between Toi and n n ,  as illustrated in 

Figure 6.46.

6.2.3 The correlation of f 2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with indi

cators of cloud density.

The correlations of f2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with log(nn), 

log (nu)E1 log Toi and lognn were performed. The results of all these correlations 

are given in Table 6.4. No correlations with log (nn) can be shown to be consistently
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Table 6.3: Some estimates of the local space density of hydrogen, nn, in diffuse clouds.

Star 71H Ref. Star 72H Ref.
HD 3cm HD — 3cm
22951 125 3 147933 500 3,4
23180 500 4 148184 400 4
24398 400 4 149757 700 1,4
24534 1000 4 169454 600 5
24912 300 1 206267 500 4
37128 120 2 207198 500 4
40111 60 1 210839 500 4

144470 60 3 214680 60 1

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 3 : The errors on n n  have been taken to be ±25% of the value.
References: (1) Ju ra  1975; (2) Shull 1979; (3) Gondhalekar 1985; (4) Federman &; Lam

bert 1988; (5) Jannuzi e t  a l .  1988.

significant or probably significant; but £2 and the abundance ratios A5780/A5797 and 

A6284/A5797 are anticorrelated with log^ n )^ , the extended sample of (nn) data. 

These correlations and the correlation of A5780/A5797 with log(nn) are illustrated in 

Figure 6.6; the correlations with log ( tih ) e  are significant, but none of these correlations 

appear tight. (Note that the error bars on the values of A5780/A5797 in this figure 

and in others in this chapter have been reduced by a factor of 0.6 to allow for the 

probable cancellation of much of the photometric calibration error; but the correlation
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Table 6.4: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundance ratios and £2  with the mean 
line-of-sight hydrogen density, ( t ih ) or (nn)E, the rotational temperature of molecular 
hydrogen, Toi, and the space density of hydrogen, nn .

Abundance
ratio

N  log (nH) N  log (nH)E N log Toi N log nn

f 2 23 —0.365® 71 -0.270* 12 0.573® 12 -0.115
-0.367® -0.274* 0.448 -0.179

A5780/A5797 32 -0.338® 87 —0.329* 17 0.767* 15 -0.629®
—0.409* —0.292b 0.615b -0.619®

A6284/A5797 28 -0.439® 81 -0.309* 16 0.709* 14 -0.214
-0.305 -0.221* 0.454® -0.365

A6284/A6614 27 -0.048 50 -0.126 14 0.269 12 -0.659®
-0.079 -0.186 0.173 -0.886*

A6284/A5780 31 -0.264 86 -0.152 17--0.013 15 +0.529*
-0.153 -0.159 -0.052 +0.278

N o tes  to  Table 6 .4 : For each correlation rp is listed above 7*5 ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

coefficients have been computed using the formally propagated errors on the ratio.) 

A few of the other correlations are significant: A5780/ A5797 is strongly correlated 

with log Toi and is anticorrelated with log t ih ; A6284/A5797 is correlated with log Toi; 

and A6284/A6614 is anticorrelated with logriH . These correlations are illustrated in 

Figure 6.7. These results show clearly that the relative strengths of some diffuse 

features are sensitive to cloud density or temperature.

6.2.4 Other studies of the dependence o f the diffuse features on cloud density.

Several studies of the behaviour of the diffuse features towards stars situated 

behind or associated with dense interstellar material have been carried out. These 

have been discussed in §1.3.4. Much of the work carried out on the behaviour of 

the diffuse features in regions of enhanced density confirms the results of the above 

correlations with (nn): the diffuse features are less efficiently produced in the dense 

interstellar medium, if at all, than in the diffuse medium.

Wampler (1966) recognised that the central depth of A4430 was weakened with 

respect to reddening towards several stars which lay behind or within dense dust clouds;
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Snow & Cohen (1974) drew similar conclusions for A5780. Since these stars tended to 

be relatively nearby, the lines of sight would be characterized by a fairly high value of 

(nH) [following the discussion of Spitzer (1985)]. The average relationships between 

the diffuse feature strengths and E(B — V) in each of these studies, to which the dense 

cloud observations were referred, were defined by observations of Galactic field stars 

where the lines of sight would be characterized by a low-to-average value of (nn). 

Therefore the results of Wampler and Snow & Cohen can be understood to be quite 

consistent with the correlations with (tih) found above.

Such a weakening of the diffuse features has been observed towards other stars 

associated with dense material, such as: members of the CMa R1 association (Whittet
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& Blades 1980a) and other dust-embedded stars (Baines & W hittet 1983); the dense 

clouds associated with T Tauri stars (Meyer & Ulrich 1984); and regions of recent 

and ongoing star formation (Wallerstein &: Cardelli 1987). Rees (1990) found that 

the diffuse feature strengths with respect to E (B  — V ) were generally anticorrelated 

with the column density of simple diatomic molecules, such as H2, CH and CO; he 

too concluded that the diffuse features were weakened in regions of enhanced density 

where such molecules would be abundant. The results of Rees (1990) will be discussed 

more extensively in §6.5.
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The only discrepancy between the results of these studies and the results pre

sented above appears to be in the observed enhancement of the strength of A5780 with 

respect to A5797 [though both features are weakened with respect to E (B  — V )] in 

some regions of star formation (Wallerstein & Cardelli 1987); this contrasts with the 

apparent anticorrelation between A5780/A5797 and (nu)E or t i r  found above, given 

that such regions are usually associated with dust-embedded stars. However, the re

gions of star formation represent a slightly different class of object than the quiescent 

dense cloud lines of sight: in addition to the presence of regions of enhanced density, 

the proximity of the hot young stars will cause the intensity and energy distribution 

of the local radiation field to be much different from the mean interstellar radiation 

field, and the interstellar material may be disturbed by the passage of shocks. If these 

differences can account for the discrepancy, it can be concluded that the carrier of 

A5797 is less robust in such environments than that of A5780.

The concept of families of diffuse features, which has been discussed in §4.6, arose 

from the observation that the relative strengths of some diffuse features varied from 

one line of sight to another (e.g., Krelowski & Walker 1987). Krelowski & Westerlund 

(1988) showed that the strength of A5780 with respect to A5797 was quite diminished 

towards HD 149757 (£ Oph) in comparison to HD 147165 (<r Sco); moreover, the 

reddening of these two stars is similar [E(B — V) ~  0.35]. We have examined both of 

these stars in our survey. Figure 6.8 compares the spectra of these and other stars in the 

Sco OB2 association; while the strength of A5797 remains relatively constant in these 

stars, the strength of A5780 is quite variable. It can be seen from Figure 6.8 that the 

variation in the A5780/A5797 ratio between HD 149757 and HD 147165 is significant 

and is quite consistent with the dependence of that ratio on Toi (Figure 6.7); the 

dependence of the ratio on Toi seems to hold towards the other Sco OB2 stars also.

Let us examine smother case where the relative strengths of A5780 and A5797 

clearly differ from the average value. Westerlund & Krelowski (1989) have observed 

A5797 to be weak or absent towards HD 157246 (7  Ara) while A5780 is clearly present; 

in this case the situation is reversed from HD 149757. There is evidence in the spectrum 

of HD 157246 for the presence of the broader diffuse feature A5795, which has been 

shown to be better correlated with A5780 than with A5797 (Chlewicki et al. 1987); its
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1.6

1.5

HD 147933 /4 E(B—V)=0.49

1.4

1.3

E(B—V)=0.53HD 148184

1.2

:  HD 149757 T0i=54 K E(B-V )=0.34 :WC(1)

<D>

E(B—V)=0.38HD 147165

E(B—V)=0.24HD 144470

5760 5770 5800 5810 58205780 5790
W avelength (A)

F igu re  6.8. A comparison of the strengths of A57'80 and \5797  towards several stars 
in the Sco OB2  association. The spectra have been stacked from top to bottom in order 
of increasing rotational temperature, Toi. The continuum in each spectrum is of unit 
height; the spectra have been shifted up or down in steps of 0 . 2  in relative intensity for 
clarity.
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appearance in this spectrum is not then unexpected. Now the dependence on log Toi 

of A(5780) and of A(5797) (which is not statistically significant) is given by

A(5780) =  2.02 log Toi -  13.16 and A(5797) =  0.32 log Toi -  10.60. (6.9)

For HD 157246, Toi =  79 K and logiV(H) =  20.71 (Savage et al. 1977). We would 

predict from the above relationships and from equations (6.2) and (6.3) that for such 

a line of sight W578o = 71 mA and W5797 =  16 mA. Westerlund &: Krelowski provide 

no equivalent width measurements; but from their Figure 3, we estimate a depth 

of 3.4% and a half-width of 2.2A for A5780, and a maximum depth of 1.6% and a 

half-width of 0.9A for A5797. For approximately triangular profiles, we then find 

that W5780 =  75mA and Ws797,$14mA. These equivalent widths are remarkably close 

to our predicted values, given the errors estimated on our data. Again, for a local 

hydrogen density of nn =  30 cm-3 for this line of sight (Jura 19756), we find from our 

correlation of A5780/A5797 with lognn that ^ 5780/ ^ 5797=  5.42; for W5780 =  75mA, 

the equivalent width of A5797 is found to be 14 mA. This exercise serves to demonstrate 

that such variations in the strengths of A5780 and A5797 are consistent with A5780 

being strongly dependent on cloud temperature or density and A5797 being only mildly 

dependent, if at all. Note also that these relatively simple dependences on diffuse cloud 

conditions are sufficient to promote the appearance of separate families of features 

which behave differently from one line of sight to another.

6.3 The relationship o f th e diffuse features to  th e abundances o f  

in terstellar atom s

We proceed with a study of the correlations between the diffuse feature abun

dances and the abundances of various interstellar atomic species. The atoms and ions 

studied respond directly to processes governing the growth and destruction of inter

stellar dust grains, and to the ionization equilibrium in the diffuse interstellar medium. 

These analyses may therefore provide some useful information on the response of the 

carriers of the diffuse features also to such processes.
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T able  6.5: The principal sources of the atomic abundance data used in the correlation 
analyses.

Species Reference
C l Jenkins & Shaya (1979); Jenkins, Jura & Loewenstein (1983)
N al Hobbs (1974, 1978)
Mg II Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer (1986)
S ill Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
P II Jenkins et al. (1986)
SII Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
K I Hobbs (1974, 1978); Chaffee & White (1982)
C a ll Hobbs (1978)
T ill Stokes (1978)
Mn II Jenkins et al. (1986); Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)
F e ll Jenkins et al. (1986); Van Steenberg &: Shull (1988a)
Zn II Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a)

6.3.1 The atom ic abundance da ta .

A thorough search of the literature was carried out to obtain reliable column 

densities of as many atomic ions as possible towards a statistically useful number of 

stars in the diffuse feature programme. There was a relatively poor overlap between 

the sample of stars observed in this programme and that sample of stars for which 

atomic abundances have been determined; this limited the number of data available 

for the correlation analyses to be always less than 30 and often less than 10 or 20. The 

ions for which a useful number of data (> 10) were found for a systematic statistical 

study are listed in Table 6.5, together with the principal sources of the adopted column 

densities. A few other sources which provided observations of only a few stars each 

were used to increase the samples for a number of ions; these sources have not been 

listed in Table 6.5. The data are given in Tables A1.8a-c in Appendix 1, with a full 

list of references and the details of the assignment of errors to the column densities.

The column densities of many of the ions listed in Table 6.5 were determined from 

standard single-component curve of growth analyses. The interstellar absorption lines 

used in these analyses usually contain severed discrete velocity components which Me 

not resolved (e.g., see Crawford 1988). Jenkins (1987) advises particular caution in 

using the results of such studies when the curve of growth indicates that the weakest 

line for a particular species has a central optical depth tq greater than 2. He considers
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that derived column densities are probably free from severe saturation effects if A(X) +  

log (/A) < —5.4, where /  and A are the oscillator strength and wavelength of the 

weakest line used and A(X) is the typical logarithmic abundance of element X  relative 

to hydrogen in interstellar clouds where ( t ih )  ~  3 cm-3 . The study of Jenkins, Savage 

& Spitzer (1986), which provided many of the observed column densities used here (see 

Table 6.5), was based on Copernicus observations of relatively weak atomic absorption 

lines; the authors were particularly cautious about saturation effects and we consider 

their data to be among the most reliable used here. The study of Van Steenberg 

& Shull (1988a) provided column density determinations of several species towards 

a statistically useful number of objects included in the diffuse feature programme. 

Column densities were obtained from IUE spectra and in general A ( X ) +  log(/A) «  

—5.2 for their data; the column densities may therefore be subject to some saturation 

problems. Appendix 1 provides exact details of the selection of the data from these and 

other sources. On a brighter note, Jenkins (1986) has shown that errors in saturation 

corrections seem to converge to small values if the unresolved components are drawn 

from a population of To and 6 whose distributions can be “very broad but not bizarre” 

(Jenkins 1987). In such cases, only mild systematic underestimates in column densities 

are obtained ( <,20%) even when To in the weakest line is 4.

In the correlation analyses described below we have considered separately the 

column densities of F e ll and M nll determined from the Copernicus data and from 

the IUE data; the data have been obtained with different instruments at different 

resolution. Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a) found systematic differences between the 

two sets of column densities which they attributed to the Routly-Spitzer effect, where 

weak, high-velocity absorption components increase the perceived 6-value determined 

from stronger transitions with respect to the values obtained from weaker lines. When 

reference is made to the Fe and Mn abundances derived from the Copernicus column 

densities, they are subscripted with a “C”; the IUE  abundances are subscripted “IU E ”. 

We also used one further sample of F ell column densities. Jenkins et al. (1986) flag 

a significant proportion of their Fell column densities as being subject to potentially 

severe saturation problems; they exclude these data from their own analyses. If they 

axe excluded from this study very few data remain (a maximum of 12). In order to 

increase the sample size of Copernicus F e ll column densities we have admitted these 

data, at the cost of confidence in the reliability of the sample; the subscript “C2” is
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used to refer to this sample of data. This procedure is less than conservative but was 

considered necessary if any picture of the relationships between the diffuse features 

and the abundance of Fe was to be constructed; Fe is one of the most heavily depleted 

elements and its gas-phase abundance is particularly sensitive to small changes in the 

amount of Fe contained in the dust grains.

The other column densities flagged by Jenkins et al. (1986) as being subject to 

potentially severe saturation problems have not been used. The IUE column densities 

of Fe, Mn and Si taken from Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a) have not been screened 

for potential saturation problems. The Fe and Mn data from this study are probably 

the most reliable, according to Jenkins’ (1987) criterion. We screened the SII and 

Z nll column densities for potential saturation problems, and the details are given in 

Appendix 1.

The logarithmic abundance per hydrogen nucleus A(Xi )  of each ion Xi  was com

puted from

A(Xi)  =  log N(Xi )  -  log N ( H), (6.10)

where N ( X i ) is the column density of ion X i , and the total hydrogen column density 

iV(H) has been taken from Table A1.7 or derived from E ( B  — V)  using the relation 

given by Bohlin et al. (1978).

With the exception of C all, the singly ionized species listed in Table 6.5 are 

by far the dominant ionization stages of each respective element in H I regions; the 

total abundances of these elements along each line of sight can be evaluated from 

the column densities of these ions alone. We have neglected the contribution by H II 

regions along the line of sight to the column densities of these ions. This contribution 

can be significant for relatively nearby stars (e.g., York 1983) but for the reddened 

lines of sight considered here only a small fraction of the interstellar H will be ionized 

and the H II region contribution can probably be safely neglected.

The ions C l, N al, K I and C a ll are trace ionization stages in the H I regions 

encountered along the lines of sight studied here. In order to measure the total gas- 

phase abundance of each of these elements, one needs to account for the number of 

ions which exist in the next and usually dominant ionization stage of each. If the
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equilibrium abundance of these ions is governed by photoionization and electronic 

recombination in the diffuse medium, then

n(X -+‘) _  T(X' )
n(JV') a(A-*'+')ne ’  ̂ ;

(e.g., Keenan 1984) where n(X ' )  is the number density of element X in ionization 

stage i, r ( X ')  is the extinction-dependent photoionization rate of X %, a (X ,+1) is the 

recombination coefficient for recombination from ionization stage i +  1 to t and ne is 

the electron density. Evidently, in order to compute the number density of the ions 

of one ionization stage from those of another, one requires an estimate of the electron 

density ne. This can be derived from the relative abundances of observable ions such as 

Mg I and Mg II. One must also assume that the ratio of the column densities is a good 

estimate of the ratio of the number densities of the ions of X  and that the ions coexist; 

this may not necessarily be the case since different ions may exist predominantly in 

physically different environments. In any case, there were insufficient observations 

of such ions as Mg I and Mg II for the ionization corrections to be computed for a 

statistically useful number of lines of sight. Despite this, the measured abundances of 

C l, N al, K I and C a ll will still be useful in the analyses to follow.

6.3.2 The correlations of A(A) w ith atom ic abundances.

(a) Correlations with total elemented abundances.

Correlation coefficients were computed for all possible pairs of the diffuse feature 

abundances A(A) and the abundances of those atoms for which the total abundances in 

H I regions can be estimated: Mg, Si, P, S, Ti, Mn, Fe and Zn. Since all the variables 

contain log iV(H) in subtraction, the correlation coefficients obtained were corrected for 

correlated measurement errors in N ( H) using equation (6.5). The corrected correlation 

coefficients have been listed in Table 6.6; in many cases there was little change in the 

coefficients or in their significances. However, as noted in §6.1, the assumptions implicit 

in the derivation of the formula led to unrealistic results in some instances, especially 

where the data were few or the absolute value of a correlation coefficient was close to 

zero; where a problem occurs it is indicated in the table.
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Table  6.6: The correlations of the diffuse feature abundances, A(A), with interstellar 
atomic abundances—Mg, Si, P, S and Ti.

Diffuse
feature

A(Mg) A(Si) A( P) A(S) A(Ti)

A5780 150.900a 260.480c 150.579d 240.405d “ 0.231
0.850a 0.436d 0.452® 0.196 0.398

A5797 130.322 230.153 120.592d 210.130 130.477®
-0.066f —0.056J 0.091f 0.026 0.055f

A6196 lo0.912a “ 0.320 100.531 120.678c 120.199
0.927a 0.373 0.559® 0.653d 0.266

A6203 130.739a 230.441d “ 0.333 210.446d 130.340
0.598d 0.243 0.163 0.204 0.328

A6270 120.575® 180.175 130.265 “ 0.168 “ 0.190
0.363 0.192 0.365 0.148 0.224

A6284 15 0.425 270.624a “ 0.144 250.428d —0.004
0.197 0.485c -0.075J 0.345® 0.213

A6379 “ 0.514 130.146 lo0.457 120.534® “ 0.323
0.245 0.101 0.226 0.058 0.070f

A6614 130.428 —0.098 120.073 “ 0.268 “ 0.316
0.164 -0.021t —0.175J 0.210 0.080

A6661 —0.896^ —0.066f —0.803*^ 5 0.191 J
-0.778 0.083f —0.750®f 0.700J

6 80.686® 190.430® 80.624® 170.521d lo0.149
0.786d 0.459d -0.005 0.263 0.624®
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T able 6.6:—continued. The correlations of the diffuse feature abundances, A (A), with 
interstellar atomic abundances—Mn, Fe and Zn.

Diffuse
feature

A(Mn)c A(Mn)/[/£ A(Fe)c A(Fe)c2 A(Ye)iuE A( Zn)

A5780 190.603b 260.607* 110.375 2O0.220 260.299 230.276
0.277 0.469c 0.570 0.496* 0.400* 0.238

A5797 ^0.010 230.355* 80.717* —0.053 —0.321 2O0.163
—0.414*1 0.006f —0.286* -0.170 -0.261 0.400*

A6196 110.807* 140.486c 70.259 130.365 140.386 120.279
0.627* 0.476* 0.260 0.302 0.458* 0.699*

A6203 170.598c 230.751a 80.209 2O0.290 23 0.424* 2°0.589b
0.272f 0.375* 0.314 0.477* 0.108 0.386

A6270 150.146 180.297 80.605 180.600b 180.182 —0.006f
-0.000 0.267 0.619 0.608b 0.217 0.189*

A6284 180.599b 270.642* 90.286 210.310 270.620* 240.286
0.117 0.554* 0.491 0.199 0.664* 0.194

A6379 130.206 130.266 60.476 130.275 —0.272 n 0.252
—0.132J 0.206 0.564 0.201 —0.016f 0.618*

A6614 160.281 160.281 80.418 170.615b 160.100 140.555*
0.072 -0.148 0.371 0.660* -0.000 0.560*

A6661 e0.679f 90.034f —0.282f —0.624* —0.323
0.829* 0.333* —0.314f —0.117f 0.067*

6 120.627* 190.671* *0.973* 120.613* 190.445* 160.256
0.249 0.621* 1.000* 0.788* 0.433* 0.222

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 6 : For each correlation r p  is listed above r s ;  see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes. The num ber of available d a ta  pairs is quoted to the left of each pair of 
correlation coefficients.

fT he m odulus of the corrected correlation coefficient is greater than  unity; the uncor
rected coefficient is given. |T h e  gradient of the fitted  line has the opposite sign to the cor
relation coefficient and it is not possible to com pute a corrected coefficient; the uncorrected 
coefficient is given.
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The correlations reveal some interesting trends:

• All of the correlations which are significant or probably significant in both rp 

and rs are positive correlations: an increased gas-phase abundance of an element 

corresponds to an increase in the diffuse feature abundance. Figure 6.9 illustrates 

a selection of the significant correlations.

• The abundances of the diffuse features A5780, A6196 and A6203 are significantly 

correlated with A(Mg) (Figure 6.9).

• The abundance of A6284 appears to be particularly well correlated with the Fe, 

Si and Mn abundances derived from the IUE  data; however, no correlation is 

apparent with the Copernicus Fe and Mn abundances. Figure 6.10 illustrates 

these correlations.

• The abundance A(£i) is significantly correlated with the Copernicus Fe abun

dances and with A(Mn)/c/£, but not with the IUE  Fe abundances; Figure 6.10 

illustrates the correlations with A(Fe)c2 and A ( F e ) r u E -

• We note that A5797 is the only one of the stronger features which shows no 

significant correlation with the abundance of any atomic species.

A few other correlations are significant also. All the correlations from the analyses 

presented in this section and in §6.4 which axe significant or probably significant in 

both rp and rs are illustrated in Figures A2.9 to A2.20 in Appendix 2; illustrations 

of a number of those correlations which are not significant are provided there also for 

comparison.

The correlations with the abundance of Fe and Mn sire apparently sample de

pendent: for example, A(£i) is significantly correlated with A(Fe)c and A(Fe)c2, and 

A(6284) is significantly correlated with A(Fe)iuE only. The IUE sample includes more 

heavily reddened line of sight than the Copernicus data, and covers a greater range 

of atomic abundances; examination of Figure 6.10 suggests that the improved corre

lations with the IUE abundances for some features may be due to the more extensive 

range of abundances found in the IUE sample of data.

It might also be possible that the IUE column densities have been systemati

cally underestimated with respect to the Copernicus values along lines of sight passing
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F ig u re  6.9. Some examples of the positive correlations between the diffuse feature 
abundances, A (A), and the abundances of refractory atomic species—Mg, Fe and Si.
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F ig u re  6.10. The correlation of A(6284) and A(£i) with the abundance of Fe, and 
the correlation of A (6284) with the abundance of Mn. The correlations found with the 
abundances determined from the Copernicus data and from the IUE data are compared.
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F igure  6.11a. The correlations which were found to be significant between the diffuse 
feature abundances, A(A), and the abundances o f the volatile atomic species Zn and S.

through higher density clouds, where gas may be “hidden” in a highly saturated com

ponent with low b which falls in the core of a much wider line (Nachmann & Hobbs 

1973). Thus, since some diffuse features have been found also to weaken along such 

higher density lines of sight (§6.2), the correlation of their abundances with the IUE 

atomic abundances may be enhanced. However, when the differences between the IUE 

and Copernicus abundances of Mn and Fe are correlated with the diffuse feature abun

dances, no correlation is found to be significant; therefore the improved correlations 

do not appear to be due to a systematic effect of this kind.

We note that there are very few significant correlations between the diffuse fea

ture abundances and the abundances of the more volatile elements, such as S and 

Zn, although this may be because the data are not as reliable as some of the other 

atomic abundances. Figure 6.11a illustrates the correlations of A(6196) with A (S) and 

of A(6614) with A(Zn), which are probably significant. We consider the P and Ti 

abundances to be reliable yet they show no significant correlation with the abundance 

of any diffuse feature; Figure 6.116 illustrates the correlation of A(5780) and A(6284) 

with A(Ti).
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F igure  6.116* An illustration of the absence of significant correlation between the 
diffuse feature abundances A(5780) and A(6284) and the abundance of the refractory 
atomic species Ti.

(6) Correlations with ionic abundances.

Correlations were performed for all possible pairs of the diffuse feature abundances 

A( A) and the abundances of those ions which exist in minor stages of ionization of their 

parent species: C l, N al, K I and C all. With the exception of C all, the abundance of 

each ion is sensitive predominantly to the ionization equilibrium between the different 

ionization stages of each species, which depends principally on the local gas density, the 

concentration of electrons and the UV flux density. For example, the typical fractional 

abundance of C l with respect to C II is about one part in 2000; the C l abundance is 

therefore very sensitive to changes in the ionization equilibrium. On the other hand, C 

exhibits very little density-dependent depletion—the abundance of C may be reduced 

to about 70% of the cosmic value on average (W hittet 1984) or to about a tenth of 

the cosmic value along some lines of sight (Jenkins & Shaya 1979, Jenkins et al. 1983). 

Similarly, the depletion of Na shows no evidence for being strongly dependent on cloud 

density (Phillips, Gondhalekar & Pettini 1984), and K behaves in the same way. The 

abundance of C all, on the other hand, depends both on the depletion of Ca, which 

is strongly density-dependent (Phillips et al. 1984), and on the ionization equilibrium 

with C al and C alll.
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T able  6.7: The correlations of the diffuse feature abundances, A(A), with interstellar 
ionic abundances—Cl, N al, K I  and Call.

Diffuse
feature

N A(CI) N A(Nal) N A(KI) N A(CaII)

A5780 16 —0.606c 15 —0.720* 26 -0.354* 16 0.370
—0.448* —0.703* —0.438d 0.322

A5797 15 +0.337 13 -0.295 25 +0.075 14 0.001*
+0.453* +0.033* +0.391* -0.160*

A6196 10 -0.742* 14 —0.597** 16 -0.269* 16 0.153
-0.599* -0.472* -0.185* 0.015*

A6203 11 -0.140 18 -0.262 20 -0.095 19 0.334
+0.030* +0.057* -0.153 0.294

A6270 11 +0.021* 14 -0.516* 19 -0.344 15 -0.012*
+0.027* -0.332 +0.021* 0.132*

A6284 14 -0.144 18 -0.206 24 -0.025* 18 0.352
-0.112 -0.227 -0.099* 0.108t

A6379 11 +0.083* 13 -0.401 12 +0.509* 15 0.224
+0.236* -0.300 +0.805* 0.049*

A6614 13 +0.122* 12 -0.134 19 -0.250 12 0.375
-0.074 -0.115 -0.014* 0.129

A6661 5 -0.855* 4 —0.955d 13 -0.506* 5 0.439*
-0.900^ -1.000** —0.738b 0.800*

6 10 —0.161 11 -0.437 19 -0.173 11 0.457
-0.440 -0.482 -0.268 0.498

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 7 :  See notes to Table 6.6.

Many of the raw correlations between the diffuse feature abundances and the 

abundances of C l, N al and K I were found to be negative. Since the effect of the cor

related errors in log iV(H) is to weaken these anticorrelations, the negative coefficients 

were corrected using a value of 0.004 for the variance of the correlated errors to guard 

against unduly inflating the coefficients. Table 6.7 lists the correlations between A{A) 

and the abundances of the above ions.

Only one negative correlation was found to be significant in both rp and r s : the 

anticorrelation between A(5780) and A(Nal). The uncorrected coefficients for this cor

relation are probably significant, so the correlation is likely to be real; it is illustrated 

in Figure 6.12a. The significant anticorrelation between A(6661) and A(Nal) is based
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F ig u re  6 .12. The correlations which were found to be significant between the dif
fuse feature abundances, A (A), and the abundances of the ions N a l and K I; only the 
Spearman correlation was significant for A(6379) vs. A(KI).

on only four data and we do not consider it to be reliable. Only one positive corre

lation comes close to being significant: the correlation between A(6379) and A(KI) 

is significant in rs only and is illustrated in Figure 6.126. No significant or probably 

significant correlations are found between any diffuse feature abundance and A(CaII).

(c) Partial correlation coefficients.

It has been established that the gas-phase abundances of a number of refractory 

elements show an inverse dependence on the mean line of sight hydrogen density ( t ih )  

(see Jenkins 1987) . The correlations of A ( X )  with (nn) and (nh)e for the samples of 

data used here are given in Table 6.8 (these correlation coefficients have been corrected 

for the effect of correlated errors in log iV(H); the magnitude of the correction was less 

then 0.05 in almost every case). Clearly, the same trend is evident in these data for 

many of the elements for which total abundances are known, and for A(CaII) also; 

the abundances of the ions C l, K I and N al do not show any significant dependence 

on (nu)E in these data. In §6.2 it was found that the abundances of several diffuse 

features were similarly inversely dependent on (nn) or (nH)£ . Therefore many of 

the correlations presented in Table 6.6 may reflect merely the common underlying 

dependence of the diffuse feature and atomic abundances on density. We have therefore 

investigated whether the relationships between the diffuse features and the atomic
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Table 6.8: The correlation of the atomic and ionic abundances A ( X ) with the mean 
line-of-sight hydrogen density, (tir) and (nu)E-

A( X) N  log(nn) N  log(nH)fi A ( X ) N  log (nH) N  log (nH) E

A(Mg) 18 —0.797a 
—0.736*

A(Fe)c 12 -0.455 
—0.679c

A(  Si) 20 —0.487d 
—0.568b

31 —0.589a 
—0.641a

A(Fe)c2 26 —0.469c 
-0.441d

A(P) 19 —0.554c 
-0.367

A(Fe)iuE 20 -0.362
-0.334

31 —0.537a 
—0.565a

A( S) 17 -0.266 
-0.008

28 -0.405d 
-0.278

A( Zn) 18 -0.389
-0.480d

28 —0.432d 
—0.519a

A(Ti) 18 —0.650a 
—0.755a

19 —0.644a 
—0.735a

A( C l) 18 +0.305
+0.319

i(M n )c 23 —0.424d 
—0.435d

A(N al) 18 +0.207
+0.237

24 +0.159
+0.156

A(Mn)/c/£; 20 —0.438® 
—0.476d

31 —0.592a 
—0.649a

A(K I) 18 +0.048J
+0.255{

28 +0.078f
+0.204}

A (CaII) 18 —0.745a 
—0.753a

24 —0.680a 
—0.603a

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 8 :  For each correlation r p  is listed above r s ’, see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes. W here no entry is given in the colum n headed log(riH )£, the sample of 
data  and the results were identical to those in the correlation w ith log (nn ).

}The gradient of the fitted line has the opposite sign to the correlation coefficient and it 
is not possible to compute a corrected coefficient; the uncorrected coefficient is given.

abundances are more profound than a simple m utual dependence on the average gas 

density.

We eliminated any common dependence of the variables on (nn) or (nH)^ by 

computing the partial correlations between A(A) and A ( X )  at constant (nu)E- The 

correlation coefficients used for this purpose were the uncorrected correlations between 

A(A) and A ( X )  and the uncorrected correlations of A ( A) with (nH)B and of A( X)  with 

(nn)E for the same data, i.e., complete samples in A(A), A( X)  and (nu)E> The un

corrected coefficients were used since the effect of the correlated errors in logiV(H) 

virtually cancels out, and the possible introduction of some spurious corrected coeffi

cients from Tables 6.6 and 6.7 is avoided. For those partial correlations which were 

found to be significant, it makes very little difference to the result if the corrected 

coefficients are used.
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Table 6.9: The most significant partial correlations at constant log (nn)E between the 
diffuse feature abundances A (A) and the atomic abundances A( X) .  All those correla
tions for which p{r) < 0.1 for both rp and rs are listed.

Diffuse
feature

A( X) N rP
rs

Diffuse
feature

A ( X ) N rp
rs

A5780 A(  Mg) 15 0.790a
0.694b

A6284 A(Fe)iuE 27 0.401**
0.546a

A(Nal) 15 —0.660c 
—0.628c

A(M.n)iuE 27 0.371*
0.411**

A5797 A(CI) 15 0.559**
0.490*

A6379 A( K I) 12 0.524*
0.815a

A(Fe)ruE 23 -0.397*
-0.378*

A6614 A(Fe)c2 17 0.478*
0.451*

A6196 A(Mg) 10 0.762*
0.848*

6 A(Fe)c 5 1.000a
0.957**

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 9 : See Table 4.9 for key to significance codes.

As expected, many of the correlations between A (A) and A ( X )  are weakened once 

the dependence on (nn) is removed; however, a few significant correlations remain. 

Those partial correlations for which p(rp) and p(rs) < 0.1 Eire listed in Table 6.9. The

partial correlations which are significant or probably significant in both rp and rs are

these:

• the abundances of A5780 and A6196 are correlated with A(Mg);

• the abundance of A6284 is correlated with A(Fe)iuE‘,

• the abundance of A5780 is anticorrelated with A(Nal);

• A(£i) is correlated with A(Fe)c (but with only 5 data).

No other correlations can be shown to be significant or probably significant in 

r p  and r s . The implication of the partial correlations which remain significant is 

that there exists a more fundamental relationship between the variables than a mutual 

dependence on the mean line-of-sight density. We discuss these correlations in §6.4.
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F igu re  6.13. The significant correlations found between the component scores of & 
and the abundances of the refractory atomic species Fe, Si and Mn.

6 .3 .3  The correlations of f 2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with  

atom ic abundances.

(a) Correlations with total elemental abundances.

Correlation coefficients were computed for the correlations of f2 and the abun

dance ratios of the diffuse features with the abundances of Mg, Si, P, S, Ti, Mn, Fe 

and Zn, the elements for which total gas-phase abundance estimates were available. 

The correlation coefficients are listed in Table 6.10. Unlike the correlations between 

A(A) and A (X ), these correlations are unaffected by correlated errors in log N(R).

The parameter £2 is most strongly correlated with A(Fe)iuE , but no correla

tion is apparent between f 2 and the Copernicus Fe abundances. The parameter £2
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T able  6.10: The correlations of the diffuse feature abundance ratios with interstellar 
atomic abundances.

Abundance
ratio

A( Mg) A(Si) A(P) A{ S) A(Ti)

6 80.169 190.565c ^0.230 170.378 —0.326
0.262 0.633* 0.024 0.404 -0.164

A5780/A5797 130.664c 230.391* 120.281 210.360 130.004
0.731* 0.529b 0.385 0.237 0.115

A6284/A5780 —0.476* 240.155 —0.464 220.144 ^0.111
-0.328 0.163 -0.450 0.112 -0.022

A6284/A5797 120.246 210.340 —0.146 190.323 —0.274
0.385 0.396* 0.127 0.140 -0.217

A6284/A6614 120.361 160.535d 110.359 140.488* —0.399
0.224 0.532d 0.318 0.354 -0.212

T able  6 .1 0 - continued.

Abundance A(Mn)c A(Mn);t/£ A(Fe)c A(Fe)c2 A(Fe)iuE A(Zn)
ratio

fr 120.761* 190.528d *0.269 120.477 190.608b 160.226
0.692c 0.633* 0.500 0.546 0.702* 0.026

A5780/A5797 170.621b 230.444d ®0.685* 170.766* 230.367* 2O0.213
0.700* 0.588* 0.762d 0.610b 0.585* 0.081

A6284/A5780 —0.002 240.001 —0.168 —0.086 240.300 —0.084
0.060 0.120 0.117 -0.047 0.283 -0.104

A6284/A5797 160.702* 210.252 70.247 160.551d 210.415* 180.114
0.566d 0.382* 0.500 0.370 0.499d -0.199

A6284/A6614 150.394 160.374 70.197 160.126 160.284 —0.118
0.075 0.465* 0.214 -0.100 0.409 0.059

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 0 : For each correlation r p  is listed above see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes. The num ber of available d a ta  pairs is quoted to the left of each pair of 
correlation coefficients.
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F ig u re  6.14. The significant correlations found between the diffuse feature abundance 
ratio X5780/X5797 and the abundances of the refractory atomic species Mg, Fe and 
Mn.

is also correlated with A(Mn)c, A(Mn)/[/£ and A(Si). These correlations are illus

trated in Figure 6.13. The ratio A5780/A5797 is similarly correlated with the Mn 

abundances, and also with A(Mg) and A(Fe)c25 as shown in Figure 6.14. The ratio 

A6284/A5797, which is closely related to is correlated with the Copernicus sample 

of Mn abundances; but no other correlation between this ratio and A (X ) can be shown 

to be consistently significant in rp and rs . Concerning the other abundance ratios, 

A6284/A6614 is probably significantly correlated with A(Si); and A6284/A5780 shows 

no correlation with any of these abundances. The significant correlations found with 

A6284/A5797 and A6284/A6614 are illustrated in Figure 6.15.
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F igure  6.15. The correlations which were found to be significant between the diffuse 
feature abundance ratios \628J^/\5191 and \6 2 8 4 /\6 6 1 4 and the abundances of the 
refractory atomic species Mn and Si.

Therefore, where a significant correlation exists, £2 and the diffuse feature abun

dance ratios depend directly on the gas-phase abundances of such refractory elements 

as Mg, Si, Mn and Fe; the values of £2 and the abundance ratios decrease as these 

elements become depleted from the gas-phase onto the dust grains. No significant cor

relation is apparent with any of the more volatile elements P, S or Zn (though often 

the data are rather few) nor with Ti, whose depletion is very strongly dependent on 

cloud density.

(6) Correlations with ionic abundances.

Correlation coefficients were computed for the correlations of £2 and the diffuse 

feature abundance ratios with the abundances of C l, K I, N al and C all; Table 6.11 

lists the coefficients. The ratio A5780/A5797 is the only quantity to show consistently 

significant or probably significant correlations with any of these ionic abundances. It is 

anticorrelated with the abundances of all the ions except C a ll, i.e., with those atoms 

which are most sensitive to changes in the ionization equilibrium between their neutral 

and singly-ionized species and which are relatively insensitive to depletion effects. The 

strongest correlation is with the abundance of C I. Thus, as the ionization balance shifts 

in favour of the singly-ionized species the strength of A5780 with respect to A5797 is 

increased. These correlations are illustrated in Figure 6.16.
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Table 6.11: The correlations of the diffuse feature abundance ratios with interstellar 
ionic abundances.

Abundance N  
ratio

1—1 N A(Nal) N A( K I) N A(CaII)

6  10 -0.329
-0.326

11 -0.078 19 
-0.173

-0.387
-0.393®

11 +0.094
+0.191

A5780/A5797 15 —0.844*
-0.688*

12 -0.824* 25 
-0.776*

—0.459d 
-0.601*

12 -0.083
+0.161

A6284/A5797 14 -0.430
-0.367

11 -0.470 22 
-0.591

-0.327
-0.237

11 -0.048
-0.100

A6284/A6614 13 —0.522®
-0.214

11 —0.634d 18 
-0.582®

-0.205
-0.022

11 -0.171
-0.036

A6284/A5780 14 +0.569d
+0.316

14 +0.398 23 
+0.270

+0.151
+0.252

15 +0.335
+0.232

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 1 : For each correlation 
significance codes.

rp  is listed above r s ;  see Table 4.9 for key to

Table 6.12: The m ost significant partial correlations at constant log(riH)£; between 
the diffuse feature abundance ratios and the atom ic abundances A ( X ) .  A ll those cor
relations for which p(r)  < 0.1 for both rp  and r s  are listed.

Abundance A(X) 
ratio

N r P
rs

Abundance
ratio

A(X) N  rp  
rs

A5780/A5797 A(Mg) 13 0.626d
0.665®

6 A(Mn)c 12 0.736b 
0.678d

A(Mn)c 17 0.570d
0.651b

A(Mn)/[/E 19 0.461® 
0.607b

A(Fe)c2 17 0.813*
0.512d

A(Fe)/c/£; 19 0.556® 
0.661*

A(CI) 15- 0.834*
0.688b

A(Si) 19 0.504d 
0.581®

A(Nal) 12- 0.848*
0.781*

A6284/A5797 A(Mn)c 16 0.647b 
0.546d

A(KI) 25- 0.482®
0.602*

A6284/A5780

A6284/A6614

A(P)

A(Nal)

13-0.562®
-0.562®

11—0.634d 
-0.579®

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 2 : See Table 4.9 for key to significance codes.
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F ig u re  6.16. The significant anticorrelations found between the abundance ratio 
X5780/X5797 and the abundances of the ions C l, N a l  and K I.

(c) Partial correlation coefficients.

Since £2 and some of the diffuse feature abundance ratios were found in §6.2 to 

be dependent on (tih)£ , we computed the partial correlations between these quantities 

and A ( X )  at constant (nu)E to see if any of the relationships could be shown to be 

more profound than a simple mutual dependence on mean line-of-sight density. Once 

again, this was performed with complete samples of data in £2 (or an abundance ratio), 

A ( X)  and ( tih )^  Since the correlations between A( X)  and (nu)E are affected by 

correlated errors in log iV’(H), the corrected coefficients were used in the computation 

of the partial coefficients. However, the partial correlations found to be significant were 

checked using the uncorrected coefficients also; there was negligible difference in the
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partial correlation coefficients obtained and the significances of the partial correlations 

listed below were unaffected.

The partial correlations for which p(rp) and p(rs)  < 0.1 are listed in Table 6.12. 

Several of these are significant or probably significant in both rp and r s :

• £2 is correlated with A(Mn)c, A(Fe)iuE and A(Si);

• the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 is correlated with the abundances A(Mg), 

A(Mn)c and A(Fe) C 2',

• the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 is anticorrelated with A(CI), A(Nal) and 

A(KI);

• the abundance ratio A6284/A5797 is correlated with A(Mn)c*

Once again, there exists a relationship between each pair of variables listed above 

which is more fundamental than their mutual dependence on the mean line-of-sight 

density. We discuss these results below in §6.4.

6.4 D iscu ssion  of the correlations w ith  d en sity  and the atom ic  

abundances.

We will consider here some of the implications of the correlations of the diffuse fea

ture abundances with the atomic abundances and with the mean line-of-sight hydrogen 

densities of §6.2.

6.4.1 The correlations w ith (nn) and A(X) .

As has already been noted, a number of studies have demonstrated that the 

interstellar abundances of many elements are inversely dependent on the mean line- 

of-sight hydrogen density (nn). Jenkins (1987) has reviewed the dependences of a 

number of elemental abundances on (nn); the abundances even of such volatile elements 

as S (Harris & Mas Hesse 1986a; Gondhalekar 19856) and Zn (Harris & Mas Hesse 

19866) have been demonstrated to show a dependence on (nn). Jenkins, Savage & 

Spitzer (1986) interpreted trends such as these in terms of Spitzer’s (1985) idealized 

model, where each element has a characteristic depletion in the low-density warm
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neutral gas and an enhanced depletion in cold clouds. Jenkins (1989) has sought to 

describe the observed trends using a simple model of the competition between density- 

dependent accretion processes and the probability of grain destruction by shocks in 

the different types of clouds encountered along a line of sight: in the cold clouds, 

accretion rates will be higher than in the warm medium and disruption by a shock 

of given velocity will occur less frequently. McKee (1989) predicts that the efficiency 

of grain destruction in the warm medium much exceeds tha t in the clouds, which 

is consistent with the observation that elemental depletions are significantly greater 

within the clouds; however, the timescale for mixing between the different phases is 

probably short enough to suppress somewhat the contrast in depletions.

The observed slope of the dependence of A ( X ) on (nn) for a given element ap

pears to be determined by the ability of the species to adhere to a grain surface and 

its resistance to processes which would remove it. Barlow (1978c) showed that the re

sistance of a depleted atom to sputtering by a shock was dependent on the adsorption 

energy EAd* of the atom on the surface. It was shown that for each elemental species 

there exists a critical shock velocity above which the adsorbed atoms of the species 

would be rapidly sputtered from the surface. Consistent with this picture of dynamic 

adsorption and desorption of atomic species, Phillips, Gondhalekar & Pettini (1984) 

showed that the slope of the dependence on (nn) of the depletion of a species X  is 

well correlated with E*ds{X)/A1/2, where A  is the atomic weight of X ; the factor of 

A1/ 2 follows if the atoms of refractory elements accrete at a rate proportioned to their 

mean speed in the gas.

The dependence of the diffuse feature abundances on (nn) (or (nn)^), therefore, 

mimics the pattern of behaviour of the elements. In Table 6.13a we have listed the 

slopes m  of the fully weighted regressions of A(A) on log (nn) and ranked the features by 

|m|; the standard errors on m  have been derived by bootstrap resampling and indicate 

the reliability of the values of m. In Table 6.136, we have listed the corresponding 

results for the regressions of A(A) on log (n n ) ^  ranked by |m| also. The rank order of 

those diffuse features for which m  is significant [i.e., \m\>Jla(m)\ is similar to that which 

results by ranking the features according to the coefficients of the second eigenvector 

in the Principal Component Analysis of §4.6.2. For example, the rank order of the 

features from the results obtained for the Pearson correlations on the uncorrected 

equivalent widths in PCA 3 (Table 4.20) is: AA6203, 6284, 5780, 6614, 5797, 6270. If
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T ab le  6.13a: The slopes of the regressions of the diffuse feature abundances, A(A), 
and of the atomic abundances, A(X) ,  on log (nn).

Diffuse
feature

m  ±  Am MX) m  ±  Am m'  ±  Am ' Ref.

A6270 -0.68 ±  0.22 A(CaII) -0.74 ±  0.13 —1.22 ±  0.18f 1
A6196 -0.66 ±  0.35 A( Zn) -0 .65 ±  0.35 -0 .36 ±  0.06 3
A6203 -0.62 ±  0.09 A(Ti) -0 .62 ±0.13 -0 .84 ±  0.06 2
A6284 -0.48 ±0.11 A(Si) -0.56 ±  0.20 -0.45 ±  0.05 3
A6379 -0.46 ±  0.26 A(Mg) -0.46 ±  0.15 -0 .28 ±  0.05 2

6 -0.43 ±  0.09 A(S) -0 .45 ±  0.23 -0.51 ±  0.06 3
A5780 -0.41 ±  0.08 A(Fe)iuE -0 .45 ±  0.23 -0.55 ±  0.06 3
A6614 -0.40 ±  0.09 A(Fe)c -0 .37  ±  0.64 -0.38 ±  0.05 2
A5797 -0.26 ±0.12 A(Fe)c2 -0 .33 ±0.11
A6661 -0.02 ±  0.26 A( P) -0.30 ±  0.14 -0.32 ±  0.06 2

-0.29 ±  0.12 -0 .35 ±  0.04 3
A(Mn)c -0 .14 ±0.10 -0 .22 ±  0.02 2

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 3 a : The slope m '  is th a t obtained by other au thors using m ore extensive 
data: the references are (1) Phillips e t  a l .  1984; (2) Jenkins e t  a l .  1986; (3) Van Steenberg & 
Shull 19886. fSlope refers to regression of total abundance of C a on log (n n ) .

T able  6.136: The slopes of the regressions of the diffuse feature abundances, A(A), 
and of the atomic abundances, A(X) ,  on log (nu)E-

Diffuse
feature

m ±  Am MX) m ±  Am m ' ±  Am' Ref.

A6284 -0.45 ±  0.08 A(CaII) -0.71 ±0.13 — 1.22 ±  0.18f 1
A6203 -0.42 ±  0.10 A( Zn) -0 .67  ±  0.25 -0 .36 ±  0.06 3
A6379 -0.42 ±  0.24 A(Ti) -0.61 ±0.13 -0.84 ±  0.06 2
A5780 -0.39 ±  0.07 A(Si) -0 .67  ±0.17 -0.45 ±  0.05 3

6 -0.38 ±  0.06 A(Mg) -0 .46 ±  0.15 -0.28 ±  0.05 2
A6270 -0.38 ±0.18 A(S) -0 .56 ±0.18 -0.51 ±  0.06 3
A6614 -0.32 ±  0.08 A(Fe)iuE -0 .64  ±0.16 -0.55 ±  0.06 3
A6196 -0.30 ±  0.30 A(Fe)c -0 .37  ±  0.64 -0.38 ±  0.05 2
A5797 -0.22 ±0.07 A(Fe) C 2 -0 .33 ±0.11
A6661 ±0.06 ±0.15 A( P) -0 .30 ±  0.14 -0.32 ±  0.06 2

A(Mn)/i/f; -0 .43 ±  0.10 -0.35 ±  0.04 3
A(Mn)c -0 .14  ±0.10 -0.22 ±  0.02 2

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 3 b : See notes to Table 6.13a.
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we examine the axis which is perpendicular to the first principal component and which 

joins A6284 and A5797 (see Figure 4.13), we find the ordering of the features to be: 

AA6284, 6203, 5780, 6270, 5797, 6614. These rankings are similar to those obtained 

from the regressions on log (nn)E in particular (see Table 6.136). These results confirm 

that the relative strengths of the features are indeed sensitive to variations in cloud 

density from one line-of-sight to another through those processes which lead to the 

observed dependence of A(A) on (nn).

The slopes of the fully-weighted regressions of A( X)  on (nn) and (nu)E were 

determined for the elemental abundance data used here. These have been listed in 

Tables 6.13a and 6, again ranked by |m |, for comparison with the results obtained 

for the diffuse features. For a number of elements, the samples in the regressions on 

( t ih )  and (nnj^are identical. We have also listed the slopes obtained by other authors 

using more extensive samples of abundance data for these elements. Perhaps it is not 

surprising that the particular elements and diffuse features which were found to be well 

correlated in the above correlation analyses have similar slope in their dependence on 

( t ih ) :  e.flf., A5780 and Mg; and Fee; A6284 and FeiuE> The A6196 feature appears 

to depend on ( t ih )  more steeply than A(Mg), but the standard error on the slope is 

large enough to render the difference insignificant.

The inverse dependence on (nn) of some of the diffuse feature abundances is 

intriguing; by a strict analogy to the corresponding dependence on (nn) of the atomic 

depletions discussed by Jenkins et al. (1986), we could conclude that the diffuse feature 

carriers have a certain characteristic abundance per hydrogen nucleus in the low-density 

warm neutral gas (T ~  8000K; nh ~  0.2 cm-3 ) and a reduced abundance in the cold 

clouds. However, it might be feasible also to explain the inverse dependence of the 

diffuse feature abundances on (nn) by concluding that their carriers are more abundant 

per unit hydrogen nucleus in the diffuse medium than in the denser clouds; after all, we 

have very few observations of the diffuse feature strengths along lines of sight dominated 

by the warm intercloud medium, where ( t i h ) ; £ , 0 . 2  cm-3 (this is not unexpected since 

such lines of sight are often found towards relatively unreddened stars).

In Spitzer’s (1985) idealized model, less than 1/5 of the hydrogen observed along 

lines of sight with (uh) < 1cm-3 is due to the large cold clouds. Therefore the 

variation in (nn) depends mainly on the relative predominance of the warm medium 

or the diffuse clouds along the line of sight. We examined the correlations between
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the diffuse feature abundances and log(riH)£; for {nu)E < 1cm-3 to see if the trends 

with (tih)e persisted over the range (nn)E = 0.1-1 cm-3 (the number of available data 

for (« h )  were too few to be of use here). The correlations of A(5780) (41 data) and 

A(6284) (42 data) with log (nu)E were found to be probably significant; the correlation 

of A(£i) with log(nH)£; (from 31 data) was significant. There is evidence then that 

the abundance of the diffuse feature carriers increases as the warm gas becomes more 

dominant along a line of sight. In order to confirm these trends, more observations 

of the diffuse feature strengths with respect to hydrogen along the lines of sight to 

relatively unreddened stars where the warm gas should dominate would be most useful; 

the data for (nu)E < 0.2 cm-3 are very few.

If it could be shown that the diffuse feature carriers existed in the warm inter- 

cloud medium also, some rather severe constraints on the nature of the carriers could 

be established. The correlation of discrete velocity structure within some narrow dif

fuse features with that observed in the absorption lines of neutral atoms in diffuse 

clouds (e.g., Herbig & Soderblom 1982) shows tha t the diffuse feature carriers are pri

marily concentrated in the diffuse clouds (as are the atoms); but from the correlation 

analyses themselves, there is no reason to  conclude that the diffuse feature carriers do 

not exist in the warm medium. However, we take note of the conclusions of Edgar &: 

Savage (1989), who have compared the density distributions of the refractory elements 

Ti II, Ca II and Fe II away from the Galactic plane with the distribution of hydrogen 

and dust. They find that the exponential scale heights of T ill  and C all are much 

larger than those of the hydrogen or the dust and that these elements are much more 

smoothly distributed in space. They conclude that observations of T ill  and C a ll 

are predominantly sensitive to the distribution of these elements in the smoothly dis

tributed intercloud medium, since in this medium the elements are considerably less 

depleted than in the cold clouds. The diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios 

were found in §6.3 to be notably uncorrelated with the abundances of T ill  and C all; 

this absence of correlation can be explained if the diffuse feature carriers are indeed 

mainly concentrated in the diffuse clouds. We cannot rule out the existence of the 

diffuse feature carriers in the warm intercloud medium, but we must conclude that the 

carriers are not as abundant with respect to hydrogen column density in the warm 

medium as in the diffuse clouds.
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Observations of the diffuse features towards SN1987A in the Large Magellanic 

Cloud (the LMC; Vladilo et al. 1987) are consistent with this picture. The line of 

sight contains several discrete velocity components in N al and C a ll at heliocentric 

velocities characteristic of the Galactic disk and the LMC (Vidal-Madjar et al. 1987). 

However, C a ll components of comparable strength to these exist also throughout the 

velocity range between the Galaxy and the LMC; this material corresponds to halo gas 

where Ca is relatively undepleted. The diffuse features are visible only at the velocities 

of the Galactic disk and LMC components; if this is not due merely to the fact that 

the atomic lines in the halo gas are much more conspicuous than the diffuse features, 

it can be concluded that the diffuse feature carriers are not distributed like the Ca 

atoms.

In order to interpret the correlations with ( t i h ) ,  then, we must bear in mind that 

the relative contributions of the different types of gas along a line of sight inferred 

from (nn) are based on Spitzer’s assumed distribution and properties of the standard 

diffuse clouds and the large cold clouds. Kulkarni & Heiles (1987) consider that a 

more continuous spectrum of cloud properties exists; and they find from the statistics 

of 21cm observations of atomic hydrogen that the median diffuse cloud has N  (H I) =

0.8 X 102Ocm-2 , more than four times smaller than Spitzer’s (1985) standard diffuse 

cloud. Consequently, the diffuse feature absorption along lines of sight of low (nn) 

might be provided by such clouds; the abundance of the diffuse feature carriers per 

hydrogen nucleus in these clouds would have to be greater still than in the standard 

diffuse clouds to account for the correlation with (nn)E at low values of ( t i h ) .

The most straightforward interpretation of the correlations of some of the diffuse 

feature abundances with the abundances of atomic species such as Mg, Fe, Si and 

Mn and with (nn) is that the carriers of the diffuse features are gas-phase species. 

Certainly, measurable changes in the gas-phase abundances of the elements may be 

associated with only minor changes in the mass and total composition of the dust: for 

example, if the gas-phase abundance of a refractory element such as Fe or Mn changes 

from 0.1 to 0.01 of its cosmic value, the amount of that element in the dust changes 

by only about 10%. Therefore significant modifications in the abundances of depleted 

elements do not directly indicate fundamental changes in the dust grains. However, 

for elements like Mg or P, the percentage changes in the amount of material contained
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within the dust and gas are more even; and one must bear in mind that the gas-phase 

abundances may be modified by the action of a shock, say, which significantly alters 

the nature and size distribution of the dust grains also.

It is noteworthy that some diffuse feature abundances, or some abundance ratios, 

are observed to change from place to place by up to a factor 10 or even more; see, for 

example, the range of variation in the abundances of A5780 or A6284 in Figure 6.2. 

McKee (1989) estimates that the mixing between the warm medium and the cold 

clouds maintains the dust fraction within the warm medium to be greater than 90% 

of the dust fraction in the cold clouds; the total amount of dust varies little from place 

to place. However, this says nothing about the variation in the mixture of different 

populations of grains: we noted in §5.1.1 that the slope of the UV extinction (and 

presumably the population of small grains) with respect to E (B  — V )  may change by 

up to a factor 10 or so from one line of sight to another (compare, for example, the 

UV extinction slopes for HD 147889 and HD 204827 in Fitzpatrick & Massa 1988). 

But the absence of a strong correlation between the strengths of diffuse features such 

as A5780 and A6284 and the degree of UV extinction (Chapter 5) suggests that their 

strengths are not primarily sensitive to changes in the size distribution of the grains. 

Therefore, changes of a factor 10 from place to place in the strengths of the diffuse 

features per unit hydrogen might be more easily accommodated in a gas-phase origin 

of the diffuse features. Certainly, such variation must be accounted for in any realistic 

hypothesis of a solid-state origin of the diffuse features.

If diffuse features such as A57S0 or A6284 are formed within dust grains, their 

weakening with respect to increasing elemented depletions and cloud density might 

imply a swamping of diffuse feature absorption as accretion takes place onto the grain 

cores, i.e., the refractory condensates resulting from grain nucleation. One difficulty 

for this hypothesis is that the diffuse features are not seen in circumstellar shells 

(Snow &: Wallerstein 1972; Snow 19736; Waters et al. 1989) where grain nucleation is 

probably taking place. This might be excused on the grounds that the conditions in 

circumstellar shells are very different from those to which the grains in the interstellar 

medium are exposed; for example, the diffuse features may arise in solid-state defects 

which are annealed in the relatively pristine and high-temperature dust surrounding 

dust-forming stars (Smith, Snow & York 1977); or they may be formed in a population 

of grains which is absent from the circumstellar environment due to the existence of a
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grain size distribution which differs from that in the diffuse interstellar medium (Seab 

& Snow 1989; Snow & Wallerstein 1972).

6.4.2 The diffuse features, depletion variations and  ionization.

We have discussed how the correlation of the diffuse feature abundances and abun

dance ratios with such quantities as the rotational temperature of molecular hydrogen 

(§6.2.2) or the gas-phase abundances of refractory species (§6.3.2) indicates a general 

dependence of diffuse feature strength on cloud density. These correlations may reflect 

a more fundamental dependence of the abundance of the diffuse feature carriers on 

any of a number of underlying interstellar processes which are also sensitive to cloud 

density. It is beyond the scope of the correlation analyses to establish which sire the 

specific processes responsible for the variations in the strengths of the diffuse features. 

However, we do have a few indications from the partial correlations at constant (nn) 

that some of the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios may be related to 

certain interstellar constituents more profoundly than through a simple common de

pendence on cloud density. To summarise again those correlations which are significant 

at constant (nn):

• A(5780) is correlated with A(Mg) and anticorrelated with A(Nal);

• A(6196) is correlated with A(Mg);

• A(6284) is correlated with A(Fe)/t/£:;

• A (fi) is correlated with A(Fe)c-

• & is correlated with A(Mn)c, A(Fe)iuE and A(Si);

• the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 is correlated with the abundances A(Mg), 

A(M n)c, and A(Fe)c2 5

• the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 is anticorrelated with A(CI), A(Nal) and 

A(KI);

• the abundance ratio A6284/A5797 is correlated with A(Mn)c.

In view of these relationships, we will investigate two types of physical process 

which could give rise to the variations in the abundance ratio A5780/A5797.
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(a) Depletion-dependent mechanisms.

From the observed correlations of the diffuse feature abundances with ( ti h)  and 

with the abundances of the refractory species which exhibit a density-dependent de

pletion, one might conclude that the diffuse feature carriers themselves are subject 

to the same processes which govern the variations in the depletions of the elements,

i.e., the mechanisms of grain growth and destruction. The efficiency with which a 

species accretes onto a grain surface appears to be dependent on its chemical properties 

and its ability to form bonds with the surface (Barlow 1978c; Tielens & Allamandola 

1987); the primary removal mechanisms in the diffuse medium would appear to be 

non-thermal sputtering and grain-grain collisions in shocks (Barlow 1978c; Seab 1987). 

Firstly then, since the return of depleted elements to the gas-phase is so dependent 

on shocks, perhaps the abundance of some diffuse feature carriers, or even their for

mation, is regulated by shocks via release from the grains, as is the case for certain 

atomic species.

We note that the abundance of the diffuse feature A5780 is correlated with the 

abundances of such refractory elements as Mg, M n/t/E, Fec2 (and also Si before the 

dependence on (nn) is removed), and is strongly anticorrelated with (nn); on the other 

hand, the diffuse feature A5797 is not well correlated with the total abundance of any 

species considered here and its dependence on (nn) is not convincing. The abundance 

ratio A5780/A5797 is correlated with A(Mg), A(Mn)c and A(Fe)c2- Therefore, A5797 

behaves more like an undepleted element, while A5780 behaves like a refractory element 

whose depletion is dependent on cloud density. This is reminiscent of the contrasting 

behaviour of Na and Ca (e.</., Phillips et al. 1984). The element Na is inhibited from 

accreting onto grain surfaces by ejection following the reaction NaH +  H —► Na -f H2 

(Barlow 1978c), or by ejection upon recombination of Na+ with an electron (Tielens & 

Allamandola 1987). The element Ca, however, can become highly depleted: it is not 

ejected by such reactions with H and may become strongly chemically bonded to the 

surface. The Ca atoms will be returned to the gas-phase principally by sputtering in 

shocks (Barlow 1978c).

The ratio of the column densities of N al to C a ll is relatively insensitive to un

certainties in the ionization equilibria of the species: the electron density ne and the 

intensity of the ionizing radiation cancels and the ratio is affected principally by the
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T able 6.14: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios 
with the column density ratio log iV(NaI)/iV’(C all).

Diffuse
feature

N rP
rs

Diffuse
feature

N  rp 
rs

Abundance
ratio

N rp
rs

A5780 14 —0.659c A6284 16 -0.508d 6 11 -0.178
—0.745* -0.368 -0.309

A5797 12 -0.289 A6379 13 -0.463 A5780/A5797 11 -0.794*
+0.182 -0.121 -0.882*

A6196 14 -0.848* A6614 11 -0.312 A6284/A5797 10 -0.435
—0.508* -0.291 -0.552*

A6203 17 -0.304 A6661 4 -0.200 A6284/A6614 10 —0.692d
-0.164 -0.800 -0.515

A6270 14 -0.640* 6 11 -0.457 A6284/A5780 13 +0.102
-0.328 -0.427 +0.132

Notes to Table 6 .1 4 '. See Table 4.9 for key to significance codes.

gas-phase elemental abundance ratios. The logarithmic column density ratio Na 1/Ca II 

[= log iV(NaI)/iV(CaII)] was first found to exhibit a dependence on cloud velocity by 

Routly & Spitzer (1952). The value of N (N aI)/iV (CaII) has been found to range 

from about 2 to 90 or more in low-velocity gas (Siluk & Silk 1974; Crawford, Barlow & 

Blades 1989) and to be less than 0.06 in high-velocity gas (~  70 km s-1 ; Phillips, Gond- 

halekar & Blades 1981). These results are consistent with the ratio being dependent 

on the selective sputtering of Ca atoms from grain surfaces.

We performed a correlation of A5780/A5797 with the N a l/C a ll ratio to see if 

there was any evidence for a similar dependence of the diffuse feature ratio on such 

grain destruction processes. The data were few (9 only); we extended the sample 

by two by using available measurements of iV(KI) to estimate iV(Nal)—the alkali 

elements Na and K behave similarly with respect to their depletion on grains and they 

are well correlated in the diffuse medium. The N a l column densities were computed 

from

log iV(Nal) =  logiV(KI) +  1.64, (6.12)

which was derived from the Na and K data given by Chaffee & White (1982). The 

results of the correlation between the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 and the column 

density ratio N a l/C a ll are given in Table 6.14; we have presented the results of the
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F ig u re  6.17. The inverse dependence of the abundance of X5780 and the abundance 
ratio X5780/X5797 on the column density ratio log iV(NaI)/lV(CaII).

correlations using the diffuse feature abundances and the other abundance ratios also 

for completeness. The ratio of the abundances of A5780 and A5797 is significantly 

anticorrelated with the N a l/C a ll  ratio; this correlation is illustrated in Figure 6.17a. 

It is therefore conceivable that the carrier of A5780, like Ca, is efficiently adsorbed 

onto grain surfaces and released by shock disruption of the grains, while the carrier 

of A5797 is not as efficiently removed from the gas-phase by accretion onto grains. Of 

course, the existence of this correlation does not imply that a direct relationship exists 

between either A5780 and C a ll or A5797 and Nal; the absence of a correlation between 

the diffuse features and C a ll has been discussed in §6.3.2(b) and §6.4.1.

We should take note that A(5780) also is significantly anticorrelated with the 

N a l/C a ll ratio (see Figure 6.176); and A (5780) and the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 

have already been found to be anticorrelated with A(Nal). We cannot demonstrate 

that the correlation of A5780/A5797 with N a l/C a ll is significantly stronger than 

any of these correlations. It is therefore possible that the anticorrelation between 

A5780/A5797 and N a l/C a ll  arises from a more fundamental anticorrelation between 

A(5780) and A(Nal).

Apart from the correlations discussed above, none of the other correlations be

tween the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios and the N a l/C a ll ratio 

were found to be significant (Table 6.14).
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(b) Ionization-dependent mechanisms.

In the correlations with the neutral atomic species, the abundance of A5780 was 

found to be inversely dependent on the abundance of neutral Na; furthermore, the 

ratio of the abundances of A5780 and A5797 was found to be anticorrelated with the 

abundances of neutral C, Na and K. These elements are relatively little depleted in the 

diffuse medium and the abundance of their neutral atoms is sensitive predominantly 

to the ionization equilibrium with their first ions. Since the neutral species are minor 

ionization stages,

iV(H) N ( X )  N ( X + Y  V '

where k is the average elemental abundance in the interstellar gas. Therefore, an 

anticorrelation with the abundances of each ion effectively indicates a correlation with 

the ratio of ionized to neutral forms of the species: A5780/A5797 oc N ( X +) / N ( X ° )  for 

C, Na and K. The relative strengths of A5780 and A5797 might therefore be primarily 

sensitive to the ionization balance in the diffuse medium.

If the carrier of A5780 were the ionized form of the carrier of A5797—this need 

not be so, of course, but it simplifies what follows—then we may describe the ratio of 

their column densities using the ionization equilibrium equation [equation (6.11)]:

log iV(5780)
N(5797) =  lo g — , (6.14)a n .

where T is the photo-ionization rate and a is the recombination coefficient. We will 

demonstrate below that several of the correlations found thus far between A5780/A5797 

and other quantities is consistent with the form of this expression.

• If the interstellar radiation field is attenuated within dust clouds or enhanced 

near OB associations, the photo-ionization rate T will be affected accordingly. To 

obtain the photo-ionization rate following attenuation within a cloud one strictly 

needs to correct the radiation field flux F\ for extinction exp — t\  at each wave

length A before integrating from the threshold wavelength for ionization to the 

Lyman limit (e.g., Keenan 1984). This is usually impracticable and it is assumed 

that the relation T =  To exp [—mAv] (e.g., Black & Dalgarno 1977) can be used 

to allow for extinction A y ,  where m  measures the relative importance of visual 

and UV wavelengths for photo-ionization. Thus, logT =  log To — m A v .
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• If dielectronic recombination can safely be assumed to be negligible, the total 

recombination coefficient a is given by (Aldrovandi & Pequignot 1973):

a  =  A (6.15)

where A  and 77 are constants. If the electron temperature Te can be assumed to

and will not change greatly from place to place, so iV(C)/iV(H) will be roughly 

constant. The electron density ne is then proportional to nn.

Equation (6.14) can then be expressed

The ratio A5780/A5797 can be shown to be correlated in the correct sense with each

of the abundances of A5780 and A5797 is positively correlated with log T01 and nega

tively correlated with lognn and log(nn)£;. We have yet to examine the correlation 

between the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 and interstellar extinction: we performed 

correlations of A5780/A5797 with A v , E (B  — V), the ANS  ultraviolet colour excesses 

E ( \u v  — V ) and £(Ai — A2) and the Copernicus colour excess £ (1 0  — 13). The ra

tio was found to be consistently and significantly anticorrelated with E (B  — V), A v  

and all the UV colour excesses, in accordance with the sense of the dependence of 

A5780/A5797 on extinction in equation (6.17). Some of these anticorrelations are illus

trated in Figure 6.18.

be proportional to the gas kinetic temperature, then log a  oc — log Toi •

• Finally, since most of the electrons in the diffuse clouds come from ionized carbon,

ne =  nc  » (6.16)

In the diffuse clouds studied here, the depletion of C will be relatively small

iV(5780)
iV(5797) —m A v  +  rjlogToi — lognn +  constant. (6.17)

term in this equation, although we must admit that the terms are not necessarily 

uncorrelated—denser clouds imply lower temperatures and greater attenuation of the 

photo-ionizing UV radiation field. Firstly, we have already observed how the ratio
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F ig u re  6.18. The inverse dependence of the abundance ratio X5780/X5797 on inter
stellar extinction, as measured by A v , E (33 — V ), E (22 — V) and E( 10 — 13).

While there is significant scatter about the average trends in Figure 6.18, partic

ularly for A v  [and E (B  — V ), which is not illustrated], we note that the relation for 

correcting the photo-ionization rate To for attenuation within a cloud (Black & Dal- 

gaxno 1977; see above) relies on the assumption tha t the observed extinction is due to 

a single cloud along the line of sight. In fact, the reddening along a line of sight will be 

the sum of the reddening contributions from a number of clouds with a distribution of 

sizes and densities. For lines of sight of a given reddening, the mean photo-ionization 

rate appropriate for each will depend on the exact distribution of cloud types along the 

line of sight. Therefore the use of the simple relation described above will contribute 

to the scatter about the negative trends in Figure 6.18.
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To summarise, we find that the variations in the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 

could be explained if the features were formed in gas-phase species which responded 

differently to the processes of dynamic accretion and desorption on grain surfaces, or 

in gas-phase species which exist in different ionization stages. However, the observed 

variation of the ratio A5780/A5797 with respect to the interstellar parameters discussed 

above is equally consistent with the operation of either or even both mechanisms. 

With the data available to us we cannot distinguish between the different processes; 

there may even be other plausible mechanisms which could explain the correlations 

observed for the A5780/A5797 ratio. Nevertheless, the correlations discussed above 

serve to illustrate that mechanisms such as these acting on gas-phase carriers of the 

diffuse features could lead to the observed pattern of correlations found with the diffuse 

feature abundances and their abundance ratios.

The dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on the ionization balance in the 

gas could be investigated further by obtaining observations of the diffuse features along 

lines of sight for which column densities of such species as Mg I ( e. <7., Murray 1986) and 

MgII (e.g., Murray et al. 1984) have been determined. Currently, very few published 

observations of the diffuse features exist for such lines of sight.

6.5 T he relationship  o f the diffuse features to  in terstellar m olecules

To date, comparatively little study has been devoted to the relationship between 

the diffuse features and interstellar molecules which exist in the diffuse interstellar 

medium. Wu (1972) performed a cursory examination between the correlation between 

the strengths of A5780 and A4430 and the eye-estimate intensities by Adams (1949) of 

CH and CH+ absorption lines; he found no correlation but since his data were so few 

(only 8 stars) little can be concluded. Severed authors have compared the strengths of 

the diffuse features with the column density of H2 towards stars with low reddening 

(Kumar et al. 1982; Meyer 1983; Federman et al. 1984; Kumax 1986). It has been 

generally concluded that the strengths of the diffuse features along such lines of sight 

imply an abundance for the carrier which is comparable to about 1- 10% that of CO and 

that this militates against a gas-phase molecular carrier. However, since the strengths
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of some diffuse features have been found to be correlated with the column density 

of H2, Kumar et al. (1982) and Federman et al. (1984) have argued that molecular 

mantles on grains may be responsible for diffuse feature production. We will discuss 

these results further in §6 .6.2 below.

The most complete study to date has been made by Rees (1990), who carried out 

a detailed statistical analysis of the diffuse feature strengths and the column densities 

of several simple diatomic molecules. We review the results of that work below, and 

then carry out an investigation into the dependence of the diffuse feature abundances 

and their ratios on the abundances of such molecules.

6.5.1 The molecular abundance study of Rees (1990).

Rees (1990) carried out a detailed study of the correlation between the strengths 

of the diffuse features and the column densities of H2, CH, CH+ and CO, together with 

various ratios of their abundances (which also included H, and the column densities of 

N al and C all); the molecular column densities were taken from a compilation by Smith 

(1987). The data for these molecules were the most complete and were therefore the 

most useful for a statistical correlation analysis. We summarise below the significant 

correlations found, i.e., those which were found to be significant or probably significant 

for both Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients. For convenience, we refer 

to the ratios of column densities using the chemical symbols only; e.g., CH+ /CH = 

iV(CH+ )/iV(CH).

• In the correlations of equivalent width with logarithmic column density, only the 

correlation of W5797 with logiV(H2) and of 5(2255) (Rees’ index of the strength 

of the 2200A feature) with logiV(H2) were found to be significant.

• Of the correlations of equivalent width with logarithmic column density ratios, 

the following were found to be significant: W5780 with CH+/CH; W6379 with 

C H /N al (an anticorrelation); and 5(2255) with H2/H  and with C H /N al (an 

anticorrelation).

Rees computed residual diffuse feature strengths from the correlation of equivalent 

width with E (B  — V ) [“bivariate” residuals; see equation (4.10)] and from the multiple 

regression of equivalent width on E (B  — V ) and intrinsic colour (B  — V )Q (“trivariate”
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residuals). He then performed correlations of his diffuse feature residuals with the 

molecular column densities and column density ratios and found a number of significant 

or probably significant correlations; these are summarised in Table 6.15, where it is 

noted if the correlation was significant for the bivariate or trivariate residuals only. 

The meaning of the correlations with some column density ratios (such as C H /N al) 

is not immediately obvious since empirical and theoretical studies have not explored 

directly the variation of such quantities; this point was noted by Rees. However, some 

interesting correlations are apparent:

• Where a correlation exists between a diffuse feature residual and the column 

density of a molecule, it is an anticorrelation. This is a clear confirmation of 

the density dependence of some of the diffuse feature abundances as discussed 

in §6.2. Furthermore, the observation that some diffuse features are weak where 

simple diatomic neutral molecules are abundant has important implications for 

understanding the origin of the diffuse features.

• Several of the correlations with the molecular column density ratios are inter

esting: a possible anticorrelation between the residual strengths of A6203 and 

A6284 with H2/H  is understandable as another indication of the dependence of 

the diffuse feature strengths on density; the correlation of the residual strengths 

of A5780 (bivariate only), A6270 and A6284 (and W5780) with CH+ /CH is very 

interesting since current models of CH+ formation require the action of shocks to 

synthesise anywhere nearly as much CH+ as is observed (e.g., Elitzur & Watson 

1978, 1980; Draine &: Katz 19866; Pineau des Forets et al. 1986).

We now present a further analysis where we will investigate some of these trends 

a little more deeply using the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios defined 

in §6.1. We have adopted the data of Smith (1987) for the CH, CH+ and CO column 

densities and these are given in Table A1.9 of Appendix 1 with details of the assigned 

errors. The principal source of the CN data was Smith (1987); a few other references 

were used also. All the data are given in Table A1.9 with assigned errors and details 

of the references used. The data on H2 has been discussed already in §6.1; it should 

be noted that some of the H2 column densities have been derived from a few of the 

CH and CO column densities given in Table A1.9.
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Table 6.15: A  s u m m a r y  o f  the  resu lts  o f  R ees  (1 9 9 0 ): th e  s ig n ific a n t co rre la tio n s betw een  th e  
d iffu se  fe a tu r e  resid u a ls  (see  te x t)  a n d  th e  lo g a rith m ic  c o lu m n  d en s itie s  a n d  c o lu m n  d e n s ity  
ra tio s  o f  d ia to m ic  m o lecu les .

Diffuse
feature

Correlations with log N ( X ) 
± X

Correlations with log N ( X ) / N ( Y )  
± X / Y

A5780 -CH, -CO -CO/H, -CO/H2 , 
(+CH+/CH), [+CO/CH]

A6203 [-Hi] +CaII/H, [-H2 /H]

A6270 -Nal, [—CH] +CH+/CH

A6284 -CH, +CH+/CH,
(-Hi), [+CaII], [-CO] (+CH+/H2 ), (-H2/H)

A6379 -CH/Nal

S(2255) +CaII/H

N o te s  to  T ab le  6 .1 5 : The + /— sign signifies correlation or anticorrelation respectively. Paren
theses ( ) indicate that the correlations with the bivariate residuals only were significant; square 
brackets [ ] indicate that the correlations with the trivariate residuals only were significant.

6.5.2 T he correlation of the diffuse feature strengths w ith m olecular colum n 

densities.

The direct relationship between the diffuse feature column densities, N ( X ) f , 

[equation (6.2)] and the column densities of H2, CH, CO, CN and CH“̂ was inves

tigated. The results of the correlations of logiV(A)/ with log N{ X)  are given in Ta

ble 6.16. The correlations between the logarithmic column densities of the molecules 

and E ( B  — V)  are also listed. Since some of these molecules, particularly H2 and 

CH, are well correlated with E( B — V ) in these data, one might expect a correlation 

between the diffuse features and the molecular column densities. However, it is clear 

that very few correlations are significant: only A5797 is significantly or probably sig

nificantly correlated with N ( H2) and iV(CH); also, A6614 is correlated with iV(CH+ ), 

and shows some evidence for a correlation with H2. Figure 6.19 illustrates these corre

lations. It is clear that any dependence of the diffuse feature strengths on the presence 

of these diatomic molecules is not simple. These results are largely consistent with 

the results of the correlations between W\  and log N ( X )  performed by Rees (1990), 

as would be expected.

A number of the correlations which are discussed in this section and in the fol

lowing sections have been illustrated in Figures A2.21 to A2.31 in Appendix 2; all the 

correlations which are significant are given there, and some which are not significant 

are presented for comparison.
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Table 6.16: The correlation between the logarithmic column densities of the diffuse 
features, N(X) f ,  and the logarithmic column densities of diatomic molecules, N( X) .

Diffuse
feature

N  N ( Ha) N  N ( CH) N  N ( CH+) N  N ( CO) N  AT(CN)

A5780 35 +0.418® 23 +0.029 32 +0.321® 20 -0.175 19 +0.119
+0.232 -0.107 +0.367d -0.233 -0.068

A5797 32 +0.801a 23 +0.628a 34 +0.328® 20 +0.407® 19 +0.299
+0.673a +0.479d +0.284 +0.214 +0.162

A6196 21 -0.305 16 -0.207 28 +0.000 11 -0.121 13 +0.307
-0.154 -0.035 -0.001 -0.127 +0.333

A6203 30 +0.064 19 +0.352 31 +0.208 17 +0.455® 17 +0.188
+0.326® +0.259 +0.220 +0.448® +0.027

A6270 27 -0.150 19 -0.291 27 +0.042 17 +0.218 16 -0.009
-0.154 -0.271 +0.141 +0.108 -0.021

A6284 32 +0.196 22 +0.202 33 +0.242 19 +0.137 19 +0.089
+0.138 +0.087 +0.273 +0.019 -0.077

A6379 24 +0.283 18 +0.294 25 +0.286 14 +0.108 13 +0.027
+0.223 +0.049 +0.416d +0.102 -0.108

A6614 31 +0.438c 24 +0.500® 29 +0.504b 18 +0.272 17 +0.124
+0.485b +0.398® +0.433® +0.069 +0.173

A6661 17 +0.226 14 +0.264 18 -0.122 10 +0.079 10 +0.267
+0.414® +0.457 +0.001 +0.259 +0.068

(i 23 +0.288 17 +0.019 27 +0.209 17 +0.273 17 +0.193
+0.174 -0.038 +0.288 +0.223 -0.022

E( B -  V) 42 +0.543a 28 +0.517a 39 +0.282® 20 +0.432® 19 +0.472®
+0.775a +0.568a +0.323d +0.293 +0.320

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 6 :  For each correlation r p  is listed above r $ ;  see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

fT he  m odulus of the corrected correlation coefficient is greater than  unity; the uncor
rected coefficient is given. JThe gradient of the fitted  line has the opposite sign to the cor
relation coefficient and it is not possible to com pute a corrected coefficient; the uncorrected 
coefficient is given.

6.5 .3  The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances with molecular abun

dances.

A more sensitive method of investigating the relationship between the diffuse fea

tures and these molecules is to examine the correlations of the molecular abundances 

with the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios. Therefore, the logarithmic
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F igu re  6.19. The correlations which were found to be significant between the diffuse 
feature column densities, N(X) f ,  and the column densities of interstellar molecules— 
N (5797)f vs. N ( E 2) and N ( CH); N(6614)f  vs. N ( H2) and N ( CH+).

abundance A ( X ) of each molecular species with respect to total hydrogen was com

puted. For H2, the total fraction /  of hydrogen nuclei contained within molecules of 

H2 was computed: /  =  2iV(H2)/[iV(HI) -f- 2iV(H2)]. The values of log /  are given in 

Table A1.7 in Appendix 1.

Correlations of the diffuse feature abundances A(A) with log /  and the molecular 

abundances A ( X )  were then performed; the results are given in Table 6.17, except for 

those for A(CH+ ), which we defer to §6.5.4. All the correlation coefficients had to 

be corrected for correlated errors in log N ( H) according to the procedure described in 

§6.1. For those correlations between A(A) and A ( X )  which were negative, a value of
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T able  6.17: The correlation between the diffuse feature abundances and the abun
dances of the neutral diatomic molecules H2, CH, CO and CN.

Diffuse
feature

N log / N A(CH) N A( CO) N A(CN)

A5780 35 —0.594* 23 -0.589* 20 —0.565b 19 -0.514*
-0.707* -0.627* —0.573b -0.414®

A5797 32 —0.300® 23 +0.079* 20 -0.353 19 -0.357
+0.098* +0.302* +0.144* -0.322

A6196 21 -0.402® 16 -0.575® 11 -0.621* 13 +0.372
—0.439* -0.399 -0.258 +0.333

A6203 30 -0.721* 19 +0.074* 17 +0.238 17 -0.190
-0.380* +0.184* +0.246 -0.278

A6270 27 -0.636* 19 -0.348 17 -0.002 16 -0.480®
-0.402* -0.368 +0.006 -0.386

A6284 32 —0.461b 22 -0.366® 19 -0.222 19 -0.295
-0.626* -0.485* +0.063* -0.365

A6379 24 -0.007f 18 -0.007* 14 -0.246 13 -0.099
-0.348® +0.166* -0.228 -0.217

A6614 31 -0.246 24 -0.174 18 -0.226 17 -0.161
-0.293 -0.254 -0.246 -0.205

A6661 17 +0.035 14 +0.133* 10 -0.352 10 +0.210
+0.114* +0.007* -0.236 -0.318

6 23 -0.480* 17 -0.178 17 -0.198 17 -0.305
—0.560b -0.336 -0.219 -0.575®

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 1 7: For each correlation r p  is listed above r $ ' ,  see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

*The modulus of the corrected correlation coefficient is greater than  unity; the uncor
rected coefficient is given. *The gradient of the fitted  line has the opposite sign to the cor
relation coefficient and it is no t possible to com pute a corrected coefficient; the uncorrected 
coefficient is given.

0.004 for the variance of the correlated errors was used in the correction. The cor

rected coefficients are given in the table. Note first of all that most of the correlations 

between A (A) and A( X)  are negative; and all of those which are significant are an

ticorrelations. To summarise the correlations for which both Pearson and Spearman 

correlation coefficients are significant or probably significant:

• the abundance of A5780 is anticorrelated with lo g /, A(CH) and A(CO);

• the abundances of AA6203, 6270, 6284 and £1 are anticorrelated with lo g /.
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These correlations with log /  are illustrated in Figure 6.20. Of these, the sig

nificance of the anticorrelation of >1(6270) with log /  is not secure: no correlation 

existed before the correction for correlated errors was made. Note tha t in a few cases 

there is an outlying data point at low diffuse feature abundance; this point is due to 

HD 147933/4 (p Oph A /B). The abundances of A5780, A6284 and £i along the line of 

sight to this star are clearly inconsistent with the general correlation with the molecu

lar hydrogen fraction. The correlations of A(5780) with A(CH) and A(CO), which are 

significant, are illustrated in Figure 6.21. A few other correlations become significant 

if the outlying point in these data due to HD 147933/4 is removed: the abundances 

of A5780, A6284 and £2 are then significantly anticorrelated with A(CN); and A(6284) 

becomes significantly anticorrelated with A(CH). These correlations are illustrated in 

Figure 6.21 also.

The anticorrelations found between A(A) and A ( X)  are quite consistent with 

the inverse dependence of A(A) on the mean line-of-sight hydrogen density found in 

§6.2. However, none of the molecular abundances, except for log / ,  appear to be well 

correlated with (uh) or (nu)E (see Table 6.18); therefore these anticorrelations may 

be more profound than a simple reflection of the dependences of A(A) and A( X)  on 

(nH).

The significant correlations found here are consistent with the general results of 

Rees (1990), who identified the residual strengths of A6203 and A6284 to be possibly 

anticorrelated with the logarithmic abundance ratio H2/H . The results found here for 

A5780 are more significant than those found by Rees, perhaps because we have avoided 

normalizing the diffuse feature strengths to E ( B  — V ) (see §5.2.4).

We performed the correlations of £2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with 

A(X); the results axe given in Table 6.19. Once again, almost all the correlations are 

negative. Several correlations are clearly significant:

• the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 is anticorrelated with log / ,  A(CH) and A(CO);

• the abundance ratios A6284/A5797 and A6284/A6614 are anticorrelated with log / .

These correlations are illustrated in Figure 6.22. No correlations of the diffuse 

feature abundance ratios and £2 with A(CN) are significant.
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T able  6.18: The correlation of the molecular abundances and column density ratios 
with the logarithmic mean line-of-sight hydrogen density, log(riH) or log ( h h ) ^

Diffuse N  log(nn) 
feature

N  log (nu )E Diffuse
feature

N  log ( r iH > N  log (t2H)

log /  42 +0.498* 
+0.480*

A(CH+) 27 -0.278
-0.192

39 -0.221
-0.204

A(CH) 27 -0.054 
+0.052

28 -0.012 
+0.099

CH+/CH 25 -0.123
-0.005

A(CO) 15 +0.190 
+0.168

20 +0.041 
+0.009

c h + / h 2 27 -0.150
-0.042

A(CN) 13 -0.022 
-0.005

19 +0.067 
+0.260

Notes to Table 6.18: For each correlation rp  is listed above r s ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes. W here no entry is given in the column headed log (fin )£> the sample of 
d a ta  and the results are identical to those in the correlation with log (n n ).

T able  6.19: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundance ratios and £2 with the 
abundances of the neutral diatomic molecules H2, CH, CO and CN.

Abundance
ratio

N log / N A(CH) N A( CO) N A(CN)

6 23 -0.303 
—0.467d

17 -0.241
-0.235

17 +0.062
+0.186

17 -0.104
-0.132

A5780/A5797 32 -0.564*
-0.629*

23 -0.706*
-0.676*

20 -0.530°
-0.483d

19 -0.335
-0.381

A6284/A5797 28 —0.423d 
—0.510b

21 -0.414°
-0.483d

19 -0.203
-0.204

19 -0.172
-0.163

A6284/A6614 27 -0.426d
—0.451°

21 —0.552b 
-0.317

18 -0.058
+0.059

17 -0.249
-0.272

A6284/A5780 30 +0.166
-0.004

21 +0.304
+0.178

19 +0.494d
+0.418°

19 +0.104
-0.053

Notes to Table 6.19: For each correlation vp is listed above r s ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.
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Table 6.20: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios
with the abundance of CH+ .

Diffuse
feature

N rp
rs

Diffuse
feature

N rP
rs

Abundance
ratio

N rp
rs

A5780 31 -0.033 A6284 32 +0.274 6 26 +0.237
-0.155 +0.477b +0.370*

A5797 33 +0.114 A6379 24 +0.224 A5780/A5797 31 +0.236
+0.067 +0.432** +0.344*

A6196 27 +0.640* A6614 29 +0.337* A6284/A5797 29 +0.100
+0.294 -0.037 +0.106

A6203 30 +0.266 A6661 18 -0.270 A6284/A5780 30 +0.182
+0.323* -0.384 +0.256

A6270 26 +0.648* 6 26 +0.150 A6284/A6614 26 +0.114
+0.252 -0.172 +0.009

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 2 0 : See Table 4.9 for key to significance codes.

6.5.4 The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances and  abundance ratios 

w ith the abundance of CH+ .

The results of the correlations of the diffuse feature abundances and abundance 

ratios with the abundance of CH+ are given in Table 6.20. No correlations are signifi

cant; the only correlation which comes close to being so is that between A(6284) and 

A(CH+ ), for which the robust Spearman coefficient is significant.

It has already been noted that Rees (1990) found the residual strengths of A5780, 

A6270 and A6284 to be positively correlated with the logarithmic column density ra

tio iV(CH+ )/iV(CH). We have examined here the correlations of this ratio with the 

diffuse feature abundances and with £2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios; the 

correlation coefficients are given in Tables 6.21a and b. Since the formation of CH is 

so closely tied to the presence of H2 (e.g., Federman 1982) the column densities of 

the two features are found to be well correlated (Danks, Federman Lambert 1984), 

and we have performed correlations with log[W(CH+)/iV’(H2)] also. It should be noted 

that some of the H2 data have been derived from the CH data and the correlations 

axe not independent; the actual number of independently determined H2 data used in 

each correlation is given in the table.
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Table 6.21a: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances, A ( \) ,  with the column
density ratios log iV(CH+)/iV(CH) and log iV(CH+)/jV(H2).

Diffuse N  CH+/CH 
feature

iVf c h + /h 2 Diffuse N  CH+/CH 
feature

CH+/H2

A5780 21 0.398* 22/12 0.345 A6284 20 0.518* 22/14 0.474d
0.398* 0.395* 0.725* 0.760*

A5797 21 -0.121 22/12 -0.141 A6379 16 0.074 17/9 0.187
-0.297 -0.132 0.002 0.186

A6196 16 0.638b 17/9 0.552d A6614 22 0.383* 22/11 0.275
0.344 0.338 0.198 0.068

A6203 18 0.257 20/12 0.473d A6661 13 0.019 13/5 0.024
0.091 0.460d -0.123 -0.110

A6270 17 0.737* 18/11 0.689* 6 16 0.351 17/9 0.344
0.591* 0.381 0.336 0.385

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 2 1 a : For each correlation rp  is listed above r s ;  see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes. fT he num ber of d a ta  following the slash is the num ber of N { H2) d a ta  
which have not been derived from values of iV(CH).

T able  6.216: The correlation of the diffuse feature abundances ratios and £2 with the 
column density ratios log iV(CH+)/iV(CH) and log iV(CH+ )/iV’(H2).

Abundance
ratio

N CH+/CH N  f c h + / h 2

6 16 0.705* 17/9 0.710*
0.743* 0.760*

A5780/A5797 21 0.780* 22/12 0.713*
0.657* 0.586*

A6284/A5797 19 0.784* 20/12 0.741*
0.799* 0.680*

A6284/A6614 19 0.321 19/11 0.353
0.269 0.368

A6284/A5780 19 0.149 20/12 0.200
0.094 0.087

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 2 1 b : For each correlation rp  is listed above r s ;  see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes. fT he num ber of d a ta  following the slash is the num ber of JV(H2) d a ta  
which have not been derived from values of iV(CH).
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F igure  6.23. The correlations which were found to be significant between the dif
fuse feature abundances, A(A), and the column density ratios log iV(CH+ )/iV(CH) and 
log iV(CH+ )/iV(H2).

The following correlations are significant or probably significant:

• A(6284) is correlated with the logarithmic column density ratios CH+ /CH and 

CH+/H2;

• A(6203) is correlated with CH+/H 2;

• A(6270) is correlated with CH+/CH.

• £2 and the abundance ratios A5780/A5797 and A6284/A5797 are all significantly 

correlated with the logarithmic column density ratios CH+/CH and CH+/H 2.

These correlations have been illustrated in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. The correla

tions of A(A) with the ratio CH+/CH generally agree with the results of Rees (1990),
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who found a correlation between the residual strengths of AA6270 and 6284 and the 

ratio CH+/CH  (see Table 6.15). The correlations of the diffuse feature abundance 

ratios with CH+/CH and CH+/H2 are striking: firstly, these are the strongest corre

lations involving £2 yet found; further, the abundances of A5780 and A5797 show no 

convincing correlation with the column density ratios CH+ /CH  or CH+/H 2 and yet 

the ratio A5780/A5797 is significantly correlated with both quantities. While A(6284) 

is significantly correlated with these column density ratios, the correlations between 

A6284/A5797 and each ratio are, if anything, stronger. The column density ratios 

CH+/CH and CH+/H2 are uncorrelated with the mean line-of-sight hydrogen density 

(Table 6.18); therefore, the above correlations do not reflect merely a common density 

dependence of the variables but imply the existence of a more profound underlying 

relationship.

6.6 D iscu ssion  o f  the correlations w ith  m olecular abundances.

6.6.1 T he correlations w ith neutral molecules.

(a) The correlations with H2 and CH.

The observed anticorrelation of the abundances of several diffuse features and 

their ratios with the abundances of H2 and CH is consistent with the general depen

dence on cloud density found in §6.2. The dependence of the abundances of several 

simple molecules on various cloud parameters such as density and temperature has 

been modelled by vein Dishoeck & Black (1986). The abundances of carbon-bearing 

molecules, such as CH, were found to vary almost linearly with cloud density. The 

dissociation of H2 in diffuse clouds occurs primarily via ultraviolet absorption in the 

Lyman and Werner bands followed by fluorescence to the vibrational continuum of the 

ground state (Stecher Williams 1967); the abundance of H2 within a cloud is then 

severely depth-dependent due to self-shielding of lines within the Lyman and Werner 

bands.
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The chemistry of CH in diffuse clouds (e.g., Federman 1982) is controlled by gas- 

phase reactions in which H2 participates strongly. The formation of CH is initiated by 

the radiative association reaction

C+ +  H2 -► CHt  +  hv. (6.18)

The production of CH* follows from further reaction of CH* with H2; dissociative 

electronic recombination of CH* and CH^ then leads to CH (Black & Dalgarno 1973). 

CH is destroyed by photodissociation and reaction with C*. This reaction network 

leads to an observed, approximately linear, dependence of the column density of CH 

on that of H2 (Danks, Federman & Lambert 1984).

In the diffuse clouds considered here, the gas-phase chemical processes in which H2 

participates have little effect on its abundance in comparison to the processes of H2 for

mation on grain surfaces and destruction by photodissociation (van Dishoeck & Black 

1986). Indeed, Federman & Lambert (1988) suggest that photochemical processes gen

erally dominate over the gas-phase chemistry in diffuse clouds where A v  < 2 mag and 

log IV(CH)< 13.6; i.e., the destruction, and therefore the equilibrium abundance, of the 

simple molecules which exist in these clouds is governed primarily by photodissocia

tion. The likelihood that the diffuse features are formed in more complex molecular 

species which are synthesised by reactions between these molecules is therefore small. 

The diffuse cloud conditions given by Federman & Lambert (1988) sure satisfied for 

every line of sight except one in the correlation analyses with the abundance of CH; 

HD 24534 (X Per) is the exception for which log iV(CH) =  13.78. It is clear from 

these considerations and from the sense of the correlations with the abundances of H2 

and CH that the diffuse feature carriers are not synthesised by the chemical reaction 

networks which are currently believed to involve or produce these species. It is possible 

that the diffuse feature carriers are destroyed by chemical processing as greater con

centrations of these molecules are encountered, but this processing would have to have 

a negligible effect on the abundances of H2 and CH, which can already be accounted 

for fairly well by models of the diffuse cloud chemistry (e.g., van Dishoeck & Black 

1986).

The only significant direct correlations between the diffuse feature column densi

ties and the molecular column densities are found for A5797 with H2 and CH and for
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A6614 with H2 and CH+ ; also, those anticorrelations between the diffuse feature ratios 

and the molecular abundances which are significant include A5797 in the denominator, 

and in one case, A6614. These correlations are at least consistent with the observation 

that the carrier of A5797 can behave like a neutral species (§6.4.26); note also that 

A6614 and A5797 were found to be closely correlated with one another in the study of 

diffuse feature inter-relationships (§4.6).

This observed pattern of behaviour also provides another means of interpreting 

the correlation between the strength of A5797 per unit A v  and Amax, examined in 

§5.4.1. For lines of sight with A v  < 2 mag, Cardelli (1988) has found an inverse de

pendence on R v  of the column densities of H2 and CH with respect to A v . Following 

the conclusions of Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) that the ultraviolet extinction 

relative to visual extinction decreases as R v  increases, Cardelli concludes that the de

crease in the abundance of H2 is due to the loss of available grain surface area required 

for its formation and increased photodissociation through the enhanced ultraviolet 

radiation field. The CH abundance is tied to the equilibrium abundance of H2 and 

therefore follows a similar trend; Cardelli suggests that an increased photodissociation 

of CH occurs also. We have already discussed how the carrier of A5797 appears to 

behave like a neutral or an undepleted species, at least with respect to the behaviour 

of A5780. If it represents a minor ionization stage of its parent species we would expect 

it to be particularly sensitive to the strength of the radiation field. And this is what 

we find, through its tight correlation with ultraviolet colour excesses and its anticor

relation with Amax when its strength is normalized to A v • While this is consistent 

with the correlation between the A5797 column density and iV(H2), it must be noted 

that A(5797) is not correlated with lo g /, the logarithmic abundance of molecular hy

drogen. It is also clear that the abundance of A5797 does not increase with density, 

as do the abundances of other simple neutral species such as H2, and its carrier must 

be subject to other processes apart from the influence of the radiation field. On the 

basis of the correlation of A5797 with A6614, found in this (§4.6) and in other work 

(e.g., Krelowski &: Walker 1987), one might conclude that the carrier of A6614 has a 

similar character. The smaller number of observations of A6614 in this work may have 

precluded the discovery of similarly significant correlations of its strength with Amax> 

However, the correlation of iV(6614)/ with iV(CH+ ) may be difficult to reconcile with 

this conjecture.
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(b) The correlations with CO and CN.

The reaction network which leads to the formation of CO differs considerably 

from that which includes the other carbon-bearing molecules such as CH and C2. Re

actions of C+ with OH are thought to be the principal sources of CO (van Dishoeck 

& Black 1986); and the abundances of oxygen-bearing molecules such as CO and OH 

are directly proportional to the cosmic ray ionization rate because their formation is 

initiated by reactions involving H+ and H*. The molecule CO is destroyed mainly by 

photodissociation; however, its large photodissociation rate poses problems in explain

ing observed CO column densities in diffuse clouds, which can be an order of magnitude 

greater than those predicted by models (vain Dishoeck & Black 1988). Models of the 

CO dependence on cloud parameters (van Dishoeck & Black 1986) show its abun

dance to increase with density and temperature; in contrast, the abundances of the 

other carbon-bearing molecules are sensitive to cloud density but rather insensitive to 

temperature.

Only two correlations with the abundance of CO were found to be significant 

or probably significant: A(5780) and the A5780/A5797 ratio were anticorrelated with 

A(CO). The absence of more significant correlations is perhaps due to the more com

plex dependence of CO on cloud parameters and gas-phase formation reactions than 

H2 or CH.

The formation of CN follows yet a different route. It is considered to be formed 

through neutral-neutral reactions between C2 and CH with N (Federman, Danks & 

Lambert 1984) or by reactions of hydrocarbon ions such as CHj" and CH^ with N. 

The primary destruction mechanism for CN is by photodissociation. Diffuse cloud 

models generally produce too little CN in comparison with observations (van Dishoeck 

& Black 1986). No convincing (anti)correlations are found here between the diffuse 

feature abundances and the abundance of CN unless the outlying data point due to 

HD 147933/4 is omitted from the correlations; the abundances A(5780), A(6284) and 

A (fi) then become significantly anticorrelated with A(CN). These anticorrelations are 

consistent then with the general inverse dependence of the diffuse feature abundances 

on the conditions which favour the presence of such diatomic molecules. The absence 

of a sufficient abundance of CN in the p Oph cloud required to fit the average trend 

is perhaps due to the chemistry of CN being coupled in a more complex way to the
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abundances of other species. Certainly, the correlation between the column densities of 

CN and CH is relatively poor; the abundance of CN can vary greatly from one cloud to 

another where the C2 and CH abundances are observed to be relatively constant (van 

Dishoeck & Black 1989). We note that the CN data used here have been taken from 

several different sources (see Table A1.9), some of which provide column densities which 

are clearly discrepant with one another, even when uniform transition probabilities are 

used. Consequently, the sample of CN data used here may not be very self-consistent. 

The use of a more uniformly derived set of CN column densities would be preferable 

and may lead to more statistically significant correlations being found.

6 .6 .2  Other studies of the relationship betw een the diffuse features and H2 .

Several studies have been carried out where the diffuse feature strengths along 

lines of sight of low reddening [E(B — Vr)(<0 .1] have been compared with the column 

density of H2. It has been found that the strengths of A5780, A5797 (Kumar, Federman 

& Vanden Bout 1982; Federman, Kumar & Vanden Bout 1984), A6614 and A6284 

(Kumar 1986) are generally correlated with the column density of H2 along such lines 

of sight but not necessarily with E( B — V ). [However, note that the correlation found 

by Federman et al. (1984) between the strength of A5780 per unit E ( B  — V ) and 

logiV(H2) has since been shown by Somerville (1988) to be spurious.]

Federman et al. (1984) found that A5797 and A6614 were only observed along lines 

of sight where iV(H2) > 1019 cm-2 , whereas A5780 was detected also along lines of sight 

with iV(H2) < 1016 cm-2 . This result is consistent with our observation that A5797 

and A6614 exhibit some dependence on the column density of H2, while the carrier of 

A5780 appears to be robust in more diffuse regions. However, Meyer (1983) observed 

both A5780 and A5797 towards HD 38771 (/c Ori) and HD 91316 (p Leo) for which 

logN(H 2) =  15.68 and 15.61 respectively. Clearly the carrier of A5797 can survive 

where little H2 occurs. On the other hand, A5780 was certainly detected by Meyer 

towards HD 5394 (7  Cas) whereas A5797 was almost certainly absent—iV(H2) «  1015 

cm-2  towards this star (Ferlet et al. 1980); thus, the relative robustness of the carrier 

of A5780 is once again illustrated.

The claimed dependence of the strengths of these features on the column den

sity of H2 might seem to contrast with the results found here: the strengths of A5780
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and A6284 are certainly not well correlated with log iV(H2) (Table 6.16). However, 

the samples of stars observed are very different. In this work, we have sampled much 

denser regions than those encountered along the low reddening lines of sight in the 

studies cited above. The median logarithmic column density of H2 used in this study 

(including those values derived from CH observations) was log N  =  20.56; the maxi

mum value used in the work of Federman et al. (1984) was log N  = 20.26. In this work, 

the diminished strengths per unit hydrogen column of A5780 and A6284 in the denser 

regions ruins any direct correlations with H2. However, to first order, the correlations 

found for the low reddening lines of sight may reflect the mutual increase of the in

terstellar constituents with distance, or the number of diffuse clouds encountered; and 

these clouds are presumably so diffuse that any reduction in the abundance of such 

features as A5780 and A6284 is not sufficient to confound the correlation with H2. Nev

ertheless, Federman et al. claim that the dependence on H2 is more convincing than a 

dependence on E (B  — V ) only; since no correlation analysis is provided it is difficult 

to examine their conclusions in detail. We have therefore carried out a correlation 

analysis of their diffuse feature strengths and the column densities of H2 towards these 

stars to illustrate that their observations are consistent with the conclusions drawn 

here.

We have used the high S/N observations of AA5780, 5797, 6284 and 6614 of 

Federman et al. (1984), Kumar (1986) and Meyer (1983), which were compiled for 

use in the principal component analysis of §4.6.2; the data sire given in Table A1.2 in 

Appendix 1. Column densities of H2 for this sample of stars have been taken from 

Spitzer, Cochran & Hirschfeld (1974), Savage et al. (1977) and Frisch &: Jura (1980); 

these references provide not only total H2 column densities for most lines of sight but 

also the column densities of H2 in the ground electronic and vibrational state rotational 

levels up to J  =  5 for a reasonable number of stars. The data sire listed in Table A1.10 

in Appendix 1.

We have converted the diffuse feature equivalent widths to logarithmic column 

densities according to equation (6 .2). A few equivalent widths in Table A1.2 are zero or 

slightly negative (> —3 mA) and have standard errors quoted of 1-3 mA; the majority 

of cases (five) occur for W5797. In computing the diffuse feature column densities in 

these cases for use in the correlation analysis, a value of log W \ =  0 (i.e., W \ =  1 mA)
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Table 6 .2 2 : The correlations between the diffuse feature column densities, N ( \ ) f ,  
and iV(H2) for a sample of relatively unreddened stars; and the correlation between 
the diffuse feature column densities per unit N (H2) and the proportion of rotationally 
excited H2 for J  — 2,3,4 and 5.

Diffuse
feature N

log JV(A)/ 
vs. logJV(H2)

log iV(A)//jV(H2) us. 
N  J  = 2  N  J  = 3

logiV(H2, J)/iV(H2) for 
N  J  = 4 N  J  = 5

A5780 20 0.662a 16 0.868* 16 0.937* 10 0.777b 8 0.720d
0.488° 0.832* 0.862* 0.442 0.310

A5797 19 0.404° 15 0.802* 15 0.904* 10 0.603° 8 0.443
0.301 0.746* 0.846* 0.491 0.310

A6284 20 0.581b 15 0.879* 15 0.900* 9 0.744d 7 0.706°
0.552° 0.832* 0.811* 0.517 0.429

A6614 18 0.531° 14 0.826* 14 0.910* 9 0.757° 7 0.679°
0.455° 0.767* 0.837* 0.533 0.393

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 2 2 :  For each correlation r p  is listed above r s ; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

was used; strictly, these values should be viewed as rough upper limits and 2cr upper 

limits have been illustrated in the figures described below.

Let us first consider the correlations of logiV(A)/ with logiV(H2). These are 

illustrated for the four features in Figure 6.25 and correlation coefficients are given 

in Table 6 .22. Upper limits to values of logiV(H2) are plotted as small circles; these 

limits were not used to derive the correlation coefficient. Upper limits to diffuse fea

ture column densities are plotted as small squares. The open symbols denote lines 

of sight for which the value of (or limit to) iV(H2) < 1017cm-2 ; for the filled sym

bols, iV(H2) > 1017cm-2 . Using the whole sample of data, a significant or proba

bly significant correlation is found between logiV(5780)/ and logiV(H2) and between 

logiV(6284)/ and logiV(H2). However, if one considers only those lines of sight for 

which N (H2) > 1017cm-2  (filled symbols), patently no correlation exists, consistent 

with the results of the correlation analysis of §6.5.2 (see Table 6.16). For A5780 and 

A6284 it seems that the net correlations axe due to the mild strengthening of the diffuse 

feature strengths, on average, between the lines of sight for which iV(H2) < 1017 cm-2 

and those for which 7V(H2) > 1017cm-2 . A correlation may indeed exist between 

log iV(5780)/ and logiV(H2) for N (H2) < 1017 cm-2  (see Figure 6.25); this correlation
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F ig u re  6.25. The correlations between the column densities, N(X) f ,  o f the diffuse 
features XX 5780, 5797, 6284 and 0614 and the column density of H2, from observations 
of the diffuse features towards stars of low reddening. The filled symbols refer to lines 
of sight where NfE.2 ) > 1017 cm-2 ; the open symbols refer to lines of sight where 
iV(H2) < 1017 cm~2. The small circles refer to upper limits to the H2 column densities, 
while the small squares refer to upper limits to the diffuse feature column densities.

we may attribute to the mutual increase of N (5780)f and N (H2) with distance or the 

number of clouds encountered.

Note that the slope of the dependence of logiV(A)/ upon logN^I^) is much less 

than unity: for example, the column density of H2 is diminished by about 7-8 decades 

as the strength of A5780 falls off by about two decades. The H2 column density falls 

off much faster than the diffuse feature strength and the diffuse feature carriers are 

apparently more robust than H2 in these diffuse regions. We may illustrate this more 

clearly as follows. The relative populations of H2 in the levels v — 0, J  of the ground
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F ig u re  6 .26. The correlations between the column densities, N(X) f ,  of the diffuse 
features and the column density of H2, N(H.2 , J) ,  in the rotational level J  =  3 of the 
ground electronic and vibrational state, after normalization to the total column density 
0/ H 2. The symbols have been defined in the caption to Figure 6.25.

electronic state are determined by the competition between H2 formation and destruc

tion, UV absorption and fluorescence in the Lyman and Werner systems followed by 

radiative cascade, and collision processes (e.g., Black & Dalgarno 1977; Shull & Beck

with 1982). The rate of H2 photodissociation by absorption in the Lyman and Werner 

systems decreases rapidly with increasing optical depth in the lines. Steady-state mod

els describing the depth-dependence of H2 in its various vibration-rotation levels (van 

Dishoeck & Black 1986) show that the concentrations of H2 in the v = 0, J  =  0 and 

J  = 1 levels increase rapidly with depth as the lines become self-shielding; the concen

tration in J  > 3 is relatively constant by comparison. Consequently, the proportion
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F igu re  6.27. The correlations between the column density of X5780 and the column 
densities 0/ H 2, iV(H2,J ) ,  in the rotational levels J  =  2,3 ,4  and 5 of the ground 
electronic and vibrational state, after normalization to the total column density of H2. 
The symbols have been defined in the caption to Figure 6.25.

of H2 in the higher J  levels is greater in more diffuse regions where self-shielding in 

the lines originating in the J"  = 0 and J"  =  1 levels is not significant. Figure 6.26 

illustrates the column density of the four diffuse features with respect to the total H2 

column density plotted as a function of the fraction of H2 in the level v =  0, J  =  3. 

Figure 6.27 illustrates the same for A5780 only and for J  =  2 ,3 ,4  and 5. The correla

tion coefficients (limits not included) for all combinations of N ( X ) f  and J  are given in 

Table 6.22. Clearly, for all four features, the diffuse features axe much stronger with 

respect to H2 in the more diffuse regions; this is a consequence of the diffuse feature
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T able  6.23: The correlation between the diffuse feature column densities per unit 
N (H2) and the proportion of rotationally excited H2, N(TL2 , J ) / N ( H 2 ), in the rotational 
levels J  — 2 and 3, for N {H2) < 1017 cm-2 only.

Diffuse
feature

N II to N II CO

A5780 7 0.865° 7 0.926*
0.929* 0.893b

A5797 6 0.706 6 0.904°
0.429 0.771°

A6284 7 0.881b 7 0.432
0.893b 0.429

A6614 6 0.489 6 0.671
0.600 0.771°

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  6 . 2 3 :  For each correlation r p  is listed above r<r; see Table 4.9 for key to 
significance codes.

strengths being only slightly diminished as the column density of H2 falls significantly. 

The trend appears for all J  as illustrated in Figure 6.27 for A5780.

Note that for N (H2) < 1017 cm-2 , the strength of A5780 with respect to H2 ap

pears to be correlated with log N (H2, J )/iV"(H2) for J  =  2 or 3. Although a maximum of 

only seven data were available, we examined the correlations between log N( \ ) f / N ( H . 2 ) 

and logiV(H2, J ) / N ( H2) for J  — 2,3; the results are given in Table 6.23. We find that 

the strengths of A5780 and A6284 are significantly correlated with the proportion of 

H2 molecules in the J  =  2 rotational level along these lines of sight; and the strength 

of A5780 is significantly correlated with the population of the J  =  3 level also. The 

data for J  =  4 and 5 were too limited to be used in this correlation analysis. If 

these correlations are real, the diffuse feature strengths may be shown to be sensitive 

to the processes which populate the higher rotational levels of H2 along these lines 

of sight, i.e., UV pumping by the radiation field (Jura 1975a) or shock-heating of 

the gas (Elitzur & Watson 1980). More complete observations of the diffuse features 

along those lines of sight for which the rotational level populations of H2 have been 

determined axe required to confirm these trends.

From the measured rotational population distribution of H2 within v =  0 only, it is 

not possible to distinguish between the contributions of shock-heated gas along the line 

of sight and fluorescent excitation of H2. The detection of H2 molecules in vibrationally
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excited levels would provide a direct measure of the influence of fluorescent excitation 

in diffuse clouds (van Dishoeck & Black 1986; Black & van Dishoeck 1987). In the 

UV, observations of lines in the Lyman bands arising in the vibrational level v — 1 

and higher might be possible with the Hubble Space Telescope (van Dishoeck & Black

1986).

This discussion illustrates that for all four features the observations of Federman et 

al. (1984), Kumar (1986) and Meyer (1983) are quite consistent with the conclusions 

drawn so far concerning the behaviour of the diffuse features: they are relatively 

stronger in the more diffuse regions with respect to the amount of molecular hydrogen.

Smith et al. (1981) observed the 6196A feature towards stars of low to moderate 

reddening, i.e., similar to the sample used here. They found the feature to be absent 

in all stars with E (B  — V) < 0.1; in fact, they suggested that the feature mimics the 

correlation of H2 with E (B  — V) and find the feature to be absent for lines of sight 

with iV(H2) < 1019 cm-2 . This certainly contradicts the results of the correlations 

presented above, where the column density of A6196 shows no correlation with the 

column density of H2 (Table 6.16) and its abundance is, if anything, anticorrelated 

with log f  (Table 6.17). The quality of the data of Smith et al. is probably superior to 

that of our data but it would be premature to dismiss the discrepancy by concluding 

our results to be in error. Cleaxly further work is required.

It was shown by Federman et al. (1984) that the abundance of the carrier of 

A5780 with respect to H2, from its strength along lines of sight of low reddening, 

was given by iV(5780)/iV(H2),> 10-9 to 10-6 for a transition probability /< , 1. Since 

N(CO)/N(H. 2 ) ~  10-7 to 10-5 in some diffuse clouds (Federman et al. 1980), this im

plies an abundance for the carrier of A5780 of at least 1-10% of the abundance of CO. 

From Figure 6.27, it can be seen that in the most diffuse regions N(5780)/ N(B.2 ) > 

10-4 for /  < 1, i.e., an even greater relative abundance than was estimated by Fed

erman et al. (1984). The absence of observed rotational structure in high-resolution 

profiles of A5780 and A6614 (e.g., Snell & Vanden Bout 1981; Herbig & Soderblom 

1982) implies that several heavy atoms must be contained within any molecular species 

proposed as the carrier of these features (Danks Lambert 1976; Rees 1990). The 

chemical reaction networks assumed to be active in diffuse clouds predict abundances 

of such molecules that are several orders of magnitude smaller than are required for
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the diffuse feature carriers. These arguments lead to the conclusion that the carriers 

of the diffuse features are not synthesised in the chemical reaction networks of simple 

molecular species, consistent with the discussion in §6.6.1 above.

On the basis of the above abundance arguments, it has been concluded that 

the diffuse features are not produced by a gas-phase carrier: Meyer (1983) favours 

an origin within dust grains; and Federman et al. (1984) argue that the observed 

dependences on H2 imply an origin of the diffuse features on grain mantles, perhaps 

via an interaction of an adsorbed molecule with an impurity site on the grain surface. 

However, Kumar (1986) concludes that a stable molecule such as an ion of a polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) may be a good candidate for the carrier of the diffuse 

features, as originally suggested by Leger & d’Hendecourt (1985) and Crawford, Tielens 

& Allamandola (1985). We will defer a more detailed discussion of these hypotheses, 

and others, until Chapter 7.

6.6.3 T he correlations with CH+ .

(a) Shock models and the formation of CH+.

The problem of the formation of CH+ in the diffuse interstellar medium is well 

known: chemical models of quiescent diffuse clouds fail to produce the observed column 

densities of CH+ by about two orders of magnitude (Dalgarno 1976). Elitzur & Watson 

(1978) proposed that CH+ formation takes place primarily in gas heated to >,1000K 

via the endothermic reaction

C+ +  H2 -h. CH+ +  H. (6.19)

Detailed single-fluid hydrodynamic shock models (Elitzur & Watson 1980) were then 

shown to be able to produce CH+ column densities of 1012-1013 cm-2 . Neverthe

less, such single-fluid shock models (e.g., Pineau des Forets et al. 1986) fail to match 

observed CH+ column densities in excess of 1013 cm-2 for reasonable shock param

eters. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock models (Draine &: Katz 1986a, 6; Pineau 

des Forets et al. 1986) have been more successful in producing such quantities of CH+ 

as are observed. The main feature of these models which leads to this enhancement 

is a streaming of the ionic species relative to the neutrals; this ion-neutral streaming
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provides a significant amount of the energy required by reaction (6.19) to proceed. 

Typically, shocks with velocities in the range 7 km s-1 to 12 km s-1 can produce 

column densities of CH+ which are comparable to observed values (Draine & Katz 

19866).

The molecule CH is also formed in the hot post-shock gas, as well as a number 

of other species. The CH is formed mainly by dissociative recombination of CH^ and 

C H j. The general dependence of the predicted column densities of molecular species 

such as CH+ and CH on various shock parameters has been examined by Pineau 

des Forets et al. (1986) and Draine & Katz (19866). We summarise below the main 

conclusions drawn from these studies.

• The column densities of CH+ , CH and OH increase rapidly with the shock velocity 

vt , as do the column densities of rotationally excited H2 (J  > 2); this is a direct 

consequence of the rise in maximum temperature within the shock and, for CH+ , 

the increase in the maximum velocity difference between the ions and neutrals.

• The predicted column density of CH+ is relatively independent of the fraction 

of molecular hydrogen in the pre-shock gas (Draine & Katz). When H2/H  =  

n(H2)/n(H ) >,0.1, the principal destruction mechanism within the shock is through 

the reaction CH+ +  H2 —► CH^" +  H (Pineau des Forets et al.); therefore both 

the formation and destruction of CH+ depend on H2. Thus, when ion-neutral 

streaming drives the formation reaction (6.19), n(CH+) oc n(C+ ). [On the other 

hand, note that the CH+ column density in a single-fluid hydrodynamic shock 

model is strongly dependent on H2/H  (Pineau des Forets et al.): the column 

density of CH+ increases by about a factor 10 when H2/H  falls by a similar 

amount.]

• The column density of CH+ is sensitive to the intensity \  °f the radiation field 

relative to the background interstellar UV radiation field. For v9 =  10 km s-1 , 

iV(CH+ ) increases by about a factor 2 as x  increases from 1 to 5 (Draine & Katz).

• The column densities of CH+ , CH and other species are relatively insensitive to 

the magnetic field strength Bo in the pre-shock gas (Pineau des Forets et al.). As 

Bo increases, the maximum temperature in the post-shock gas and the degree of 

ion-neutral streaming decrease.
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Draine &: Katz (19866) examined the dependence on the shock parameters of the 

ratio of the column densities of CH and CH+ predicted by the model. In view of the 

correlations of the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios with CH+ /CH, it 

will be useful to make note of the results of their models. Note that Draine & Katz 

(19866) discuss the behaviour of the CH/CH+ ratio; we describe below the reciprocal 

dependence of the CH+/CH ratio on the shock parameters in order to make the in

terpretation of the diffuse feature correlations with CH+ /CH more convenient. The 

standard pre-shock conditions were a hydrogen density t i h  =  50cm-3 , a molecular 

hydrogen fraction H j/H  =  2 and a magnetic field strength Bo = 7 pG.

• The CH+/CH ratio was found to be principally dependent on the shock velocity 

v8 and the intensity x  °f the radiation field. For x  =  3, the ratio CH+/CH 

increases from about 0.45 to 1.2 as v, increases from 7km s-1 to 12km s-1 ; and 

for va =  lOkms-1 , CH+ /CH increases from about 0.2 to 1 as x increases from 1 

to 3.

• The CH+/CH ratio was found to be less sensitive to the fraction of molecular 

hydrogen in the pre-shock gas: for vB =  lO km s-1 and x =  3, CH+/CH decreases 

from about 1.45 to 0.75 as H2/H  increases from 0.5 to 5.

(6) Interpretation of the correlations involving CH+ .

If we wish to use these results to assist the interpretation of the correlations found 

above, it would be wise to remember that the fractions of molecular hydrogen used in 

these models (H2/H =  0.5-5) axe generally greater than found along the lines of sight 

studied here: the average value of H2 / H for our lines of sight in which CH+ is observed 

is about 0.2. This, however, is the ratio of the column densities integrated over the 

whole line of sight and may not reflect the local conditions within the cloud; in models 

of the lines of sight towards certain specific staxs, Draine & Katz (19866) and Draine 

(19866) use values of H2/H  that axe about 2-4 times as great as the actual ratio of 

iV(H2)and N (H). Therefore the clouds encountered along the lines of sight studied 

here axe not necessarily outside the range of types of cloud to which these models 

apply.

We must also be awaxe that each of the above models applies to a single shock in 

one type of cloud, while some of our lines of sight may intersect more than one shock
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within different cloud regimes where the efficiency of CH"*" production may vary (e.g., 

see Crawford 1989).

We note firstly that the best correlations with the quantities involving CH+ are 

found between the diffuse feature ratios and the ratio of the column densities of CH+ 

and CH. For example, A(6284) comes closest to a direct correlation with A(CH+), al

though rp  is not significant; but A(6284) is correlated with the ratio CH+/CH. Again, 

no diffuse feature abundance ratio is correlated with A(CH+), yet £2 and the abun

dance ratios A5780/A5797 and A6284/A5797 are correlated with the ratio CH+/CH. 

We have seen (§6.5.3) that A(5780) and A5780/A5797 are anticorrelated with A(CH) 

and log /  anyway, so might the correlations with CH+/CH merely reflect this inverse 

dependence on the abundances of CH and H2? Apparently not. First of all, we find no 

convincing correlation between A(5780) [or A(5797)] and CH+/CH, yet the abundance 

ratio A5780/A5797 is very strongly correlated with CH+/CH. Secondly, it is apparent 

that the anticorrelations between A(6284) and A(CH) and between A6284/A5797 and 

A(CH) are rather weak in comparison to the correlations with CH+/CH. Admittedly, 

the anticorrelations with log /  axe a little stronger, but note that £2 remains uncorre

lated with either log /  or A(CH) and yet it is correlated with CH+/CH. Therefore we 

emphasise that it is the ratios of the diffuse feature and molecular column densities 

that provide the best correlations; we cannot interpret these correlations simply in 

terms of an enhanced CH or H2 abundance in the pre-shock material and a consequent 

weakening of the strengths of AA5780 and 6284 with respect to N (H) or the strength 

of A5797.

We discuss below how the above correlations with the CH+ /CH  ratio and the 

dependence of the CH+ /CH ratio on the shock parameters and pre-shock conditions 

are at least qualitatively consistent with some of the correlations we have already found 

with the diffuse feature abundance ratios.

• The dependence of CH+/CH on shock velocity vs. A dependence of £2 and the 

abundance ratios A5780/A5797 and A6284/A5797 on shock velocity could be in

ferred from their correlation with the abundances of several refractory elements; 

the gas-phase abundances of these elements are increased through sputtering and 

grain-grain collisions in shocks, with faster shocks leading to greater disruption 

of the grains (see the discussion in §6.4).
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• The dependence of CH+/CH  on the intensity x  of the radiation field. A depen

dence of the abundance ratio A5780/A5797 on the intensity of the radiation field 

was inferred from its correlation with the abundance of C I; the sensitivity of this 

ratio to the ionization balance in the diffuse medium, and hence the UV radiation 

field, was discussed in §6.4.2(6).

• The inverse dependence of CH+/C H  on the pre-shock fraction of molecular hy

drogen H2/H . The anticorrelations of some diffuse feature ratios with log /  have 

been noted above.

Given the likely range of shock velocities, radiation field intensities and H2 frac

tions in the clouds intersected by our lines of sight, the strengths of the correlations 

with CH+ /CH are striking. One would not expect the correlations with CH+/CH to 

be as strong as they are if these correlations arose only from a mutual dependence of 

the variables on the above interstellar parameters; indeed, we suggest that these other 

dependences may be a consequence of a more fundamental dependence of the diffuse 

feature strengths on the processes which influence the CH+/CH ratio. This is sup

ported by the tentative correlations found above between the diffuse feature strengths 

and rotationally excited H2: Lambert & Danks (1986) found the column density of 

CH+ to be well correlated with rotationally excited H2, providing evidence that CH+ 

is formed in warm gas where reaction (6.19) is effective.

The CH production within the shock is coupled to CH+ by the production of CHj- 

and CH^ in successive reactions of H2 with CH+ and CHj" respectively; dissociative 

recombination of CH^ and CH^ then produces CH. Therefore we might conclude 

from these correlations that the production of the carriers of the diffuse features are 

similarly coupled within a shock. Specifically, the implication is that the carrier of 

A5797 is a product of the processing of, for example, the carrier A5780 or A6284, which 

themselves may be synthesised within a shock. Their synthesis would be a product of 

the gas-phase shock chemistry or the effects of the shock on the dust grains—perhaps 

the release of a species from the surface of the grain or the products of grain shattering 

and fragmentation.
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(c) The diffuse feature carriers and the origin of CH+ .

Given the significant correlations found between the diffuse feature abundances 

and abundance ratios and the ratio CH+/CH, it would be interesting to speculate that 

the diffuse feature carriers might be directly associated with the production of CH+. 

We take note that MHD shock models have shown that the formation reaction (6.19) 

may indeed be the dominant mechanism for producing CH+ along some lines of sight 

(Pineau des Forets et al. 1986; Draine & Katz 19865; Draine 19866); and Lambert 

& Danks (1986) have found a correlation between the column densities of CH+ and 

rotationally excited H2 which supports this conclusion. However, Pineau des Forets 

et al. note that it might be premature to assume that CH+ is produced universally in 

interstellar shocks in quantities sufficient to satisfy all observational constraints. For 

example, Crawford (1989) has observed CH+ and CH along the line of sight to the 

Sco OBI association and failed to find the velocity difference between the two species 

which is predicted by MHD shock models; components in CH+ were also observed 

without corresponding velocity components in CH, an observation difficult to reconcile 

with the predictions of shock models.

We carry out a simple analysis below in order to examine the abundance of the 

carriers of the diffuse features which would be required to account for the amount of 

CH+ typically observed. We will assume for this purpose that the carriers of some or 

all of the diffuse features are molecular ions of unspecified size and structure, except 

that they contain C atoms. We will assume that these ions react with H or H2 to 

form CH+. We do not address the problems of forming the diffuse feature carriers 

themselves, nor do we consider other competing destruction channels for the carriers 

which do not produce CH+ .

Formation of CH+ by reaction of the diffuse feature carrier X dif with H or H2 will 

proceed at a rate kin(XuiF)n(Y)  cm-3 s-1 , where n(Y)  is the volume density of H or 

H2 and k\ is the rate coefficient (units cm3 s-1 ). The principal destruction mechanism 

for CH+ is via reaction with H2 to form CH^, when n(H2)/n(H)>,0 .1; such a fraction 

of molecular hydrogen is typical of the diffuse clouds studied here. The destruction rate 

is then (CH+) (H») cm 3 s 1, with rate coefficient • The equilibrium abundance
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of CH+ may be found by equating the formation and destruction rates; the equilibrium 

volume density of CH+ can then be written

n(CH+) =  ki n (XDiF)n(Y)  (
k2 n{n.2 )

We will take the rate coefficient &2 to be 1.2 X 10-9 cm3 s_1 (Pineau des Forets 

et al. 1986); and we will assume a value for ki typical of ion-molecule reactions, i.e., 

about 10-9 cm3 s-1 (Duley & Williams 1984a). We will assume for this calculation 

that n(H2)/n(H ) =  1, a value which has been used in MHD shock models of specific 

lines of sight observed in the diffuse feature programme (Pineau des Forets et al. 1986; 

Draine & Katz 19866; Draine 19866). Then

n(CH+) =  10' 1’l(JfD'F)f ) , (6.21)
v } 1.2 X 10-9n(H) v ’

a n d  i f  w e  r e p la c e  t h e  v o lu m e  d e n s i t ie s  n  o f  CH+ a n d  X d i f  w i t h  c o lu m n  d e n s i t ie s  N , 

th i s  b e c o m e s

1V(CH+) «  N (X d i p )  • (6-22)
n(H)

Therefore, for formation of CH+ by reaction of the diffuse feature carriers with reac

tants such as H or H2, n(Y )/n(H ) rs*i 1 and the abundance of the diffuse feature carriers 

must be at least that of CH+ . For other less abundant reactants, or for smaller val

ues of the rate coefficient ki, the diffuse feature abundance must be correspondingly 

greater. For our sample of stars, we find the mean value of iV(5780)/iV(CH+) (32 

data) to be 0.05 for an oscillator strength /  = 1; this ratio equals 0.008 for HD 149757 

(£ Oph). The combined strength of the diffuse feature spectrum in HD 183143 is about 

20 times the strength of A5780 [e.g., see Table 1 of Herbig (1975)]; therefore, assuming 

that all the diffuse features are due to carriers which can produce CH+ , we find that 

N ( - X d i f ) / N (CH+) ~  1 is typical for a combined oscillator strength of unity; for /  <  1, 

N (X d i f )  > iV(CH+). We conclude that the diffuse feature carriers are as abundant, 

on average, as equation (6.22) requires, given the simplifying assumptions we have 

made. For lines of sight like HD 149757, N ( X d i f ) / N (CH+ ) ~  1/6 for /  =  1; we re

quire f<  1/6 in order for the diffuse feature carriers to be abundant enough to provide 

all the observed CH+ according to the simple reaction network described above. Al

ternatively, much of the CH+ may be formed in the manner described by MHD shock 

models.
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Another possible formation channel for CH+ could be photodissociation of the 

diffuse feature carriers. The formation rate would be kpd • ti(X d if ), where kpd is the 

photodissociation rate of X dif ; a rate of 10“ 9 s-1 would be a reasonably generous value 

to adopt. Equating the formation and destruction rates of CH+ , we find A^(Xdif) ~  

100iV(CH+) for a hydrogen density n(H)  ~  100 cm-3 . The constraint on the required 

abundance of the diffuse feature carriers is therefore more severe by two orders of 

magnitude than in the reaction scheme discussed above.

6.7  Sum m ary

The strengths of some of the diffuse features studied here have been found to 

show a strong dependence on the density of the diffuse clouds intersected by the lines 

of sight toward the programme staxs. This general dependence on cloud density has 

been confirmed in the subsequent correlations between the abundances of the diffuse 

features and the abundances of interstellar atoms and molecules. The variations in 

the relative abundances of certain diffuse features have also been found to be sensi

tive to density-dependent processes: the second principal component of variance in 

these data, £2, is significantly correlated with a number of the interstellar parameters 

examined. However, the correlation analyses carried out here do not suffice to distin

guish between one density-dependent interstellar process and another in determining 

the primary factors to which the diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios are 

sensitive. The interstellar conditions prevailing where the formation of a number of 

diffuse features appears to be favoured are: a lower space density of particles; greater 

kinetic temperatures; increased gas-phase elemental abundances (and therefore lower 

depletions on the grains); an enhanced intensity of the ambient UV interstellar radi

ation field; greater fractional ionization; and lower concentrations of neutral diatomic 

molecules.

From the correlations of the diffuse feature abundances with in te r s te l la r  atomic 

abundances, the carriers of such features as A5780 and A6284 axe found to be dis

tributed like the first ions of such species as Mg, Mn or Fe. This result might imply
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that the diffuse feature carriers are sensitive to those processes which govern the deple

tions of the atoms of these species on grains, i.e., shock disruption of the grains through 

non-thermal sputtering and grain-grain collisions. The correlation of the diffuse feature 

abundance ratio A5780/A5797 with the ratio iV(NaI)/iV(CaII) is consistent with such 

a pattern of behaviour of the carriers, in which the carrier of A5780 can be efficiently 

adsorbed onto grain surfaces while the carrier of A5797 is not easily depleted. However, 

a response of the carriers of A5780 and A5797 to changes in the ionization fraction of 

the interstellar medium can probably also account for the variations in the relative 

abundances of A5780 and A5797 in these data.

Although the diffuse feature carriers are distributed like some atomic ions, they 

appear to be concentrated in the diffuse clouds; if they exist in the warm intercloud 

medium, their abundance with respect to hydrogen is much lower than in the diffuse 

clouds. But the diffuse feature carriers appear to be favoured in the warmer regions of 

the diffuse medium and are not distributed like the neutral diatomic molecules in the 

diffuse clouds. This result has important implications for the question of whether the 

diffuse features are formed by gas-phase molecules: the carriers of the diffuse features 

are not efficiently formed where the gas-phase chemistry promotes high concentrations 

of neutral interstellar molecules. However, the correlations between the diffuse feature 

abundances and abundance ratios and the ratio iV(CH+)/iV’(CH) are intriguing, given 

that the most plausible mechanism currently proposed for the production of significant 

concentrations of CH+ in the diffuse interstellar medium is its chemical synthesis in 

shock-heated gas.



C H A P T E R  7

Conclusions:

M odels o f Diffuse Feature Production

In this chapter we examine in greater detail the merits and weaknesses of several 

prominent models of diffuse feature production. We begin by reviewing the observa

tional constraints on the interpretation of the diffuse feature spectrum; we then use 

these constraints as a basis on which to judge the validity of the models of diffuse 

feature formation. Finally, we discuss some further areas of research which might 

prove fruitful in revealing the nature and characteristics of the carriers of the diffuse 

interstellar features.

7.1 O bservational constraints on m od els o f diffuse feature produc

tion .

7.1.1 Overview of the observational constraints.

We may divide the major observational constraints on models of diffuse feature 

production into the following broad categories.

Wavelengths. Firstly, the “rest” wavelengths of the cores of the diffuse features appear 

to be constant from one line of sight to another to within the errors of observation, i.e., 

to within a few hundredths of an angstrom for some of the narrower diffuse features 

(Herbig & Soderblom 1982). This constraint presents severe difficulties for solid-state 

models that predict wavelength shifts of the diffuse feature absorptions which are 

dependent on the properties of the host particles. Ultimately, of course, an adequate 

identification of the carriers of the diffuse features must incorporate a satisfactory
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prediction of the observed wavelengths of the features. This has not yet been achieved, 

although there have been claims for some successes (e.g., Johnson 1972; Duley 1982).

Breadths. An adequate model must be able to reproduce the characteristic breadths 

of the diffuse features, which range from about 0.6A to 20A 1-100 cm-1 ). The

diffuse features are generally well correlated with interstellar reddening with no sign 

of saturation effects to values of E (B  — V) greater than two magnitudes. Therefore, 

either the features are made up of very many weak lines or an intrinsic broadening 

mechanism must exist for the diffuse features. Although it is not necessary that a 

single carrier, nor even a single absorption process, is responsible for all the observed 

diffuse features, the correlations found between the strengths of some broad and narrow 

features (Chlewicki et al. 1987) suggests that features with different widths may have 

a common carrier or formation mechanism.

Profiles. A satisfactory model must be able to reproduce the characteristic profiles 

of the different diffuse features. Many of the narrower diffuse features, such as A5780 

and A6614, are observed to be asymmetric (e.g., Snell & Vanden Bout 1981; Herbig 

& Soderblom 1982); others, such as A4430 and A6284 have a Lorentzian-like profile 

(e.g., Chlewicki et al. 1986; Westerlund Krelowski 19886; §1.4.3). Again, the good 

correlation between features with different characteristic profiles suggests that their 

origin is related via a common carrier or formation mechanism. There is no evidence 

of fine structure within any of the diffuse features; but unsharp structure has been 

observed in the profile of the A6614 feature (Herbig & Soderblom 1982) and some 

sub-structure has been resolved also in a few of the broader features (Chlewicki et al.

1987). The A6614 diffuse feature is probably a good test feature for profile modelling 

since it demands a process which can produce a narrow line (about lA  width), yet 

with intrinsic unsharp structure in its blue wing.

Families of diffuse features. There is evidence that discrete groups of features correlate 

well with one another (Krelowski & Walker 1987; Chlewicki et al. 1987; §4.6). This 

suggests that the origins of features within the same family are related, either via a 

common carrier or a common formation mechanism. The number of discrete groups 

thus far identified is three (Krelowski & Walker 1987). It is possible that there are a 

limited number of physical states or environments in which the carriers of the diffuse
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features exist, e.g., as ionic and neutral species or as impurities in grains of different 

characteristic composition.

Abundances. The implied abundances of the diffuse feature carriers per hydrogen 

nucleus are relatively high; therefore they strongly constrain some models of diffuse 

feature production. Line-of-sight abundances were computed in §6.1 for all the diffuse 

features studied here. The average abundance of the carrier of A6196, one of the 

weakest features studied in this work, is about 2 X 10-11 for an oscillator strength 

/  =  1; the average abundances of the carriers of A5780 and A6284 are about ten times 

this amount, and the abundance of A4430 comes out to be about 2 X 10-9 (Rees 1990). 

Note that these abundances are minimum abundances if the oscillator strength /  is 

actually less than unity. As noted in §6.6.3(c), the integrated strength of the diffuse 

feature spectrum in HD 183143 is about 20 times the strength of A5780; for /  ~  1, 

the average abundance of the diffuse feature carriers is then about 5 X 10-8 . This can 

be treated as an upper limit to the average abundance of the diffuse feature carriers if 

more than one species is responsible for the diffuse feature spectrum. These abundances 

permit a wide range of elements as constituents of the diffuse feature carriers, either as 

impurities in grains or as free gas-phase molecules; but it is worth noting that in the 

regions where diatomic molecules are abundant, the diffuse feature carriers have an 

abundance comparable to that of CO, which is high for polyatomic molecular species. 

Gas-phase models of diffuse feature production must account for this relatively high 

abundance.

Environmental dependences. The predictions of any satisfactory model of diffuse fea

ture production must be consistent with the observed dependences of the diffuse feature 

strengths on the interstellar environment. For example, the diffuse features appear to 

be weak with respect to E (B  — V ) along lines of sight passing through regions of 

enhanced density (e.g., Snow & Cohen 1974; Baines & W hittet 1983). This basic de

pendence on cloud density has been confirmed in this work, where we have discussed 

a variety of different physical processes which might explain this observation; we sum

marise the results of this work in more detail below. The relative strengths of some of 

the diffuse features also have been found to be sensitive to the interstellar environment 

(see below); these variations too must be accounted for in a complete model of diffuse 

feature production.
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Most attempts to observe the diffuse features in circumstellar shells have produced 

negative results (e.g., Snow & Wallerstein 1972; Snow 19736; Waters et al. 1989). 

However, it has been claimed that the carriers of the diffuse features may exist in 

the envelopes of carbon-rich planetary nebulae (Cohen & Jones 1987; Cohen, Jones 

& Walker 1989); and Le Bertre (1990) has also claimed to have detected the diffuse 

features in the absorption spectrum of the circumstellar shell of a carbon star.

These are the major pieces of observational evidence with which the predictions 

of an adequate model of diffuse feature formation must be consistent. We refer to 

other salient observational evidence on the nature of the diffuse feature carriers in the 

course of the discussion of different models in §7.2.

7.1.2 T he diffuse features and the ir in terste llar environm ent.

The specific contribution of the results obtained in this work is especially relevant 

to the dependences of the diffuse feature strengths on the interstellar environment; 

indeed, one of the goals of this work was to define the physical conditions in the 

interstellar medium under which the formation of the diffuse features is efficient. A 

fairly full analysis of the principal scientific results found here has been given in the 

discussion sections of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 (§§4.7, 5.5, 6.4 and 6.6). We review broadly 

below the observational evidence which has been gathered in this work on the response 

of the diffuse feature formation process to the interstellar environment.

It was concluded from the correlations of the diffuse feature abundances with 

cloud density, temperature, atomic and molecular abundances, and the wavelength of 

maximum polarization (Chapters 5 and 6) that the diffuse features are formed most 

efficiently in the low density regions of diffuse clouds. In a morphological picture of the 

interstellar medium, we might consider the diffuse features to be formed preferentially 

in the envelopes or skins of diffuse clouds; this much was concluded also by Rees (1990). 

In the McKee-Ostriker model of the interstellar medium, the cold neutral clouds are 

assumed to be spherical, and the diffuse features may then be considered to form most 

efficiently in the outer layers of such clouds, or even at the interface with the warm 

neutral medium. Although typical diffuse clouds might really be more filamentary 

and sheet-like without well-defined cores (Kulkarni & Heiles 1987), there is evidence
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that the interiors of diffuse clouds can be highly clumped on very small scales (e.g., 

Jannuzi et al. 1988; Le Bourlot et al. 1989). Therefore, once again we may conclude 

that the diffuse feature carriers exist preferentially in the most transparent, low-density 

portions of the clouds.

The results from the correlation analyses of Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate the phys

ical conditions which prevail in those regions of diffuse clouds where the carriers of a 

number of diffuse features are most abundant: a lower space density of particles; greater 

kinetic temperatures; increased gas-phase atomic abundances and smaller atomic de

pletions; smaller grains; an enhanced intensity of the ambient UV interstellar radiation 

field; greater fractional ionization; and lower concentrations of diatomic molecules. The 

predictions of models of diffuse feature production must be compared to environmental 

dependences such as these.

We have presented several pieces of evidence to suggest that the formation of the 

diffuse feature carriers might be associated with interstellar shocks. These are: the cor

relations of some diffuse feature abundances and abundance ratios with the CH+/CH 

ratio (§6.5.4), if the shock model for CH+ formation is correct; the correlations with 

the gas-phase abundances of refractory atomic species (§6.3), which themselves are 

probably regulated by shock processes; and the anticorrelation of the average diffuse 

feature strength per unit extinction with Amax (§5.4.1), which reflects the sensitivity of 

the abundance of diffuse feature carriers to the processes governing the size distribu

tion of interstellar grains (i.e., grain shattering and destruction in interstellar shocks 

and grain coagulation in quiescent clouds).

In the Principal Component Analysis of Chapter 4, we confirmed that diffuse 

features assigned to different families indeed behaved differently with respect to one 

another; the relative strengths of several of these features was shown to vary signif

icantly across the sample of data (§4.6). In the work of Chapters 5 and 6 we found 

these relative strengths to be dependent on the interstellar environment. Thus, we 

have begun to identify those physical conditions which lead to the divergent behaviour 

between families of features. The abundance ratio A5780/A5797 was found to be de

pendent on the ionization balance in the diffuse medium (§6.4.2), suggesting that their 

carriers existed in different ionization stages. Evidence was found that some ratios 

are sensitive to the processes of dynamic accretion and desorption of the elements on
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interstellar grains which govern the depletions of certain refractory species. The abun

dance ratio A6284/A5797 and the parameter £2 were found to be best correlated with 

the CH+/CH ratio (§6.5.4), again suggesting that the diffuse feature carriers may be 

processed by the action of interstellar shocks.

The correlations between the diffuse feature strengths and interstellar extinction 

may be interpreted in terms of the environmental dependences of the diffuse feature 

abundances and abundance ratios, for example, through the influence of the extinction 

on the ionization balance; but in Chapter 5 the correlations were also interpreted in 

terms of current models of interstellar grains and their relationship to the interstellar 

extinction curve (§5.5). It was concluded that diffuse features from different families 

probably arise in different components of the population of interstellar grains, if the 

diffuse features have a solid-state origin. For example, the good correlation of the 

strength of A5797 with the extinction throughout the visual and UV could be taken 

as evidence that the feature is formed either in the small silicate grains of the MRN 

model (see Draine & Lee 1984), or in the HAC which mantles the small Mg-rich silicate 

grains in the model of Duley et al. (1989). We refer to these results in the discussion 

of the impurity absorber hypothesis in §7.2.

7.2 D iscussion  o f  m odels o f diffuse feature p rod u ction

We discuss several models of diffuse feature production which axe currently held 

to be among the most credible. We present first a discussion of dust related origins of 

the diffuse features, concentrating mainly on the impurity absorber hypothesis. This is 

followed by a discussion of two gas-phase models—the predissociation or preionization 

of a molecule or ion; and unresolved structure in absorption by a large molecule.

7.2.1 D ust grain models.

(a) Impurity absorbers in grains.

A prevailing model for the formation of the diffuse features in dust grains has been 

that of absorption by resonant impurity atoms or molecules within interstellar grains
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(e.g., Wu 1972; Savage 1976; Welter & Savage 1977; Purcell & Shapiro 1977; Shapiro 

& Holcomb 1986a, 6). The absorption lines which result are characteristically much 

broader than the natural width of the absorption in the free atom or molecule; also, the 

interaction between the host dielectric material and the resonant impurity produces a 

shift of the absorption away from the resonant frequency in the free particle. We assess 

this model below by examining how well it can satisfy the observational constraints 

set out in §7.1.

Wavelengths. The wavelength shift of the absorption and the shape of the absorption 

profile are sensitive to the composition, size and temperature of the grains and the 

concentration of the embedded impurities (Savage 1976; Shapiro & Holcomb 19866). A 

strong observational constraint on the mechanism, therefore, is the observed invariance 

of the rest wavelengths of the cores the diffuse features. This implies a great uniformity 

of impurity site parameters in the host grains along different lines of sight; although 

the grain composition and impurity concentration could be conceived to be more or 

less invariant from one grain to another, variations in grain size and temperature will 

be common.

Duley (1982) has claimed that the wavelengths of 28 of the 39 features listed by 

Herbig (1975) can be matched by absorptions due to vibronic systems in small MgO 

particles containing Cr3+ and Mn4+ ions at defective crystal sites. While the number 

of diffuse features matched in this model is impressive, there has been no experimental 

verification of this result. Furthermore, one wonders why diffuse features arise only 

from impurities embedded in MgO crystals in interstellar grains; why are not more 

diffuse features observed due to other crystalline materials and embedded impurities?

Breadths, Profiles. As noted above, impurity absorption lines are characteristically 

broad and featureless. The temperature dependence of the absorption width is weak 

below a grain temperature of about 50K (Savage 1976), which is rather hotter than 

the characteristic grain temperature in neutral hydrogen clouds (e.g., Van Steenberg & 

Shull 1988c). However, observed variations in the extinction curve (e.g., Cardelli et al.

1989) and in the wavelength of maximum polarization Amax (e.g., Mathis & W hittet

1990) indicate that the size distribution of grains can be significantly modified from 

one region to another. Therefore the absence of significant wavelength and profile 

variability in the diffuse features militates against the impurity absorber hypothesis
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(Smith, Snow & York 1977; Chlewicki et al. 1987). Shapiro & Holcomb (19866) have 

suggested that the profile of a feature like A5780 should be observably modified in 

regions of large Amaxif it is formed by impurity absorption within the grains, perhaps 

even exhibiting a blue emission wing. This observational test should be carried out: 

unambiguous absence of profile shape variation with Amax would imply tha t the diffuse 

features are not formed by impurity absorption within dust grains, unless some rather 

contrived assumptions are made about the grain properties.

Attempts have been made to model the profiles of such narrow features as A5780 

and A6614 (Savage 1976; Welter & Savage 1977; Shapiro & Holcomb 19866). The 

general conclusion of Shapiro & Holcomb (19866) was that dirty silicate or dirty ice 

grains can reasonably reproduce the observed asymmetries and widths of lines like 

A5780 and A6614 for grains of radius r<,0.1/im (i.e., x<,l, where x  =  2?rr/A); for an 

adopted grain size distribution (e.g., that of Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck 1977), grains 

with ar^l must dominate the collective extinction profile in order to avoid significant 

emission wings in the profile.

We may rule out dirty ice grains as host particles: the efficient photodesorption 

of ice grains (Barlow 19786, c) means that significant ice absorption is only observed 

along lines of sight passing through dense clouds (e.g., see W hittet 1981); and in the 

densest environments sampled by our lines of sight, we find the diffuse features to be 

weak with respect to extinction (Snow & Cohen 1974; Baines & W hittet 1983; §5.4.1) 

or hydrogen column density (§6.2). Shapiro & Holcomb (19866) were able to reproduce 

approximately the ripple in the shortward wing of A6614, but only by assuming a dirty 

water-ice mantle on the host grains; in view of the above arguments, a mantle other 

than ice must be invoked to model the profile of A6614.

Chlewicki et al. (1987) found the broad features at A5778 and A6177 to be well 

correlated with the narrower lines A5780 and A6203. They therefore criticise the impu

rity absorber hypothesis on the grounds that features with very different widths and 

profiles must arise in grains of different characteristic size and composition. Also, the 

correlation of very different features contrasts with the comparatively large variation 

in the relative strengths of A5780 and A5797 (Chlewicki et al. 1986, 1987), whose pro

files are more similar. On the other hand, it has been remarked (e.g., Wu 1972) that 

the occurrence of a number of pairs of features, with the sharper component located 

on the redward edge of the broader band (Herbig 1975), is reminiscent of a sharp
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zero-phonon (i.e., pure electronic) impurity absorption line which is accompanied by a 

higher-energy vibrational absorption sideband due to phonon-assisted transitions. In 

this case one would expect a correlation between such pairs of features as AA5778 and 

5797, or AA6177 and 6203. Although Chlewicki et al. (1987) find A6177 to be correlated 

with A6203, they find the strengths of A5778 and A5797 to vary independently.

The existence of features as narrow as A6196 or those observed by Herbig (1988) 

may require the existence of highly-ordered crystalline lattices for their formation, 

whereas most grain materials are considered to be amorphous. We note that the exis

tence of micro-diamonds (with median diameter ~  26A) in interstellar grains (Lewis, 

Anders & Draine 1989) may provide such highly ordered impurity sites; zero-phonon 

absorption lines in point defects of diamonds are typically as sharp as ImeV (e.</., 

Walker 1979), which corresponds to about 3A at 6000A—A6196 is still about an order 

of magnitude sharper than this. Presumably, the impurities would have to become 

trapped within the diamonds upon their formation, which appears to take place pre

dominantly by condensation in the atmospheres of late-type carbon-rich stars (Anders 

et al. 1989) [as opposed to grain-grain collisions in interstellar shocks as suggested by 

Tielens et al. (1987)].

The absence of significant polarization structure across the profiles of A4430, 

A5780 (Martin & Angel 1974, 1975) and A6284 (Fahlman & Walker 1975) indicates that 

none of these features are formed in the aligned population of grains which gives rise 

to the observed interstellar polarization. This is not conclusive evidence against the 

impurity absorber hypothesis, but it means that either the impurities which produce 

AA4430, 5780 and 6284 are not present in the polarizing grains; or the composition of 

the polarizing grains differs significantly enough from that of other grain populations 

that the peak wavelengths and widths of the impurity absorption lines are severely 

modified. The exclusion from the larger grains of those impurities which exist in the 

small grains is difficult to understand if significant grain growth takes place by grain 

coagulation.

Abundances. In the profile modelling performed by Shapiro &: Holcomb (19866), the 

oscillator strengths for the transitions leading to A5780 and A6614 were deduced to 

be between 10-3 and 10-2 . These values lead to a typical logarithmic abundance 

with respect to hydrogen for the carrier of A5780 of between —7.5 and —6.5; using the
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maximum abundance of A5780 with respect to hydrogen column observed here, the 

higher limit is increased to about —6. On abundance grounds, a generous range of 

candidate elements as impurity atoms or as components of impurity molecules is then 

permitted.

Environmental dependences. Shapiro & Holcomb (19866) have reaffirmed the result 

of Snow &: Cohen (1974) that the strength of A5780 with respect to E (B  — V) is 

diminished as the observed value of Amax increases towards several stars associated 

with the p Oph cloud; they showed that this behaviour is consistent with the impurity 

absorber hypothesis only if the increase in Amax signifies grain growth by the addition of 

an impurity-free mantle on the host grain cores. We criticised this explanation in §5.5.3 

on the grounds that: (i) there is no observational evidence for water-ice absorption (the 

mantle assumed by Shapiro &: Holcomb) towards the p Oph stars (W hittet &: Blades 

1980a), so a different impurity-free mantle must be invoked; and (ii) grain growth in the 

cloud probably takes place primarily by grain coagulation anyway (W hittet & Blades 

1980a; Jura 1980) rather than extensive mantle growth. The observed behaviour of 

A5780 with respect to Amax (and also, as we have shown here in §5.4.1, the behaviour 

of A5797 and the of mean diffuse feature strength £i) is then inconsistent with the 

impurity absorber hypothesis.

As was discussed in §6.4.1, if the diffuse features are formed within dust grains, 

the positive correlations which we have found between the diffuse feature abundances 

and the gas-phase abundances of some interstellar atoms imply a swamping of diffuse 

feature absorption in the cores of the grains as accretion takes place. The mantles 

must be non-volatile and relatively free of impurities in order for the diffuse features 

to weaken with respect to increasing elemental depletion: one might postulate mantles 

of hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC; Duley et al. 1989) or the refractory mantles 

considered by Joseph (1988).

The existence of significant variation in the relative strengths of A5797 and AA5780 

and 6284 (§4.6) and the existence of families of features (e.#., Krelowski & Walker 1987) 

implies that some features are formed either by different impurities with variable rela

tive concentrations or by impurities embedded within lattices of different composition. 

If it were concluded that features such as A5780 and A6284 were formed within the 

cores of interstellar grains, as discussed above, the formation of A5797 in the HAC
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mantle of small grains (as suggested by the correlations of A5797 with UV extinction) 

would then be consistent with the absence of perfect correlation between A5797 and 

AA5780 and 6284.

According to the profile predictions of the embedded cavity model for impurity 

absorption (Shapiro & Holcomb 1986a, 6), the symmetric Lorentzian-like shapes of 

features such as A4430 and A6284 would imply that they are formed within small 

grains. Now, we have shown that there is a notable absence of correlation (at constant 

A v )  between the strength of A6284 and the UV extinction (§5.2.4); there is even 

evidence that the strength of A6284 is anticorrelated with the far-UV extinction at 

constant E (B  — V ) (§5.2.3). The A4430 feature also appears to be anticorrelated with 

the UV extinction (W itt, Bohlin & Stecher 1983; Krelowski et al. 1987). Therefore the 

growth of a HAC mantle which dominates the UV extinction and swamps the diffuse 

feature absorption in the cores of the small grains would be qualitatively consistent 

with the observed behaviour of A6284 and A4430.

The absence of both narrow (AA5780, 5797 and 6614) and broad (A4430) dif

fuse feature absorption in circumstellar shells (Snow & Wallerstein 1972; Snow 19736; 

Waters et al. 1989) where grain nucleation takes place militates against the impurity 

absorber hypothesis. However, this difficulty can be sidestepped if it is assumed that 

the physical characteristics of the impurity sites are significantly modified by the tem

perature and size distribution of the grains in such regions (e.g., see the comments in 

Smith et al. 1977).

In conclusion, this model accounts well for the abundances of the diffuse features, 

the characteristic breadths of all but the narrowest lines, and the absence of observable 

fine structure in the diffuse feature profiles. It fails, however, for lack of observational 

evidence for significant wavelength and profile variability of the diffuse features. The 

observed correlations between diffuse features with very different profiles also provides 

some difficulties for this model. The environmental dependences of the diffuse feature 

strengths may be accounted for by postulating that different features are formed in 

different components of interstellar grains; but the requirement that the features are 

only formed in grains of radius less than about 0.1 pm  is difficult to defend.
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(b) Charge transfer absorption.

Carnochan (1988) has proposed that the diffuse features might be formed by en- 

dothermic charge transfer between the ions of common atoms and simple molecules on 

(or in) interstellar grains; the energy for the charge transfer is provided by absorption 

of a photon. This proposal was a development of Carnochan’s hypothesis that the 

2200A bump could be accounted for by endothermic charge transfer between the ions 

Fe+ , Si+ and Mg+ and hydrogen atoms. Carnochan suggests that the strongest diffuse 

features would occur for charge transfer between these metal ions and the hydrides 

of other abundant atoms such as CH. He notes that the approximate wavelengths of 

many features thus predicted fall between 4000A and 7000A, where the diffuse features 

are observed.

The weaknesses of the hypothesis are these. Firstly, it is not known whether the 

process of endothermic charge transfer can take place at all; secondly, the influence of 

the ion-molecule interaction and the effect of the grain environment will significantly 

affect the predicted wavelengths and widths—broad features might be expected in such 

a process, but it might be difficult to argue for the formation of narrow diffuse features.

Carnochan makes no testable predictions on the basis of his hypothesis. From the 

dependences that we have found here of the diffuse feature strengths on the interstellar 

environment, we note that in diffuse regions unshielded from the interstellar radiation 

field, the abundances of ions will indeed be high, as required by the model. However, 

the major source of variation in the abundances of the ions of more refractory elements 

such as Fe, Si and Mg will be the variable depletion of these elements from cloud to 

cloud. We demonstrated in §6.3 that the diffuse feature strengths were positively 

correlated with the gas-phase abundances of ions such as these. Therefore this result 

does not support the charge transfer hypothesis if it requires the metal ions to be 

contained within the grains. In order for the hypothesis to gain credibility, it will be 

necessary to demonstrate that the more probable reactions involving H which lead to 

the formation of A2200 can take place.
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(c) Other dust-grain origins.

We wish to note here the suggestion of Andriesse & de Vries (1981) that the 

diffuse features are formed by a distribution of very small particles with sizes ranging 

from about 10A to 100A. The smallest particles contain less than 10 atoms and are 

assumed to be P la tt’s particles, i.e., very small grains about 10A in size (Platt 1956); 

it is proposed that these small particles give rise to the narrow diffuse features. The 

larger particles Me chemically identical aggregates of these which produce the broader 

features. Andriesse & de Vries develop a model which can account for the apparent 

pairing of a number of broad and narrow features (Herbig 1975). Since Donn (1968) has 

suggested that the particles proposed by Platt may indeed be polycyclic molecules, this 

hypothesis has much in common with the PAH model for diffuse feature absorption, 

which we discuss below in §7.2.2(6).

7.2.2 Gels phase models.

(a) Predissociation and preionization.

Predissociation or preionization of a species can occur if the species possesses dis

crete excited states which lie above its first dissociation or ionization limit (Herzberg 

1971). Following excitation, a radiationless transition can take place under certain 

selection rules from an excited state to a continuum state, leading to dissociation or 

ionization of the species and a lifetime-broadening of the absorption line. The short 

lifetime of the excited state means that the probability of emission following absorption 

to such excited states is significantly reduced. Thus, the process of predissociation of a 

molecular species or preionization of an atom, molecule or ion conveniently provides a 

broadening mechanism for the diffuse features (Herzberg 1955, 1967), and simultane

ously accounts for the notable absence of observational evidence for the diffuse features 

in emission (e.g., Herbig 1975; but see also the discussion in §7.2.2(6) below).

A general difficulty for this proposal has been emphasized by Wilson (1964): 

the formation of the diffuse features destroys the carrier, which must then be re

formed efficiently in order to provide the strength of absorption observed. For A4430, 

Wilson derives a transition rate, and therefore a destruction rate, of 3 X 10-16 cm-3 s-1 . 

Rees (1990) has repeated Wilson’s calculation for several other diffuse features; for
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A5780, for example, a destruction rate of 6 X 10-17 cm-3  s-1  is obtained. Generally, 

the mean space densities of the carriers then lead to lifetimes for the diffuse feature 

carriers of about (0.5-1 X107 / f )  s, which can be compared with typical lifetimes against 

photodissociation of about lO10 s for diatomic molecules. In order for a given species 

to be responsible for the diffuse features, it must therefore be demonstrated that it can 

be formed as quickly as this.

A diffuse feature at energy E  can be produced only by a species with a first dis

sociation energy or ionization potential less than E ; the known diffuse features fall 

in the energy range ~  1.4-2.8eV. Herzberg (1955) has suggested that triatomic rad

ical species of the form HXY, where X and Y are atoms heavier than H, may have 

sufficiently small dissociation energies to be able to give rise to predissociating tran

sitions in the visible. Herzberg (1967) haw also suggested CH^" and NH4 as candidate 

molecules, ailthough the laboratory spectrum of CH* (Ensberg & Jefferts 1975) rules 

it out as the carrier of the diffuse feature spectrum. The anticorrelation which we have 

found between the abundances of a number of diffuse features and the abundamces 

of such molecules ais H2, CH and CO strongly implies that the diffuse features are 

not formed by predissociation of polyatomic species such ais these. We would expect 

significaint concentrations of such polyatomic molecules to be present in those regions 

where other molecules required for their synthesis aire adso abundant, and H2 is a key 

molecule in the formation of all other molecules which are known to exist in diffuse 

clouds.

The preionization of negative ions might be more of an attractive proposition 

(Herzberg 1955; Rudkjpbing 1969). The electron aiffinities of most atoms and diatomic 

molecules aire less than 3.0 eV (Massey 1979), i.e., sufficiently low for preionizing tran

sitions in the visible to be possible; also, in the more diffuse regions where we find 

the diffuse feature abundances to be greatest, one would expect a larger abundance 

of available electrons per hydrogen nucleus. Rudkj0bing (1969) and Gammelgaard & 

Rudkjpbing (1980) have discussed the negative ion H“ as a candidate for the carrier of 

some of the diffuse features; the negative ion O-  has also been suggested by Herzberg 

(1955) and Rudkjpbing (1969).

The H~ ion would be expected to be the most abundant negative ion in the diffuse 

medium. Currently, the formation of H-  is understood to take place primarily through
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electron attachment in the reaction

H -f e —► H~ +  hi/. (7.1)

The abundance of the ion is diminished in denser clouds where the formation of molec

ular hydrogen uses up the available atomic hydrogen (de Jong 1972); also, the fraction 

of ionized carbon, which provides most of the electrons in the diffuse medium, is re

duced in denser regions. This behaviour is consistent with the anticorrelations which 

have been found between the abundances of a number of diffuse features and the frac

tion of molecular hydrogen, and with the general inverse dependence on cloud density. 

But can enough H" be formed to account for the diffuse features?

The reaction (7.1) has been estimated to proceed at a rate ki =  10“16 cm3 s_1 at 

a kinetic temperature of 100K (de Jong 1972). The principal destruction channels for 

H-  are through photodetachment of the electron and through reaction with H to form 

H2 ; the rates for these reactions are kpd =  2.4 X 10~7 s-1 and &2 =  1-3 X 10-9 cm3 s-1 

respectively (de Jong 1972). None of these reaction rates have a strong temperature 

dependence (see Duley & Williams 1984a). For the moment we will ignore the fact 

that the diffuse feature absorption itself would lead to the destruction of the H~ ion. 

The steady state abundance of H~ is then given by

n(H~) _  km{E)xe *
n kpd +  &2 Ti(H) ’

where n is the particle density and xe is the fractional abundance of electrons, ne/n, 

which are assumed to be provided by the ionization of carbon.

Most optimistically, we assume that all of the hydrogen is atomic and that xe ~  

x(C+) =  2.5 X 10-4 , from the typical gas-phase abundance of carbon given by Cowie 

& Songaila (1986). The steady state abundance of H“ is then found to be always less 

than 2 X 10-11 for all densities. This may be compared with an average diffuse feature 

abundance with respect to hydrogen (for /  =  1) of about 2 X 10-11 for A6196 and 

over ten times this amount for AA5780 and A6284; the average abundance of A4430, 

one of the features tentatively ascribed to H-  by Gammelgaard & Rudkj0bing (1980), 

is about 2 X 10-9 . Note that these are minimum abundances if /  < 1; and in the 

computation of the steady-state abundance of H“ , we have ignored the destruction 

of the ion which results from preionization following the diffuse feature absorption
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itself—the rate of destruction in the A4430 feature (Wilson 1964) is comparable to the 

rates of the other destruction channels at low densities.

We must conclude that unless the formation of H~ can be demonstrated to be 

much more efficient in the diffuse medium (or the destruction channels less efficient), 

the steady state abundance of H-  is not sufficient to account for the diffuse feature 

absorption by preionization. The constraints on O” as a potential carrier of some 

of the diffuse features will be even more severe since oxygen is less abundant than 

hydrogen by several orders of magnitude.

Gammelgaard & Rudkjpbing (1980) suggest that a diffuse feature is visible at 

A758lA in the spectra of a number of reddened early-type stars reported by Sanner et 

al. (1978). They claim that its wavelength and strength (60±10 mA in HD 183143) cor

respond to one of the resonance lines in the preionization of H“ predicted by Ingemann- 

Hilberg & Rudkjobing (1975). The confirmation of that prediction must be regarded 

as tentative until further study demonstrates that the feature is real and of interstel

lar origin: it is very weak in the spectra of Sanner et al., who make no reference to 

it, and it falls close to the head of the atmospheric A band of O2 . A more reliable 

confirmation of the predictions for H“ lines is possible: from the data provided by 

Gammelgaard & Rudkj0bing (1980), a stronger feature (W\  ~  150 mA in HD 183143) 

is expected at about 7181 A. This spectral region is strongly masked by telluric H2 O 

lines, but the feature might be observable in the highest resolution mode of the Faint 

Object Spectrograph on the Hubble Space Telescope if a good signal-to-noise ( >,100) 

can be achieved; a detection of an interstellar feature at this wavelength would justify 

a closer examination of the whole hypothesis of diffuse feature production by negative 

ions.

(6) Absorption by a large molecule.

We now review the hypothesis that the diffuse features represent unresolved struc

ture in the absorption profiles of large polyatomic molecules. This hypothesis has 

usually foundered for want of a suitably abundant candidate molecule and the lack 

of evidence for rotational structure in the diffuse feature profiles, even in high resolu

tion observations. However, it has been pointed out by Smith, Snow & York (1977) 

and Douglas (1977) that featureless absorption lines can be produced by polyatomic 

molecules with certain characteristic properties. The hypothesis has also received fresh
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impetus from the claim that the emission features in the near-infrared are due to poly- 

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; Leger &: Puget 1984; Allamandola, Tielens & 

Barker 1985), a class of molecules which may be stable enough to survive in the diffuse 

interstellar medium. It has therefore been argued that these molecules may give rise 

also to the diffuse interstellar features (Leger & d’Hendecourt 1985; van der Zwet &: 

Allamandola 1985; Crawford, Tielens & Allamandola 1985).

We critically assess this hypothesis below on the basis of the observational con

straints set out in §7.1; although some of the comments may apply to polyatomic 

molecules in general, we particularly address the proposals that the diffuse features 

are formed by carbon chains (Douglas 1977) or PAHs.

Wavelengths. The invariance of the rest wavelengths of the cores of the diffuse features 

presents no problem for the large molecule hypothesis. Several authors have claimed 

that the wavelengths of some of the principal diffuse features compare favourably with 

the laboratory spectra of certain molecular species. It is difficult to support Johnson’s 

proposal (1972; see also Johnson, Bailey &: Wegner 1973) that the porphyrin molecule 

magnesium-tetrabenzporphin (MgC4 6 H3oNe) is a carrier of some of the diffuse features, 

since the formation and survival of such a specific candidate molecule in the diffuse 

medium is very unlikely; also, absorption from vibrationally excited states is required 

to account for some of the lines. Donn & Khanna (1980) have sought to reproduce 

Johnson’s results and conclude that the evidence for wavelength correspondence of 

the laboratory absorption spectrum and the diffuse features is very weak. Wdowiak 

(1980) has claimed a good wavelength match to some diffuse features in the spectrum 

of a mixture of large carbon-based molecules, synthesized by plasma discharge from a 

methane-argon gas mixture; but the spectra are not altogether convincing. On the PAH 

hypothesis, it has been demonstrated only that PAH cations have absorption features in 

the visible (Crawford et al. 1985). None of these studies provide unambiguous evidence 

in favour of the large molecule hypothesis; further careful laboratory spectroscopy of 

candidate gas-phase molecules is certainly required.

Breadths. Smith, Snow & York (1977) and Douglas (1977) have outlined mechanisms 

whereby absorption by polyatomic molecules can give rise to rather featureless absorp

tion profiles, like the diffuse interstellar features. Smith et al. introduce the concept of 

non-rigidity of linear, planar or ring molecules which leads to diffuse spectra because
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of complex interactions between the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. In

ternal conversion (Smith et al.; Douglas 1977) is another broadening mechanism: the 

absorption of a photon leads to excitation of the species, which then relaxes by a ra- 

diationless internal conversion of the energy to the vibrational modes of the molecule. 

This takes place via an interaction of the vibrational levels of the excited electronic 

state with the higher vibrational levels of a lower state. Each rotational line of an 

electronic transition is then replaced by a lifetime-broadened band whose width de

pends on the interaction energy (and lifetime) of the state; in practice, the band-width 

is difficult to predict but Douglas states that widths typical of the diffuse features 

(~  1-100 cm-1 ) are not unusual.

Profiles. The range of diffuse feature profiles observed can be accounted for rather 

naturally by invoking such mechanisms. The broad, symmetric Lorentzian-like profiles 

of A6284 and A4430 can be ascribed to internal conversion with a lifetime broadening 

of about 10-13 seconds (Chlewicki et al. 1986); for excited states with longer lifetimes 

the features will be narrower and their asymmetric rotational envelopes will become 

apparent, such as for A5780 and A6614. Chlewicki et al. (1986) note that the complex 

profiles observed in the A6203 region are reminiscent of unresolved rotational envelopes 

in vibronic transitions; broader lines such as A5778 and A6177 may be formed by 

vibronic coupling between close-lying energy levels in different electronic states or by a 

superposition of narrower lines from a distribution of closely related molecular species 

(Chlewicki et al. 1987).

Danks & Lambert (1976) sought to model the characteristic profile of A5780 by 

adjusting the rotational constants for a hypothetical symmetric top molecule. They 

were able to synthesize relatively smooth profiles with a linear molecule containing 

about 5 heavy atoms (i.e., C, N or O); a spherical top molecule required up to about 

17 heavy atoms in order to reproduce the required rotational constants. Rees (1990) 

attempted to match the profile of A6614 in a similar modelling exercise; this feature 

has a width at half-depth of about lA  and there is unsharp structure in the blue 

wing which is intrinsic to the feature (Herbig & Soderblom 1982). Using symmetric 

top calculations, Rees obtained a reasonable match to the observed profile with the 

rotational constants appropriate for a linear molecule of about 9 carbon atoms, or a 

symmetric top molecule containing less them 13 carbon atoms. He noted that if a
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small polycyclic molecule can be approximated to a symmetric top, only molecules 

containing three benzene rings or less, such as naphthalene or anthracene, can satisfy 

this size constraint. The unsharp structure observed by Herbig & Soderblom (1982) 

was conveniently reproduced in the calculation since the envelopes of the R and Q 

branches of the rotational structure were partially resolved; the P branch contributed 

to the longward shallow wing of the feature. Importantly, it was found that an intrinsic 

broadening mechanism was required in order to smooth out the rotational fine structure 

to produce profiles like those observed; some possible mechanisms have been noted 

above. The lifetime-broadening required by Rees (1990) to produce smooth absorption 

profiles was of the order of 1 0 - 1 1  seconds.

The shapes of the profiles computed by Rees (1990) were found to be sensitive 

to the assumed kinetic temperature of the gas as the populations of the higher rota

tional levels varied; the feature became significantly broader with increasing tempera

ture. The specific proposal that the diffuse features are formed by such molecules may 

therefore be tested by searching for temperature-dependent variations in the intrinsic 

profiles of narrower features such as A5780 and A6614.

Families of features. The possible existence of families of features which are well 

correlated with one another (Krelowski &: Walker 1987) can be accommodated in the 

large molecule hypothesis. For example, Allamandola, Tielens & Barker (1989) have 

noted that three families of features may be conveniently provided by the existence 

of neutral and singly charged PAHs, both positive and negative. Indeed, in §6.4.2 (6 ) 

it was demonstrated that the variations in the relative strengths of A5780 and A5797 

could be understood if their carriers existed in different ionization stages.

Duley & Jones (1990) have suggested that the IR emission spectrum in objects 

such as the Orion ridge (Roche, Aitken & Smith 1989) may be matched closely by 

the spectra of polycyclic aromatic molecules as small as naphthalene (two rings), an

thracene (three rings) and tetracene (four rings). If the diffuse features were formed 

by such a limited number of distinct PAHs (and their ions), the existence of clearly 

defined families of features could be easily understood.

Abundances. A strong constraint on the large molecule hypothesis for the production 

of the diffuse features is that of maintaining a significant abundance of absorbers in 

the diffuse medium. Given the anticorrelations found between the abundances of some
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diffuse features and the abundances of a few diatomic molecules, it appears highly 

unlikely that the candidate molecules can be formed locally in the diffuse medium 

by chemical synthesis in quiescent clouds; and Duley (19876) has ruled out chemical 

synthesis in shocks as an efficient pathway for the formation of PAHs. If PAHs are 

formed in the circumstellar shells of carbon-rich stars, it is likely that many will become 

bound into amorphous carbon particles which then become mixed into the general 

interstellar medium (Allamandola et al. 1989). Free PAHs will not survive over the 

timescale for cycling of matter between the stars and the interstellar medium ( ~ 2 x  

1 0 9 years) since they will be efficiently destroyed by sputtering in fast shocks and 

in the warm intercloud medium (Omont 1986) on a timescale of a few times 10s 

years (McKee 1989). The only other mechanism for large molecule formation in the 

diffuse medium is through shattering of carbon grains or grain mantles in grain-grain 

collisions in interstellar shocks (Omont 1986). This, then, is one of the key requirements 

for the large molecule hypothesis: that the candidate molecules can be formed in 

sufficient abundance through grain disruption in the low-density diffuse medium where 

the diffuse features have been found to be most abundant.

With respect to this discussion, it is significant that the cyanopolyynes HCjN 

and HC7 N and the butadiynyl radical C4 H have been detected in absorption against 

the continuum source Cas A at the velocities of HI components in the local spiral 

arm (Bell, Feldman & Matthews 1981, 1983). The occurrence of these species in 

the diffuse medium is difficult to understand unless one postulates that they are a 

product of carbon grain disruption in weak interstellar shocks (Duley & Williams 

19846). From the data of Bell et al. (1981, 1983) we estimate the abundances of these 

species with respect to hydrogen column to be about 1 0 “ 10 for HC5 N and HC7 N, and 

about 2 X 10" 9 for C4 H. Duley &: Williams (19846) estimate that such abundances 

can be expected from grain disruption in a lOkms- 1  shock if the photodissociation 

rate is not much greater than about 1 0 “ 11 s_1—photodissociation is assumed to 

be the dominant destruction mechanism for the linear chains. These values may be 

compared to minimum (if /  < 1 ) average abundances for the diffuse feature carriers of 

2 X 10- 1 1  for A6196 and 2 X 10“ 9 for A4430. Therefore such carbon chain molecules could 

conceivably account for some of the diffuse features. However, as noted by Douglas 

(1977), it can probably be assumed that long chain polyynes (and their ions), which 

have no dipole moment and so cannot be detected in the radio, may be more abundant
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than the cyanopolyynes actually observed. On abundance grounds, therefore, Douglas’ 

suggestion that the diffuse features are due to absorption by carbon chain molecules 

could be a realistic hypothesis.

The proposers of the PAH hypothesis have questioned the stability of the carbon 

chains proposed by Douglas (1977) and suggested that the PAHs might be a more 

suitable candidate for the diffuse features (Leger &: d’Hendecourt 1985) since they 

will be very stable against photodissociation in the interstellar radiation field. The 

inferred abundance of PAHs per hydrogen nucleus in regions where the IR emission 

features are observed is about 10- 7  (Omont 1986); Allamandola et al. (1989) estimate 

that the abundance of small PAHs containing about 25 carbon atoms is ~  3 X 10“8. 

These abundances are quite sufficient to account for the diffuse features; the question, 

then, is whether they can be formed efficiently enough in the diffuse medium. If the 

carbonaceous material within interstellar grains contains graphitic structures (e.g., 

Kroto & McKay 1988; Allamandola et al. 1989), it is likely that the shattering of 

a grain in collision with another will lead to a splitting along the graphite planes 

and the production of small planar graphitic structures (Omont 1986); since shock 

velocities of > 4km s - 1  might be sufficient to induce shattering of a carbon grain to 

produce PAHs (Omont 1986) this could be an efficient process. Duley (1987) estimates 

that appreciable column densities of PAH molecules (~  1 0 13 cm- 2  for a cloud with 

n =  1 0 0  cm-3 ) could be formed in a single shock with a velocity of about 2 0 kms-1 .

Support for this picture of shock-induced PAH formation might be drawn from 

observations of the IR emission features in the Orion ridge: Roche et al. (1989) point 

out that the 11.3 pm  and 12.7/zm emission features peak outside the ionized region 

and are confined to a narrow zone on the neutral side of the ionization front; this 

suggests that the IR-emitting species are produced in shocked regions advancing into 

the molecular cloud and destroyed in the ionized zone. Heiles, Reach &: Koo (1988) 

have studied the IRAS emission of severed isolated HI clouds and conclude that the very 

small grains (possibly PAHs) which contribute to the 12 pm  emission may be formed 

in 10-20 km s- 1  shocks. Snow et al. (1989) also propose from IRAS observations of 

reflection nebulae that very small grains are formed by shock fragmentation of larger 

grains in interstellar shocks. The ubiquity of the very small grains which exhibit the 

aromatic IR emission features (Giard et al. 1988, 1989) also implies that an efficient 

formation mechanism for such particles exists.
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If the products of such processes are the carriers of the diffuse features, this 

picture would be consistent with the correlation of some diffuse feature abundances 

and abundance ratios with the CH+/CH ratio, which was interpreted as evidence for 

a shock-related formation mechanism for the diffuse features. Indeed, the range of 

shock velocities required (~  7-15kms_1) for efficient CH+ formation in MHD shocks 

(e.g., Draine & Katz 19866; Pineau des Forets et al. 1986) is just that range where 

the shattering of grains (as opposed to sticking, bouncing, melting or vaporisation) is 

probably most effective (Omont 1986; Tielens 1989).

The integrated diffuse feature abundance inferred from the mean abundance of 

A5780 is found to be about 5 X 10~ 8 for /  =  1. Let us assume that the average amount 

of carbon contained within the grains is about 2 X 10“ '4 per hydrogen nucleus (Cowie 

& Songaila 1986) and that the diffuse features are formed by carbon chains or PAHs 

containing about 1 0  carbon atoms on average; then the molecule formation by grain 

shattering is required to be about 0.1-1% efficient. This is well within the total fraction 

of grain material released by grain-grain collisions in faster shocks (Seab & Shull 1983).

Although PAHs should be resistant to destruction by photodissociation in the in

terstellar radiation field, it has been argued that they will be very efficiently chemically 

eroded by reaction with neutral hydrogen and oxygen atoms on timescales of much less 

than 1 0 6 years (Duley & Williams 1986). In this case, PAH molecules (and the diffuse 

features) would only be observed as transient species in regions of shock-induced grain 

disruption. However, Allamandola et al. (1989) maintain that the efficiency of destruc

tion of PAH molecules by hydrogen atoms is negligible; they consider the ejection of 

hydrogen atoms by photon absorption to be much more probable than disruption of 

the PAH carbon skeleton by reaction. They also conclude from laboratory data on 

atomic reactions with benzene that destruction of PAHs by oxygen atoms is too slow 

to be important on a timescale of 1 0 6 years, and probably much longer than this. Any 

chemical destruction of PAHs may also be offset by their reconstruction in reactions 

with C+ (Omont 1986; Puget & Leger 1989).

Brown et al. (1989) have modelled the chemistry of PAHs and HAC dust in low- 

velocity shocks in the diffuse medium. It is assumed that 1 % of the carbon in the grains 

in a 1 0  km s - 1  shock leads to PAH formation following a grain collision; they then find 

a fractional PAH abundance per hydrogen nucleus of about 6 X 10- 8  after 106 years if
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destruction by reaction with O atoms is inefficient. Since the time between such low- 

velocity shocks is about 1 0 6 years (Williams & Hartquist 1984), such an abundance 

of PAHs can be maintained in the diffuse medium, i.e., sufficient for the production 

of the diffuse features. However, if destruction by reaction with oxygen is efficient, 

the PAHs are destroyed in less than 1 0 s years. Clearly, confirmation of the chemical 

stability of PAHs as advocated by Allamandola et al. (1989) is required if PAHs are 

to be considered an abundant species in the diffuse medium; if they are destroyed as 

efficiently as estimated by Duley & Williams (1986) they must be formed all the more 

efficiently in grain-grain collisions in order to provide the required abundance of diffuse 

feature absorbers.

Environmental dependences. One of the major conclusions of this work is that the 

carriers of a number of the diffuse features appear to be most abundant in the low- 

density regions of diffuse clouds (§7.1). If the aromatic IR emission features are due 

to PAHs, then the correlation of the IR cirrus at 12pm  with HI (Boulanger et al.

1985) illustrates that they are well distributed throughout the diffuse medium. The 

3.3 pm  emission feature is also found to be ubiquitous in the diffuse Galactic emission 

(Giard et al. 1988, 1989) and well correlated with the smoothed surface brightness of 

the 1 2  pm  IRAS emission.

Strong evidence has been presented here that the abundances of the carriers of 

a number of diffuse features are significantly diminished in denser clouds. There are 

several means by which this inverse dependence on cloud density can be understood if 

the diffuse features are due to PAHs and carbon chain molecules. Firstly, a significant 

fraction of PAHs in the diffuse interstellar medium will be singly ionized and only 

partially hydrogenated (Allamandola et al. 1985, 1989; van der Zwet & Allamandola 

1985; Leger & d’Hendecourt 1985). Consequently, the strengths of the diffuse fea

tures whose carriers are radical cations will be sensitive to the ionization balance and 

the hydrogen coverage of the PAHs; in the more diffuse regions, PAHs will be more 

completely ionized and dehydrogenated due to the increased UV radiation field and 

the fewer collisions with electrons and hydrogen atoms. Indeed, the variations in the 

relative strengths of A5780 and A5797 were found in §6.4.2 to be consistent with their 

formation in species in different ionization stages; it was concluded that the carrier of 

A5780 might be a positive ion while that of A5797 was neutral.
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In denser regions of the diffuse medium, it is expected that free PAH molecules and 

carbon chains will be more efficiently accreted onto grains (Omont 1986); these may 

then be returned to the gas-phase in weak shocks. Again, the positive correlations of 

some diffuse feature abundances with the gas-phase atomic abundances was interpreted 

in terms of the sensitivity of the diffuse feature carriers to the processes of dynamic 

accretion and desorption of species on grain surfaces. If PAHs partake similarly in such 

processes, this would be consistent with their being the carriers of some of the diffuse 

features. Coagulation of PAHs and grains may account also for the inverse dependence 

of diffuse feature abundance on Amax which has been observed for some features (Snow 

& Cohen 1974; §5.4.1). Note that the anticorrelation of the abundance of A5797 with 

Amax was also taken as evidence that the carrier of A5797 was neutral and therefore 

sensitive to the energy distribution of the attenuated radiation field (§5.5.2).

If chemical attack of the PAHs by hydrogen and oxygen atoms becomes efficient 

in denser interstellar environments, this would provide another means of accounting 

for the anticorrelation of the diffuse feature abundances with cloud density and the 

abundances of neutral diatomic molecules. In HII regions, the destruction of PAH 

molecules by reaction with H+ is considered to be efficient (Omont 1986); we note 

that Rees (1990) has found evidence that the A5780 and A6270 diffuse features are 

systematically weak with respect to reddening towards HII regions.

Circumstellar shells. If the diffuse features are formed by carbon-based molecules it 

is easy to understand why the features axe not observed in the circumstellar shells 

of oxygen-rich stars (Snow & Wallerstein 1972)—all the carbon is locked up in CO 

molecules and only oxygen-rich grains may form. The envelopes of carbon-rich red 

giants, however, may be a site for PAH formation through the chemistry of acetylene 

(C2 H2 ; see Allamandola et al. 1989 and references therein). The strength of the diffuse 

features in such environments, if they are due to radical PAH ions, will depend on the 

size distribution of carbon grains and PAHs and on the intensity of the UV radiation 

field. There is evidence that the size distribution of silicate grains formed in oxygen- 

rich supergiant atmospheres is truncated below about 800A (Seab & Snow 1989), 

although it is not obvious that this result can be applied to carbon-rich giants also. The 

absence of a strong UV radiation field (which stimulates the PAH fluorescence) makes 

it understandable that the aromatic IR emission features have not yet been detected in
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carbon-rich giants; neither is there any evidence for diffuse feature absorption in low- 

resolution spectra of the dust shells surrounding several extreme carbon stars observed 

by Cohen & Schmidt (1982) nor towards the evolved carbon star AFGL 2688 (Cohen &: 

Kuhi 1980). In the latter case, it has been suggested that the extended HC7 N emission 

observed around this object is due to collisional fragmentation of larger carbon grains 

(Jura & Kroto 1990), the mechanism proposed above to explain the production of PAHs 

and carbon chains in the diffuse interstellar medium; we must therefore attribute the 

absence of diffuse feature absorption to the lack of sufficient UV radiation for the 

production of radical and ionic polyatomic species.

In contrast to these results, Le Bertre (1990) has claimed to have detected several 

diffuse features in the absorption spectrum of the circumstellar shell of a carbon star 

(CS 776). In the spectrum of the A-type companion star, which is reddened by the 

circumstellar shell, Le Bertre finds the A4430, A5780 and A6284 diffuse features to 

be significantly stronger than would be expected from the interstellar reddening alone. 

Since the observations were made at low resolution, an attempt to confirm these results 

would be welcome. If Le Bertre’s conclusions can be substantiated, we might conclude 

that the radiation field and environment of the companion star (whose spectral type 

is estimated to be A3V or III) provide the necessary conditions for the existence of 

the carriers of the diffuse features in the circumstellar shell.

The circumstellar dust shells of two post asymptotic giant branch stars (which 

produce a significant UV flux) have recently been studied (Waters et al. 1989; Buss et 

al. 1989). In one of these stars (HD 89353), the IR emission features are observed but 

there is no evidence for the A2 2 0 0  absorption feature; in the other (HD 213985), no 

emission features are detected but an ultraviolet absorption feature is observed with 

a centred wavelength of about 2300A. In neither object is the A6614 diffuse feature 

detected; and in HD 89353, the strength of A5780 (~  50mA) is quite consistent with 

an interstellar origin for the feature. Waters et al. (1989) therefore argue that the 

failure to detect the diffuse features in the circumstellar shell of HD 89353 in which 

the IR emission features are observed is evidence against PAHs being the carriers of 

the diffuse features. We must take into account, however, the size distribution of the 

particles in the shell of HD 89353: Cohen et al. (1989) remark that the appearance 

of the discrete IR emission features in this star resembles an emission spectrum which 

Cohen, Tielens & Bregman (1989) attribute to amorphous carbon grains.
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Further along the evolutionary sequence, we come to the remarkable observation 

of Cohen & Jones (1987) that the strengths of some diffuse features might actually be 

enhanced in the circumstellar environment of a carbon-rich planetary nebula nucleus, 

IRAS 21282+5050. Carbon-rich planetary nebulae freely display the IR emission fea

tures, and the strength of the emission has been found to be strongly correlated with 

the availability of carbon in the nebula (Barlow 1983; Cohen et al. 1986, 1989), as 

evidenced by the nebular gas-phase C/O ratio. Therefore the observation of Cohen &: 

Jones (1987) would be quite consistent with the hypothesis that the diffuse features 

are due to carbon-based species, perhaps PAHs.

The results of other observations of the diffuse features in objects which exhibit IR 

emission features are more variable. Cohen, Jones & Walker (1989) performed optical 

spectroscopy of several IRAS sources associated with B-type stars having appreciable 

circumstellar extinction: they found evidence for local diffuse feature absorption in two 

reflection/emission nebulosities, and evidence for enhanced diffuse feature strengths in 

one of these; the diffuse features towards the other objects were not strong. The diffuse 

features are weak towards HD 200775, which is associated with the bright reflection 

nebula NGC7023 (Walker et al. 1980); and there is no evidence for significant local 

diffuse feature absorption in the planetary nebula NGC7027 (Pritchett & Grillmair 

1984). If the diffuse feature carriers exist locally in these objects they must be strongly 

influenced by circumstellar abundances and the local physical conditions. There is 

evidence that smaller PAHs are efficiently destroyed in intense UV radiation fields 

(Boulanger et al. 1988), such as exist in these objects; this would account also for the 

general weakness of A5780 and A5797 in star-forming regions (Cardelli & Wallerstein 

1987). However, the characteristics of the IR spectra of carbon-rich planetary nebulae 

imply (if the PAH model is correct) that small PAHs do exist there (Puget & Leger 

1989) in spite of the high energy density of the local radiation field, perhaps because 

direct condensation of PAHs is taking place. It has been suggested that the existence 

of smaller PAHs will actually be favoured in planetary nebulae (Allamandola et al. 

1989); the production of the diffuse features by small PAHs would indeed be consistent 

with the conclusions drawn from the profile modelling of the narrower diffuse features 

discussed above.

These mixed results suggest that further work on such objects is required. In 

particular, it would be worthwhile to verify the claim by Cohen & Jones (1987) and
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Cohen et al. (1989) that the diffuse features might be enhanced in some objects—the 

optical spectroscopy of these objects has thus far been performed at relatively low 

resolution. In view of the strong correlation between the strength of IR emission in the 

aromatic features and the nebular C/O ratio (Cohen et al. 1986, 1989), a study of the 

diffuse features in a sample of planetary nebulae which have significant local extinction 

would be welcome; if the carriers of the IR emission features are responsible for the 

diffuse features also, some degree of correlation between the diffuse feature strengths 

in such objects and the C/O ratio would be expected. Unfortunately, very few such 

objects with significant local extinction are known to exist.

Several carbon-rich Wolf-Rayet stars have thus far been observed to exhibit IR 

emission features (Cohen et al. 1989; Cohen, Tielens & Bregman 1989). It would 

be interesting therefore to observe the diffuse features towards those WC stars with 

significant circumstellar dust shells. To date, there is no observational evidence for 

diffuse feature absorption in the circumstellar shell of a WC star (e.g., see Williams, van 

der Hucht & The 1987). In the diffuse feature programme we observed one carbon-rich 

Wolf-Rayet star—HD 193793. This star is known to undergo periodic dust formation 

induced by periastron passage of a companion star (Williams et al. 1990). The last 

episodes of dust formation peaked in 1977 and 1985; unfortunately, our observations 

of the diffuse features towards this star were obtained in between these dust-forming 

events. In any case, although the dust-forming episode leads to large variations in 

the IR magnitude of the system, the visual and ultraviolet colours remain essentially 

unchanged; the optical depth of the dust shell is therefore very low.

The late-type Wolf-Rayet stars would be much better candidates for a search for 

the diffuse features, since their circumstellar shells can produce considerable visual 

extinction. One such object is Ve2-45*, a WC9 star which suffers an estimated cir

cumstellar extinction, A v , of 4.7 magnitudes (Cohen, Barlow & Kuhi 1975). Moreover, 

such objects have characteristic outflow velocities of several hundred kms-1 . If the 

diffuse feature carriers exist in these dust shells, the diffuse features absorption lines 

will be strong and well blue-shifted (~  10A) from their rest wavelengths; they should 

therefore be easily recognized.

* I am grateful to Dr. M.J. Barlow for drawing this object to my attention.
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(c) The Red Rectangle: evidence for the diffuse features in emission?

We will close this discussion on the gas-phase models of the origin of the diffuse 

features by remarking on the unusual optical spectrum of the Red Rectangle, a biconi- 

cal nebula centred on the A0 -B 8  II—III star, HD 44179 (see Cohen et al. 1975). The IR 

emission features in this object are observed to be strong (Merrill 1977). The optical 

spectrum of the nebula (Schmidt, Cohen & Margon 1980; Warren-Smith, Scarrott & 

Murdin 1981) exhibits a broad (~  2000A) red emission feature centred near 6400A, 

which, it has been suggested, is due to luminescence by hydrogenated amorphous car

bon (HAC; Duley 1985) or by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (d’Hendecourt et al.

1986); superimposed on this broad-band emission are a number of discrete emission 

features, which we discuss further below.

Warren-Smith et al. (1981) divide these discrete emission features into two groups 

on the basis of their emission structure: eight broad (10-20A FWHM) and roughly 

symmetric features; and four conspicuous, sharper features which are characterized by 

a sharp rise from the blue and a gradual degradation over about 10-20A to the red. 

The four sharper features peak at A5799, 5855, 5880 and 6615 A. Although it has been 

asserted that none of the emission features in this object correspond to any of the 

diffuse feature wavelengths (Schmidt et al. 1980), we note that three of the features 

in the above list fall at wavelengths just a few A longward of some of the narrow 

yellow-red diffuse features, namely A5797, A5849 and A6614. If the fourth and weakest 

emission feature at 5880A were to have a counterpart in absorption, it would be very 

difficult to detect since it would fall close to the photospheric He I line at 5876A which 

is observed in many early-type stars. Is it possible then that the features at A5799, 

5849 and 6615 are these diffuse features in emission?

On the grounds of near-wavelength coincidence alone, the correspondence be

tween the emission features and the diffuse feature absorption lines might not be so 

convincing, given the large number of known diffuse features and the number of dis

crete emission features observed in this region (12 in all). But A5797 and A6614 sire 

among the strongest of the narrower diffuse features known; and it is significant that 

the A5797, A5849 and A6614 diffuse features have also been grouped together into one 

diffuse feature family on the basis of their intercorrelations (Krelowski & Walker 1987; 

see also §4.6). The diffuse features at A6376 and A6379 too are grouped with these
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three by Kreiowski & Walker (1987), and we note that one of the broader discrete 

features in the emission spectrum falls at 6378A. We therefore contend that there is 

good evidence that the features at A5799, 5855 and 6615A are emission features which 

arise from the carrier(s) of the corresponding diffuse features at A5797, A5849 and 

A6614. This conclusion obviously has fatal consequences for the hypothesis of diffuse 

feature formation by preionization or predissociation of an ion or molecule, in which 

no emission is expected.

From an analysis of the frequencies of the emission features, Warren-Smith et al. 

suggest carbyne, (i.e., linear carbon chains with alternating triple and single bonds), 

as a candidate for the carrier of the emission features; the spacing of the strong emis

sion features at 5799A and 6615A (2127 cm-1 ), for example, compares well with the 

typical C=C bond stretching frequency at about 2119 cm-1 . Frequency differences 

which correspond to C—C bond stretching frequencies are also found in the optical 

emission spectrum. Emission features in the UV have been observed in this object 

also (Sitko, Savage &: Meade 1981). Sitko (1983) finds a strong resemblance between 

the energy spacings of these emission features and the C=C, C=N, C—C and C—H 

stretching vibrational energies in carbon chain molecules; but Sitko concludes that the 

UV emission features might be attributed just as well to the fluorescence of CO.

The identification of these emission features with carbyne would be consistent with 

the large molecule hypothesis for the diffuse feature carriers discussed above. Schmidt 

et al. (1980) discuss the excitation mechanism for the optical emission features and 

suggest that excitation by optical photons (as opposed to thermal or UV excitation) 

is the most likely process, given the physical conditions in the nebula. They suggest 

that the ground and first excited electronic states of the molecules are probably those 

involved in the transitions. It is not then difficult to account for the appearance of 

the emission features at wavelengths just redward of the diffuse feature absorption 

lines; in fact, if the carrier of the diffuse features were such a molecule as carbyne, 

this asymmetry of the absorption and emission spectrum might be expected. Following 

excitation of the molecule, the most prominent emission lines will correspond to those 

transitions from the ground vibrational level of the excited electronic state to various 

vibrational levels of the lower electronic state; higher energy transitions from the higher 

vibrational levels of the upper electronic state will in general be weak (see the discussion 

and references in Sitko 1983). The strongest emission feature will be due to the (0,0)
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transition between the ground vibrational levels of the two electronic states. The 

emission features observed will therefore fall at the wavelength of the (0,0) transition 

and to the red.

In absorption, the strongest line will be the (0,0) transition, which would corre

spond to the diffuse feature absorption; but it is likely that this will be the only line 

observed. The v =  1 and higher vibrational levels of the ground electronic state will 

not be significantly populated at kinetic temperatures characteristic of the interstel

lar gas, and no absorption corresponding to the lines redward of the (0,0) transition 

will be observed. The absorption lines which would result from transitions from the 

ground vibrational level of the lower electronic state to higher vibrational levels of the 

upper state would fall to the blue of the (0,0) line. But again, they will in any case 

be characteristically much weaker than the strongest (0,0) transition and might not 

be observed. With respect to the diffuse features discussed above, no such blueward 

features are observed, unless they actually correspond to such diffuse features as A5795 

and A5844.

7.3 C onclusions and future directions.

We conclude from the above discussion that much evidence is in favour of a gas- 

phase origin of the diffuse features. It seems that the difficulties with solid-state models 

currently outweigh the advantages, which are: that such models conveniently account 

for the generally good correlation between the diffuse feature strengths and interstel

lar reddening; that the abundance constraints are easily satisfied; and that rather 

featureless diffuse lines can be produced. Yet the alternative gas-phase models for 

diffuse feature production which have been proposed—predissociation or preionization 

of molecules or ions and absorption by large polyatomic molecules—have historically 

encountered the problem of maintaining a sufficient abundance of carriers in the dif

fuse interstellar medium. The only way to overcome this objection is to argue that 

polyatomic molecules can be formed efficiently by shattering in grain-grain collisions 

in the diffuse medium. Indeed, we suggest that the evidence accumulated here points
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to polyatomic molecules formed within weak lOkms-1 ) interstellar shocks as the 

most likely candidates for the carriers of the diffuse features.

We further suggest that these molecules constitute a mixture of radical PAH ions 

and neutrals with incomplete hydrogen coverage and long chain carbon molecules, such 

as polyynes or carbynes. The molecules which give rise to the narrower features like 

those studied here are probably small PAHs, consisting of only two or three rings, or 

carbon chains of about 10 atoms or less, as proposed by Douglas (1977). In some 

respects, the absorption characteristics of the very small grains discussed by Andriesse 

& de Vries (1981) may be similar to the macromolecules we consider here; these par

ticles may give rise to some of the diffuse features also. We argue that not only can 

this hypothesis satisfy the abundance constraints on the diffuse feature carriers, but 

the grain-related formation mechanism is consistent with the well-known correlations 

with interstellar reddening—these two pieces of evidence have historically been used 

to favour a dust-related formation mechanism for the diffuse features over a molecular 

origin.

There are several ways in which this hypothesis can be tested and developed. First 

of all, we should note that the PAH model, i.e., the hypothesis that the PAHs exist 

as free molecules in the interstellar medium, is not universally accepted: for example, 

Duley (1989) identifies the aromatic component of the interstellar dust with molecular 

clusters of HAC which are bound to the surfaces of conventional grains of radius 100- 

1000A; Barlow (1983) has argued that the aromatic IR emission features may be due 

to transient surface hydrocarbon complexes formed by chemical sputtering of carbon 

grains. The clarification of the nature of the aromatic component of the interstellar 

dust is therefore an urgent requirement. The current limits on the presence of structure 

in the UV extinction curve (e.g., Seab & Snow 1985) are barely consistent with the 

absorption structure expected from PAHs; from Hubble Space Telescope observations 

of interstellar extinction in the UV it will be possible to set more stringent limits on the 

abundance of PAHs in the diffuse medium (Allamandola et al. 1989), and so determine 

whether they are indeed abundant enough to provide the diffuse feature absorption. 

Laboratory spectroscopy of PAHs and other carbonaceous molecules should also be 

continued in an effort to find a consistent, repeatable wavelength match to the diffuse 

features; however, it is understood that the difficulties of obtaining laboratory spectra 

of free radical PAH ions are very great (e.g., see Puget & Leger 1989).
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Reference has already been made to some means of testing the various models 

discussed above. The search for variations in the profiles of the diffuse features is an 

important test since both the impurity absorber hypothesis and the large molecule 

hypothesis predict a sensitivity of the diffuse feature profile to the characteristic grain 

size or the gas kinetic temperature. The diffuse features A5780 and A6614 would be 

the most useful features in which to search for intrinsic profile variations since they 

are narrow and fall in regions of spectrum which are relatively free of telluric and 

photospheric lines. Observations of relatively nearby stars would be required, since 

complex cloud velocity structure along a line of sight will tend to mask intrinsic profile 

variations; it will therefore be important to have good observations of the atomic 

absorption towards target stars. Observations of the diffuse features such as these will 

need to be made at very high signal-to-noise; indeed, we emphasise that £j*srfTthis is a 

general requirement for future diffuse feature observations if they are to be useful for 

tightening the constraints on models of diffuse feature production. Spectra with signal- 

to-noise ratios of 2 0 0  or more should be obtainable with currently available CCDs [e.g., 

see the observations of Josafatsson & Snow (1987) and Chlewicki et al. (1987)].

Further searches for evidence of local diffuse feature absorption in planetary neb

ulae should be performed in order to confirm the results of Cohen & Jones (1987) and 

Cohen, Jones & Walker (1989). A search for local diffuse feature absorption in the 

circumstellar shells of some late-type Wolf-Rayet stars would also be an interesting 

exercise. And following the discussion in §7.2.3 above, a detailed study of the optical 

emission and absorption characteristics of HD 44179 and the Red Rectangle would be 

very informative. In particular, we wonder why features such as A5780 and A6284 are 

not seen in emission in this object. If it is because the carriers of these features exist as 

ions (the radiation field of HD 44179 is not strongly ionizing), we might expect to see 

these features in emission towards similar objects which possess a harder UV radiation 

field (but not so hard that the diffuse feature carriers are destroyed).

A crucial element of the hypothesis outlined above is the efficient formation of the 

diffuse feature carriers in weak interstellar shocks. Our general understanding of grain 

destruction processes in shocks, and grain shattering in particular, therefore needs to 

be developed in order to assess the efficacy of such a process for molecule formation. 

Observations of the diffuse features towards stars with published observations of CH+ 

would be useful to explore further the interesting trends discussed in §6.6.3. A study
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of the diffuse feature strengths towards those stars with published observations of ro- 

tationally excited H2 would be profitable to establish whether there is indeed evidence 

for an association between the formation of the diffuse features and interstellar shocks. 

Unfortunately, at the present time there are relatively few lines of sight in which the 

rotational population distribution of interstellar H2 molecules has been observed.

As noted at several points throughout this work, it would be worthwhile to confirm 

some of the results found herein using other databases of diffuse feature strengths and 

indicators of the physical conditions along the lines of sight. A suitable database of 

diffuse feature strengths could be constructed from the existing published high S/N  

observations which have already been referred to in this work; the intersection of that 

database with the Copernicus database of atomic abundances {e.g., Jenkins et al. 1986) 

and abundances of atomic and molecular hydrogen (Savage et al. 1977) is probably 

sufficient for a useful study similar to that reported here to be performed. Since many 

of the lines of sight are towards stars of low reddening, the atomic abundances should 

be fairly free from saturation effects. The results of such a study would be a most 

interesting extension to the work reported in Chapter 6 , which was based on a sample 

of well-reddened stars.

Finally, we emphasize that progress towards a solution of the diffuse feature prob

lem will be most encouraged as theorists and observers alike seek to raise the level of 

discussion on diffuse feature origins above the rather qualitative comparison of model 

and experiment which now exists. This can be achieved only as models are developed 

to the point where testable predictions are made; and as well-chosen observations are 

made which are designed to test those predictions and further tighten the constraints on 

models of diffuse feature production. Sadly, after nearly 60 years of research, we must 

still echo the words of Paul W. Merrill in 1936: “The chemical identification of these 

lines has not yet been made”; but we trust that through diligence and co-operation, 

the diffuse features will yet yield their well-kept secrets.



A P P E N D IX  1

Supplem entary D ata  Tables

Several tables of data to which reference has been made in the body of the thesis 

are presented in this Appendix. A few of these tables present additional results from 

the diffuse feature programme; many are compilations of published data on various 

interstellar quantities. The data, their sources and the details of any procedures used 

in constructing the databases are described here.

A l . l  Supplem entary m easurem ents o f  th e  diffuse features

Measurements of the central depths, central wavelengths and full widths at half

depth of the diffuse features are given in Tables A l.la  and b. These data have not been 

used in the analyses described in this thesis, but they are given here for completeness. 

Table A l.la  lists the central depths, Ac, of all the features measured in this work: 

AA5780, 5797, 6614 and 6661. The measurements from the individual spectra for each 

star have been combined into weighted mean values and errors as described in §3.5.1 

in Chapter 3.

Table A1.16 lists the central wavelengths, Ac, and full widths at half-depth, T, of 

A6614 and A6661. The errors on individual measurements have been determined from 

the values derived in §3.3.3 and §3.3.4, and the individual measurements have again 

been combined into weighted mean values and errors.
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Table A l . la .  The central depths of the diffuse features measured in this work: X5780, 
X5797, X6614 and X6661.

Star
HD

Ac(5780)
(%)

Ac(5797)
(%)

Ac(6614)
(%)

Ac(6661)
(%)

886 ND ND ND ND
1337 3.6 1.4 ND ND ND
3940 23.6 1.1 15.3 1.2
4841 18.3 1.2 9.8 1.3
7902 15.6 1.2 7.6 1.3 10.7 1.3 3.6 1.4

10756 20.4 1.2 11.1 1.4
12509 9.6 1.9 6.2 1.9
12953 10.7 1.3 7.1 1.3 6.2 1.3 3.5 1.4
13476 18.1 1.2 9.0 1.3
13854 10.9 1.3 7.3 1.3
14134 11.8 1.3 7.7 1.4
14818 11.3 1.3 7.8 1.3 8.9 1.3 ND
15497 18.5 1.0 11.2 1.1
15558 20.9 1.2 13.6 1.3
15570 25.6 1.6
17378 21.2 1.1 10.0 1.3
17543 5.0 1.4 3.4 1.4 ND ND
20041 18.6 1.2 10.2 1.3 18.1 1.2 4.2 1.3
21291 10.5 0.8 6.6 0.9 6.4 1.3 4.7 1.3
21389 18.0 0.9 8.4 1.1 9.6 1.3 6.4 1.3
22298 13.4 1.9 9.2 2.0
22951 4.2 1.4 3.4 1.4 6.0 1.3 5.5 1.3
23180 3.8 1.4 5.6 1.3 5.6 1.3 ND
23288 ND 6.2 1.4 ND ND
23302 ND 3.4 1.4 ND ND
23338 ND 4.6 1.4 ND ND
23408 ND ND 3.7 1.3 ND
23480 ND ND ND ND
23512 ND ND
23630 3.9 1.1 1.5 1.2 ND ND
23850 ND ND ND ND
23862 ND ND ND ND
24398 2.8 1.4 5.5 1.3 4.4 1.3 3.0 1.4
24431 12.6 1.3 7.2 1.3
24432 11.0 1.8 8.7 1.9
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T able A l . l a —continued.
Star
HD

Ac(5780)
(%)

Ac(5797)
(%)

Ac(6614)
(%)

Ac(6661)
(%)

24534 3.0 0.9 4.2 0.9 5.6 1.3 ND
24912 1 0 . 8  1 . 1 7.1 1.1 6.2 1.3 3.2 1.3
25558 4.6 2.0 3.9 2.0 ND 2.8 1.4
26571 6.4 0.9 5.0 0.9 5.0 1.3 5.8 1.3
31327 8.2 1.3 8.0 1.3
31964 10.4 1.3 7.2 1.3 1 1 . 6  1 . 0 ND
34078 6.4 1.3 4.3 1.4 3.8 1.3 2.5 1.4
35439 ND 3.0 1.4 ND ND
35708 5.3 1.4 4.0 1.4 ND ND
36371 8.9 1.8 3.4 1.9
36629 6 . 2  2 . 0 4.0 2.0
37020 4.4 1.2 5.3 1.1
37022 4.6 1.0 ND ND ND
37023 4.0 1.0 4.0 1.4
37041 ND ND ND ND
37042 ND ND
37061 8.3 1.3 4.4 1.4
37128 2.0 1.4 1.6 1.4 ND ND
37468 . • . ND 2.5 1.4
37903 7.6 2.1 ND
40111 7.2 1.0 5.0 1.0 3.5 1.3 4.0 1.3
41117 13.0 1.3 9.8 1.3 9.9 1.3 4.6 1.3
43384 18.0 1.9 1 1 . 6  2 . 0

45910 14.1 1.9 12.6 1.9
46223 18.8 1.7 11.2 1.9
53138 ND ND

144470 9.1 1.3 2.8 1.4 3.2 1.4 ND
147165A 1 0 . 2  1 . 1 3.0 1.2 4.2 1.1 ND
147888 1 1 . 0  1 . 8 7.0 1.9
147933/4 7.1 1.3 5.1 1.3 4.8 1.1 ND
148184 4.3 1.1 5.5 1.1 3.9 1.3 ND
148605 ND ND ND ND
149757 1 . 8  1 . 0 3.1 1.0 ND ND
154090 5.1 1.9 3.5 1.9 7.8 1.3 ND
154445 7.4 1.1 5.5 1.1 7.9 1.3 3.2 1.4
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T able  A 1.1 a—continued.
Star
HD

Ac(5780)
(%)

Ac(5797)
(%)

Ac(6614)
(%)

Ac(6661) 
(%)

156247 4.4 1.1 ND
163472 7.8 1.3 5.6 1.3 9.0 1.3 4.0 1.3
164284 4.0 1.4 ND 3.7 1.1 ND
164402 7.2 1.1 3.8 1.1 4.6 1.1 ND
167838 16.7 1.2 8.2 1.3
169454 2 1 . 0  1 . 1 15.7 1.2
172488
179406 7.5 1.3 6.1 1.3 4.8 1.3 4.2 1.3
180554 3.1 1.4 2.4 1.4 4.5 1.1 ND
180968 8 . 8  1.3 4.9 1.4 5.2 1.1 ND
183143 30.5 1.0 15.9 1.2 2 1 . 6  1 . 1 7.0 1.3
184915 7.8 1.3 3.2 1.4 4.6 1.1 3.8 1.1
185859 13.7 1.3 11.6 1.3 14.7 1.2 4.2 1.3
187982/3 23.7 0.9 14.0 1.0 23.8 1.1 6.3 1.3
188001 8.1 1.3 8.2 1.3 5.7 1.3 3.9 1.4
190603 14.1 1.2 6.4 1.3 8.3 1.3 3.6 1.3
191765
192163
192422 13.5 1.2 7.0 1.3
193237 1 0 . 2  1 . 1 7.8 1.1 6.4 1.1 4.0 1.1
193793 15.3 0.8 9.6 0.8
194279 18.7 1.0 13.4 1.0
197770 7.8 1.3 7.1 1.3 10.0 1.3 4.4 1.3
198478 11.4 1.3 6.2 1.3 8.5 1.0 3.7 1.1
199478 9.2 1.1 5.9 1.1 10.2 1.3 4.4 1.3
200775 ND ND
202904 ND ND 3.4 1.4 ND
203025AB 8 . 1  2 . 0 4.5 1.9
203938 19.2 1.7 7.9 1.9
204827 13.1 1.9 13.6 1.9
205196 13.6 1.3 10.7 1.4
206165 7.5 1.1 5.5 1.1 9.2 1.0 4.0 1.1
206267AB 7.1 1.3 7.8 1.3 9.6 1.3 3.7 1.4
207198 7.8 1.1 10.7 1.0 7.6 1.3 ND
208501 11.3 0.9 9.7 1.0 9.6 1.3 5.0 1.3
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Table A l . l  a—continued.
Star
HD

Ac(5780)
(%)

Ac(5797)
(%)

Ac(6614)
(%)

Ac(6661)
(%)

209481 8 . 6  1 . 1 7.3 1.3 7.7 1.3 3.4 1.4
209975 9.9 1.0 6 . 1  1 . 1 1 0 . 0  1 . 0 4.6 1.1
210839 9.8 1.0 8.5 1.1 11.3 1.0 4.0 1.1
212571 3.1 1.2 1.4 1.2 ND ND
213087 14.3 1.2 6.9 1.3 1 1 . 2  1 . 0 4.2 1.1
214680 5.8 1.4 ND ND ND
219188 1.9 1.2 2 . 6  1 . 2

223385 17.1 1.7 9.8 1.3 12.3 1.2 3.5 1.4
223960 14.9 1.2 10.6 1.3
224055 2 0 . 1  1 . 6 1 2 . 8  1 . 8

224151 8.1 1.3 7.8 1.3 7.1 1.3 3.5 1.4
224572 2.8 1.4 3.4 1.4 3.9 1.1 3.8 1.1
225094 14.2 1.2 7.7 1.3 1 2 . 2  1 . 0 3.6 1.1
250290 15.4 1.9

Notes to Table A l . l a : In each column is given the mean value and the error on the mean. 
‘ND’ signifies that the feature was not definitely detected; an ellipsis ( . . . )  indicates that the 
feature was not observed, or that the data could not be reliably measured.
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Table A l.16 . The central wavelengths, Ac, and the full widths at half-depth, T, of the 
diffuse features X6614 and \  6661.

Star
HD

Ac(6614)
(A)

T(6614)
(A)

Ac(6661)
(A)

T(6661)
(A)

886 ND ND ND ND
1337 ND ND ND ND
4841 6613.38 0.07 1.56 0.15 6660.24 0.19 2.05 0.28°

12953 6613.09 0.07 1.83 0.15 6660.1 0.26 a

14818 6613.38 0.07 1.18 0.15 ND ND
17543 ND ND ND ND
20041 6613.28 0.07 1.36 0.15 6660.29 0.19 0.82 0.28°
21291 6613.42 0.17 1.28 0.29 6660.39 0.19 1.09 0.28“
21389 6613.35 0.07 1.11 0.15 6660.33 0.26 a

22951 6613.88 0.17 1.40 0.29 6660.55 0.19 1.07 0.28
23180 6613.90 0.17 1.22 0.29 ND ND
23288 ND ND ND ND
23302 ND ND ND ND
23338 ND ND ND ND
23408 6613.78 0.17 1.58 0.29 ND ND
23480 ND ND ND ND
23630 ND ND ND ND
23850 ND ND ND ND
23862 ND ND ND ND
24398 6613.86 0.17 1.13 0.29 6660.70 0.19 0.72 0.28
24534 6613.72 0.17 1.50 0.29 ND ND
24912 6613.57 0.17 1.28 0.29 6660.96 0.26
25558 ND ND 6660.59 0.26
26571 6613.55 0.17 0.94 0.29 6660.50 0.19 1.36 0.28“
31964 6613.57 0.06 1.40 0.12 ND ND
34078 6613.77 0.17 1.18 0.29 6660.61 0.26
35439 ND ND ND ND
35708 ND ND ND ND
36371 6613.57 0.11 1.42 0.21 6660.7 0.4 a

37022 ND ND ND ND
37041 ND ND ND ND
37128 ND ND ND ND
37468 ND ND 6660.41 0.26
40111 6613.67 0.17 1.54 0.29 6660.35 0.26
41117 6613.64 0.07 1.64 0.15 6660.53 0.26 1.45 0.39
53138 ND ND ND ND
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T able A1.16— continued.
Star
HD

Ac(6614)
(A)

T(6614)
(A)

Ac(6661)
(A)

T(6661)
(A)

144470 6613.42 0.17 0.8 0.29 ND ND
147165A 6613.62 0.14 1.23 0.24 ND ND
147933/4 6613.53 0.14 2.14 0.24 ND ND
148184 6613.41 0.17 1.56 0.29 ND ND
148605 ND ND ND ND
149757 ND ND ND ND
154090 6613.78 0.07 1.33 0.15 ND ND
154445 6613.45 0.07 2.00 0.15 6660.76 0.26 b

156247 6613.48 0.14 1.27 0.24 ND ND
163472 6613.66 0.07 1.25 0.29 6660.34 0.26 b

164284 6613.66 0.14 2.01 0.24 ND ND
164402 6613.78 0.14 1.81 0.24 ND ND
179406 6613.87 0.17 2.02 0.29 6660.51 0.19 2.30 0.28b
180554 6613.45 0.14 1.31 0.24 ND ND
180968 6613.79 0.14 1.69 0.24 ND ND
183143 6613.93 0.07 1.36 0.15 6660.96 0.19 1.08 0.28°
184915 6613.60 0.14 1.33 0.24 6660.53 0.21
185859 6613.88 0.07 1.41 0.15 6660.79 0.19 1.41 0.28
187982/3 6613.80 0.07 1.24 0.15 6660.77 0.19 0.92 0.28°
188001 6613.66 0.17 0.90 0.29 6660.74 0.26
190603 6613.75 0.07 1.71 0.15 6660.86 0.19 0.42 0.28
193237 6613.89 0.14 1.24 0.24 6660.62 0.21
197770 6613.32 0.07 1.28 0.15 6660.60 0.19 1.06 0.28
198478 6613.60 0.06 1.21 0.12 6660.43 0.15 0.70 0.23
199478 6613.71 0.07 1.30 0.15 6660.42 0.19 0.75 0.28a
202904 6613.44 0.17 1.54 0.29 ND ND
206165 6613.49 0.06 1.31 0.12 6660.36 0.15 1.25 0.23
206267AB 6613.71 0.07 1.39 0.15 6660.59 0.19 0.81 0.28
207198 6613.64 0.07 1.54 0.15 ND ND
208501 6613.56 0.07 1.24 0.15 6660.42 0.19 1.08 0.28a
209481 6613.47 0.07 1.44 0.15 6660.39 0.19 1.17 0.28
209975 6613.47 0.06 1.28 0.12 6660.76 0.15 0.99 0.23
210839 6613.49 0.06 1.30 0.12 6660.56 0.15 1.23 0.23
212571 ND ND ND ND
213087 6613.60 0.06 1.43 0.12 6660.54 0.15 0.99 0.23
214680 ND ND ND ND
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T able  A1.16— continued.
Star
HD

Ac(6614)
(A)

T(6614)
(A)

Ac(6661)
(A)

T(6661)
(A)

223385 6613.43 0.07 1.80 0.15 6660.52 0.19 1.34 0.28°
224151 6613.33 0.07 1.46 0.15 6660.37 0.19 1.90 0.28
224572 6613.40 0.14 1.89 0.24 6660.45 0.15 0.94 0.23
225094 6613.60 0.06 1.33 0.12 6660.61 0.15 1.11 0.23

Notes to Table A 1.1b: In each column is given the mean value and the error on the mean. 
‘ND’ signifies that the feature was not definitely detected; an ellipsis ( . . . )  indicates that the 
data could not be reliably measured.

°Spectral type implies possible contamination of A6661 by photospheric S i l l  A6660.52. 
bBroad feature; high v sin i implies possible contamination of A6661 by photospheric S i l l  
A6660.52.
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A 1.2 H igh  S /N  observations o f  th e  diffuse features

A database of the equivalent widths of the diffuse features A5780, A5797, A6614 

and A6661 is given in Table A1.2. These equivalent widths have been taken from 

published high S/N observations of the diffuse features towards stars of low redden

ing. These data were used in the Principal Component Analysis of §4.6.2 and in the 

correlations with the column density of molecular hydrogen described in §6.6.2. The 

sources of the data are listed in the notes to the table. The errors adopted on the 

equivalent widths of A5780 and A5797 are those quoted in the references given. The 

errors adopted on the equivalent widths of A6284 and A6614 are those quoted in the 

sources of the data; where no error was given, the errors have been taken to be about 

±10% of the equivalent width for A6284 and ±2m A  for A6614 (see Kumar 1986).
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Table A1.2: A database of equivalent widths constructed from published high S /N  
observations of the diffuse features towards stars of low reddening.

Star
HD

VTa(5780)
(mi)

Wa(5797)
(mA)

W\(6284)
(mA)

V T a ( 6 6 1 4 )

(mA)

5394° 23 4 3 3 70 8 12 2
21278 118 13 22 2
22928 19 2 - 1  2 79 9 3 2
23408 48 2 3 2
23480 19 2 - 2  2 45 5 2 2
23630 12 2 5 1 36 4 4 2
24760 49 3 15 3 137 15 17 2
35149 55 3 3 2 83 9 21 2
36486 8 4 1 3 30 3
36822* 69 3 40 2 108 12
36861 45 3 18 3 87 10 14 2
37043 13 2 - 1  2 33 4 3 2
37128 25 3 1 3 55 6 7 2
37202 • .  • 20 2
38771“ 26 5 8 2 61 7 10 2
47839 19 3 24 3 8 2
87901 3 3 0 3 1 2
91316“ 24 4 9 3 65 7 1 2

143018 23 2 4 2 31 1 8 1
148605 38 2 4 2 34 3 5 2
149438 6 1 3 1 0 2 0 1
164353 119 2 24 1 53 1
175191 - 3  1 - 2  1 0 1
204172 213 23
214680 57 3 17 2 110 12 21 2
217675* 48 2 18 2 73 8 26 2

Notes to Table A 1.2: In each column is given the equivalent width of the diffuse feature and 
its standard error. The data for A5780 and A5797 have been taken from Federman, Kumar 
&: Vanden Bout (1984), except for the stars indicated as follows: “Meyer (1983); fcJosafatsson 

Snow (1987). The data for A6284 and A6614 have been taken from Kumar (1986) and 
Federman et al. (1984).
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A 1.3  Infrared colour excesses

The sample of infrared colour excesses used in the correlation analyses of Chapter 

5 is given in Table A1.3. Photometric observations of the programme stars at J ,H ,K  

and L were taken from Whittet & van Breda (1980), Castor & Simon (1983) and The, 

Wesselius &: Janssen (1986); observations at K  and L only were taken from Sneden 

et al. (1978). The data of The et al. (1986) included some of the observations of 

Whittet & van Breda (1980). The J H K L  magnitudes of The et al. were adjusted to 

the system of Whittet & van Breda using the transformations given by The et al.: 

m(\)wvB  =  rn(\)TWJ +  c, where c =  —0.05 for m(A) =  J; —0.04 for H; —0.06 for K ; 

and +0.02 for L.

Observed colours (V  — Ai r ) were constructed using the V  magnitudes of Table 4.1. 

The spectral types of Table 4.1 were used to select intrinsic colours from Table 3 of 

Whittet van Breda (1980), which were then used to determine the colour excesses. 

For the O stars, the intrinsic colours of Whittet & van Breda (1980) were found to 

agree to within about ±0.02 mag with equivalent intrinsic colours determined from 

the reddening-independent colours of Castor & Simon (1983). This is reasonable, 

given the likely errors on the data (see below). Some stars had spectral types which 

were uncertain or which were not in the range of Whittet & van Breda’s table; these 

stars have been discussed in the notes to Table A1.3. Some other stars were excluded 

from Table A1.3 because of the possibility of contamination of the IR colours by 

circumstellar free-free emission or emission from heated dust. These stars included all 

those O stars deemed by Castor & Simon (1983) to show an IR excess (HD 15570, 

HD 24431, HD 24534 and HD 188001); and all the emission line B stars of class V-II 

(HD 52721, HD 53138, HD 148184, HD 200775 and HD 212571).

The statistical photometric errors on the observations of Castor & Simon (1983) 

are generally in the range 0.005-0.03 magnitudes; The et al. (1986) consider the stan

dard deviation of an observation to be about ±0.06 mag. We estimate from Table 3 of 

Whittet & van Breda (1980) that spectral type mismatch errors will be of the order 

of ±0.05mag for an error of ± |  a spectral subtype. Therefore, we have adopted the 

quadratic sum of these errors (±0.08 mag) as a general error on all the derived colour 

excesses, and double this for those stars with uncertain observed or intrinsic colours.
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T able  A 1.3: A sample of infrared colour excesses observed towards the stars in the 
diffuse feature programme.

Star
HD

E (V  -  J) E (V  -  H) E{V  -  K ) E (V  -  L) A E ( V -  Ai r ) Ref.

1337 0.51 0.55 0.60 0.72 0.16 CS
7902 1.25 1.33 0.16 S

12953 1.48 1.56 0.08 s
13476 1.30 1.48 0.16 s
13854 1.40 1.56 0.08 s
14134 1.47 1.65 0.08 s
14818 • . * 1.25 1.39 0.08 s
15497 2.05 2.13 0.08 s
15558 1.76 2.04 2.20 2.34 0.08 CS
20041 1.77 1.80 0.08 s
21291 1.03 1.11 0.08 s
21389 1.39 1.50 0.08 s
23180 . . . 0.78 0.85 0.08 s
24398 0.75 0.83 0.08 s
24912 0.83 0.97 1.04 1.31 0.08 CS
26571 0.67 0.74 0.08 s
34078 1.25 1.42 1.50 1.60 0.08 CS
36629 0.70 0.81 0.89 1.02 0.08 WvB
37061 1.70 2.02 2.18 2.23 0.16 WvB
37128 0.20 0.15 0.25 0.31 0.08 TWJ
37468 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.08 CS
37903 1.00 1.20 1.24 1.17 0.08 WvB
43384 . . . 1.55 1.73 0.08 s
46150 0.98 1.13 1.23 1.29 0.08 CS
46223 1.23 1.42 1.52 1.59 0.16 CS
53138 0.12 0.13 0.09 0.10 0.08 TWJ
53974 0.69 0.83 0.88 0.95 0.08 TWJ

147165A 0.92 1.10 1.18 1.23 0.16 TWJ
147888 1.32 1.53 1.67 1.77 0.08 WvB
147933/4 1.80 2.10 2.20 2.19 0.16 TWJ
148605 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.33 0.08 TWJ
149757 0.65 0.78 0.87 1.03 0.08 CS
154090 1.09 1.20 1.31 1.36 0.08 TWJ
154445 0.93 1.01 1.10 1.13 0.08 WvB
164402 0.71 0.71 0.84 0.80 0.08 TWJ
167838 1.32 1.50 1.58 1.63 0.08 TWJ
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T ab le  A 1 .3 — continued.
Star
HD

E (V  -  J) E (V  -  H) E{V  -  K ) E (V  -  L) A E (V  -  Ai r ) Ref.

169454 2.59 2.99 3.22 3.46 0.16 TWJ
172488 1.73 1.96 2.13 2.21 0.08 TWJ
179406 0.70 0.81 0.87 0.94 0.08 TWJ
183143 3.39 3.59 0.08 S
184915 0.53 0.63 0.70 0.84 0.08 TWJ
185859 1.40 1.48 1.59 1.62 0.08 TWJ
187982/3 1.74 1.75 0.08 S
190603 1.96 2.32 0.08 s
192422 1.88 2.07 0.08 s
194279 3.31 3.58 0.08 s
198478 1.35 1.47 0.08 s
199478 1.25 1.31 0.08 s
203938 2.04 2.22 0.08 s
204827 2.79 3.00 0.08 s
208501 1.82 1.89 0.08 s
210839 1.12 1.28 1.41 1.49 0.08 CS
214680 0.18 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.08 CS
223385 1.63 . 1.74 0.16 s
224151 1.28 1.45 0.08 s
225094 1.15 1.31 0.08 s

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A  1 . 3 :  Infrared photom etric observations were taken from the following refer
ences: Sneden e t  a l .  1978 (S); W hittet & van Breda 1980 (WvB); Castor Simon 1983 (CS); 
The, Wesselius & Janssen 1986 (TW J).

Intrinsic colours were taken from Table 3 of W h itte t & van B reda (1980); the following 
notes refer to  individual stars w ith uncertain or out-of-range spectral types:

H D  7 9 0 2 .  B5/6 Ia /Ibe; averaged intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  1 3 4  7 6 .  A3 lab; intrinsic colours determ ined by extrapolation of table.
H D  2 4 9 1 2 .  07e; 0 7  II-V  intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  3 7 0 6 1 .  BO/1 V; average of B0/B1 V intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  3 7 9 0 3 .  B1.5 V; average of B1/B2 V intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  4 6 2 2 3 .  0 5  V /; 0 6  V intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  1 4 7 1 6 5 A .  B2 III intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  1 6 9 4 5 4 -  B1.5 Ie-O e; average of B1/B2 I intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  1 9 0 6 0 3 .  B1.5 Iae; average of B1/B2 I intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  2 1 0 8 3 9 .  0 6  I / ;  0 6  II-V  intrinsic colour adopted.
H D  2 2 3 3 8 5 .  A3 Iae; intrinsic colours determ ined by extrapolation of table.
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A 1.4 U ltravio let colour excesses

The sample of ANS  ultraviolet colour excesses used in the correlation analyses 

of Chapter 5 is given in Table A1.4a; the sample of Copernicus far-ultraviolet colour 

excesses is given in Table A1.46. The ANS data have been taken directly from the 

catalogue of Savage et al. (1985) and the Copernicus colour excesses from the listing 

of Jenkins et al. (1986).

The errors on the ANS  colour excesses were derived as follows. The photometric 

errors on the colour excesses are always less than 5%, except for those data flagged 

with a colon in the table, for which the photometric errors are between 5% and 15%. 

The only star with data so flagged is HD 194279. The photometric error was therefore 

generally assumed to be ±0.05 mag, and ±0.10 mag for the flagged data. However, 

the major source of error in the colour excesses E ( \  — V) is the mismatch error which 

results because the intrinsic colours of the programme and comparison stars are not 

identical. The 1 a mismatch error is about ±  j  spectral subclass in these data (Massa, 

Savage & Fitzpatrick 1983). The error arising from a mismatch of one spectral subtype 

for B0-B7 main-sequence stars is given for each ultraviolet colour in Table 2 of Savage 

et al. (1985). The mismatch error was therefore generally assumed to be ±  one half 

of these values, including an additional factor of 0.7 for the mismatch error on the 

E{ 15 — V) colour excess (see Appendix A of Savage et al. 1985). The total error on 

each colour excess was then found from the quadratic sum of the photometric and 

mismatch errors. The value of the error adopted on each colour excess is listed in the 

notes to Table A1.4a.

Savage et al. (1985) describe the derivation of the values of A(Bump), a stan

dardized measure of the variation of F7(Bump) with respect to E (B  — V). The errors 

on the values of A(Bump) were found by inserting the relevant parameters into the 

error formula derived by Savage et al. (1985):

 m _  $E(Bump) / ai i \
Ump^ [(0.34)»£(B -  V)’ +  (0.03)2p /2 ' * ^

Shorter baseline ultraviolet colour excesses, E(15—18) and E (25—33) were derived 

from the colour excesses listed in Table A1.4a. The errors on these quantities were 

found by assuming the same photometric errors as those given above. The mismatch
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Table A1.46: A sample of Copernicus far-ultraviolet colour excesses observed towards 
the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Star
HD

£ (1 0 -1 3 ) Star
HD

£(10 -  13)

22951 1.75 144470 0.72
23180 1.84 147165A 0.89
23408 -0.23 147933/4 1.63
23480 0.89 148184 2.00
23630 0.17 148605 -0.40
24398 1.78 164284 0.38
24912 0.82 184915 1.03
35439 -0.04 202904 0.39
37128 0.24 209975 1.08
37468 214680 0.45
40111 0.55 219188 0.62

224572 0.93

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A l . J f b : The errors on the d a ta  have been assumed to be ± 0 .1 4 mag.

errors are not as severe, however: for £(15 — 18), the error is ±0.01 mag; and for 

£(25 — 33), ±0.04 mag. The total error was then found in the same way as before. 

The errors on the UV extinction slope £(22 — V )u n defined in equation (5.4) were 

found by propagation of the errors on the colour excesses used to define £(22 — V)nn.

From the discussion in Appendix A of Jenkins et al. (1986), the error on the 

far-ultraviolet colour excess £(10 — 13) was assumed to be ±0.14 mag.
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A 1.5 T he to ta l v isual ex tin ction  A v

Estimates of the total visual extinction A v  towards the diffuse feature programme 

stars were found from the infrared colour excesses as described in §5.2.4. Values of A v  

were derived from each available IR colour excess and then averaged for each star. The 

errors on the data have been derived from the mean scatter in the individual values 

derived from each colour excess. Using only those stars for which four values of A v  

were available, the mean unbiassed standard deviation of a single estimate of A v  was 

found to be ±0.043 mag. This then leads to an estimated error on the mean values of 

A v  of ±0.02 mag for those stars with four individual estimates of A v , and ±0.03 mag 

for those stars with only two. These errors were doubled for those stars with uncertain 

observed or intrinsic IR colours. The data and their errors are listed in Table A1.5.

Also listed in Table A1.5 for each star is the ratio of the total-to-selective extinc

tion, R v  =  A v /E (B  — V); the values of R v  have been determined from the values of 

A v  given in the table and the values of E (B  — V ) given in Table 4.1. The errors on 

the values of R v  have been found by propagation of the errors on A v  and E (B  — V).
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T ab le  A 1 .5 : The total visual extinction A v  and the total-to-selective extinction R v
observed towards the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Stax
HD

A v  i  A A v  
(mag)

R v  i  A R v Star
HD

A v  i  A A v  
(mag)

R v  i  A R v

1337 0.70 0.04 3.91 0.69 147888 1.86 0.02 3.80 0.24
7902 1.41 0.06 2.76 0.20 147933/4 2.46 0.04 5.03 0.32

12953 1.66 0.03 2.97 0.17 148605 0.42 0.02 3.01 0.66
13476 1.52 0.06 2.92 0.20 149757 0.98 0.02 2.89 0.26
13854 1.62 0.03 3.30 0.21 154090 1.47 0.02 3.20 0.21
14134 1.70 0.03 2.94 0.16 154445 1.24 0.02 2.82 0.20
14818 1.44 0.03 3.00 0.20 164402 0.91 0.02 3.50 0.41
15497 2.29 0.03 2.72 0.10 167838 1.79 0.02 3.32 0.19
15558 2.47 0.02 2.87 0.10 169454 3.63 0.04 3.24 0.18
20041 1.95 0.03 2.71 0.12 172488 2.38 0.02 2.84 0.20
21291 1.17 0.03 2.78 0.21 179406 0.98 0.02 2.81 0.25
21389 1.58 0.03 2.87 0.17 183143 3.81 0.03 3.00 0.07
23180 0.89 0.03 2.78 0.28 184915 0.79 0.02 2.84 0.31
24398 0.86 0.03 2.47 0.23 185859 1.81 0.02 2.93 0.15
24912 1.22 0.02 3.71 0.68 187982/3 1.91 0.03 2.89 0.14
26571 0.77 0.03 2.85 0.34 190603 2.34 0.03 3.24 0.14
34078 1.71 0.02 3.17 0.18 192422 2.16 0.03 2.92 0.12
36629 1.01 0.02 3.61 0.39 194279 3.76 0.03 3.14 0.08
37061 2.41 0.04 4.30 0.24 198478 1.54 0.03 2.91 0.17
37128 0.27 0.02 4.46 2.26 199478 1.40 0.03 2.86 0.19
37468 0.21 0.02 2.66 1.03 203938 2.33 0.03 3.06 0.13
37903 1.37 0.02 3.71 0.31 204827 3.16 0.03 2.88 0.08
43384 1.79 0.03 2.89 0.15 208501 2.03 0.03 2.54 0.10
46150 1.37 0.02 2.98 0.20 210839 1.57 0.02 2.76 0.15
46223 1.71 0.04 3.05 0.18 214680 0.26 0.02 2.18 0.57
53138 0.13 0.02 1.90 0.86 223385 1.84 0.06 3.12 0.19
53974 0.99 0.02 2.83 0.25 224151 1.49 0.03 3.11 0.20

147165A 1.31 0.04 3.12 0.24 225094 1.34 0.03 2.98 0.21
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A 1.6 M easurem ents o f in terstellar po larization

Table A1.6 lists the maximum polarization -Pmax and the wavelength of maximum 

polarization Amax observed towards the stars in the diffuse feature programme. The 

values given are the mean values quoted by Serkowski, Mathewson &: Ford (1975); 

the errors on the values of Pmax and Amax have been found from the scatter of the 

individual values for each star listed by Serkowski et al. (1975).

T able A 1.6: The maximum polarization Pm&x and the wavelength of maximum polar
ization Amax observed towards the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Star
HD

AmaX i  A
( H

-Pmax ±  A 
(%)

Star
HD

AmaX ±  A
( p m )

FmaX ±  A
(%)

3940 0.48 0.01 4.99 0.13 147888 0.73 0.04 3.71 0.07
4841 0.53 0.01 4.48 0.11 147933/4 0.68 0.01 2.65 0.06
7902 0.53 0.01 3.32 0.11 149757 0.59 0.01 1.43 0.03

12953 0.50 0.01 3.55 0.07 154445 0.57 0.01 3.74 0.05
13476 0.53 0.01 4.16 0.11 156247 0.55 0.01 2.03 0.04
13854 0.54 0.01 3.84 0.08 163472 0.59 0.01 1.77 0.02
14134 0.54 0.01 3.76 0.08 169454 0.55 0.02 1.93 0.09
14818 0.53 0.01 3.72 0.05 179406 0.51 0.01 1.32 0.08
15497 0.49 0.03 4.41 0.30 180968 0.78 0.08 0.61 0.12
15558 0.53 0.01 5.27 0.19 183143 0.56 0.01 6.07 0.03
17378 0.54 0.01 4.55 0.10 184915 0.56 0.01 1.39 0.01
21291 0.52 0.01 3.50 0.05 185859 0.51 0.01 2.35 0.01
21389 0.52 0.01 3.74 0.06 188001 0.56 0.01 1.19 0.03
23512 0.60 0.02 2.32 0.13 194279 0.58 0.03 2.77 0.25
24398 0.54 0.01 1.23 0.02 197770 0.51 0.01 3.83 0.12
24431 0.49 0.02 2.15 0.20 198478 0.53 0.01 2.75 0.06
25558 0.58 0.03 0.52 0.02 199478 0.51 0.04 1.62 0.04
36371 0.56 0.01 2.17 0.02 204827 0.46 0.01 5.62 0.21
36629 0.50 0.01 2.07 0.06 205196 0.57 0.03 2.82 0.08
37061 0.64 0.02 1.54 0.15 208501 0.55 0.01 1.82 0.05
37903 0.71 0.01 2.04 0.05 209481 0.48 0.01 1.86 0.07
41117 0.54 0.01 2.84 0.08 223960 0.60 0.01 3.45 0.06
43384 0.53 0.01 2.97 0.05 224055 0.57 0.02 3.99 0.09

144470 0.59 0.01 1.14 0.01 225094 0.52 0.02 2.61 0.15
147165A 0.56 0.01 1.55 0.06 250290 0.58 0.01 3.29 0.09
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A 1.7  O bservations o f atom ic and m olecular hydrogen

Table A1.7 presents atomic and molecular hydrogen data for the stars in the 

diffuse feature programme. The quantities listed are: the logarithmic column densities 

of H I and H2, in units of cm-2 ; the logarithm of the total hydrogen column density, 

N (H I ±  H2) =  N (H); the logarithmic fraction of hydrogen nuclei in th  form of H2, 

log / ;  and the rotational temperature of molecular hydrogen, T01.

The procedure adopted to compute the total hydrogen column densities is de

scribed in §6.1. The column densities of H I have been taken primarily from the IUE 

results given by Shull & Van Steenberg (1985) and the Copernicus results given by 

Savage et al. (1977); the other sources used are listed in the notes to the table. Some 

of the values of N (HI) have been determined from the relation between iV(HI) and 

E (B  — V) given by Shull &: Van Steenberg (1985):

iV(HI) =  5.24 x 102 1 E (B  -  V). (A1.2)

The errors on logiV(HI) have been taken directly from the sources listed; for the H I 

data derived from equation (A1.2), an error of ±0.10 dex was assumed.

The column densities of H2 have been taken primarily from Savage et al. (1977). 

As noted in the table, some additional values of iV(H2) were determined from the 

column densities of CH and CO (Table A1.9) using the relations given by Somerville 

& Smith (1989):

A (H 2) =  2.6 x 107Ar(CH); (A1.3)

and

iV(H2) =  1.6 x 1013[iV(CO)]1/2. (A1.4)

The errors on logiV(H2) are those quoted by Savage et al. (1977). For the H2 data

derived from equation (A1.3), an error of ±0.12 dex was assumed; for the data de

rived from equation (A1.4), an error of ±0.15 dex was assumed. These typical errors 

have been estimated from the observed scatter in the relationships described by equa

tions (A1.3) and (A1.4) (see Somerville & Smith 1989).

A few values of iV(H2) were computed from E (B  — V), using the relation given 

by Somerville & Smith (1989):

AT(H2) = 5.3 X 102O£ (B  -  V). (A1.5)
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An error of ±0.10 dex was assumed on these values of log N (H2). The results have not 

been listed in the table; these data were used only to find the total hydrogen column 

densities (see below).

The total hydrogen column density for each star was calculated from N (H) =  

N (H I) +  2iV(H2); and the fraction of hydrogen nuclei in the form of H2 was found from 

f  =  21V(H2)/1V(H). The errors on the values of log A(H) and log /  were determined 

by propagation of the errors on the atomic and molecular hydrogen column densities. 

The following expressions were derived to calculate these errors:

, , [Atf( A log N i )2 +  4N22( A log Ar2 )211/2 
A log AT(H) =  (̂  +  2^  ; (*1.6)

and

A log /  =  fNl^ ‘ 10 (A >°s N* + A loS Nl) 1/2 , (*1.7)
where Ni = N (HI) and N 2 = N (H2).

For all the stars in the diffuse feature programme not listed in Table A1.7, the 

total hydrogen column density was computed from the relation between N(TL) and 

E (B  — V ) given by Bohlin et al. (1978):

N (H) = 5.8 x 102 1 E (B  -  V).  (A1.8)

An error of ±0.15 dex was assumed on the values of log N {H) derived from equa

tion (A1.8).

Values of the rotational temperature of molecular hydrogen Toi were taken from 

Savage et al. (1977); the temperature Toi is determined from the relative populations 

of the rotational levels J  — 0 and J  =  1 of H2 as defined in equation (6.8). Assuming

an error on log iV(l)/iV(0) of ±0.10 dex (which is probably reasonable since systematic

errors in determining the local continuum will largely cancel), the error on Toi is given 

by

A Toi =  1.35 x 10"3To2i ; (A1.9)

this expression was used to compute the errors on Toi listed in Table A1.7.
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T able  A l.T : Observations of atomic and molecular hydrogen towards the stars in the 
diffuse feature programme.

Star
HD

log iV(HI) Ref.° logiV(H2) Ref.6 log i\T(HI +  H2) log / Toi
(K)

886 20.26 0.05 1 <14.2 20.26 0.05 < -5 .76 .

1337 20.81 0.07 1 20.92 0.06c .

14818 21.46 0.10 1 21.53 0.09c .

22951 21.04 0.14 3 20.46 0.09 21.22 0.10 -0.46 0.11 63 5
23180 20.85 0.07 1 20.61 0.08 21.18 0.05 -0.27 0.05 48 3
23408 20.42 0.10 8 19.75 0.13 20.57 0.08 -0.52 0.12 89 11
23480 20.72 0.10 8 20.12 0.09 20.90 0.07 -0.48 0.09 67 6
23630 20.42 0.10 8 19.54 0.09 20.52 0.08 -0.68 0.11 84 10
24398 20.78 0.13 2 20.67 0.09 21.19 0.07 -0.22 0.06 57 4
24432 21.60 0.10 8 20.81 0.12 1 21.72 0.08 -0.61 0.12 .

24534 20.60 0.13 2 21.19 0.12 1 21.54 0.11 -0.05 0.02 •

24912 21.06 0.05 1 20.53 0.08 21.26 0.04 -0.43 0.06 61 5
26571 21.15 0.10 8 20.62 0.12 1 21.35 0.08 -0.43 0.10 .

34078 21.30 0.05 1 20.58 0.15 2 21.44 0.05 -0.56 0.11 .

35439 20.46 0.11 5 14.78 0.08 3 20.46 0.11 -5.38 0.14 .

36371 21.37 0.10 8 20.59 0.12 1 21.49 0.08 -0.60 0.12 .

37022 21.04 0.10 3 <17.55 21.04 0.10 < -3 .19 .

37041 21.38 0.08 1 21.42 0.07c .

37061 21.81 0.07 1 21.85 0.06c .

37128 20.48 0.10 1 16.57 0.10 20.48 0.10 -3.61 0.14 108 16
37468 20.56 0.07 1 <18.30 3 20.56 0.07 < -1 .96 .

37903 21.24 0.20 6 20.55 0.21 2 21.39 0.15 -0.54 0.21 .

40111 21.08 0.05 1 19.74 0.10 21.12 0.05 -1.08 0.10 117 18
41117 21.40 0.05 1 20.64 0.12 1 21.53 0.05 -0.59 0.10 .

46150 21.20 0.10 1 21.32 0.08c .

46223 21.43 0.10 1 20.57 0.15 2 21.54 0.08 -0.66 0.14 .

53138 20.18 0.09 4 <19.69 2 20.20 0.20 .

53974 21.18 0.08 1 21.28 0.07° .

144470 21.18 0.09 3 20.05 0.06 21.24 0.08 -0.89 0.09 73 7
147165A 21.28 0.07 1 19.79 0.08 21.31 0.07 -1.22 0.10 64 6
147933/4 21.72 0.07 1,3 20.57 0.08 21.78 0.06 -0.91 0.09 46 3
148184 21.23 0.08 2 20.63 0.09 21.41 0.06 -0.48 0.08 46 3
148605 20.95 0.09 3 18.74 0.09 20.96 0.09 -1.91 0.13 61 5
149757 20.78 0.15 1 20.65 0.08 21.17 0.08 -0.22 0.07 54 4
154445 21.36 0.10 8 20.84 0.12 1 21.56 0.08 -0.42 0.10
156247 21.10 0.10 8 20.71 0.12 1 21.36 0.08 -0.35 0.09 .

163472 21.25 0.10 8 20.31 0.12 1 21.34 0.08 -0.73 0.13 •
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T ab le  A  1 .7 — continued.
Stax
HD

log iV(HI) Ref.a logiV(H2) Ref.6 log iV(HI +  H2) log / Toi
(K)

164284 20.82 0.12 5 19.84 0.08 3 20.90 0.10 -0.76 0.12
164402 21.11 0.09 3 19.49 0.09 21.13 0.09 -1.34 0.12 106 15
179406 21.26 0.10 8 20.98 0.12 1 21.57 0.08 -0.29 0.08
183143 21.82 0.10 8 20.91 0.12 1 21.91 0.08 -0.70 0.13
184915 20.90 0.14 3 20.31 0.08 21.08 0.10 -0 .47 0.11 69 6
188001 21.11 0.20 1 21.21 0.16c
193237 21.17 0.10 1 21.34 0.08c
193793 21.54 0.10 1 ...
199478 21.41 0.10 8 20.56 0.12 1 21.52 0.08 -0.66 0.12
202904 20.68 0.14 5 19.15 0.09 3 20.70 0.13 -1.25 0.16
206165 21.43 0.10 8 20.73 0.12 1 21.58 0.08 -0.54 0.11
206267AB 21.30 0.10 7 20.71 0.12 1 21.48 0.08 -0.47 0.10
207198 21.34 0.15 1 20.90 0.12 1 21.58 0.10 -0.38 0.11
209975 21.23 0.10 1 20.08 0.09 21.29 0.09 -0.91 0.12 77 8
210839 21.20 0.10 1 20.78 0.09 21.44 0.07 -0.36 0.08
212571 20.56 0.10 1 20.80 0.07c • . .
214680 20.78 0.10 1 19.22 0.06 20.80 0.10 -1.28 0.11 84 10
219188 20.74 0.10 1 19.34 0.09 20.77 0.09 -1.13 0.12 103 14
224572 20.88 0.09 3 20.23 0.09 21.04 0.07 -0.51 0.09 82 9

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A  1 . 7 :  In each column is given the value of each measurem ent and its estim ated 
standard  error.

“ The references for the atomic hydrogen column densities are as follows: (1) Shull & 
Van Steenberg 1985; (2) Van Steenberg & Shull 1988a; (3) Savage e t  a l .  1977; (4) Bohlin e t  

a l .  1978; (5) Bohlin e t  a l .  1983; (6) Joseph e t  a l .  1986; (7) P rin ja  1985; (8) derived from the 
relation between iV(HI) and E ( B  —  V) given by Shull & Van Steenberg 1985 (see text).

&The molecular hydrogen data  has been taken from Savage e t  a l .  (1977) and Bohlin e t  

a l .  (1983; ref. 3), except for the H2 column densities found from the column density of (1) 
CH or (2) CO, using the relations between iV(H2) and N ( CH) or iV(CO) given by Somerville 
& Sm ith (1989) (see text).

cT he molecular hydrogen column density used to com pute the total hydrogen column 
density iV(HI 4* H2) was found from the relation between iV(H2) and E ( B  —  V )  given by 
Somerville &: Sm ith (1989) (see text); the values of iV(H2) have not been listed here.
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A 1.8 C olum n densities o f in terstellar a tom ic species

The column densities of several interstellar atomic species which were used in the 

analyses described in Chapter 6 are listed in Tables A1.8a, b and c. Table Al.8a 

presents results obtained from UV observations of atomic absorption lines by the 

Copernicus satellite. The column densities of C l, M gII, P II, M nll and Fell are 

given in the table; the data have been taken mainly from Jenkins & Shaya (1979), 

Jenkins, Jura & Loewenstein (1983) and Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer (1986). Upper and 

lower limits (2(7) have been listed for some lines of sight, but these limits were not used 

in the analyses of Chapter 6.

Here, and in some of the data described below, the lcr errors given in the tables 

have been determined from confidence limits on the column densities which were often 

asymmetric about the ‘best’ estimate. In these cases, the error, a , was found from 

a2 =  ((7„ ±  a2)!2, where au and o\ are the 1(7 upper and lower bounds to the column 

densities. The calculation of the error in this way preserves the mean weight of the 

observation in subsequent statistical analyses.

Table A1.86 lists the column densities of N al, K I, C a ll and T iII, determined from 

optical observations of atomic absorption lines. The data have been taken mainly from 

Hobbs (1974, 1978), Chaffee &: White (1982) and Stokes (1978). The upper and lower 

limits listed have been taken directly from the above references; again, these limits 

were not used in the statistical analyses of Chapter 6. Stokes (1978) provides error 

estimates on the column densities of T ill; the errors on the K I data of Chaffee &: 

White (1982) have been determined from the listed 1(7 upper and lower bounds as 

described above. For those column densities of K I listed by Chaffee &: White (1982) 

from other sources, an error of ±0.50 dex has been assumed; and an error of ±0.30 

dex has been assumed on the T ill  column density taken from Frisch (1980). For the 

column densities of N al and C all taken from Hobbs (1974, 1978), a general error of 

±0.30 dex was assumed.

Table A1.8c lists the column densities of S ill, SII, M nll, Fell and Z nll deter

mined from IUE  observations of atomic absorption lines. The data have been taken 

from Van Steenberg &: Shull (1988a). Upper and lower confidence limits on the derived 

column densities are provided by Van Steenberg & Shull, but the magnitude of the
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confidence limits can vary widely from star to star. The error on each column den

sity was therefore calculated as described above, using the upper and lower confidence 

limits; the mean error on the column density of each species was then calculated and 

assigned to all the data for that species. The mean values of the calculated errors are 

given in the notes to Table A1.8c.

The data for SII and Zn II were particularly prone to problems of saturation and 

of contamination by stellar photospheric lines. We have noted in the table those cases 

where the central optical depth tq in the weakest line of each species used was greater 

than 10; the error on the column densities found with these data was doubled. We 

have also noted those cases where the ratio of the equivalent width of the weakest 

line to that of the strongest line exceeds 1.4, indicating probable contamination by 

stellar absorption lines (the maximum ratio at saturation should be 1); these data 

were excluded from all further analyses. A couple of other stars have been noted as 

having uncertain SII column densities; these data were not used.
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T ab le  A 1 .8a: The logarithmic column densities o f several atomic species, determined
from Copernicus observations of the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Stax
HD

logA (CI)
(cm -2)

log iV(Mg II) 
(cm"2)

logA (P II)
(cm "2)

log iV(Mn II) 
(cm "2)

log iV(Fell) 
(cm "2)

22951 14.74 0.09 15.88 0.12 13.90 0.15 13.55 0.13 14.60 0.18
23180 15.12 0.07 15.95 0.11 13.90 0.16 13.12 0.16 14.75 0.30“
23408 >13.70 15.70 0.50“
23480 <15.83 13.25 0.30 14.00 0.50“
23630 >14.82 >12.45 .

24398 15.52 0.03 15.94 0.25 >13.25 13.16 0.51 14.75 1.00“
24912 15.39 0.17 <16.25 >14.05 13.14 0.43 15.25 0.60“
26571 17.46 0.42 14.68 0.20 13.31 0.15 14.58 0.38
35439 • . • 15.76 0.16 13.15 0.12 12.74 0.32 13.80 0.55“
37128 13.59 0.05 15.64 0.02 13.65 0.08 12.94 0.04 14.20 0.05
37468 15.90 0.04 13.60 0.06 12.72 0.06 14.55 0.30“
37903 16.07 0.97 13.86 0.27 13.07 0.17 13.56 0.25
40111 14.22 0.09 16.28 0.07 14.10 0.09 13.38 0.05 14.85 0.11
53138 13.16 0.21 .

144470 13.97 0.12 16.26 0.05 14.15 0.08 13.51 0.06 14.75 0.10
147165A 14.34 0.05 16.37 0.08 14.15 0.08 13.72 0.11 15.10 0.30“
147933/4 15.20 0.20 16.18 0.14 13.50 0.24 13.51 0.18 14.90 0.25“
148184 15.52 0.23 16.06 0.11 14.05 0.14 13.54 0.10 14.80 0.20“
148605 13.95 0.25 <16.49 >13.60 13.16 0.45 14.70 0.80“
149757 15.50 0.03 15.09 0.181 13.47 0.101 13.30 0.041 14.56 0.081
164284 15.78 0.10 13.35 0.14 13.08 0.12 14.50 0.11
184915 14.37 0.08 16.01 0.16 >13.70 13.44 0.22 14.85 0.50“
202904 <13.40 15.66 0.08 13.50 0.14 12.74 0.16 14.30 0.05
207198 17.13 0.56 14.76 0.20 13.60 0.13 14.72 0.18
209975 16.77 0.21 >13.90 13.58 0.17 15.45 0.80“
214680 16.06 0.04 13.75 0.05 14.30 0.17
219188 >15.73 >13.15 12.98 0.56 14.45 0.50“
224572 14.74 0.10 16.00 0.08 13.95 0.11 13.25 0.08 14.75 0.11

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A  1 . 8 a :  In each column is given the logarithmic column density of the species 
and its error. The sources of the d ata  are as follows: C I—Jenkins &: Shaya (1979) and Jenkins, 
Ju ra  & Loewenstein (1983); M gII, P II , M n llan d  F e ll—Jenkins, Savage & Spitzer (1986) and 
1 M orton (1975). See text for a discussion of the assigned errors and limits.

a D ata which is flagged by Jenkins e t  a l .  (1986) as being subject to potentially  severe 
saturation problems.
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T ab le  A 1.86: The logarithmic column densities of several atomic species, determined
from optical observations of the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Star log iV(Nal) logiV(KI) log iV(Call) logiV(Till)
HD (cm"2) (cm"2) (cm "2) (cm "2)
886 <10.23 <10.73 <11.34 10.83 0.07
4841 >12.22
7902 >11.63
10756 12.05 0.15
12953 >12.09
13476 >12.09
14134 >12.09
15497 >12.32
17378 >12.54
20041 >12.32
21291 >12.08
21389 11.73 0.07
22951 . . . 11.50 0.14 11.82 0.07
23180 13.83 11.85 0.13 12.11 11.48 0.13
23302 11.48 10.70
23338 >12.26 11.00
23408 11.95 <10.68 10.95
23480 11.61 * • • 10.90
23512 <10.87
23630 11.95 <10.36 11.11 10.89 0.15
23850 12.23 <10.36 11.18 10.75 0.29
24398 13.97 11.88 0.50 11.94 11.29 0.09
24431 >12.46
24432 12.21 0.11
24534 >11.91
24912 13.61 11.68 0.14 12.30 11.62 0.05
31327 >12.14
31964 >13.11 11.88 0.50
34078 12.17 0.12
35439 11.76 • . •
36371 12.01 0.13
37022 12.40 <10.71 12.18
37041 12.36 <10.77
37128 12.32 10.15 0.50 12.00 11.52 0.06
37468 12.58 11.83 11.15 0.09
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T ab le  A 1 .86— continued.
Star
HD

log iV(Nal) 
(cm "2)

logA (K I)
(cm"2)

log iV(Call) 
(cm "2)

log JV(Till) 
(cm "2)

40111 12.90 <10.81 12.07 0.07
41117 12.24 0.09 12.72 12.33 0.09
43384 12.10 0.10
46223 12.05 0.10 . . .
52721 <10.83
53138 11.60 11.71 11.55 0.05
53367 >12.07
53974 11.20 0.27 . . .
144470 12.40 11.67 11.44 0.10
147165A 12.60 11.26 0.14 11.81 11.52 0.08
147888 12.63 0.83 • • • • • .
147933/4 >12.88 12.23 0.50 12.11
148184 13.90 11.90 1.09 11.80 0.301
148605 <10.63
149757 13.78 12.33 0.48 11.75 11.48 0.04
164402 11.55 0.24
169454 >12.12
180554 13.36 11.79
183143 >12.23
184915 11.39 0.24
185859 >12.16
187982/3 >12.25
188001 >11.86
190603 >11.97
193237 13.11
194279 >12.19
197770 >11.90
198478 13.89 12.04 0.50 12.60
199478 12.12 0.16
202904 11.93 11.45 11.40 0.09
203025AB >11.76
206165 >13.13
208501 11.98 0.09
209975 >13.36
210839 >13.38 >11.96 >12.78 12.19 0.06
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T ab le  A l.8 6 — continued.
Star log iV(Nal) log N (K  I) log iV(Call) log JV(Till)
HD (cm -2) (cm-2 ) (cm” 2) (cm '*)

212571 >12.72 12.00
213087 11.99 0.24
214680 12.52 11.05 0.11 12.41 11.79 0.06
223385 >13.56 >12.09 . . .
223960 >12.25
224055 >12.31
224151 12.37 0.35
224572 >13.08 >11.67 12.32
225094 >11.80

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A  1 . 8 b :  In each column is given the logarithm ic column density of the species 
and, for K I and T ill ,  its error. The sources of the d a ta  are as follows: N a l and C a l l—Hobbs 
(1974, 1978); K I—Chaffee & W hite (1982); T i l l—Stokes (1978) and 1 Frisch (1980). The 
errors given for T i l l  are those quoted by Stokes (1978); the errors for K I have been derived 
from the d ata  provided by Chaffee &: W hite (1982) (see text). An error of ±0.30 dex has been 
assumed on the logarithmic column densities of N a l and C a ll.
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T ab le  A 1 .8c: The logarithmic column densities of several atomic species, determined
from IUE observations of the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Stax log iV(Sill) log AT(SII) logiV(Mnll) log iV(Fell) log iV(Zn II)
HD (cm -2) (cm’ 2) (cm "2) (c m '2) (cm“ 2)

886 15.54 17 47°6 12.00 14.40 13.90
1337 15.51 15.63 13.45 15.09 13.42

14818 16.39 16.60° 14.00 15.42 14.78“
23180 14.88 15.46 13.06 14.19 14.37“6
24398 14.62 16.13“ 12.88 14.04 14.94“
24534 15.01 15.25 12.89 14.14 13.38
24912 15.09 15.54c 13.13 14.13 13.18
25558 15.97 15.01 13.24 14.66 12.62
34078 16.61 18.07“ 13.64 15.12 13.49
37041 15.66 15.82 13.58 14.00 13.33
37061 15.02 15.85 13.10 14.53 13.43
37128 14.96 15.45 12.80 14.43 13.59“
37468 15.03 15.31 12.78 13.87 13.04
40111 15.44 15.85 13.37 14.48 13.97
41117 15.52 17.77“C 13.55 14.23 13.98
46150 15.67 16.67“ 13.53 14.81 13.86
46223 15.54 15.42 13.40 14.00 13.50
53974 15.69 17.43 13.56 14.88 13.77

147165A 15.55 16.27“ 13.41 14.95 15.08“6
147888 15.13 15.42 13.32 14.10 13.266
147933/4 15.10 15.40 13.27 14.53 13.39
148184 15.42 16.57“ 13.46 14.76 13.54
149757 15.31 15.52 13.26 14.65 13.15
188001 15.86 15.75 13.48 14.77 13.55
193237 15.92 16.06 13.78 14.89 13.43
193793 15.84 15.84 13.64 14.91 13.28
207198 16.04 15.58 13.57 15.11 13.81
209975 15.63 16.20“ 13.55 15.18 15.44“
210839 15.62 16.79“ 13.54 14.75 13.68
212571 15.01 16.09“ 13.63 14.72 14.36“
214680 15.17 15.96 13.16 14.46 13.16
219188 15.30 15.24 13.15 14.83 13.09

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A 1 . 8 c : All d a ta  are taken from Van Steenberg & Shull (1988a). Some of the 
S II  and Zn II d a ta  are unreliable for the following reasons: a  the central optical dep th  t o  of 
the weakest line was greater than  10; b  the ratio of the equivalent widths of the weakest and 
strongest lines was greater than  1.4, probably because of contam ination by stellar photospheric 
lines; cthe derived column density was uncertain. The d a ta  labelled 6 or c were not used in 
the analyses of C hapter 6.
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N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A  1 . 8 c : — c o n t i n u e d .

T he error on the column density of each species was assum ed to be the m ean of the errors 
derived from the upper and lower confidence limits given by Van Steenberg & Shull (see text). 
The m ean errors were: S ill, ±0.28 dex; S II, ±0.56 dex; M n ll, ±0.35 dex; F e ll, ±0.32 dex; 
and Z n ll, ±0.42 dex. The errors were doubled on the  column densities of S II and Z n ll  for 
which ro in the weakest line was greater than  10.
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A 1.9 C olum n densities o f in terstellar d iatom ic m olecules

The column densities of several interstellar diatomic molecules observed towards 

the stars in the diffuse feature programme are listed in Table A1.9. The data for CH, 

CH+, CO and CN were taken principally from a compilation by Smith (1987); some 

other sources used for further column density estimates of CN are given in the notes 

to the table. The upper and lower limits to the column densities were not used in 

the correlation analyses of §6.5. The errors on the molecular column densities were 

assumed to be ±0.3 dex for the correlation analyses described in §6.5.

A few of the CH and CO column densities were used to estimate the column 

density of H2 along these sight-lines, as described above in §A1.7.

A l .1 0 C olum n d ensities o f H2 in the rotation al levels o f  the ground  

vibrational sta te

Observations of the rotational state distribution of the ground vibrational state of 

H2 were compiled for the lines of sight for which high S/N observations of the diffuse 

features have been published. The column densities of H2 in the levels J  =  0 to 5 are 

listed in Table A1.10. The data have been taken principally from Spitzer, Cochran & 

Hirshfeld (1974); Frisch & Jura (1980) provide column densities for a few stars also. 

For a number of stars, the column densities of H2 in the J  =  0 and 1 rotational levels 

have been taken from Savage et al. (1977). The errors on the column densities have 

been derived mainly from the information given in the above references.
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Table A1.9: The column densities o f several species of diatomic molecule observed 
towards the stars in the diffuse feature programme.

Star
HD

log iV(CH) 
(cm -4)

log iV(CH+ ) 
(cm "2)

logiV(CO)
(cm -2)

logiV(CN)
(cm "2)

886 <12.19
12953 13.23 15.68 12.62
20041 13.06 <14.97 12.04
21291 12.80 15.11 12.11
21389 <14.00
22951 . . . <11.41
23180 13.11 12.76 14.18 12.411
23288 <12.73 13.40 <12.10
23302 <12.38 <12.44 <11.91
23338 <12.69 12.67 <11.92
23408 12.18 13.47 >13.23 <11.67
23480 <12.49 13.25 <11.90
23512 13.50 <13.24 <12.91
23630 <12.53 12.64 <12.91 <11.92
23850 <12.57 12.77 <11.97
23862 <12.62 <12.53 <12.07
24398 13.25 12.48 >13.56 12.591
24432 13.40 13.72
24534 13.78 13.12 12.921
24912 13.04 13.32 >13.45 11.41
26571 13.21 15.50 12.762
34078 <13.40 14.76 12.32
36371 13.18 13.02
37022 <12.61
37128 <12.06 <12.30
40111 <13.00
41117 13.23 13.41 14.10
46223 14.74
53138 <12.97

144470 12.50 12.80 13.60
147165A 12.48 12.76 13.15 <11.11
147933/4 13.30 13.14 14.81 12.301
148184 13.44 13.11 15.25 12.I I 1
148605 13.34 12.09
149757 13.31 13.52 15.38 12.411
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T ab le  A l .9 — continued.
Star
HD

logiV(CH)
(cm"2)

logiV(CH+ )
(c m '2)

log JV(CO) 
(cm -’ )

log jV(CN) 
(cm "2)

154090 13.32
154445 13.43 13.50
156247 13.30 13.50
163472 12.90 12.90
169454 12.13 13.743
179406 13.57 15.28 13.59
183143 13.50 13.92
184915 12.95 12.70 <11.35
190603 • . . 13.67
193237 • . . 13.23 . . .

193793 13.28
198478 <13.40 13.32 15.18 12.38
199478 13.15 13.95
203938 13.41
206165 13.32 13.20 14.77 <11.82
206267AB 13.30 13.18 13.001
207198 13.49 13.11 15.34 13.761
208501 % . i 15.78 13.63
209975 14.08
210839 13.25 13.01 14.68 12.381
213087 14.87
214680 <12.48
224572 12.56 12.86

N o t e s  t o  T a b l e  A l . 9 : All d ata  have been taken from Sm ith (1987) except for the following CN 
column densities: 1Federman &: Lam bert (1988); 2Crawford (1990); 3Jannuzi e t  a l .  (1988). 
An error of ±0.30 dex was assumed on all column densities.
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A P P E N D IX  2

Supplem entary Figures

This appendix provides a catalogue of figures arising from the work described 

in the body of the thesis. Most of the figures are scatter plots which illustrate the 

statistical relationships analysed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. This catalogue of figures is 

not intended to be complete: those figures which were considered to be informative 

but which were too many to be included in the main body of the thesis have been 

presented here.

A 2.1 U nivariate d istributions

Figure A2.1 illustrates the univariate distributions of the equivalent widths of all 

the diffuse features studied in this work. In addition, the univariate distributions of 

the colour excesses E (B  — V) and intrinsic colours (B  — V )Q of the programme stars 

are shown. The moments computed for these univariate distributions have been given 

in Table 4.3 of Chapter 4.

A 2.2  T he dependence o f equivalent w id th  on E (B  — V )

Figure A2.2 illustrates the dependence of the equivalent widths of each of the 

diffuse features, W \ , on colour excess E (B  — V). The regression lines which were 

included in Figure 4.3 have been omitted here so that the quality of the correlations 

can be judged more freely. The correlation coefficients which pertain to these figures are 

given in Table 4.7 of Chapter 4. The symbols used in this figure, and in others presented 

in this appendix, differentiate between field stars and those in different OB associations; 

the key is given in Table 4.5 of Chapter 4.
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A 2.3  T he dependence o f residual equivalent w id th  on spectral typ e

The calculation of the residual equivalent widths of the diffuse features, R \ , from 

the best-fit regression of W \ on E (B  — V ) has been described in §4.5.2 in Chapter 4. 

Figure A2.3 illustrates the dependence of R \  on the spectral type of the target stars for 

all the diffuse features studied in this work. The correlation coefficients which pertain 

to these figures are given in Table 4.9 of Chapter 4.

A 2.4 T he intercorrelations betw een  th e  diffuse feature strengths

The intercorrelations between the strengths of the diffuse features are illustrated 

in Figures A2.4, A2.5 and A2.6. In Figure A2.4, the correlations between the diffuse 

feature equivalent widths are presented for every pair of diffuse features. For any 

given pair, the weaker diffuse feature is plotted against the stronger. The correlation 

coefficients which pertain to these figures have been given in Table 4.14a in Chapter 4. 

The correlations between the corrected equivalent widths of the diffuse features, W  

have not been illustrated here.

Figure A2.5 illustrates the intercorrelations of the diffuse feature equivalent widths 

following their normalization to unit E (B  — V), which is described in §4.6.1 [equa

tion (4.14)]. The correlations between the uncorrected equivalent widths per unit 

E (B  — V), [W \/E (B  — V)\, have been illustrated for the five strongest diffuse features 

only: AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614. The correlation coefficients which pertain 

to these figures have been given in Table 4.15.

Figure A2.6 illustrates the intercorrelations of the diffuse feature equivalent widths 

following their normalization to unit A v , which is described in §4.6.1 [equation (4.15)]. 

The correlations between the uncorrected equivalent widths per unit A v , [W \/Av], 

have been illustrated for the five strongest diffuse features; they have been illustrated 

also for the weaker features only where the correlations obtained with both the cor

rected and the uncorrected equivalent widths were significant. The correlation coeffi

cients which pertain to these figures have been given in Table 4.16.
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A 2.5 The correlation betw een  equivalent w id th  and Pmax

The correlations between the equivalent widths of the diffuse features and the 

maximum polarization observed towards the target stars, Pmax, are illustrated in Fig

ure A2.7. For the five strongest features—AA5780, 5797, 6203, 6284 and 6614—the 

correlations between the corrected equivalent widths, W^, and Pmax are also given. 

The correlation coefficients which pertain to these figures are given in Tables 5.11a 

and b of Chapter 5.

A 2.6 T he correlation betw een  equivalent w id th  and N (R )

The correlations between the equivalent widths of the diffuse features and the 

total column density of neutral hydrogen, N (H), are illustrated in Figure A2.8; the 

correlation between the first principal component in the equivalent width data, £i, 

and N (R ) is presented also. The hydrogen column densities have been determined 

according to the procedure set out in §6.1 of Chapter 6; only the hydrogen column 

densities found from the data derived in steps (a)-(c) described there have been used 

in these figures.

A 2.7  The correlations w ith  interstellar atom ic abundances

The correlations of the diffuse feature abundances with the abundances of in

terstellar atomic species have been described in §6.3 and §6.4 of Chapter 6. All the 

correlations which were found there to be significant are illustrated here, and a few 

others besides.

Figures A2.9 to A2.15 illustrate the correlations of the diffuse feature abundances 

A (A) with the abundances of the different atomic species; Figures A2.16 to A2.19 

illustrate the correlations of the second principal component in the equivalent width 

data, £2, and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with the abundances of the different
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atomic species; and Figure A2.20 illustrates the correlations of the diffuse feature 

abundances and abundances ratios with the N a l/C a ll column density ratio.

A 2.8 The correlations w ith  in terstellar m olecular abundances

The correlations of the diffuse feature strengths with the column densities and 

abundances of interstellar molecules have been described in §6.5 and §6.6 of Chap

ter 6. All the correlations which were found there to be significant are illustrated here, 

together with a few others.

Figure A2.21 illustrates the correlations between the column densities N (X )  of 

several interstellar molecular species and colour excess E (B  — V); and Figures A2.22 

to A2.24 illustrate the correlations between the column densities of the diffuse features, 

N (X )f , and the column densities of those interstellar molecules. Then Figures A2.25 

to A2.28 illustrate the correlations between the diffuse feature abundances A (A) and 

the abundances of the different molecular species; and Figure A2.29 illustrates the 

correlations between A (A) and the column density ratios CH+ /CH and CH+ /H 2. Fig

ures A2.30 and A2.31 illustrate the correlations of £* and the diffuse feature abundance 

ratios with the molecular abundances; and finally, Figure A2.32 illustrates the corre

lations of £2 and the diffuse feature abundance ratios with the column density ratios 

CH+/CH and CH+/H2.
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F ig u re  A 2.1. Frequency bar charts illustrating the univariate distributions of the 
equivalent width measurements of all the diffuse features studied in this work; and the 
univariate distributions of the colour excesses E (B  — V ) and intrinsic colours (B  — Vr)0 
of the programme stars.
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Figure  A 2.5. The intercorrelations of the equivalent widths o f the diffuse features 
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after normalisation to unit A y . The units are mA/mag.
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Figure A2.15. The correlations between the diffuse feature abundances and interstel
lar ionic abundances—Cl, N a l and K I.
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